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"Flashdance- is available on Stereo Beta Hi -Fi videocassettes from Paramount Home Video for $39.95. O Paramount Pictures Corporation.

The NEC VC -739E with Beta Hi -Fi sound. A technological breakthrough in video recording and playback whereby the video
heads record both the audio and video information. Compared to conventional VCR's which use stationary audio heads, the VC -739E
offers 30 times greater dynamic range. In fact, the audio specifications of the VC -739E exceed even those of a studio open -reel tape
recorder!
The NEC VC -739E is the industry's most "fully loaded" Beta Hi -Fi model, with four heads for clear special effects; 134 channel
cable ready quartz PLL tuner; 8 -event, 14 day programmable timer; audio-only recording capability; fluorescent indicator level meters
and more ... all controllable by a full function remote.
You'll see picture quality with very same "High Video Fidelity" in every NEC model, only with different arrays of features.
The NEC VC -738E is an 83 -channel; clear special effects four -head; 8 -event, 14 day programmable; wireless remote control
machine.
Even NEC's most basic VCR's, the 134 -channel cable ready VC -737E and 83 -channel VC -734E
offer picture quality and ease of operation matching any Y2 " machine on the market- at any price.
Think of it this way. All NEC VCR's offer "High Video Fidelity." And now, the new VC -739E
THE ONE TO WATCH.
offers "High Audio Fidelity" too.
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
NEC

NEC

NEC Home Electronics (U

S

A.) Inc., 1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (312) 228-5900
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THE NEC VC-739E BETA HI -Fl VCR.
THE VCR WITH THE PICTURE THAT
SOUNDS AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS.
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AKAI

What AKAI knows about
audio could fill a book.
And now, it does.
Because AKAI's new 68page audio products catalog is hot off the presses.
And filled to overflowing
with the very latest in audio.
Turntables. Cassette
decks. Receivers. Open -reel
decks. Amps and tuners.
Matched systems. Speakers.
Accessories. Personal
stereos.

And even a digital corn pact disc player.
There are plenty of surprises, too.
Like the first open -reel
deck designed for home
use with a studio -standard
dbx Type 1 circuit.
And the new AM/FM
receiver that recently won
the "Top -Rated" honors
in a national consumer

publication.

Plus six brand-new cassette decks. Five terrific
new turntables. And some
of the most sophisticated
matched systems you've
ever seen.
Best of all, it's free for
the asking. So send a
postcard to AKAI Catalog,
P.O. Box 6010, Dept. A,
Compton, CA 90224.
Then enjoy
some great nonfiction that's
,\ already a bestseller.

Hi -Fi
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

& Video.
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Radiohroughout

your home or
office, the Proton
300 FM/AM Radio delivers beautiful high
fidelity sound. Real high fidelity, simplified.
FM stereo reception is magnificent with the
Proton Schotz Detector.*
The Radio has separate bass and treble controls.
You can connect your tape deck and add multiple
pairs of Proton 301 bi-amplified two-way speakers,
to fill every room with
true high fidelity sound.
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never before been heard
in something others call a
clock radio. But the Proton 320 is something else.
With separate bass and treble controls and a
large, full -range speaker. Two independent alarms.
A clock memory so you'll always be on time, even if
the power fails. And many more innovative features.
It's sound and time performance so advanced,
it can only be a Proton.
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No matter what you've heard, it is possible
to make a high quality speaker at low cost.

Magazine reviewers listen to many,
sPeaker systems each year. Rarely
has oneof them received praise as
unanimous and enthusiastic as that
received by the Bostón A40. Here are
excerpts from several reviews:
.

The.ALO is 131h" x 81/4" x 73/4" deep.

Audio

Ihc ;Ne1U ¡jork C;imca

Stereo Review

The Boston Acoustics Model A40 is a
diminutive loudspeaker system capable
of high performance at a very low cost
...Stereo imaging is excellent...1
was pleasantly surprised to find that,
although rated for a maximum of only
40 watts, the system can handle very
brisk levels without stress or audible
breakup...If this loudspeaker were to
sell for a few hundred dollars, I would
be tempted to say that it is a moderately
good bargain; considering its actual
price, I think it is an extraordinarily
good one.

Boston Acoustics' A40 would be hard
to beat for dollar value...In music of a
lighter texture - chamber music and
jazz - this speaker holds its own against
larger models costing far more and even
in symphonic music the sound is

The Boston Acoustics' A40...delivers

Richard C. Heyser

Hans Fantel

Julian Hirsch

Copyright 1983 CBS Publications

Copyright 1982 The New York Times

Copyright 1982 Zdt.Davis Publishing Co.

if not overpowering. In
particular, the treble dispersion of this
little speaker is so good that it attains
an aura of spaciousness surpassed only
by some of the far more expensive
multidirectional speakers.

enjoyable,

exceptional performance at a very low
price... Very few forward -radiating
systems we have seen can match
its dispersion...The A40 comes surprisingly close to matching the essential sound quality and character of
the best and most esteemed speakers
for a small fraction of the cost. With
respect to sound quality per dollar, the
A40 is surely one of the most
cost-effective speaker designs we have
seen in recent times; we are impressed.

The Boston A40 has a suggested retail price of $75 each. To receive full information about the A40, and a list of dealers where you can hear it,

write to us or send us the coupon below.
ft

e

h

u

e

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield Street
Peabody, MA 01960

Name

Address

City

State

(617) 532-2111
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Taping FM on Metal
use my cassette deck mostly to
record FM programs. Would there be
an advantage to using metal tape for
such material, or would this be overkill?-Rob Canaday, Northwood, Ohio
A. It appears that metal tape chiefly
warrants its higher price when taping
live material with strong transients.
Such tape is less subject to saturation
by these transients than are the other
types (ferric oxide, chromium dioxide,
cobalt -modified, ferrichrome). But
when taping FM material, which is generally subject to substantial compression or limiting that subdues the transients, the non-metal tapes appear to
do a satisfactory job, leaving little room
for improvement.
However, this situation may change
as phono discs, FM transmission
equipment and techniques, and FM
tuners improve. Hence, FM broadcasts
and phono discs may possess a dynamic range which challenges the capabilities of the non-metal tapes. On
Q. I

the other hand, technological progress
continues to bring us improvements in
the latter tapes, so that they may still
be able to cope.

Sensitivity Adjustment
Q. My cassette deck has provisions
for adjusting both the bias and record
sensitivity. How are these two factors
interrelated?-Hillel Brandes, Grantsville, Md.
A. They are essentially independent
of each other. The bias adjustment,
which varies largely with tape type (ferric oxide, chromium dioxide and ferricobalt, ferrichrome, or metal), aims at
the optimum combination of low distortion and extended treble. As bias is
increased, distortion tends to decrease (up to a point), but treble response tends to drop also. Hence it
may be necessary to accept a (usually
slight) increase in distortion to permit
adequate treble response.
The purpose of the sensitivity adjustment is to meet the requirement of

TANDBERG
DESIGNS
'LLa THE FINEST
J AUDIO
EQUIPMENT.
.
1

':".

Dolby noise reduction, namely that a
given signal fed to the tape in recording produce a given output in playback. Accordingly, the Dolby emphasis (mostly in the treble range) provided in recording will be matched by
corresponding treble de -emphasis in
playback, restoring flat response. Improper matching, called mistracking,
adversely affects treble response, usually causing a loss.

FOR THOSE
WHO BUY
ONLY
INEST
EQUIPMENT.

One Channel Missing
Q. I have owned my cassette deck
for a year and a half, and the only tape
I used with it was TDK SA, While I kept
the tape type (bias) switch in the Cr02
position, I kept the equalizer switch in
the 120-4 position, although SA tapes
are supposed to be played with 70-1.1S
equalization. Recently I bought TDK D
If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Tandberg's world-famous European
superiority in designing the finest audio
equipment may not be appreciated by
everyone. However, for those discriminating
individuals whose high performance
requirements cannot be met by a mass
production approach be it an automobile or
audio gear Tandberg is their logical choice.
The Series 3000A stereo components
shown here are the finest Tandberg has ever
produced in its 50 years of audio experience.
The mass production of Intergrated
Circuits (ICs) has made "impressive specs"
easy & inexpensive to achieve. As a result,
the vast majority of high fidelity products have
been designed for the least costly production
techniques & "prirted" specifications in mind...
and not necessarily the accurate reproduction
of music.
For example, our research showed that
conventional electrolytic capacitors used by
virtually all other manufacturers typically
exhibit 5% or more dielectric absorption. This
means that 5% of the musical signal is
"memorized" and superimposed on the
following signals, producing audible distortion.
To prevent this, Tandberg engineers replaced
electrolyic capacitors with more expensive
polystyrene & polypropylene units, reducing

-

-

tapes, and in playback noticed that
one channel was missing. What is the
problem? Did my constant use of SA
tapes on the wrong equalization lead
to this?-John McHugh, Rockaway
Park, N.Y.
A. No, your constant use of the

same type and your use of the incorrect playback equalization could not
produce the problem you describe.
Apparently, something has gone
wrong in the electronic circuitry of one
channel, and it will require the services
of an audio shop to find the problem's
cause and cure.

Old Open -Reel or New Cassette
Q. I've had an open -reel tape deck
for many years and have enjoyed its
trouble -free operation. Most of my recordings have been made at 33/4 ips; I
recognized that this speed might not
give the very best reproduction but afforded results decent enough for my
purposes. I have begun to upgrade my
audio system and would like to record

more classical music from FM and
phono discs. It is suggested that I get
a new cassette deck, which is generally apt to be better than the old openreel decks. What is your advice?-Steven Rannels, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. It is difficult to advise you on the
desirability of buying a new cassette
deck. If the old open -reel deck still
works well and gives you full pleasure,
perhaps you should stay with it. The
decision can be made only by you.
Before deciding, visit your local audio
stores and listen to their cassette
realize that it is not easy to
decks.
make a comparison between your
open -reel deck operating in your home
with a particular speaker, and a cassette deck operating in a store with, in
all probability, another speaker. Perhaps you can borrow a cassette deck
from a friend and try it in your home. Or
perhaps you can obtain one on a trial
(money -back) basis from an audio
store, particularly if you are purchasing
other components from that store.

dielectric absorption losses to only 0.05%...an
improvement on the order of 100 to 1!
In addition, ceramic capacitors commonly
used in most audio circuits change value with
the voltage applied to them, creating phase
shift in the higher frequencies, as well as a
harsh or metallic sound character. Tandberg
engineers replaced the traditional ceramic
capacitors in all signal -carrying stages with
higher quality polyester units, eliminating
phase shift and sound problems entirely.
This advanced engineering has resulted
in upgrading of literally hundreds of electrical
components in the outstanding Series 3000A.
The new TPT 3001A Programable Tuner offers
a significant audible improvement over the
original TPT 3001, which itself had been
considered the finest FM tuner in the world.
The TCA 3002A Preamplifier offer a superb
balance of practical flexibility and the same
sonic improvements, and includes a "true"
Digital input that allows up to 20 volts of signal
without overload for use with the most
demanding of tomorrow's source material.
The TPA 3003A Power Amplifier, offering 150
watts RMS per channel (both channels driven

Puzzling AM Noise
Q. When I record AM with Dolby NR
on, although the incoming AM signal
sounds clear with no noise, the signal
is noisy in playback. This happens with
five different cassette decks I have
tried. This does not occur when recording from FM or phono.-Robert
Patterson, Des Plaines, Ill.
A.
do not have a sure answer. It
may be that noise components of the
AM signal, although close to or entirely
inaudible, are causing the Dolby circuit
to encode when recording but not to
decode in playback. This would mean
treble boost, and therefore noise accentuation, in recording, without corresponding treble cut in playback. Have
you tried another AM source? (Editor's
Note: Also try switching in your tape
deck's multiplex [MPX] filter to cut
these high -frequency noise components. An equalizer could also be
patched between the AM tuner and
tape deck, to cut off high -frequency
noise at an even lower point-/.B.) J
I

I

.

efficient package no larger than its
matching Preamplifier and Programable
in an

Tuner.
With Tandberg's Series 3000A,
compromise in any link of the audio electronics
chain becomes a problem of the past.
If your musical requirements cannot be
satisfied with mass production, only Tandberg
has the high fidelity products, nationwide
dealer support & service network to satisfy

a

today's discretionary consumer...that
individual who expects outstanding
performance, quality and stable value.

For the name & address of your nearest
authorized Tandberg dealer, call or write:
Tandberg of America
Labriola Court, Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 273-9150

into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with less than
0.02% THD), is a high current design, offering
minimum negative feedback and high speed
Enter No

4

on Reader Service Card

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Flickering Lights
Q. I have a receiver rated at 50 watts
per channel. I have a small lamp on the
same household circuit. Every time I
turn on the receiver, the lamp flickers.
Is there any danger to the house from
turning on the receiver? Is there any
device which can eliminate the flickering? What causes the flickering in the
first place? I read that such flickering is
a sign of bad wiring, but so far no
circuit breakers have tripped.-Robert
Patterson, Des Plaines, Ill.
A. When your receiver is turned on,
there is an instantaneous surge of current until the back EMF is established
in the power transformer-at which
time the receiver draws its normal current. This is quite normal.
Any time that current flows in a conductor (your house wiring in this instance), there will be a voltage drop
across that conductor. The greater the
current flow, the greater this voltage
drop will be. Because the current flow
is momentarily high when the receiver
is turned on, the voltage on its circuit
will be low. Any device connected to
this same circuit will also experience
low voltage for an instant.
If you have a light -gauge extension
cord connected to your wall outlet, and
both the receiver and the lamp are
connected to this line, this can account
for the lamp's flickering, even though
your house wiring may be adequate.
With no extension cord in use, a 50 watt receiver should not draw so much
current that the voltage drops enough
to cause the flicker. You should investigate the gauge of wire used to feed
that outlet, replacing it with a gauge at
least one size heavier. This will be especially desirable if your house was
originally wired with aluminum wire.
When such wiring ages, junctions and
splices tend to oxidize, leading to either intermittent circuit operation or
high -resistance connections (which
will cause excessive voltage losses
with light loads).
The fact that your breakers do not
trip is not an indication of the quality of
house wiring. When a breaker does not
trip under load, it only indicates that
the current drawn is below the rating of
the breaker. In rare cases have seen
breakers which, because of repeated
tripping, fail to trip at their proper
time-requiring greater and greater
I

8

amounts of current to trip them. If the
only equipment on your circuit is the
receiver and the lamp, do not be concerned about a defective breaker. The
current flows involved are below values needed to trip a normal breaker.

Signal Processors
Q. Is there a limit to the number of
signal processors one can put into a
tape loop without degradation or distortion of the signal? In what order
should one hook up an equalizer,
range expander, decoder, and rumble
filter in a tape loop?-Roger Ross, Peshastin, Wash.
A.
do not believe we can say just
where the limits are to the number of
processors which can be cascaded in
a single tape loop. By the very nature
of signal processing, however, distortion is added. If the idea of high fidelity
is to reproduce faithfully all sounds fed
into the equipment, an equalizer distorts the sound by upsetting its frequency balance. A range expander
distorts the sound by tampering with its
dynamics. Many people consider distortion only in terms of IM or THD and
the like, but any alteration of signal is
distortion.
A typical playback loop with the
equipment you mentioned would be
connected from beginning to end as
follows: Decoder, rumble filter, range
expander and equalizer. By altering
the relative positions of these devices,
the range expander (for example)
might be fooled into acting on a light
cymbal crash because of its increased
high -frequency content because of treble boost added by the equalizer. The
equalizer, ahead of the decoder, will
give a false idea of original levels and
will result in poor rendition of the original dynamics and perhaps even of frequency balance versus instantaneous
program level.
I

High -Pass Filter
Q. What is a high-pass filter?-William Kay, Yonkers, N. Y.
A. The high-pass filter reduces response at very low audio frequencies
to reduce rumble which may be present as a result of problems with the
turntable or with a disc recording. The
78 -rpm recording was especially
prone to rumble. Such a filter also
serves to reduce the amplitude of low -

frequency pulses which will be present
when playing moderately or severely
warped phonograph records. Even
though no sound may be produced as
a result of the warps, the subsonic
pulses may cause excessive woofer
cone excursions which, if severe
enough, could damage the woofer.
Some of these filters begin rolling off
low frequencies at a sufficiently high
frequency as to reduce bass from such
program sources as organ recordings.
If you do not need the filter, don't use it.
75- and 300 -Ohm Connections
Q. Please explain the difference between the "hookup" of a 300 -ohm antenna to a TV set versus a 75 -ohm
coaxial antenna.-S.R. Creacey, Redlands, Cal.
A. Most TV sets (and many FM tuners) can be connected to either 75- or
300 -ohm antenna systems.
The 300 -ohm system, which is more
common, uses flat "twin -lead" cable,
the ends of which are stripped to be

wrapped around the two screw terminals provided on the receiver. The system is a balanced line, with both sides
of the line equidistant from ground, so
you may connect either conductor to
either input terminal.
The 75 -ohm system uses coaxial cable whose outside shield is grounded.
On TV sets, the cable usually attaches
via a screw -on "F" connector; prefabricated cables usually have such connectors already attached, but it's possible to cut cable to size and attach
your own. On FM sets, you're about as
likely to find screw terminals to which
the cable attaches directly; if so, be
sure to connect the shield to the
ground terminal. Since 75 -ohm systems are shielded, they reduce interference pickup. If you therefore wish to
convert a 300 -ohm system to 75 -ohm,
you can get transformers made for that
purpose.
On rare occasions, you'll find 75 ohm r.f. inputs using audio -type phono
connectors. More commonly, such
connectors are used for direct video
signals, which bypass the tuner
stages.
Q
you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Glovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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THE LEADING EDGE OF AMERICAN AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
Audio Specialists always specify separate Power
Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and Tuners for no compromise sound reproduction...Soundcraftsmen
builds, In the finest American Tradition, coordinated
audio separates for a superbly matched stereo system
...or as individual components to upgrade your existing system.

,,,,,,,,,a,

The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifiers featuring Class H Dual Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto -Buffers
for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation, No Current -Limiting, Auto
Crowbar Output Protection, Power MOSFET circuitry for Highest Reliability, Calibrated LED meters. Power Output ranges
from 125 WPC to 250 WPC @ 8 ohms, 190 WPC to 375
WPC @ 4 ohms with exceptional headroom.

$449 to $1,199'
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REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND
POWER MOSFET AMPLIFIERS
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WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE
PREAMPLIFIERS
Unique Equalizer/Preamplifiers and Straight -Line Preamplifiers featuring -97dB Phono S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and
Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridges circuit for Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers
@ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, versatile Push -Button Patch Bay with
Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs,
Precision Passive Coil EQ Circuitry and Differential/Comparators
True Unity Gain for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clip-

cv

..ai! :.-^-

ping" of Wide Dynamic -Range Material. Computone charts
included.

$399 to $699'

DIFFERENTIAL/COMPARATOR
EQUALIZERS
State -of -the -Art Octave and Third -Octave Equalizers featuring
0.1dB Differential/Comparators circuitry for Total Compatibility
with Digital and other Wide Dynamic -Range Program Material. Precision Passive-Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Noise and
Distortion-Regardless of EQ Curve Selected. Specially Recorded
Frequency Analyzer Test Record, Computone Charts and Connecting Cables included.
$249 to $649.

WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE
REAL-TIME
ANALYZER/EQUALIZERS
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REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator°' circuitry makes possible Accuracy to 0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for
Fast, Accurate Analyzing and Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil
Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion. Scan-Alyzer Models
With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone
Necessary. Computone Charts Included.
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$499 to S699.

DIGITAL QUARTZ STEREO TUNER
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AM -FM -FM Stereo Tuner with 7 AM, 7 FM Station Presets, Auto-

'
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FREE!

full -color brochure with complete
specifications and prices of all 20 new
models, includes pages of detailed information on the
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"If your car is this well equipped, you won't want to
go home again."

the one option no one should go without ..."
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"My friends there kept hopping in-and out of the car,
shaking their heads in delighted astonishment."
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How to Get Real Hi -Fi in Your Car
Julian Hirsch on the
Delco- -G114 Bose Car Stereo System
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"Believe every rave you've read, and then some."
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"... one of the sweeter bargains of the year."
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a car stereo the quality of which is, in a
word, stunning."
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"I've experienced all kinds of car stereos, but nothing
like this system."
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Ones Wear Out?
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"The performance ... was astounding ... I ca -di
imagine anyone (buying) one of these cars ... without the music system."

Will you have the same reaction as
the press? Our recent experience has

convinced us that, regardless of your
interest in music, you will require less
than one minute of listening to know
that you want the Delco-GM/Bose
Music System in your next car.
Hear it now in selected models of
General Motors automobiles.

e most

highly acclaimed
automotive option.
Available only
on GM cars.
the Music System to the individual accoustics
of each model automobile.

Sound so real it will change how you
feel about driving.

... Delco-GM/Bose deliver a knockout punch!"
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Our computerized listener enables us to match
I

-

"...this soniz paradise.. ."
"...a truly outstanding advance in automotive sound"
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To continue my report from the

October issue on what was new
in car stereo at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show, should
start with Yamaha's new line. The most
obvious new touch is that the Yamahas
load their tapes at the bottom of the
panel, so ejected cassettes won't
block the controls and dust and dirt will
fall out of, not into, the mechanism. All
units have Yamaha's hallmark, continuously variable loudness compensation;
some also have a Spatial Expander
circuit.
On several models, "Blank Skip"
automatically zips past long gaps between selections-including the tape end gap, which speeds auto-reversing. A light glows every 20 hours as a
reminder to clean the heads; if you
haven't cleaned them after 40 hours of
play, a second indicator lights up and
"Blank Skip" stops working till you do
your duty. Though you'll never see it
unless you do your own installation, the
wires and cables emerge from the corners of the units, so they can be
dressed to the sides or straight back,
whichever there's room for.
Sony showed their new XR-100 in dash unit, with diversity reception-a
system which automatically selects the
better signal from each of two antennas, to combat multipath and other reception problems. After CES, Clarion
I
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introduced a new premium line, Audia,
whose top model also has this feature.
This is only new to car stereo; hams
have used it for years, and H. H. Scott
once used it in a home tuner.
JVC has taken the idea of Sony's
removable -transport Music Shuttle
even further, with the KS -08 Executive.
Its removable transport is a stereo recorder, with battery compartment and
headphone jack built in. Like the Sony,
its tuner (which has 10 presets) stays
in the car when the tape's travelling
separately, so you'll always have a car
radio if you leave the tape section
home. (But why not rechargeable batteries, with a trickle -charger in the
dashboard?) In the meantime, StereoSchuttle, a new company, is offering
quick -release in -dash housings to hold
other stereo units.
Yamaha's new YGE-600 equalizer,
like Alpine's 3015, has automatic volume levelling, which adjusts the system's sound level as ambient, low -frequency noise changes-no more having to crank down the volume control
when asking directions. But unlike AI pine's seven -band, auto -equalizing
unit, Yamaha's is a five -band model,
with a very flexible combination of preset curves and manual adjustments.
The "Acoustic EQ" button gives one
preset curve designed to compensate
for the average car's acoustics. Press

the "Bass," "Middle" or "Treble" buttons, and you get preset boosts on
those ranges. By pressing a rocker
switch, you can accentuate, flatten or
even reverse any of these preset
curves. Three "Tone" memories hold
curves you've preset for yourself. You
can also, of course, do conventional
band -by -band equalization.
Blaupunkt has two five -band equalizers on flexible stalks, like the controls
of their Berlin head unit. MetroSound's
EQ-3170 seven -bander has DNR noise
reduction.
AudioMobile lets you combine amps
and crossovers into one sleek unit with
their MDX (Modular Docking Expandable) system. The available modules
include amps delivering 20, 50 or 100
watts/channel at 4 ohms, plus electronic crossovers and fader modules, all of
which dock together with no visible interconnecting wires. The faders and
crossovers can be remotely mounted
up front for adjustment, then moved
back if desired. The amps use a new
circuit, which allows a dash -mounted
switch to cut the amplifiers' power output, preserving your speakers from
volume -happy kids or parking -lot attendants, and lowering battery consumption when you listen with the engine off.
Proton's new 222 and 250 amps offer Soft Clipping, like the home amps
from sister company NAD.
Sales of the Delco/GM/Bose car -stereo system have surpassed expectations, and competition for it is already
starting to emerge, from K40 and from
Alphasonik.
Alphasonik's approach is to present
clinics at dealers throughout the country, where Fritz, a microphone -eared

StereoSchuttle quick -release housing
protects car stereos against theft.
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AIWA

and machine, the Aiwa AD F990 presents its controls on
a unique "keyboard." That's
new! So is our Auto Record
Level Control, Auto NR Detector, Auto Demagnetizing,
Auto Tape Selector, Digital
Time Remaining Display that
shows all tape operation
modes, and a floorescent
display for all functions.
The Aiwa AD -F990: the
top of our new line of "digitalready" cassette decks. The
sound of the future, today.

ENGINEERING
To perfectly integrate man

A TRIUMPH IN HUMAN

recorded programs without
compromise...or effort.

Listen to the AD -F990 and
you'll be stunned. Dolby HX
Professional and Aiwa's exclusive amorphous combination head have extended
performance parameters so
far that the AD -F990 can
faithfully reproduce digitally

20-21000Hz FLAT
FREQUENCY RESPONSE!

the best means taking the
lead, not following. That's
why our engineers developed
the AD -F990: the first fully
automated cassette deck de
signed to meet the demands
of the compact digital disc.

At Aiwa, we believe being

THE DIGITAL AGE.

THE NEW AIWA AD -F990
3-HEAD CASSETTE DECK:
PERFORMANCE READY FOR
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AudioMobile's MDX
(Modular Docking
Expandable) amps and
crossovers dock together to
make one sleek unit.

A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
TO JOIN THE
WORLD'S FIRST
DIGITAL
AUDIO CLUB.

dummy, sits in your car, transmitting to
a nearby Apple computer. The computer analyzes frequency response,

background resonances, dynamic
range and changes in frequency response from driver to passenger position, delivering a printed analysis to
guide you in dealing with any problems
Fritz might uncover.
K40 (a sister firm to AudioMobile)
advertises that its amp and speaker
system has more speakers, more power, less distortion and more sound output than Delco/Bose for about the
same price ($899), and that it can be
used with any signal source, not just
Delco's. The system incorporates four
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Linear Power Bass Vent and amp
two-way satellite systems and two subwoofers, plus three electronic crossovers and 160 watts of amplifier power
(80 watts to the subwoofers, 40 watts/
channel to the satellites), and is said to
be easily installed. There's none of the
Delco/Bose custom equalization, says
AudioMobile's John Bishop; instead,
"We use direct rather than reflected
sound. So we don't have to equalize
each car, because the speaker's direct
response is the major influence on the
sound, and reflected sound contributes relatively little."
In speakers, Pioneer's Maxxial Tilt axial and Sansui's FlexAxis speakers
are surface -mount units with tiltable

tweeters. Blaupunkt and Audiovox
added models with stick-up (but fixed angle) tweeters. Sansui's surface mount models have dual passive radiators. Norelco's NCS-1000 "hatchbox"
is a roughly triangular box with a side firing woofer and front -firing tweeter,
for deckless hatchbacks and station
wagons. Jensen's 3000 -series speakers have frequency response tailored
to overcome road noise, which is strongest at mid -frequencies, plus grilles with
14

AudioMobile MDX amp/crossover
key -slot mountings that won't let them
pop off when mounted in often slammed doors. AR is the latest home speaker company to go mobile, with
two new flush -mount models and optional brackets for last year's AR1MS
mini-box home speakers.
Three new self -powered subwoofers
showed up at CES. Audio Pro's $595
Model B2-07 uses two 41/2 -inch drivers
in push-pull configuration. The built-in,
30 -watt amplifier uses the Ace -Bass
principle to control driver parameters;
response is rated from 40 to 250 Hz,
+0, -2 dB; the built-in, active crossover can be set anywhere between 50
and 250 Hz. Fujitsu Ten's Air Transfer
Super Woofer ($230) uses two 120 -mm
(4.7 -inch) drivers pushing a single
large diaphragm. Its 22 -watt amplifier
has phase, gain and level controls and
a crossover -frequency selector. Like
the Audio Pro, it's designed for use on
a car's back shelf. So is the even
smaller TEI Extra Bass, whose 25 -watt
booster amplifier can be mounted under the dash for access to its level and

frequency controls.
Linear Power now offers its Bass
Vent subwoofer with its 2601 amp/
crossover, delivering 60 watts to the
woofer and 30 per channel to the upper drivers, all for $500. The Bass Vent
has two drivers feeding a narrow plenum which feeds the passenger compartment via a slot in the car's rear
deck.
didn't hear the Audio Pro, but did
hear the other three. I'd estimate the
Bass Vent (heard in Autotek's demo
car) as going very low, and cleanly,
with the Fujitsu stopping a bit further
up the scale. TEI's woofer sounded
more suitable for beefing up the thump
of rock than enriching the low tones of
classical organ or cello.
A
I

For those who want to attain
an intimate understanding of the
remarkable technology behind
Sony's compact disc players,
Sony introduces the Digital Audio
Club-a source of information about digital audio from the
company most qualified to
provide it.
Join the club now, and you'll receive our quarterly newsletter,
"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology
(with more than 300 pages of
facts and details); a 30" x 40"
compact disc poster; extensive information about Sony digital
audio products; and a CD software catalog. You'll even receive
a digitally- recorded CD sampler.
To join, simply mail the coupon below, along with a check or
money order for $15 (which covers postage and handling), to
Sony Digital Audio Club, Sony
Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey
07656. But do it soon, because
quantities are limited.
Name

Address
City
State

Zip

Sony Digital Audio Club
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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In the beginning, there was analog sound. And through the generations, its supremacy remained
largely uncontested.
Then Sony engineers created
the CDP-101 digital audio compact disc player-"the most fundamental change in audio technology
in more than eighty years."
For the first time, audiophiles
could enjoy the total freedorn from
distortion that was previously exclusive to concert halls. An incredible dynamic range. And nearly
indestructible software.
Predictably, the Sony CDP-101
spawned a host of imitators. But
while these other versions seemed
to spring up virtually overnight,
the process of creating the CDP101 was considerably more

deliberate.
Along the way to the CDP-101,
1983 Scny Corp.

d Amenca.

I

Corporation. 'Quoted from Hgh

for example, Sony invented cligital

audio processing.
Sony established the industry
standards that are most directly responsible for the remarkable
sound óf the compact disc: the 16 bit linear quantization system,
and the CIRC error-correction code.
And Sony developed the world's
widest range of professional digital audio equipment. Including the
digital mastering system used in
the mastering of every compact disc
made today.
The benefits of Sony's long
head start in digital audio are, of
course, manifest in the CDP-101.
Such as filters that provide excellent
frequency response without
compromising the attenuation of
ultrasonic noise. The same digital -to-analog converter used in the
legendary PCM-Fl. The fastest

Sony Drive, Park Ridge. New Jersey 07656. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony
Fidelity. -Reported in Srereo Review.

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

track access and greatest immunity
to shock in the industry." As well.
as convenient horizontal loading and
supplied wireless remote control.
So if you're confused by the current deluge of compact disc
players, your choice is actually much
clearer than you think.
You can buy one of the players
inspired by Sony.
Or you can buy the inspiraticn
itself

SONY.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

UP WITH TUBES
In the world of audio amplification,
the transistor has been predominant for many years. Before the
transistor, we had vacuum tubes. Surely you remember tubes? They were
those big glass gizmos with the glowing filaments that are still in heavy use
throughout Russia and the Iron Curtain
countries.

:

1'

L_JV_

a

High-fidelity sound-"hi-fi"-is generally reckoned as having become a
recognizable entity in 1948. Tube amplifiers in those days typically had
power outputs of 10 to 15 watts, and
that wasn't "per channel," friends, because all of our sound was monophonic. Around 1950-51, the first really

high-fidelity amplifiers were introduced. There was the Brook amplifier,
with 10- and 30 -watt models. These
were triode amplifiers, using 2A3
tubes. Then came the McIntosh 15 and 20 -watt amplifiers, and a bit later,
the famous 50W-2, a 50 -watt "brute,"
beloved of the power -mad "hi-fi nut"
(as audio aficionados were called in
those days). If
recall correctly, the
McIntosh amplifiers used beam pentode tubes like the 6L6 and, later on,
I

the KT -66.

Arguments raged between the triode
and the beam pentode advocates, with
the former claiming lower distortion for
their amplifiers, and the latter stating
their distortion was just as low, but with
higher power. Along about 1955, the
triode -design Marantz appeared, and
from then on the McIntosh and Marantz
power amplifiers were considered
state-of-the-art.
The tube preamplifiers of those days
were fairly primitive devices. For example, there were ongoing arguments
about the "correct" curve for phono
equalization, so the preamplifiers had
to be able to switch between the NAB,
LP, AES and several other curves.
Tone controls were very simple affairs,
and, of course, there were no tape
monitoring facilities.
At the peak of the tube era, in the
late '50s, tube amplifiers had acquired
considerable sophistication. In addition to the established 40 -watt Marantz
Model 9, and the 75 -watt McIntosh,
there were various modifications of the
famous British Williamson amplifier circuit. Special transformers were offered
for do-it-yourself builders-the Partridge Transformer Co. of England reg16

ularly advertised their products in Audio, and David Hafler's Ultralinear
transformers were highly regarded. By
this time there were tube receivers, but
the heat generated by the tubes in the
relatively confined spaces of a receiver
caused reliability problems.
When the transistor came into general use in amplifiers, around 1961, it
was hailed as a great technological
advance over tubes. The transistor
was very small, thus making amplifiers
and preamplifiers more compact, to
say nothing of its ideal suitability for
receivers. It didn't require an output
transformer, didn't require any fussy
bias adjustments, didn't generate any
heat, and had the potential for very
high output power.
However, when the first transistor
amplifiers appeared, many audiophiles
felt that the transistor had some characteristics they didn't find very pleasing. In their opinion, those amplifiers
had a coarse, grainy, over -bright and
hard sound, and when clipping occurred, the most horrendous distortion
was heard. While there was rapid improvement in transistor amplifiers, especially in ameliorating the harsh sounding qualities, many audiophiles
were still not altogether pleased. Thus,
the continuance of tube amplification
was assured. Even with the ultra -clean,
smooth sound of the best current tran-

sistor preamplifiers and amplifiers,
there are many audiophiles still fiercely
loyal to vacuum tube amplification.

Perhaps the most ardent groups
championing tube preamplifiers and
amplifiers are the various so-called underground hi-fi magazines and their
readers. In their opinion, the modern
vacuum tube preamplifier and amplifier designs of today are far smoother
and much more musical than their transistorized counterparts.
Although it must be close to 20 years
since a tube amplifier has warmed my
listening room,
have to respect the
advocacy of tube amplifier designs by
people for whom have a very high
regard. Not having a closed mind, especially where audio is concerned,
recently decided to listen to several
modern tube components to find out
why some audiophiles are so enamored of their sound.
Today's vacuum tube preamplifiers
and amplifiers are the products of a
number of small specialist companies.
Oddly, as the most "transistorized"
country on earth, the United States is a
major producer of tubed audio equipment, along with England and, of all
places, Japan. Among those available
in this country are tube amplifiers and
preamplifiers from Audio Research,
conrad-johnson, Esoteric Audio Research, New York Audio Laboratories,
I

I
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A FURTHER INDUCEMENT
TO OWN THE SONY OF
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS:

FREE COMPACT DISCS.
YOUR FIVE FAVORITE CD TITLES:
(And five alternatives.)

1.

4.
5.
The new Sony Compact Disc Players deliver
sound that's almost immeasurably beyond anything you've ever heard.
And now through January 31, 1984, when you
purchase a Compact Disc Player from Sony, the
people who developed the Compact Disc
player, Sony will deliver to you five free compact
discs (a retail value of around $100) courtesy
of the CBS family of labels (Columbia, Epic, and
Masterworks), Warner Bros., Elektra/Asylum,
Telarc, and Atlantic.
Your Sony CD dealer has the catalog of available titles. Just fill in your favorite choices on this

coupon, along with 5 alternatives, and send it
with proof of purchase and your warranty/registration card to the address below marked "Free
CD Offer." Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery, and
the discs that are part of 'the most fundamental
change in audio technology in more than eighty
years" (High Fidelity), will arrive at your door.
Offer limited to purchase of one Sony Compact
Disc Player per household. Offer available only
in limited areas within the continental U.S.A. Void
where prohibited by law.
All coupons must be postmarked by Feb-

ruary

28, 1984.

YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, ETC.
Name
Au.

r

Address

i

CBS
W/E/A
TELARC

Jr.

c.ty
State

SONY

Zip

Free CD Offer,

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO,.

P.O. Box 163, Lowell, MA 01853.

WIZ
O 1983 Sony Corp of America Sony is
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a

registered trademark of the Sony Corporation. Offer valid in continental USA. October

15,

1983 to

January

Ill
31. 1984
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Even with the ultra -clean,
smooth sound of the best
current transistor amps
and preamps, many
audiophiles are still loyal
to tubes.
Luxman, David Berning, Counterpoint,
and Eidolon, to name just those which
come immediately to my mind. Although there is some mid -priced tube
equipment, much of it is high-priced.
decided to sample models from both
categories, and so have been listening
to a Counterpoint SA -3 tube preamplifiI

er ($795) and the conrad-johnson Premier Three preamp ($2,850), as well as
the conrad-johnson Premier One tube

amplifier ($4,350), which delivers 200
watts per channel into 4, 8 or 16 ohms.
The Premier One is considered the ne
plus ultra of tube amplifiers by the underground press; it's a 135 -pound

Most of your present record library
will never reappear as digital discs.

r-CLIL,

With the Signet TK1OML
you probably won't care!
Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may

So grooves sound new, long after other styli

not fully appreciate how superb today's are threatening irreparable damage to your
record collection.
analog recordings can
be. And how little may
be gained by going all digital.
The single most significant advance in the

Each Signet TK1OML
MicroLine stylus is created from a whole,
natural octahedral diamond, oriented for

-

longest life, and with a
square shank to preunique new MicroLine'"
cisely fit the laser -cut
stylus ... with the longhole in our unique.
est, narrowest "footultra -rigid low -mass
print" ever achieved!
boron cantilever. You
Its scanning radius is a
get perfect alignment
mere 2.5 microns, half
Period.
that of the best elliptiBut the proof of qualcals, while its vertical
contact footprint is three times longer than ity is in the playing. With the new Signet
the elliptical. The Signet MicroLine stylus TK1OML, older records literally come back
tracks very high frequencies better-at to life. New records transcend the limits of
lower groove pressure-than any other ordinary technology. Your entire system
design.
gets a new lease on life.
Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his mi Even with repeated playings, the Micro`
croscope to see this fantastic stylus
Line stylus maintains its shape, withThen get the real proof. Listen.
out "spreading" like all other tips.
1%n

Signet TK1OML is its

/

monster that is rack -mountable (provided the rack is strong enough!).
The Counterpoint SA -3, by contrast,
is a compact, slim -line design, thanks
to horizontal mounting of the tubes. It
uses one 6DJ8 dual triode tube per
channel in its RIAA amplifier section,
with no voltage feedback in or around
this circuit. The line amplifier uses one
6DJ8, shared by the two channels. Today's designers of tube equipment utilize solid-state components when they
can be of obvious advantage. Thus,
the power supply has four 1 N4007 solid-state rectifiers, four Zener diodes,
and several transistors to ensure
steady voltage regulation.
The front panel has a 41-detent step
control for level, a balance control, a
program selector, and a tape -output
defeat switch (to prevent possible signal interactions with the tape deck
when it's not in use), but no tape monitor loop. There are power, mono/stereo, and muting switches. The power
supply is outboard of the main chassis.
Even after many hours of use, this preamplifier never gets uncomfortably hot.
Signal-to-noise ratio (often a problem
with tube equipment) was quite good,
with just a small amount of hiss using
medium -output phono cartridges and
playing back at fairly loud levels. As to
the sound, the most immediate reaction is to its smoothness, its impressive
stage width and sense of depth, and
open, airy transparency. While the
warm sound is especially notable in
the smooth reproduction of string tone,
the transient response on percussion
is still fast, although not quite as sharply etched as in the best transistor preamplifiers.
would say the Counterpoint SA -3 is very non -fatiguing and
easy to listen to, and would probably
be good to soften the sonic contours of
some of the brighter -sounding transistor amplifiers. Listening to this unit,
can understand why it is so well regarded for its sheer, musical sound.
As to the conrad-johnson units,
have not yet fully explored their potential, and want to describe the unique
circuitry of these superb units. But that
will have to wait for a column in the
near future. For now,
can say that
after listening to the conrad-johnsons'
know why
very high sound quality,
their musicality is so treasured by the
underground magazines.
A
I

I

I

I

I

siignet
SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW,

I

OHIO 44224
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Sneak preview
The other day one of our engineers made an
interesting observation.
He was trying to illustrate how much
better the new ADS speakers sound.
"Think of the speaker as a camera lens,"
he said. "What we've done is improve
resolution, extend depth of field, magnify
detail, produce a finer image."
Not a bad analogy, we thought, and
asked him to go on.
"We've done it with a lot of new
technology," he explained, "but precision is
critical. Take voice coil gaps. Ours are no
thicker than your business card. About twice
as fine as the gaps in most drivers, which has
a lot to do with improving efficiency and
reducing high end distortion.
"We've improved power-handling in the
high end, too, by using a new high -gravity
cooling fluid made to our own specifications.
"We've developed a new Linear Drive,
long-voice -coil woofer which really improves
bass response. The cone is Stifflite, an
expensive, low -mass material used only by
ADS. The result is a woofer with very high
force -to -mass ratio, which means it goes
lower, is more accurate and has more
dynamic range."
As you read this, new ADS speakers are
on their way to an ADS dealer near you. For
his name write us: Analog & Digital Systems,
Inc. 222 Progress Way, Wilmington, MA
01887. Or call toll free: 800-824-7888 (in CA
800-852-7777) and ask for Operator 483.
They're truly magnificent speakers.
Sneak your own preview soon.

ADS Audio apart.

The new L780 is one of seven new ADS speakers
available in black or walnut finish. You'll recognize it by
the new angled corner and distinctive deep-drawn metal grille.
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

SILVA -TONGUED COMPUTER
leave Silva Hall in Eugene, Oregon, with its electronically assisted acoustics (see

Before

I

October and November), it's only
proper to give credits-I simply omitted them in my earlier enthusiasm.

That'll be taken care of this time.
You will remember that, in addition to
the relatively standard "house" sound
system in Silva Hall, there are two interacting but very different electronic layouts for the architectural processing of
live sound within the concert space,
both operating in effect as a part of the
hall's architecture. AR, Assisted Resonance, has those 90 tuned mikes and
90 speakers in tightly controlled feedback loops or "channels." ERES, Electronic Reflected Energy System, operates through carefully timed delays to
give, variably, apparent shape, size,

warmth, presence to the concert
space. These two systems work intimately together but their origins are
distinct and different.
AR comes from England, out of the
Royal Festival Hall of 1951 and the
pioneer work of P. H. Parkin in 1964.
That concert space was one of the
earliest of the new modern concert
halls and hence, perhaps, the most
naively dreadful, a surprising acoustic
disaster. For a dozen years its musical
sound limped along spinelessly, criticized by performers, audiences, critics, yet never much improved. Then
came Parkin, an audio consultant, who
quietly installed-strictly on the Q.T.his original version of AR. He used only
a few of his so-called "channels," the

narrow -band feedback loops, and
these mostly in the lower frequencies;
this was a circumspect and carefully
limited trial run for a radical new architectural principle, not publicly announced.
The thing was turned on without fanfare and nobody, neither musicians nor
audience, knew it was there. But there
was improvement! It was noticed, happily, by those who were importantand, if they had understood, would
have been prejudiced against any
form of electronics. The silliest reasons
were put forth-the hall had "mellowed" with age, and so on. No matter!
The experiment had worked admirably. And so in 1969 Parkin put in an
immensely more complex and sophisticated version, with no less than 168

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

yk.4,..,c.t...4
mike -to -speaker resonant channels,
each covering a different narrow fre-

quency band, each separately adjustable in loudness/decay (those Iwo factors being locked together in a resonant relationship of the sort). That
many were necessary because the
Festival Hall acoustics were so remarkably deficient in themselves.
Now, with a better understanding of
the contribution of the hall itself to the
system, AR has been reduced in complexity, seldom going beyond the 90
channels that were designed ahead of
time into Silva Hall in Oregon. AR continues as a proprietary system, manufactured in England by AIRO, Acoustical and Investigation Research Organisation-very British. AIRO sends
out the parts and the technicians to do
each installing job, but the specific designing and the later operation are up
to the local experts.
Meanwhile (as the old flicks used to
say), an American acoustics man,
Christopher Jaffe, based in Norwalk,
Connecticut, became deeply involved
in this field not only as local designer
and supervisor for AR installations
(each one, of course, custom-tailored
for its building) but also, on his own, in
a quite different delay -line -oriented approach that led to the overall concept
of ERES as used, with AR, in Silva Hall.

41

.0

Jaffe's digital delay complex, with only
one operating mike and various
spaced arrays of speakers, uses standard available components familiar to
every reader of this magazine.
Jaffe, then, has had his fingers in
both pies, AR and ERES, and assume
that it was quite naturally his idea to
combine and integrate the original British concept with his own approach in
ERES-adding for good and useful
measure the facilities of the "house"
system whenever desirable. The interconnections between these three elements in Silva are more than could
ever get into, but the combined operation is surely the present state of the art
for electronic architectural acoustics,
thanks to Jaffe.
Which brings up a vilal aspect, computerization.
suppose, these days,
that computer control of all this complexity goes without saying. Manual
control, even as beautifully laid out as
in our aúdio mixing boards of recent
years, would be next to impossible.
With computer, the entire inner works
of the vast AR and ERES systems are
housed compactly in a few cabinets.
Even the regular sound system connects in here, though it has its own
mixing boards (for two different halls),
of a type familiar enough in recording
and broadcast.
I

I

I
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Willie Nelson,
Issac Stern
and
50,000

music lovers
have
something
in common.

1

Computer control of all this
complexity goes without
saying. Manual control
would be next to
impossible.

Last July had a look at the computer center. It looked no more formidable
than your home Apple or Osborne or
IBM. There are millions of possible
I

combinations, electronically speaking,
that might be set up for the three systems in Silva-that's easy to understand. Any one of them may be programmed into the computer's memory,
whatever sort it is, and then recalled at
the touch of a few keys and put into
instant action-the big green CRT tells
you what you have and maybe what
you've forgotten, just like the home
models.
But where does one start? All those
variables! From its opening last year,
Silva has been a hard-working professional music space, and thus, obviously, some quick and immediately workable combinations must have been set
up in a hurry, anticipating the first audiences and the many more to come. No
time to become lost in heady or involved experiment!
In July, after a half year or so of
operation, checked out the then -current alternatives. (Not all of the AR ERES interconnections were completed at that point.) Interesting to see how
the thinking went, though I wasn't able
to get in the hall and actually hear each
one. Too busy.
wrote down on a
scrap of paper no more than seven
alternatives, though there might have
been a few others-lecture or panel
discussion, for instance, or maybe cathedral sound, for the Berlioz Requiem
with its distributed brass or music from
St. Mark's Cathedral in Venice. Here's
what I got.
Punch G -Zero (no-not GO) on the
keyboard and you have what is labelled Maximum Attenuation. If read
the engineering jargon, that is another
way of saying OFF-always use polysyllabics if you can. Then come three
codes for varying concert hall acoustics: G1, G2 and G3; they are calleo
simply High Concert, Medium Concert
and Low Concert. Practical minded,
you see. They are more concerned
with the sound level than with subtleties such as Baroque versus Rococo.
(Maybe they'll get to that later.) Codes
G4, G5 and G6 may surprise you, but
not me-they are rehearsal positions
that correspond to the above, High,
Medium and Low. You might not have
thought that electronic hall resonance
I

I

-

T

f7

They own
Magneplanar®
speakers.

HI

MAGNEPAN

1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

I

must also cover such situations as rehearsals-very different from concerts
(no audience, lots of talk) but ever so
directly related, just the same. Rehearsal sound is always a major problem, and one reason for padded hall
seats is to compensate for the lack of
audience. Now you can do something
about it, via electronics.
Last on my list is G7-Opera and
Ballet. For a moment that had me confused. Why this combination? Opera
has singers creating sound on the
stage; ballet's dancers merely emit

breathy noises and thumping footsteps, not really audience fare. But the
reasoning is simple enough. We in audio are familiar with recorded opera,
but that's not the way it sounds in the
opera house, which is normally rather
dead, with what we may call "pit"
acoustics. Only the singers are on
stage; the orchestra is subdued by its
low position in a trough below stage
level. Not good for recording but that's
the way it is in opera itself. Ballet in the
flesh is very similar. Once again the
music is not on the stage but down in
the pit. So-for live performance, opera and ballet take the same acoustic
setting in Silva Hall. Absolutely correct.
Perhaps these few alternative settings are all that Silva will ever need,
but
suspect that many more will
come, all in due time. The facilities, like
Mt. Everest, are there! What can be
done, will be done, the Murphy Reciprocal. All it takes is, curiosity, imagination, the yen to try, and a bit of cooperation from management. Silva has
come far but has plenty of room to go
onward. Its versatility and effectiveness should continue to grow for years.
Our personal tour director in Silva
Hall must get extra credit. This was
Steve Hangebrauk, a regular working
operator in the hall who knew the entire
electronic equipment inside and out;
he was listed as Sound Engineer and
Technical Director for the Oregon
Bach Festival's concerts. Steve is also
I

an associate of JES Audio Design
(James E. Swirczynski) in Eugene. This

outfit furnished some interesting new type mikes of their own design for the
Bach Festival, but these aren't, or
weren't, yet commercialized to the
point where
can give you details.
(Write JES, P.O. Box 11015, Eugene,
Ore. 97440 to see what they have.)
I
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the toughest

choosing your recording tape. TDK
knows that. So we developed a line of
high performance audio cassettes
that meet your critical requirements.
We call it the TDK Professional
Reference Series.

=

Standard

:

y
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critic we know when it comes to sound
performance. You're very selective in
deciding the perfect equipment for
your recording and lisrening needs.
And you're just as selective in
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You, the audiophile, are
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die-cast metal frame.
the TDK Professional Reference
Series._it'll sound impressive to your
characteristics. In addition, TDK has ears. So snare the pleasure with your
friends: they'll appreciate it.
developed normal bias AD -X which
uses TDK's famous Avilyn particle
formulation and delivers a wider
dynamic range with far less distortion than ever before. Plus, TDK's
unique metal bias MA -R cassette
which features high-energy performTHE MACHINE FOR YOJR MACHINE
ance in a one-of -a -kind unibody
You're probably using TDK
SA -X high bias cassettes now because of their superior performance

DK.

®1982 TDK Electronics Corp
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DRAGON-ZT
Definition Of Perfection!

You've watched tonearms weave while tracking a

DRAGON -CT solves these problems. Its Absolute
disc; you've heard pitch vary; you've closed your
Center Search System measures actual groove eceyes and listened to instruments wander in space.
centricity and relocates the disc so that the groove
Perhaps you thought it was your imagiñation! Some
is concentric within 20 microns! The procedure is
days the problem seems worse than on others.
automatic and takes only a few seconds. Once
It's not your imagination. It's groove eccentricity.
DRAGON -CT has relocated the disc, eccentricity
Records aren't perfect. Disc center holes may be too
wow vanishes, pitch stabilizes, and instruments relarge, off center, or both. Unless you mount a disc
main fixed in space.
perfectly, the groove won't be concentric with the
DRAGON -CT is an integrated disc -playing sysaxis of rotation, and, if the spindle hole is off center,
tem designed for today's finest cartridges. It's highthe groove will be eccentric no matter what you do.
rigidity, low -mass, semi -automatic tonearm has
As the stylus tracks an eccentric groove,
extraordinary warp -tracking ability thanks
it weaves back and forth changing
to its precision bearings and visrelative speed and generating
cous damping system. A
wow. And, as the stylus
unique double -cabinet,
.f
deflects from side to
L'`"dual -suspension conside, interchannel phase
struction isolates the disc
- -.
II;
and separation vary (so
11111111111III11111
II
from external vibration
does distortion!), and inand acoustic feedback
struments wander about.
and
_
ensures remarkable
:074;
00.<4
Even if the disc and turnsonic clarity.
table meet international stan
You'Ilfind DRAGON-CTatselect Nakamichi
dards, groove eccentricity can
dealers. You owe it to yourself to find out how
produce peak wow of as much as
good your records can sound!

the inner groove-far more than
you'd expect from a turntable!
1/2% at

t

For more information, write Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation,
1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

nk Nakamíchi
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The hall looks as if it
would sound terrible-but
it is, deliberately, a tissue
of visual falsehoods.

One extra technical point to add, on
which
am not yet entirely clear,
though it is obviously important. The
AR resonant channels, the pairs of
mikes and speakers each covering a
very narrow frequency range under
controlled feedback, are placed so as
to be at peaks in the hall's acoustic
pressure response-presumably frequency by frequency. am not at all
clear as to how this works out in Silva
Hall-the mikes were in a row overhead on one catwalk and the speakers
on another, further back-but you can
see that in this way the electronic
sound is even more closely tied to the
actual hall itself; the electronic and natural characteristcs are thereby made a
single entity, one sound, indivisible,
though electronically variable.
The visible impact of Silva Hall is
overwhelming and comes first. But after you have found your highbacked
seat, you are just another concertgoer
and you may be struck by conflicting
impressions even before a note is
sounded. The hall looks as if it would
sound terrible. That deep, very wide
stage with the cave -like shell on it for
concert use-how can good sound
emerge? The wide expanse of audience and the curious lack of side
walls, in all that curvy basketworkdoesn't this invite poor sound?
Of course it does as you look at it,
but you are forgetting the electronics!
It took me days to put aside these
visible falsehoods-for the hall is a tissue of them, deliberately. The big,
black, handsome proscenium arch
doesn't really exist; it is just a lot of
sound -transparent grillwork with equipment, including loudspeakers, behind.
So, too, with the solid structural bands
overhead; they are the catwalks, with
mikes and loudspeakers, and like the
basketwork they are hung, not structural. All this, mind you, is visually handsome enough. But some day we will be
able to put our electronics more honestly out in the open. Not yet. We must
latch onto concert tradition, pretend
the electronics aren't there. It's a practical necessity and Silva does it well.
have one fault to note and it is not
small. The audience is wonderfully
served with sound, but not so the musifound a consensus among
cians.
friends, performers, architects, that the
excellent intimacy and realism of the
I

audience sound is somehow one-way;
the people on stage find themselves
remote, and they are not helped by the
present electronics. It would seem that
the present shell, of some absorbent
plastic, rough surfaced, is unfortunate;
presume,
a better stage shell (with,
consequent adjustments in the elecI

tronic systems) would do a lot. This,
plus some of the audience's sound
brought to the stage performers. It is
aesthetically necessary, in Silva and
other halls to come. As in recording,
we must let our musicians hear what
they sound like if they are to perform
Q
intelligently. Electronics or no.

I

.

I

I
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The sound engineers at
most of the world's great
classical recording studios*
have at least one thing in
common.
* Decca, Deutsche Grammophon, CBS, Capitol, EMI,
Polygram

They all choose B&W 801F loudspeakers
to monitor the fidelity of their recordings.
You, too, can choose this same digital
technology to monitor your recordings in your
own home. B&W has just released the all new
DM110 at only $298.00 per pair and the DM220
at $498.00 per pair.

These speakers are englineered for high
acoustical output, high sensitivity (not less
than 90db) and a linear and extended frequency
response.

Complete your studio with a pair of B&W's.

the Best

in

the World

Distributed in United States and Canada by

Anglo American Audio Co. Inc., Box 653, Buffalo, NY, 14240. (416) 438-1012
Member of Misobanke International Group
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WHERE & WHEN

GONE CLUBBING
Audio isn't just a way of listening to
music well; for many, it's also a serious
hobby. And since serious hobbyists
like to get together, we've spent the
past few months working up a directory of clubs and societies where they
can.
The list that follows isn't alphabetical, but organized by ZIP code. We've
found this to be one of the most logical
ways to find which clubs are really
near you, and which ones are not.

ZIP 4 -

Audio Engineering Society,
Indianapolis Section
c/o Dave Wright
5912 North Tuxedo Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
(Membership, $40/year.)

Southeastern Michigan Woofer
and Tweeter Marching Society
P.O. Box 1464

Berkley, Mich. 48072-0464
(Usually meets 2nd Saturday of odd
months, at members' homes; $2.50
refreshment charge at door;
newsletter, $6/year.)

ZIP ()Boston Audio Society
P.O. Box 7
Boston, Mass. 02215

(Newsletter, $16/year.)

Connecticut Audio Society
c/o John J. McBride
33 Perry Dr.
New Milford, Conn. 06776

Minnesota Audio Society
P.O. Box 3341, Traffic Station
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402

New York Audio Society

(203) 355-2032
(In process of formation.)

P.O. Box 125
Whitestone, N.Y. 11357

Northwestern New Jersey
Audio Society
c/o Kevin Carter

(212) 544-1222, 289-2788
(201) 647-2788
(Membership, $20/year; incl. quarterly
publication.)

14 Irving Place

Summit, N.J. 07901
(In process of formation.)
ZIP

1 -

Long Island Audio Society
P.O. Box 113
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787

(May be inactive.)

Audio Engineering Society,
International Headquarters
60 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10165

(212) 661-8528
(Professional society; $40/year incl.
Journal; student rate, $20. Local
sections throughout the world.)

Audio Engineering Society,
New York Section
60 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10165
Secretary: Sidney Feldman
(212) 877-1730
(Meets 2nd Tuesday of each month,
various locations.)
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ZIP 5 -

o'
)a

ZIP 2-

Eastern Virginia
Audio Construction Society
c/o Bryan Hefner
P.O. Box 6601

Newport News, Va. 23606
(In process of formation.)

(Meets monthly; newsletter.)

ZIP 6 -

Chicago Acoustical
and Audio Group
c/o Arthur Kathan
Knowles Electronics, Inc.
3100 North Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park, III. 60131
(Meets 3rd Wednesday, except April;
membership, $10/year.)

Worldwide TV -FM DX Association
P.O. Box 97

Calumet,

III.

60409

Saint Louis Audio Society
7435 Cornell St.
Saint Louis, Mo. 63130
(Meets monthly)

ZIP 3 -

Central Florida Audio Society
c/o Bill Boswell
3914 West Robinson St.
Orlando, Fla. 32805
(305) 298-1640
(Meets 2nd Tuesday, George Stewart

Building, Orlando.)

Quad Owners Club
39 North Riverside Ave.
Croton -on -Hudson, N.Y. 10520

Audio Engineering Society,
Nashville Section

The Audiophile Society
Larry Greenhill
9 Country Rd.
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

Fanta, Inc.
1213 16th Ave. South
Nashville, Tenn. 37212
(615) 898-2813, Christian Haseleu
(Meets 3rd Tuesday, various places.)

ZIP 7 -

Fort Worth Audio Society
c/o Richard P. Machos
6201 Onyx Dr. North
Ft. Worth, Tex. 76118
(In process of formation; send SASE
for more information.)

c/o Johnny Rosen

ZIP 8 -

Central Colorado
Audiophile Group
c/o James S. Upton
2631 17th Ave.

Greeley, Colo. 80631
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Colorado Audio Society
6225 Snowbird Dr.
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80918

(Membership, $10/year; quarterly
journal; send SASE for more
information.)

Audio Engineering Society,
Phoenix Section
P.O. Box 13503

Phoenix, Ariz. 85002
(602) 968-8675, Ed Vogt

ZIP 9 Audio Engineering Society,
San Diego Section
P.O. Box 15882
San Diego, Cal. 92115-0790

Bay Area Audio Hobbyists
c/o Scott Marovich
300 East O'Keefe St. #1
Palo Alto, Cal. 94303
(Newsletter)

Audio Society of Honolulu
1902 South King St.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826
(808) 941-1060

al ad
74,6kDadea.é"

Pacific Northwest Audio Society
P.O. Box 435

Mercer Island, Wash. 98040
(206) 232-8130, Bob McDonald
(Meets 2nd Wednesdays, 7:30 to
9:30, at 4545 Island Crescent Way,
Mercer Island, Wash.)

Canada
Sforzando
c/o E. A. Rawlings
5411 Bocage St.
Montreal, Que. H4J 1A2
(Mail group, lends live recordings of
theater organ music.)

Toronto Area Audio Society
c/o Neelam Makhija
212 Kerr St., Suite 902
Oakville, Ont. L6K 3B1
(416) 842-2606
(In process of formation.)

Vancouver Audio Society
Box 4265
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3Z7
(604) 874-3225
(Meets 1st Wednesday, 7:30;
949 Hornby St.; monthly newsletter;

g

membership, $15/year.)
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NO KICK COMING

1

Put Your Amp on Automatic
My power amp sits at the bottom of
my rack, and draws more current
than want my preamp's power
switch to handle. So haven't hooked
it to my preamp's switched a.c.
outlets, which meant the only ways to
turn my power amp on were to bend,
stoop, or kick its switch button.
could just leave it on, of course-but
New York has the nation's most
expensive electricity.
But now, just push the preamp's

button and the amp comes on, too,
thanks to an accessory Radio Shack
sells for its computers. The SW -301
Automatic Control Power Strip (#261429, $69.95) is designed to switch
on up to five computer peripherals
when you turn on your computer-but
it can just as easily switch audio
components when you turn on your
preamp. It handles up to 6.28 amps,
or 750 watts, which seems to be more
than enough for my 400 watt -per channel power amp.

Watts Up, Docked

for duplicate controls? Nonetheless,
NAD's 3150 control amp is also
bridgeable; for the second channel,
you add a bridged, control -less 2150.
The two don't have to dock together
physically; all you need is to run a
connecting cable from one of the
3150's preamp outputs to one
2150 input, and you're in
business.

I

I

I

I

The NAD 2150, like many stereo
power amps, can be bridged into a
mono amp of greater power (125
watts instead of 50 watts per
channel). For stereo, you then add a
second amp. Ho -hum.
It's rather unusual for an integrated
amp to be bridgeable, though. Who
wants to buy a second one, and pay
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Future Tone Controls
Purists don't like tone controls, on
the sensible assumptions that (a)
every extra circuit can degrade the
signal and (b) tone controls only
cover up for defects elsewhere.
Pragmatists do like them, because
they feel the minor degradations are
more than compensated for by the
ability to improve bad recordings of
good performances.
With digital, the war may end.
Digital filters are not so much extra
circuits as extra program loops
through which the signal passes as
data. "It's a perfectly linear process,"
says Bob Berkovitz, lately of Acoustic
Research. "You're dealing with
numbers, so you can check to see
that the numbers haven't changed."
So it should be possible to filter
digital signals digitally with precision
but no degradation.
A year or two ago, AR showed
prototypes of an add-on digital filter
system, the Adaptive Digital Signal
Processor. The ADSP is not a tone
control, but an automated equalizer.
Unlike such automated graphic
equalizers as the dbx 20/20 and
Sansui SE-9, though, it works in the
time domain instead of the frequency
domain. This gives it the ability to
separately correct for response
problems in the speaker's output and
in the room's reflections, a fraction of
a second later.
A few years back, saw another
I

futuristic equalizer, at Matsushita's
Osaka labs. The response curve was
shown on a computer screen,
redrawn with a light pen, and the
response changed to match its
picture. It looked good, but was
agonizingly slow; drawing just the
right curve took a very steady hand.
Combine the AR and Matsushita
approaches, shake well, and you get
a new tone -shaping system. First set
the system and the room response to
"flat" with the ADSP, then add in
whatever tonal modifications you like
with a broad sweep of the light pen.
(It might still be faster and more
practical, though, to dial your desires
in with plain, archaic knobs.) If your
system could record digitally, it might
even let you store tone and
equalization information at the head of
the recording, for automatic playback.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983
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DON'T STEP ON THE GAS UNLESS YOU MPAP IL
Purpose: to put paveméntscorching performance
within reach of every driver
who can handle
Car in point: Turbo Colt,
imported for Dodge and
Plymouth, built by Mitsubishi Motors Corp.

it

0 to SO in 5.78 seconds.
Now, while you're re -reading
Turbo Colt's acceleration number in wide-eyed amazement,
let us remind you that there's
much more to Turbo Colt
than a turbocharger. Turbo
Colt is equipped to give you
all the fun, the great handling, and the looks that
should go along with its

kind of acceleration. It rolls
on Michein )(VS 165/70
HR 13's, with non-linear,

high -control springs, solid
front and rear stabilizer

bars (.79"up front, .57"out
back), heavy duty transmission and clutch, and
front gas -filled shocks.
Front air dam, rear spoiler,
tachometer, halogen headlamps and a sport braking
system are all standard.
Check out the rest of
Turbo Colt's stats and go
grab hold of one at your
Dodge or Plymouth dealer.

controlled injected 4-cyl. MCA -Jet
TURBO BOOST: 7.5 lbs. psi
POWER-1102 bhp @ 5500 rpm
POWER TO WEIGHT
RATIO: 19.77 lbs per hp
TORQUE: 122 lbs -ft. @

3,000 rpm

TRANSMISSION: 4x2
'IWin Stick

TURBO COLT:
VITAL STATISTICS

-.tl
.-9

ACCELERATION: Zero
to 50 mph...5.78 seconds
ENGINE: 1.6 liter turbocharged, electronically"Noce that's

C.J

a

purpose!"
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IMPORTS WITH A PURPOSE.
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Dodge 'Plymouth
BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY

I'm still waiting for that
gadget which would mute

so _ lo

your stereo system when
the phone rings or is
picked up.

Dear Bob Carver,

bought a tuner four weeks before you introduced your TX -11
tuner. Now that I've read the AUDIO, STEREO REVIEW and
HIGH FIDELITY reviews and have heard a demo at my audio
dealer, could kick myself. Couldn't you please put that special
FM noise reduction circuit into an add-on unit? By the way,
I have the C-4000 with Sonic Holography and your M -1.5t
and love them.
"Pleading in Suburbia"
I

I

I

Dear Bob Carver,
am satisfied with my present receiver except when try
to listen to FM. The stations in this city are fantastic but the
noise from multipath interference makes stereo listening
almost impossible for me. However, several friends in my
building have your TX -1l tuner and they get beautiful stereo FM
reception. Is it possible for you to build your special FM circuit
as a separate device so receiver owners can benefit from your
technology, too?
I

I

"Hoping in Manhattan"

Dear "Pleading" and "Hoping."
just did it! The Carver TXI-I1, Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled
FM Decoder, designed to be used in the stereo mode ofany
FM tuner or receiver, will give you a 20 dB improvement of the
I

stereo quieting (that's 10 times quieter!) and a 10 dB improvement in multipath noise reduction. And you'll still have fully
separated stereo FM reception with space, depth and ambience.

Both my TX -11 and TXI-I use the Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Decoder circuitry which very significantly reduces
the multipath noise and distant station hiss to which FM stereo
is extremely vulnerable.
1

To get virtually noise -free stereo FM, simply connect the TXI-l1

through the tape monitor or external processor loop of your
existing system.
Good listening!

Bob Carver
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Book Review: Shack Catalog
Radio Shack's 1984 catalog is, as
usual, short on plot and characters
but long on gadgets and parts of
interest to the audiophile. Among the
new additions are ferrite beads, which
I've often seen recommended for
reducing r.f. interference pickup, but
didn't know where to get; the Shack
has 'em, at 10 for 890. Also of
potential interest: A $50 timer settable
for 12 on/off events, either every day
or on specific weekdays (pg. 162); a
$40 PZM mike (pg. 51); solderless
RCA phono plugs with strain relief at
four for $1.39 (pg. 131), and a leaf
tweeter ($15, part of a two -page
spread on separate drivers, pp. 2223).
A few other items caught my eye
that aren't new, but can be hard to
find. If you want to upgrade
someone's old phonograph to mid -fi,
there's a fixed -gain stereo preamp
which lets you use a magnetic
cartridge in a ceramic phono or AUX
input ($20, pg. 26). If you have more
tape decks and signal processors
than tape monitor or EPL jacks in you
preamp, you might be interested in
the three -deck switcher ($25) on the
same spread. And if you want to use
the comfortable phones from your
portable stereo tape player on a
mono radio or TV, you'll find the right
adaptor, for $1.19, on pages 32 and
130.

Though Radio Shack has stores all
over, not all stores have every item at
any given time. But the odds on your
finding at least some of this stuff on
any given visit are high.

Hold the Phone
Not all the good ideas one sees at
trade shows like CES get into
production. One I'm still waiting for is
a gadget called Tele -Mute, which
showed up a few years ago. It would
mute the stereo system just before
the phone rang or if you picked up
the phone to make a call. The price
was to be about $50, from a company
called Sound Mate (which can no
longer find). As run through old CES
notes, I'll doubtless find more good
but lost ideas; I'll pass them on when
I

CAR
POWERFUL

For information, please write to: Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 664, Woodinville, WA 98072
MUSICAL

ACCURATE

I

I

do.

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.
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took a touch of
genius to fill this
house with music.

MOZART
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As you might expect, the curators of
Mozart's residence in Salzburg, Austria, attach considerable importance
to the quality of music reproduction
in the museum.Their overriding concern is the faithful re-creation of
Mozart's works.

They chose JBL loudspeakers.

JBL engineers share the concerns of
the curators. JBL loudspeakers
deliver not only the notes but the spirit
of great musical performances. From
wax cylinders to the latest digital and
advanced analog recordings, JBL
loudspeakers will help you appreciate musical genius.
For a demonstration, visit the audio
specialists at your nearest JBL
dealer. Or the Mozart museum in
Salzburg.

JBL
JBL incorporated, 8500 Balboa Boulevard,
PO. Box 2200, Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A.

118L/harman international
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this is not a "rich man's one brand system"! It's just that the
Editor and found out that anyone who purchased the Quad 34 control unit and the 405 amplifier would
probably purchase their matching FM4
tuner. Quad styling is so different from
the usual, anodized -aluminum front panel design approach that trying to
mate such components with other
Quad units simply wouldn't look right.
also discovered audio enthusiasts either love the Quad component styling
or they hate it; there seems to be no inbetween. Finally,
found that' Quad
No,

I

tially since the introduction of the ESL 63) are more apt to choose Quad components to power them than are people who favor more conventional dynamic speaker system designs. All
this is by way of explanation as to why
we chose to report on four Quad components in one review; five, if you
count the loudspeakers as two components.

I

I

electrostatic speaker enthusiasts
(whose numbers have grown substan32

Tuner Layout
The buff -colored front panel of this
FM4 tuner is most unusual in appearance as well as in the layout of its
control functions. Tuned -to frequencies are digitally displayed (though the

electronic tuning is not frequency synthesized), and continuous tuning is accomplished by means of a large knob
at the right of the front panel. Nearby is
a power on/off button, while to the left
of the display area are eight pushbuttons, identified as 1 through 7 and
"Tune," plus eight LED indicator
lamps. The buttons and lights are used
to preset and call up any of seven of
your favorite stations, once they have
been stored in the tuner's memory circuits. The display area indicates not
only frequencies of received signals
but signal strength and correct center channel tuning. Both of these useful
bits of information are supplied by a
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

double bar -graph. Its height denotes
signal strength, while equal height of
both bars denotes correct center channel tuning. Grasping the tuning
knob causes interstation muting and
a.f.c. to be switched out, but they are
activated when you let go of the knob.
Stereo transmissions light up an indicator just to the right of the frequency
numerals in the display area.

The tuner's antenna input uses a coaxial connector that's apparently standard in Britain, but not here. The correct connector is supplied with the tuner, but you must solder it to your transmission line. The British, apparently,
expect this sort of extra work when
they buy an upscale audio product; in
fact,
suspect that they rather enjoy
doing this bit of home assembly, for
I

I

MÁNUFÁCTURER'SSPECIFICATIONSFM4 Tuner

30 -dB Quieting Sensitivity,
Mono: 1.0 µV (11.2 dBf), 75

Dimensions:

12.6 in. (32.1 cm) W

x 2.5 in. (6.4 cm)

H

ohms.

(20.7 cm) D.
Weight: 7 lbs. (3.2 kg).
Price: $625.00.

ohms.

405 Amplifier

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity,
Mono: 2.7 µV (19.84 dBf), 75
S/N: Mono, 76 dB; stereo, 70 dB.
THD, 1 kHz: Mono, 0.15%; stereo,
0.15%.

Selectivity:
15 kHz,

20 Hz to

Crosstalk (Separation),

1

kHz: 40 dB.
W

100 watts per
channel, 8 -ohm loads, 100 Hz to
10 kHz.

at 10

kHz).

+0, -1.0 dB.

Dimensions:

Power Output:

Rated THD: 0.01% (0.05%

53 dB.
Ratio: 1.5 dB.

Capture
Frequency Response:

x 8.2 in.

12.64 in. (32.1 cm)
H x 8.15

x 2.52 cm (6.4 cm)

cm (20.7 cm) D.
Weight: 6.6 lbs. (3 kg).
Price: $625.00.

Input Sensitivity for Rated
Output: 0.5 V rms.
Frequency Response: -1 dB
at 20 Hz, -0.5 dB at 20 kHz, and

-3 dB

at 50 kHz.

Crosstalk:

80 dB at 100 Hz, 70
kHz, and 60 dB at 10 kHz.
S/N: 95 dB, A -weighted; 90 dB, un -

dB at

1

weighted.

Dimensions:
34 Preamplifier/Control Unit

Rated Output (Main/Tape): 0.5
V/100 mV.

Input Sensitivity:

MM phono, 3
mV; MC phono, 0.3 mV; radio and
AUX, 100 mV; tape playback, 300
mV.
Maximum Input: MM phono, 150
mV; MC phono, 15 mV; radio and
AUX, 5 V; tape playback, 15 V.

S/N, A -Weighted: MM phono, 75
dB; MC phono, 70 dB; radio and
AUX, 88 dB; tape playback, 87
dB; minimum volume (residual),
105 dB.
THD: 0.05%, 30 Hz to 10 kHz,
worst case.
Frequency Response: High level, 30 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.3 dB;
phono, RIAA ±0.5 dB.

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

13.4 in. (34.05 cm)
W x 4.5 in. (11.5 cm) H x 7.7 in.

(19.5 cm) D.
Weight: 20 lbs. (9 kg).
Price: $675.00.

ESL -63

Electrostatic

Speakers
Nominal Impedance:

8 ohms.
86 dB SPL, at 1 meter, on axis, for 2.83-V rms input.
Dimensions: 26 in. (66 cm) W x
36.4 in. (92.5 cm) H x 10.63 in.
(27 cm) D, including 5.9 -in.
base.
Weight: 41.1 lbs. (18.7 kg).
Price: $3,310.00 per pair.

Sensitivity:

Total System Price:
Company Address:

$5,235.00.
425 Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, Cal. 94306.
For literature, circle No. 98

find that many British (and, for that
matter, European) aúdio products require one to assemble or solder before
they can be used. Happily, that was
the only thing on the FM4 requiring
extra assembly work. Quad did supply
an adaptor cable for converting the
confounded DIN plug to our more usual phono tip plugs. A prewired a.c. line
cord suitable for the U.S. was also supplied, as were interconnecting a.c.
cords which enable you to hook up all
three of the audio components so that
the control unit, Model 34, turns them
all on from its front panel.

Control Unit Layout
This preamplifier/control unit looks,
for all the world, just like the tuner. Its
volume control replaces the tuning
knob. The power on/off button is located in the same spot as on the tuner. In
place of the display area is an opening
in the front panel which houses a
"Bass Lift" control and a "Tilt" control,
two unique tone compensation controls developed by Quad. The eight
buttons at the left of the panel (along
with appropriate LED indicators) now
serve as program selection switches
("Radio," "Disc," "AUX," "Tape") and
mono/stereo, high -cut filter, and slope
selection switches. A balance control
in the form of a lever is mounted concentrically with the Model 34's main
volume control.
encountered no kit -building requirements when installed this component, and all necessary DIN -to -pin plug adaptor cables were supplied, as
well as another a.c. patch cord. Phono
inputs were already of the phono-jack
type and were, in fact, part of a subassembly which is easily removed by
loosening two screws, thereby permitting the user to substitute phono equalizer/preamplifier modules for moving magnet or moving -coil cartridge inputs. Quad has a variety of these available, each with a predetermined gain
factor and a specified input impedance. The two modules supplied as
standard equipment with the Model 34
handle moving -magnet cartridges rated at 3 -mV input sensitivity and requiring 47-kilohm/220-pF loads and, for
moving -coil pickups, a module having
an input sensitivity of 100 µV and presenting a load of 100 ohms and 22 nF.
When substituting one preamplifier
I

I
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The 405 amplifier
responded well to all of the
difficult source material to
which it was subjected
during many days of

listening tests.
1-Simplified schematic
of Quad 405 amplifier,
showing Class -A,
current dumpers,
and bridge
components.
Fig.

CLASS
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module for another, a flat multi -conductor cable connected to the preamp
module in use has enough slack so
that disconnection and reconnection of
the new module can be comfortably
made without having to open it up and
get inside the chassis.

Power Amplifier Layout
The last electronic audio component
of this group, the 405 amplifier, has no
controls and can therefore be installed
out of sight or in close proximity to the
control unit and the tuner. Spring -loaded speaker terminals are used for connection of speaker cables. The amplifier may be limited to an output of 20 V
rms (that would work out to 50 watts
across a true 8-ohm resistive load) by
inserting supplied shorting links in
each amplifier p.c. board module. This
precaution should be taken if the
speakers used with the Model 405 are
incapable of handling a full 100 watts
of power. Specific note is made in the
amplifier owner's manual that this limiting feature is not required if the amplifier is going to be used with Quad ESL 63s, the speakers ultimately used in
the listening tests.
Like most electrostatic loudspeaker
systems, the ESL -63s require a polarizing voltage, and that means connections by means of a line cord to an a.c.
outlet, in addition to the usual signal
connections made via color -coded
loudspeaker terminals. The speaker
systems incorporate protection circuitry which either compresses overly
I

large input signals (over 40 V rms) or
34
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45 V

shorts out the signal input from the
driving amplifier. Amplifiers which are
not short-circuit protected should
therefore not be used with the ESL -63
speakers.

Circuit Highlights
The Quad 405 has been termed a
"current dumping" amplifier by its designers. In such an amplifier there is, in
effect, a low -powered, ultra -high -quality amplifier plus a high-powerec,
heavy-duty amplifier (Fig. 1). The low powered amplifier controls the loudspeakers at all times, calling upon the
high-powered section only when highpowered peaks to the speaker load are
called for. The small amplifier is operated so that, provided the larger power
transistors (the "dumpers") get within
range of the required output current, it
will fill in the remainder of the signal
waveform accurately and completely.

Reproduced sound quality is therefore
solely dependent upon the smaller,
more accurate amplifier. In this arrangement there are no internal adjustments, nor is alignment required, and
the choice of power transistor types is
less critical.
The most unusual circuits found in
the Quad 34 control unit are the "Bass
Lift" and "Tilt" circuits, which replace
the more common bass and treble
boost and cut circuits found on most
amplifiers and receivers. When the
"Bass Lift" control is operated in any of
its lift settings, it acts as a smooth progressive booster for use with small
loudspeakers háving limited bass re-

sponse. In its "Step" mode, the control
acts as a step filter, producing a 5 -dB
drop at either 100, 170, or 300 Hz. This
characteristic, according to Quad, is
especially useful in minimizing the effects of standing waves in a room, particularly when speakers have to be positioned in corners.
The FM4 tuner owner's manual tells
us little about its circuitry. have discussed the design philosophy of this
relatively lackluster component with
executives of the company. According
to them, its design is essentially an
attempt to make the component easy
to use, have it deliver sound quality
that is at least as good as what is likely
to be transmitted over FM stations,
and, in general, to keep it as simple as
possible. More about whether or not
these goals were met later on.
I

Measurements
After connecting an antenna transmission line in order to access the 75 ohm input (there's no provision for 300 ohm twin lead connections), was surprised to find errors in Quad's listed
specifications for sensitivity. have corrected them in our "Manufacturer's
Specifications" section (see sidebar);
however, 2.7 µV across 75 ohms is not
I

I

Quad claims, but 19.84 dBf,
and 25 µV across 75 ohms is not 28
dBf, as claimed, but 39.17 dBf. Given
the corrected figures, the FM4 actually
did better than claimed. The result for
50 -dB quieting in mono was 17 dBf (2.0
p.V), while in stereo it measured 38.45
dBf. Usable mono sensitivity was 1.1
µV across 75 ohms or 12.04 dBf; in
stereo, the 3% noise-plus-THD point
(usable sensitivity) was reached with a
signal input of 2.0 µV or 17 dBf. Signalto-noise ratio measured 76 dB in mono,
as claimed, and was 3 dB better than
claimed in stereo, or 73 dB. Mono THD
for a mid -frequency modulating signal
was 0.15%, and 0.11% in stereo. Plots
of noise and distortion, in mono and
stereo, versus signal strength are
shown in Fig. 2, and a plot of distortion
versus modulating frequency is shown
in Fig. 3. Selectivity measured just over
60 dB, while capture ratio was 1.5,
exactly as specified. AM suppression
fell 2 dB short of the 60 dB claimed,
although image rejection, which measured 85 dB, exceeded claims by 5 dB.
The i.f. rejection was 95 dB.
8 dBf, as
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The most outstanding
component in the group,
the Quad 34 control unit,
operates in a way that is
meaningful to music

listeners.
When began to plot frequency regot a surprise. In order to
sponse,
speed this review, Quad originally air shipped equipment direct from England to Audio-including a tuner that
was factory set for 50-µS de -emphasis, rather than the U.S. standard of 75
µS. Since the U.S. importer stocks tuners with the right de -emphasis, obtained a second sample, whose frequency response yielded the upper
curve shown in Fig. 4.
Separation versus frequency is also
depicted in Fig. 4. In the unit tested,
separation was unbalanced. When the
left channel was modulated, crosstalk
into the right channel was down 45 dB
at 1 kHz, 47 dB at 100 Hz, and 27 dB
at 10 kHz. With the right channel modulated, crosstalk into the left channel
measured 40 dB at 1 kHz, 38 dB at 100
Hz, and 27 dB at 10 kHz. Figure 5
displays crosstalk and distortion products appearing at the output of the
unmodulated channel when a 5 -kHz,
100% modulating signal is applied to
the opposite channel. Here the sweep
is linear, from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, the tall
spike at the left is the desired 5 -kHz
output signal, and all other observed
components are undesired outputs
from the opposite channel, including a
small amount of 38 -kHz subcarrier
component signal appearing just to the
right of the center of the display. Vertical sensitivity in this photo is 10 dB per
division.
Based on my measurements, the
most outstanding component in this
group is without a doubt the Model 34
preamplifier/control unit. tested it using both the MM and MC phono modules, and RIAA equalization was very
nearly perfect for each. In fact, for the
MM module,
detected no deviation
from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. The MC unit had
a minor amount of roll -off (around 0.5
dB) at 15 kHz. My sensitivity and S/N
measurements were conducted in accordance with IHF standards, and are
therefore not easy to correlate with the
figures quoted by Quad. But however
you measure S/N on this preamp, the
results will be excellent in terms of audibly perceived hum and/or noise.
Phono S/N measured 87 dB below 5 mV input for 0.5-V output with the MM
module, and 84 dB with the MC module. High-level S/N measured 92 dB
with reference to 0.5-V in and out.
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5-Crosstalk and distortion
products at the unmodulated
channel's output, with a 5 -kHz, 100%
modulating signal applied to the
opposite channel of the FM4. Sweep
is linear from 0 Hz to 50 kHz.
Fig.

unique "Tilt" control, which affects
both bass and treble frequencies. Depending upon the setting, the "Tilt"
control boosts bass while cutting treble
(in minute selectable steps) or cuts
bass while boosting treble. Despite the
relatively small amount of compensation provided by this control, its audible effect is quite discernible, and it
could be quite effective in compensating for deficient room acoustics and
even for deficiencies inherent in many
speaker systems. To present a clearer
picture of just how the "Tilt" control
works, expanded the sensitivity of the
spectrum analyzer display to 2 dB per
division in the photo of Fig. 9 and plotted a separate response curve for
each of the control's settings.
The power output rating of the 405
power amplifier is not given in accordance with FTC requirements. Though
nom nally rated at 100 watts per channel, continuous power, different distortion ratings are given for different frequencies. And, since the highest frequency for which THD is quoted is 10
kHz, if
had to translate this into a
standard power rating, I'd have to call
it "100 watts continuous power per
channel, 8 -ohm loads, from 100 Hz to
10 kHz, with no more than 0.05%
THD." In fact, the amplifier does better
than that at the low end, but it does not
produce 100 watts at 10 kHz for that
quoted lower level of harmonic distortion. At mid -frequencies, the 405 can
deliver more than 110 watts for the
quoted 0.05% THD. At its nominal 100 watt output level, for a 1 -kHz test sigI

F'g.
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Worst -case THD measured 0.01% for a
1 -kHz
test signal, 0.02% for a 20 -Hz
signal, and 0.05% for a 10 -kHz signal.
The SMPTE IM measured 0.03%. Input
sensitivity was 3.4 mV for the MM phono module, 120 µV for the MC module,
100 mV via the high-level "Radio" or
"AUX" inputs, and 300 mV for the
"Tape Play" inputs.
Figures 6, 7, and 8 all depict logarithmic frequency sweeps, from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, in which vertical sensitivity is
10 dB per octave. Figure 6 shows the
response of Model 34 for the various
settings of the high -cut filter switch.
Figure 7 shows multiple plots of response for the various settings of "Lift"
and "Step." Figure 8 shows plots of the

I
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Though I made no lab
measurements, I find the
new ESL -63s a big
improvement over the
earlier Quad ESLs.
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stable (and it is-I confirmed this with
capacitive, open -circuit, and short-circuit loads) is a boon, too, when driving
electrostatic speakers. Speaker placement was found to be extremely important with the ESL-63s, as indeed it
would be with any dipole speaker system. found that the speakers wanted
to be further apart than would have
suspected, but stereo imaging was excellent. The "Tilt" control also served to
reduce the somewhat overly brilliant
treble response which, to my ears, has
always been characteristic of earlier
Quad ESLs and continues to exist in
I
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7-"Lift" and "Step" response
characteristics of the bass control,
Quad 34. Frequency sweep is
logarithmic, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
and vertical sensitivity is 10 dB/
octave.

Fig. 6-Frequency response
characteristics of the various high -cut
filter settings on the Quad 34 control
unit. Sweep is logarithmic, from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, and vertical sensitivity is
10 dB/octave.
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Fig.

simultaneously. Logarithmic frequency
sweep, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and 10 dB/
octave vertical sensitivity.
nal, THD measured only 0.007% while
SMPTE IM measured 0.008%. Damping factor was greater than 100. CCIF
IM was 0.0088%, and IHF IM (twin -tone

measurement) was less than 0.03%the lowest level that can resolve on
my spectrum analyzer. Signal-to-noise
ratio measured 84 dB below watt out,
for 0.5 V in, unweighted. Using an A weighting network, S/N increased to

s'

I

1

101 dB.

measuring these highly respected
electrostatic systems in a future issue.)
Nevertheless, like any true audiophile,
feel have the right to offer a subjective opinion concerning these bigger,
younger relatives of the earlier ESL
speakers (which, incidentally, are still
in Quad's line).
To my ears, the ESL -63s are a big
improvement over the earlier ESLs.
Their overall tonal balance is better,
though find that bass response is still
not what would like it to be. Here's a
case where the "Tilt" control on the
Model 34 can really help-at least in
my listening room and for my ears. In
terms of power needs, the 405 amplifier seemed ideally suited to the speakers, with enough power to deliver
good, realistic sound levels, but not
enough to damage the systems or to
activate the protection circuitry. The
fact that the 405 amp is unconditionally
I

I

System Evaluation and
Listening Tests

I

Let me state at the outset that made
no attempt to perform any lab measurements on the ESL -63 loudspeaker
systems which formed part of this total
I

component package from Quad;
used them simply to listen to the other
components. (I'm told that my good
friend and colleague Dick Heyser will
I

be doing his usual thorough job of
36

I

9-Expanded view of "Tilt"

control action of Quad 34.
Logarithmic frequency sweep, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, but 2 dB/octave vertical
sensitivity.

I

I

I
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Fig. 8-"Tilt" control setting of Quad
34 alters bass and treble response

the ESL -63s.
As said above, if had to rank the
order of the other three components in
terms of performance, ergonomics and
general merit, would place the Model
34 control/preamp at the top of the list.
It's phono preamp modules represent
an ideal solution to a matching problem that is always with us, and its controls operate in a way that is meaningful to music listeners, rather than just to
technicians and engineers.
The amplifier is certainly a close runner-up in my personal ranking. It responded well to all of the difficult
source material to which it was subjected during my many days of listening. The 405 not only drove the ESL63s very well, it also supplied clean,
undistorted power to my reference
loudspeaker systems and to some less

costly speaker systems that were
passing through the lab during the period of testing.
That puts the FM4 tuner at the bottom of the list. I'm afraid the situation
with FM in Great Britain (and in the rest
of Europe) is very much unlike the
complex FM picture we have in this
country. There are fewer stations, and
long-distance reception is not usually a
problem thanks to "network" and relay
arrangements which exist in many European countries. To be sure, under
many (if not most) listening conditions
in the U.S., and given the present quality of FM broadcasting, the FM4 is
probably good enough. However, in
my listening area at least, there are a
number of really fine signals available.
So think would pass on the FM4 and
choose another fine tuner, even if that
meant breaking up the matching cosmetics of this distinctively European
component group. Leonard Feldman
I

I
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Experience
the Camel taste in
Camel Filters.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Announcing a first-time ever collecting opportunity

..

.

Solid 14kt Gold Miniatures
of the Worlds Great Gold Coimas

-

The fifty most significant gold coins from all over the world
as chosen by leading numismatic experts

authentically re-created in finely detailed solid gold miniatures.

Edition limited to 25,000 sets world-wide.
Issue price: Just $35 for each solid gold miniature.
"As rich as Croesus" ... "the Midas
touch" .. After more than 2500
years, we still speak of Croesus and
Midas-rulers of the ancient realm
of Lydia in Asia Minor, a land whose
rivers were rich in gold, and where
the world's first gold coins were issued. And through all the centuries
since, gold coins have been the most
precious and universally recognized
form of money.
Now, for the first time, you will be
able to acquire a collection that embodies all the romance, beauty and
historical interest of gold coins
throughout the ages. A collection of
fifty miniatures minted in solid 14
karat gold, re-creating- in authentic and unparalleled detail
the
great gold coins of the world.

Mint's artists, die -makers and engravers. For it was necessary that
each miniature gold coin be totally
faithful to the original. As can be
imagined, achieving the required
fineness of detail in such a restricted
space requires craftsmanship of .the
utmost skill and dedication. To preserve accuracy and authenticity,
moreover, the miniatures will be in
proportion to the originals. Thus, the
collection will include a variety of
both shapes and sizes.

.

Presentation case, collector's
tongs and magnifier included
So that you can display these minia-

-

A remarkable

i.

-

E'

achievement-

an exciting collection to own
Creating this important collection
has been a long and challenging task.
Indeed, more than two years have
been spent in locating all the original
coins and arranging to have them
represented in this collection. Thus,
it will include authentic replicas in
miniature of fifty of the greatest gold
coins the world has known-from
the Stater of King Croesus to the
Brasher Doubloon ... from the Persian Daric of Darius the Great to the
scudo d'oro of Florence under the Me-

Miniature coin (at bottom right) reproduced
larger than actual size to show fine detail.

dici

4

times

... from the 200 Mohurs of Shah

Jahan-the

largest gold coin ever

issued-to the high relief U.S. $20
Gold Piece created by the great
American sculptor Augustus St.
Gaudens-widely regarded by numismatic experts as the most beautiful gold coin of modern times.
To re-create these great gold coins
of the world in miniature was an
enormous challenge for The Franklin

ture gold coins to best advantage, a
special presentation case will be provided to house your collection. And
to enable you to study each miniature in all its fine detail, a special
magnifier and a pair of collector's
tongs will be included. In addition,
each miniature gold coin in the series
will be accompanied by a fascinating
commentary written especially for
this collection by a noted numismatic expert.
As a subscriber, you will build your
collection at the convenient rate of
one gold miniature coin per month.
And the issue price of $35 will be
guaranteed to you for each of the solid
14 karat gold miniatures in the collection. To make this important
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Housed in

a

deluxe presentation case with magnifier and collector's tongs.
OD

guarantee possible, The Franklin
Mint will commit in advance for
enough gold bullion to issue the
complete collection of gold coins for
each subscriber.
This collection of solid 14 karat
gold miniatures is available only by

direct subscription ... only from The
Franklin Mint ... and only in this
single edition. The total edition is
permanently limited to just 25,000
complete sets-a rather small number for a numismatic issue. When
each subscriber has received all his
miniature gold pieces, the minting
dies will be destroyed -thereby assuring the rarity of the collection.
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The 200 Mohurs of Shah Jahan, 16281658. Issued by the Hindustani ruler whe
erected the Taj Mahal as a monument to
his wife. A cast of this grea: coin, reputed
to be the largest gold coin ever issued, is ir.
the British Museum, but whether ti -e coin
itself still exists is not known.

An exciting and educational
adventure in collecting
There could hardly be a more interesting and worthwhile adventure ín
collecting than to acquire authentic
miniatures of the great gold coins of
the world. It is an adventure that will
provide endless hours of enjoyment
for you and your family. And your
complete collection will be a significant legacy for future generations to
enjoy in turn.
But, remember: subscriptions will
be accepted in strict sequence of receipt and once the numbered limit of
25,000 has been reached, the edition
will be closed forever. It is therefore
important that you return the accompanying subscription application
promptly-and, in any event, by
December 31, 1983.

1983

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Solid 14kt Gold Miniatures
of the World's Great Gold Coins
A limited edition of 25,000 complete sets.

Please mail by December 31, 1983.
The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
YES. I wish to subscribe to Solid 14 Karat
Gold Miniatures of the World's Great Gold
Coins, consisting of fifty finely detailed
miniatures, to be sent tome at the rate of
one each month, at the price of $35.5
each. I will also receive a presentation
case, magnifier and collector's tongs, at
no additional cost.
I need send no money now. Please bill
me for each miniature gold coin in advance of its shipment.
$

Signature
ALL

AeLICATON. APE

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

'Plus my state sales uu and
I. foe shipping and handling.

Y9lEtf O

ACC9PTA,lCE.

.LEASE .1nMT CLEARLY

Address

City
State, Zip
The Franklin Mint is the world's largest private
mint. It Is not affiliated with the U.S. Mint or
any other government agency.
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The Doors' keyboardman talks about
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pianos, Morrison, and why the legendary track
"Rock Is Dead" never got released.

1983

1
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Ray Manzarek In

Manhattan

ó.

than a decade after

had no regular bass player in the early

their breakup, The Doors
are still very much with us,
their sales and airplay respectable even for a current act. An
audiophile disc, The Doors, was released on Mobile Fidelity. A new book,
The Doors: The Illustrated History, by
Danny Sugerman has just been released by Quill, a division of William
Morrow & Co., and a video of "Love Me
Two Times" premiered on MTV in early
October.
Joining vocalist Jim Morrison in The
Doors were Ray Manzarek on keyboards, Robby Krieger on guitars, and
John Densmore on drums. The group

days; the parts were generally played
by Manzarek on his Fender -Rhodes
keyboard bass, and later on by various
session bass guitarists. Rounding out
the team were Paul Rothchild for production and Bruce Botnick for engineering.
Manzarek, always the group's most
articulate spokesman, is tasteful and
meticulous, as his keyboard playing
would suggest. He lives today in the
hills above Los Angeles with his wife,
Dorothy, and son, Pablo. Recent endeavors include producing local bands
such as X and The Zippers, recording
Carl Orff's cantata, Carmina Burana,

Bilore
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1967
Manzarek
playing
keyboards in
New York City
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and acting in a film comedy on the
international arms business with Chevy
Chase and Vince Edwards called The
Deal of the Century.

I

What dc you think of as being the dif-

ferent kinds of piano sounds you hear
on records? Some people speak of an
"English" piano sound, which is heavily compressed, thin. Do you think in
those terms at all?
think of it not so much in terms of the
sound of a grand piano, but in terms of
the instrument itself, like a tack piano,
an upright piano, a spinet piano, a
grand piano, a baby grand, a 7 -foot
grand, a 9 -foot concert grand. Or also
in terms of make of the piano.
The sound that always try to get is
the fattest, richest kind of sound. And
with brightness, of course, so that it
doesn't get muddy. But don't like too
much compression. I like a good, fat
piano sound.
You touched on the different tones and
qualities of the different brands of
grand piano. People have said Yamaha has the crispest, most trebly
sound. What about the other ones?
Yamaha is very good. The Bósendorfer
that I've been using has five extra
notes to it, so even if you don't use
those notes, just the length of the keyboard and the size of the harp gives it
a fatter sound. It tends to have a little
more bottom to it.
The Yamaha is definitely a brighter
piano. Tends to lose it a little bit in the
bottom, though. You can get some
great glissando on it and great rock &
roll triplets going. It washes out a little
bit in the high end, too.
It gets unclear as you go up?
It doesn't really have the definition. It
tends to just "tink" rather than have the
bell of the note.
The Steinway action is real great, allaround great piano. I'd say the Steinway is probably the best overall piano.
Robby referred to some "inside the ear
piano fooling around" on "Horse Latitudes." What was that?:
That's a standard Doors trick. Getting
your hands on the strings. Just getting
in there and scraping on them, plucking them, hitting on them with drumsticks, ... and putting a delay on it, so
if you hit it once, the delay sound
keeps happening. So if you're in there
just plucking those strings or whatever,

I

I

I

I

I
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sounds like a lot of people doing it.
We probably got a couple of people
in there at the time. imagine everyone
probably got their fingers in for a couple of plucks; it was too much fun.
Did you ever just pluck a couple of
strings?
Let me see, what did we do that on?
don't know whether or not actually did
that. I've always fooled around doing it,
but whether we marked them off ...
don't think so, don't think marked
any off to actually pluck. Although on
An American Prayer, did a couple of
little things on the inside of the piano.
How about those other little kinds of
pianos?
Yeah, well the little celeste, of course,
for little "effect" kind of things. The
smaller things, the smaller pianos
would just be for music -box effects.
Where you'd want something evocative of a child playing a piano. The
spinet never really got around to using on anything. Nothing really came
up that quite worked for it.
What is a celeste?
A celeste is a very, very tiny little keyboard instrument, for those little bell like sounds. don't know what is in the
back. It's a struck something; it's not
plucked. Probably struck bells in there.
Tiny little tuning rods of some sort or
another.
can't remember what a celeste is
it
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on; I'd have
didn't do too
was always
seems to be

to listen to the stuff. We
much of that. The celeste
around in the studio. It
a standard part of a studio's equipment, and you always sort
of fiddle around with it, thinking that
when you need some little bell -like effects you'll put it on. But by the time
you get around to finishing the records,
somehow you always seem to forget
about the little bell-like effects. Makes
a lot more sense in a movie or on TV, or
background stuff.
Let's talk about tack piano.
I've always liked to play the tack piano.
Elektra Records used to have a great
one. It was a brand-new Yamaha upright, new in '68 or '69, and somebody
put tacks in it. The thing just had one of
the brightest, liveliest sounds I've ever
heard. Somehow we got the piano in
our possession at The Doors' office,
and it stayed there for a long time, five
years. They never realized it was gone;
we moved it over for something or oth-

er and just left it there. Then one day

somebody went crazy and said,
"Where's that tack piano? Gotta have
that." Some guy was producing at
Elektra's studio, and he had to have it,
absolutely had to have it. tried to stall
them as long as I could, but they
caught up to us. They wheeled it
across the street, took it into the recording studio, and when went over
there a couple of days later to see
about getting it back, the guy had taken the tacks out of the tack piano. It
was never the same, ever again.
You mean he made it into a normal
I

I

upright piano?
Just a regular 'piano, right. He could
have rented a piano, he could have
done anything. He could have gotten
any old piano to sound the way that one
sounded; the piano without the tacks
was nothing. Then when the tacks went
back in, it just wasn't the same anymore. This guy had had to have it, and
had thought, "Well, can understand
why he has to have it. It's such a fabulous piano; love that piano!" But he
messed the whole thing up.
I was really happy to see you do as
many tracks with the tack piano as you
did. It's got a very evocative sound.
Yeah, "L.A. Woman"-the song itselfis tack piano, "Love Her Madly"-on
the L.A. Woman album-is tack piano.
And back on the second album, People Are Strange, "My Eyes Have Seen
You" is tack piano...
"You Make Me Real."
Yeah, right. "Strange Days" is a tack
piano at Sunset Sound, which think is
still there, but it's been so banged -on
by now that it really doesn't have it
anymore.
think maybe my favorite thing to
play is tack piano, rather than a big
acoustic-although love the sound of
a big grand piano. guess the percussive quality is more in keeping with
rock & roll. Even a ballad, there's just
something really nice about the tack
piano. Probably a very "American"
sound somehow; seems like a banjo or
something.
"Queen of the Highway"-Wurlitzer
electric piano, with tremolo?
Yeah, Wurlitzer, right. That's a great
sound, and people don't use that. That
still hasn't been used enough. I love
the sound of a Wurlitzer with that tremolo; it's really great. It's all built right in.
I

I

I
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1969
Manzarek at
Kennedy Stadium
in Bridgeport,
Conn.

It's right there; just click the thing on
and use it.
used the Wurlitzer also on some of
the blues songs on L.A. WomanI

"Crawlin' King Snake." I've never
owned one. Curious, don't know why
don't have one. It was the first electric
piano too, the Wurlitzer electric piano.
It came out in the '50s. saw the first
one in '57 or '58. Local club bands and
jazz guys were playing one in some
club in Chicago. That was the first one.
Fender -Rhodes came out quite a while
after. Couldn't have been 10 years, but
a good seven years after. Ray Charles'
"What'd Say" was a Wurlitzer.
Let's talk about organs.
started with a Vox Continental on the
first album. The reason we used the
Vox was because it was portable,
small. liked it, a terrific organ. liked
the fact that you could plug a lot of
things into it if you wanted to, wah-wah
pedals and whatever existed then. Not
that there was that much to plug in
actually at the time; there weren't any
phase -shifters or anything. Plus you
could plug into the amplifier
didn't want to use a Hammond organ; couldn't afford a Hammond organ! A Hammond organ I'd always
considered to be a blues organ anyway, for the most part. Jimmy Smith
and all that and all those Hammond
I

I

I

I
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jazz kind of people, Richard "Groove"

Holmes...
Vox only made that one. wish I had
one. I could put it right over there; what
a great coffee table it would have
been! It was red and black, the keys
were inverted-black and white were
just the opposite as they are on a normal piano-and the chrome legs on
the sides were a "Z." They were sharp!
Sharp in a '50s sense:
What kind of amp did you play through
on the first LP?
Whatever we could get our hands on.
Sometimes used a Sears Silvertone
when we first started out, which was
actually a very good amplifier. And
then some Fender stuff, and Jordan
amplifiers when they existed for a
while. What else? A Univox for a while.
Acoustic. It didn't really matter. I'd plug
into anything, you know, as long as
could get a big fat sound out of it.
liked the sound of a Fender Bassman
and a Twin Reverb coupled together.
We used that here in Los Angeles
and when we played the Cheetah
down in Santa Monica, on the pier, the
place that's torn down. We played with
the Jefferson Airplane and, boy, what a
gig THAT was, God. Jefferson Airplane
and the DOORS. Like late '67 and early
'68. That was really great.
So on the first LP, which I understand
I

I

I
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was cut in some very small number of
days, there was no particular amp you

used
can't even remember what amplifier

I

I

used Probably that first album was just
various little scrounging -around amplifiers that we might have hac.
Any direct on that LP?
No, they didn't know about direct.
hate direct. Direct is all right for a
Fender -Rhodes, but for the most part
hate direct. Engineers love it because
I

I

"It's clean."
People thought you played a Farfisa
for a while.
Yeah, they did, right, but that was the
Gibson. think they confused the two
because the colors were relatively the
same, and the Farfisa was a good organ.
didn't use it because all the
controls were on the top. It was that
matter of not having any place to put
the Fender -Rhodes bass. couldn't put
it on top because controls were up
I

I

I
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Manzarek at a
concert In
Central Park In
New York

.

there, so there's no way. just never
used it. But it's got a very similar sound
to the Gibson. think the Gibson was
better.
You went to the Gibson after the Vox?
Yeah, then went to the Gibson. The
reason
went to Gibson is because
Vox was taken over by. some other
company but still was called Vox. The
story heard was that the English company was taken over by an Italian company. guess they started making the
organs in Italy, and they didn't stand
up anymore, they just broke down, just
could not be maintained. The first orhad, man,
gan
carried that thing
around and knocked it around-must
have played a hundred gigs on that
thing. It finally gave up the ghost, as
any organ would, so went out and
bought another one, and four or five
gigs later it broke. The keys would
stick, the keys would break. didn't
really play it that hard-maybe did
play hard but didn't pound on it or
anything. All of a sudden I'd find myself with stuck keys and I'd have to be
lifting up the white notes and the.black
notes. So
got another one and the
same thing happened. tried. three organs and it happened with every one.
Single -manual, double -manual, and
said, "Well, so much for that, can't use
a Vox anymore."
That's just the Gibson organ?
Gibson Kalamazoo.
The Hammond organ on Strange
Days-do you know what model that
was?
The C3. That's "C" for "church." This
one was the same as a B3, except it
had little church designs on the little
strip of wood on both sides. That was
the only difference. It was a good organ. have since had that one electrified and made portable. Transistorized
and portable-ized. It lost some of the
fat of the organ, but that thing has
lasted-I've still got it. It's been to Europe three or four times, it's been all
over, I've been on tours. That thing has
never broken, it's amazing! Keyboard
Products did it, way back-must have
been about a dozen years ago now:
Is that a backwards organ on "UnhapI
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py Girl"?
A backwards piano. Boy, that was a
bitch. wrote the whole song out backwards. They played the song, the tape
came back to me in the earphones,
I
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backwards. But the beat was there.
Actually,
didn't write the song out
backwards; wrote out a chord chart
with each measure, and started, and
just followed it.
Were you playing the same chords in a
normal sort of manner?
Right, except everything had to be reversed. Crazy, it was just absolutely
crazy, but it sounds great. And got it
after a couple of passes. Just the kind
of thing like, "Don't think about it too
much and just sit down there and do
it." You know, hope your Zen luckiness
I

I

I

is on, and it was, and

I

got it.

What do you think of as the different
kind of organ sounds? You talked
about the blues organ sound, which
you associate with the Hammond.
What is the jazz organ sound?
The Hammond organ was never really
used for blues in the Muddy Waters,
Chicago Blues, John Lee Hooker, Jimmy Reed sense. It was never used in
that. It was always used in a jazz con-

text. They played blues changes,
blues chords, a blues pattern or blues
progression. It wasn't blues, it was
jazz. The Hammond organ was a jazz
organ.
The only thing you can use a Hammond organ for is that and jazz and
church kind of stuff. Those are the only
things see it really useful for, although
I've played some other things on it.
Is there a "rock" organ sound? Is Stevie Win wood's a rock organ sound?
No, that's a Hammond, just a big fat
Hammond, with a lot of "gravel" to it,
maybe a little more break-up, a little
more dirt on the contacts, an older
one. Elektra had an old organ at the
studio. It was a Hammond, as a matter
of fact, not the big B3, a smaller model
but really funky. It was an old, dirty pickup thing that was very good for
playing rock, bluesy-rock kind of organ. But it's still basically a Hammond
sound.
Any memories of interesting techniques that we haven't touched upon?
Like I remember on "The End," Jim
sang some of the vocal out in the room
and some of it in the booth; he would
run back and forth.
"The End" is interesting, two takes cut
together. There's a distinct sound
change, but fortunately it comes right
at the point where Jim says, "The killer
awoke before dawn." We made a cut
I

right there, right at the beginning of it.
Right on the word "the" or just before,
maybe a measure before. There were
two takes, and we didn't think it was at
all possible to cut those two together.
And there is a sound change, but the
sound change works because the
whole -tone of the piece changes at
that point.
The first album was pretty straight ahead. The first album was done on
four -track, so there really wasn't much
we could do as far as overdubs. But
the second album was eight tracks,
which is funny, because today eight
tracks is like nothing, but to us, it was
great.
Why don't you give us a little rundown
on An American Prayer.
Lots of poetry, and poetry and music,
and sound effects. And that's about all.
Nothing much you can really say...
Is "Rock Is Dead" there? Did you get
that together ever?
No, "Rock Is Dead" doesn't really exist
in a form worth putting out, at the moment.
don't know, maybe someday
we might be able to do something with
it. But when we recorded it, it was just
a bunch of drunks fooling around in the
studio. And jamming, and then we
started to get into something. Unfortunately the tape ran out halfway through
it and by the time they got the tape
back on, you know, a good five minutes had elapsed and we were right in
the middle of doing surf music. We
went back into the control room and
said, "Gee, that was really great, hope
you guys got that down on tape." And
they said, "Well, we got all of it down
except we missed some of that last
'Rock Is Dead'." And said, "That was
the only thing that was any good." For
the first half-hour all we did was play a
lot of dumb blues and things and just
mess around and then we finally got
into something. And we missed it.
So we have. a few parts of it, maybe
65% of it, but not some of the choice
stuff in the middle that would make it
into what it was. It was a piece doing
parodies on various styles of music,
and don't even remember what was
left out. don't know what we'll ever do
with that.
The Doors seemed to have their cake
and eat it too. You had great commercial success, yet you always seemed
to be artists first and foremost.
.

I

I

I

I
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1969
Jim Morrison at
Kennedy Stadium
in Bridgeport,
Conn.

From a money -making standpoint
that's the way to do it, you know? If you
really are setting out to do something
that needs to be done, doing something right, doing it good, and doing it
to the best of your ability-that's when
somehow the Fates have it so that you
have done your proper work, here is
your reward, your desserts. Here's the
money. That's how it was for The
Doors. We said, "Hey, we're gonna do
it the right way and that's all. We're
gonna do it the way we want to do it;
we know how it's supposed to be."
We've all got enough musical and literary talent, we've been doing it all of our
lives more or less-Jim was writing poetry all his life, Robby played the guitar
for years, Densmore drums for years,
played piano since I was seven years
old. I knew what wanted, knew how
wanted it to sound, and knew that if
we did it the best we could, and made
it as intelligent and as good as we
could possibly make it, that the music
would be there, and the rewards would
be there. And they were. And the music is timeless because of it.
Yeah, there were some good times
at the Whisky a Go Go. Boy, that's for
sure. We played with Them; the first
gig we played at the Whisky was Van
Morrison and Jim Morrison-on the
same stage. And Van Morrison was
insane. You know how he got into just
kind of standing there and singing?
haven't really seen him in a long time
but when he was with Them, the guy
was all over the stage, man. Absolutely
insane. Did that thing of holding the
microphone stand upside down and
singing, and smashing the microphone
stand into the ground and just....
God, was he incredible! He was so
good. Then the last night we played we
had a jam. We got a couple of photographs of that somewhere, but nobody
recorded it. The Doors and Them, together, on stage, the two Morrisons.
Mmmmh! God, that was great.
Do you know the story about Jim
hosing down the studio? After "The
End" ... God knows what he'd ingested ... we did two takes of "The End,"
and couldn't do anymore, it was just
too insane. We all left, and later that
night Jim came back and went into the
studio, and took the fire extinguisher
and hosed the whole place down.
You mean the control room too?
I

I

I

I

I

I
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No, thank God, not in the control
room, just in the area where we

were, our side of the window.
Just fire -extinguished, just blasted the whole place, man, just to
cool it down. That's what he
was doing. I know he was doing that, just calming the whole

thing down. "Wait a minute.
Too much heat in here, man."
Stoned out of his mind. And
the studio people came in
the next morning; they didn't fi,
even know anything about it.
Somehow he just snuck in ,ills1"",
there, past the guard and

y
,

+,

everything. Thank Godhe'd've been in jail!
Your first album!
First album on top of it.
And the studio people
just absolutely freaked.
Paul Rothchild said, "Uh,
don't worry, don't worry,
Elektra will pay for it, no,
there's no reason to call
the police, no, just
some minor vandalism, don't worry about it, Elektra'll take
care of all this."
Did he know who did it?
Oh, he knew right away, you know. He
went "Oh no!" He knew. We all knew
right away what had happened.
I have heard that Jim occasionally
used to fall or jump out of second -story
windows.
He was known to hang out of windows
a lot. He was always threatening to
jump. When he'd have a fight with his
old lady, he'd say, "Well, you don't love
me anymore, okay, I'm gonna ... I'm
gonna jump." And he'd crawl out the
window and just hang onto the ledge
and he'd be hanging there. "You better
be nice to me or I'm gonna let go."
And one time, unfortunately, he
slipped. That was like a falling -offstage
thing too. The first time he did it, he
slipped. But then .it was so successful
that he kept it as part of the act and
used it every once in a while. When
there were a lot of people up against a
stage, he could fall and they'd sort of
catch him. He'd just sort of let himself
go, and fall off into the audience, and
invariably they'd all just sort of grab
him and break his fall so nothing really
happened.
Except one time at the Fillmore. Filly
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more East had a light pit, and knew
something was gonna happen.
thought, "God no, he's gonna fall in the
damned light pit." And he was just
really stoned, and sure enough....
used to play with my head down so
really didn't see a lot of the things that
he did. At one point I'm playing and
he's supposed to start singing and he
didn't sing and looked up ... and he
was gone. And then sure enough, a
hand, another hand, and then out he
comes, crawling out of the light pit.
But he was fine. Couldn't hurt that
guy. Nothing really hurt him. Until the
end. Maybe he's still running around
somewhere.
A
I

I

I

I
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Adigital recording can

sound better than
analog, but only when
you refine your recording
techniques and equalization.

RICHARD S. BURWEN

phones from my 20,000 -watt sound
system (Audio, April 1976). had not
realized that the PCM-F1 delivers its
monitor signal even when it ,s not recording or playing. This is convenient
when you are wearing headphones
while recording, but with speakers in
the same room as the microphones,
watch out!
At first, fractional -second losses of
signal occurred on both my digital systems. Cleaning the heads did not completely solve the problem. From Bert
Whyte and my own exper ments,
learned how to avoid dropouts: Use
only high-grade videocassettes, up to
L-750; avoid the unrecommended
Beta -III slow speed; use a head -cleaning cassette, such as Sony's L-25CL,
for 40 seconds after every two hours of
operation, and for two minutes after
every 50 hours, and adjust the VCR's
playback tracking control for each cassette, using the tracking level meter on
began following
the PCM-F1. Since
these rules, the dropout problem has
I

How does 16 -bit digital record-

ing compare with high -quality
analog recording for live and
studio use? Very well, and noticeably
find from my experience
different,
with Sony's PCM-F1 digital audio processor and SL -2000 portable videoI

cassette recorder.
For the past three years, have been
making four -channel analog recordings with 110 dB of unweighted dynamic range. These recordings were
all made on quarter -inch and half -inch
tape at 71/2 and 15 ips using the Bur wen Model 2000 Companding (3 dB/
dB) Audio Processor.
Accustomed to such noise -free anawondered what it
log recordings,
would be like to work with a digital
system, considering that it would give
me just two channels, and only 93 dB
of unweighted dynamic range. (That's
the 16 -bit figure; 14 -bit operation didn't
interest me.) acquired two of the Sony
systems. Now that have made over
75 digital cassettes with this outfit, my
experiences may be helpful to others
who are just starting out in digital recording.
Since the VCR's input signal is
passed through to its output jacks during recording, the PCM-F1 lets you
monitor the action of the digital circuitry, first encoding the signal digitally
then decoding it back to audio. Except
for any uncorrected errors that might
occur during playback, the output signal during recording is exactly the
same as the playback signal. While
running a variety of my "noise -free"
analog tapes through this process, the
heard between the
only difference
input signal and the system output was
additional noise, 93 dB down.
The monitoring system caused a
problem in live recording, though.
Stopping the machine after playback
in the studio,
nearly blew myself skyhigh with feedback into the micro I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

virtually disappeared. Nevertheless,
for important live recordings always
use two VCRs, as insurance against a
damaged or defective cassette.
The only tape to suffer ticks or static
from brief, uncorrected dropout errors
was my first. On that, had used the
VCR's pause and slow-motion controls, which make the heads scan one
section of the tape repetitively, causing
I

I

extra tape wear there.
Having heard about loss of ambience, harmonic distortion at low signal
levels, and ringing caused by antialiasing filters, listened carefully to the
effect of the PCM-F1 system on room
ambience and piano notes dying out.
The only difference
could hear between the input and output was a little
noise, slightly more erratic than FM
hiss.
Voices and a drum set, picked up by
a microphone remote from my monitoring room, were listened to direct and
through the PCM-F1, through headphones and speakers. recorded first
at normal level, then 35 dB down, with
I

I

I

Richard S. Burwen is President of
Burwen Technology, Lexington,
Mass., and inventor of the Dynamic
Noise Reduction (DNR) system made
in IC form by National Semiconductor.
His pop and click reducer, Model
THE 7000 transient noise eliminator, is
one of the best of its kind.
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matching. extra gain in playback.
Again, heard no difference between
the microphone and monitor signals
except added noise.
Sine waves, recorded 70 dB down
and played back with matching gain,
seemed to have picked up only noise,
I

not distortion. But in the 14 -bit mode,
as the signal approached the noise
level,
could plainly hear the noise
changing in steps and, at one particular level, quite a bit of distortion. Apparently, in the 16 -bit mode, the white noise "dither" signal, added to mask
bit -level distortion by randomizing it,
works quite well. This also contributes
to the system's accurate handling of
I

ambience.
Making simultaneous analog and
was at first
digital live recordings,
distressed to find that the digital recordings, although very clear, had
somehow lost the excitement of the
analog tapes. The problem wasn't in
the digital recorder (which accurately
reproduced what the microphones fed
in), but in the analog system's imperfections which, to me, enhanced the
music. Although my analog machines
have been modified for very flat response, small variations in frequency
response remain, affecting both tone
quality and dynamics. Bass drum endB
ergy at 30 Hz is amplified about
more than middle high frequencies.
With the 3:1 playback expansion, each
beat is emphasized, giving an apparent increase in clarity.
can simulate this effect by boosting
the bass of the digital signal slightly,
and passing it through a special volume expander actuated mainly by low
frequencies.
can also simulate the
analog signal's apparent extra sweetness, by tilting the digital frequency
response down about 1 dB through the
midrange. (It's surprising how small a
change in midrange frequency response can noticeably affect harshness and stereo imaging!) Also, without expansion, the digital signal
seemed slightly more reverberant than
the analog.
What about the PCM-F1's limitation
to two channels? Until recently, have
never been able to find a combination
of two front channels plus time delay
that equalled my genuine four -channel
recording. But after a month of experimenting with piano microphone techniques, equalization, and time delay,
finally arrived at setups for two -channel
piano recordings which find as satisfying as four -channel (Fig. 1).
Digital piano recordings can be better than analog ones, because there is
no wow and flutter (most audible on
I

1

I

I

I

I

I
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listening carefully,
the only difference
I could hear between
input and output was a little
When

noise.

Fig. 1-Microphone setup for
two -channel piano recording
in the author's studio. For jazz,
pickup is mainly from the

three microphones over the
piano. For classical recording,
most sound is picked up at
the junctions of the rear walls
and ceiling; each microphone
is equalized individually, with
6 to 27 dB of boost at 20 Hz
and 6 to 18 dB at 20 kHz.
The 14 omnidirectional

microphones at varying
distances from the piano
simulate wall reflections,
making the piano sound
larger.

when all harmonics above that frequency are cut off by the anti-aliasing
filter) and an 11-mS time delay in passing through the encode/decode and
error-correction systems. tried using
the PCM-F1 as a short, wide -band
time -delay system, to add some liveness to stereo signals. Results were
best when fed some of the PCM-F1's
left output into the right channel, and
vice versa, but the effect was small,
because of the short delay. Increasing
the feedback enough for a reverberant
effect caused buzzing, due to repetitive delays at 11- and 22-mS intervals.
The PCM-F1 system reverses signal
phase 180°. However, in my live studio,
where I'm equipped to reverse phase,
have not yet found any musical program material on which can hear any
effect.
was particularly impressed by the
lack of visible distortion on 'scope
traces of sine waves near the noise
level-confirmation that the dither signal really randomizes bit -level distortion. At 14 bits, the bit steps and distortion were clearly seen, but at 16 bits
the waveform showed only noise. The
system even preserved a 20 -Hz sine
wave below the wide -band noise level.
It is in this low-level accuracy and flatness of response near the high -frequency cutoff that expect measurable
I

I

I

I

I

OMNIDIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE

the piano's sustained tones), and relatively little noise during signal. When
there is little or no signal, my analog
system with companding noise reduction has less noise than digital. But at
high signal levels, the companding
system gives only a few dB of tape
improvement. To the average ear, the
high-level signal masks the noise.
However, after years of designing
noise -reduction systems and listening
for their imperfections,
can tell that
the noise is still there at high levels,
and that digital signals are cleaner.
My measurements of the PCM-F1
basically confirm the maker's claims,
including a huge signal-to-noise ratio
for a tape machine (in the 16 -bit mode,
93.3 to 94 dB unweighted, 95.5 to 95.9
dB with A -weighting and filtering below
20 Hz and above 20 kHz). But find the
S/N marginal for live symphonic reI

I
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I

cording, and

I

would welcome another

10 to 15 dB.

Because this dynamic range is barely sufficient for my purposes, many re-

cordings must closely approach overload, and an accurate peak -level indicator is essential. Sony's bar -graph indicator is accurate from 0 to -10 dB,
but its resolution of 3 dB per step at
lower levels is insufficient for my use;
use my own peak -reading analog meters, calibrated with a tone. Sony's
"Over" indicator reads the signal after
high -frequency pre -emphasis, and so
is an accurate clipping indicator. But
the bar -graph fails to read peaks on
some high -frequency signals which
clip after pre -emphasis, such as trombone or cymbal, and may read as
much as 5 dB too low.
I

Square -wave tests showed both
ringing at 22 kHz (to be expected

and audible differences between
equipment.
A nice feature of the Sony PCM-F1 is
that you can make perfect copies in
video form, using its error -corrected
copy output. One of my Burwen Studios demonstration tapes includes a
fourth -generation copy made this way,
and cannot hear the slightest difference from the original. Editing, however, is pretty much limited to copying
selections from one machine to another, and you have to cope with a 4 second start-up delay, sometimes by
using the pause control and risking
tape wear.
The main reason digital recording
does not sound the same as analog is
imperfection in the analog recording
system. A digital recording has the potential of sounding better than analog,
I

but only when you have refined your
recording techniques and found the
optimum equalization-in my case,
very slightly closer miking and a bit
more bass.
ul
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o
ear
irection
DENIS VAUGHAN

For many years, the
cate a sound's

L

ability to lo-

origin was

thought to be solely due to loudness or intensity; a softer sound seems
farther away. As applied to recording,
a slight increase in the volume of one
channel will shift an image in the direction of the louder channel, and if both
channels are raised simultaneously,
the image will seem nearer to us.
Later on, it was realized that relative
timing of the two channels could be
used to affect location of the recorded
stereo image. The incredible speed of
the brain allows us to perceive time
differences as short as only 0.007 mS,
which is equivalent to the sound
source moving just 1° to the side. In my
am
own monitoring of recordings,
able to place an oboe, for example,
within 1° or 2° of a fixed spot; the mechanics of this common feat requires
rather infinitesimal perceptions by the
I

stereo technology has taken little account of this fact. There are fail-safe
mechanisms in various parts of the
body, and I would therefore dare not
say that our perception of a sound's
elevat on is based exclusively on a single system. However, as far as can
ascertain, the chief system seems to
be associated with our perception of
timbre. The recent data on the transformation characteristics of the outer ear
by Mehrgardt and Mellert [1], shown in
the figures, plot how the outer ear functions as a filter between a constant level sound field and the inner ear.
These changes are made in everything
that we hear, and so we are used to
making allowances for them. This is
why we often use a weighting filter in
making a measurement.
Figures 2 through 4 show how the
perception of various frequencies of
constant level vary with angle. The first
I

brain.
In addition, the ear and brain can tell
us whether the origin of the sound is
above or below us, and in general,
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Denis Vaughan is the Musical Director
of the State Opera of South Australia
in Adelaide.
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Fig.

1-How

the
ear canal filters

sound frequencies
en route to the
eardrum, as
measured by
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fluctuates quite substantially-sufficient to help us identify one angle's
timbre from its neighbor's. The quickest test of the veracity of this is to rub
your fingers lightly together, and then
move them in a circular motion about
one ear, while still rubbing. It is always
possible to tell where they are, without
any help from the other ear which, if
plugged, does not perceive the signal.
A further look at the comparative timbre readings also shows that at no
angle can we hear anything resembling "flat" response. We can, therefore, ask, "Is there any point in creating
a flat response if no one can hear it?"
To facilitate quick study, the Tables
have dark shading over any reading
+5 dB or above; Table has a light
tone over any negative quantity under
-5 dB, and Tables II and Ill have a
light tone over all negative quantities.
This throws into prompt relief the extremes of each timbre, which are never
less than 15 dB apart and sometimes
as much as 21.5 dB (at 1801. What is
surprising is the extent to which the
mind registers and discriminates between all these fluctuating curves, sufficient to tell us whether we are being
attacked from directly above or from,
say, 47° elevation on one side.
Before examining some of the mechanisms involved, it is worth looking at a
fundamental finding which Blauert described in his 1969 article, "Sound Localization in the Median Plane" (Acustica, Vol. 22, pg. 211). He writes, "The
direction of sound sensation can be
altered merely by altering the spectrum of the sound signal that reaches
the eardrum, at least when visual cues
are not available. If the spectrum at the
eardrum is constant, the sound incidence does not play any role for the
direction of the sound sensation. To
determine a certain direction of the
sound sensation, the sound signal
must obviously be linearly distorted in
such a way as is normally done by the
head and pinna, when the sound wave
reaches the observer from that very
direction from which the sound sensation is desired to appear."
I

Fig.
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fact to be drawn from these graphs
from Mehrgardt and Mellert is that we
hear a perceptibly different timbre at
every angle of reception. These timbre
changes are clarified, hope, by the
respective Tables. (In order to interpret
these readings properly, we must not
forget that the ear canal imposes another curve on all our listening, which
compensates for some of the extremes
in the curves listed above; see Fig. 1.)
However, only when we analyze the
Tables in detail is it possible to see that
there is always some frequency for any
two adjacent angles of reception that

0

60

- DEGREES

120

180
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There are some frequencies which
our brain tends to localize in one direction only, and they tend not to change
from person to person as much as external ears (pinnas) appear to change.
A very rough schematic summary is
given in Fig. 5, which is taken from
Blauert's book, Raumliches Hdren [2].
It is maddening to tune a frequency
generator to 8 kHz, only to find that no
matter where the speakers are placed,
or how one turns one's head, the
sound is always overhead. This effect
disappears for me quite shortly above
and below this frequency. However, it
does indicate that there are certain
stable points of reference. The extent
to which that frequency, 8 kHz, is filtered into or out of our reception by the
pinna, helps our brain identify the extent to which the arriving sound is coming from above (or at least appears to
be).
A further tendency in all listeners is
one which Roffler and Butler reported
[3]; specifically, that out of 50 subjects,
almost all identified higher frequencies
as coming from higher angles. In their
test, no one pointed to the loudspeaker
actually emitting the sound but, to a
very common degree, at the angles
depicted in Fig. 6. assume that no
one ever pointed to the lowest speaker, because no sounds below 250 Hz
were used in the test. The angles were
not fixed, because when the test subI

jects were placed further from the
speakers, the angles decreased in
nearly all cases, which suggests that
visual stimuli also play a part. However, the general identification of high
frequencies with higher elevation still
persists.
To me, as an orchestra conductor,
the collation of this material illuminates
a number of hitherto total mysteries, as
well as helping to explain why obtain
great satisfaction from certain musical
and aural stimuli. The feeling of being
truly surrounded by sound, if there are
sound sources or strong reflections
from sufficient angles, will base its satisfaction on at least three elements: (1)
A much wider frequency range will be
audible. Frequencies which had been
filtered out by the pinna at one angle
will stand a chance of being transferred louder at another angle; (2) All
the network of my direction -finding faculties will be involved, so that my sensory participation in the sound is greatly increased, and (3) The arrival times
of so many impulses will perforce be
scattered, and the more impulses re-
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ceive, the richer the sound will seem to
be. (The further one progresses from
the simultaneity of mono, the better!) A
conductor worth his salt could thus distinguish between the arrival times of
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4-How the ear's response to
different frequencies varies with the
vertical angle (elevation) of the sound
source, from 0° (ear level) to 180°
(above the listener's head). (After
Mehrgardt and Mellert.)
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the sound of each of 20 violinists, all of
them sitting at least 4 mS from each
other. This is a huge time, at least in
comparison with the 0.007-mS minimum audible time difference mentioned near the beginning of this article.
However, the fact of the wider and

8kHz

a 500

Hz

more complete frequency range,
heard only when the sound comes

1

lz16 kHz

*Jkt

2kHz

-r -

200 Hz

OkHz

tt lkHz

Fig. 5-Human interpretation of the
direction of sound sources at various

frequencies. (After Roffler and Butler.)

from all angles, arouses some serious
new thoughts about the reproduction
of music. For example, it appears that
we hear ultra -high frequencies better
when they come from the side!
What qualities do we need to hear
most in music? Well, it seems to me
that architects should get away from
the tyranny of trying to get long rever-

beration times when they design

i

spaces for acoustical uses. This has
caused several overly large halls to be
built in the last few years. In addition,
have drawn up a list of musical qualities in sound, and I've given them a
certain aesthetic order, along with a
brief description of their physical counterparts. It reads thus:
Richness: Powerful multiple reflections
from all angles shortly after the arrival of the original sound.
Density: A large number of reflections
(impulses) in a short interval of time.
Warmth: A bass -heavy frequency response curve, with a peak between
125 and 250 Hz, and a smooth falling away above that.
Intimacy: An adequate number of lateral reflections of frequencies above
10 kHz, which are absorbed noticeably by the atmosphere after travelling only 15 meters.
Clarity: An adequate number of early
lateral reflections, so that the upper
frequencies are adequately presented, and an absence of confusion
due to the predominance of reverb
rather than first reflections.
Singing Tone: A peak in the reverb
curve, usually with a rise -time of
about 75 to 100 mS, a plateau of 50
mS, and then a smooth decay starting 150 mS after the original sound.
have shown this list to many recording producers, technicians, conductors, and acousticians, and
am
gratified to note that most of them
agree that richness is the most desirable quality. Jordan pointed out in his
recent book on concert halls and theaters that satisfactory acoustics had
been obtained with reverberation times
which ranged from 1.4 to 2.8 seconds,
so that obviously should not be the
controlling factor. In an article for a
British publication [4], listed a number
of speculations about how multi source reproduction of sound might be
developed comparatively inexpensively, to give a stereo picture which no
I
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Fig. 6 -Identification of elevation with

frequency. (After Roffler and Butler.)
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Mellert.)
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longer required the listener to remain in
a fixed position in relation to the placement of the speakers.
But other fields are also waiting to be
explored. If a headphone eliminates
the functioning of the pinna, can some
signals be fed to it which, using
Blauert's system, restore a fully detailed stereo picture, one with the frontal elements firmly fixed? The frontal
spectrum in my lists is so widely divergent from the rear spectrum, that there
must be a way to simulate its position
clearly by electrical means. Can we
hoist various instruments up and down
by increasing or decreasing the
amount of 8 kHz in their reproduction?
At this point I'd like to recount one of
my own experiences which feel will
be useful to all readers; it does not
always coincide with the recommendations from loudspeaker manufacturers.
place stereo
have found that if
speakers at least 4 feet from an end
wall, the resultant reflection from that
far wall helps the image come to life,
as it allows an effect to take place
which cannot be achieved with speakers set in, on, or near the wall. In a
reverberant room, with my Tannoys 6
feet from the rear wall, was able to
recreate the impression that the orchestra sat behind the speakers at exactly the same distance as the real
orchestra actually sat behind the microphones during the recording session. In this way, for me, the speakers
disappeared entirely in the final image.
therefore feel the timing of the first frontal reflection in a room may be decisive to the fixation of a three-dimensional stereo image, if the timbre fluctuations outlined above can be incorA
porated into the reproduction.
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5 dB or more.
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this material illuminates
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Table Ill -How the ear's response varies with frequency
and the sound source's vertical angle, relative to its
response to sounds straight ahead. Heavy shading
indicates response rises of 5 dB or more; light shading
indicates response dips.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 10.8

Subcarrier Suppression: 73 dB.
Output Level: Fixed, 2.0 V; variable,

dBf; stereo, 31.2 dBf.

8.8 V maximum.

S/N: Mono. 80 dB; stereo, 76 dB.

THD: Mono, 0.10%

Headphone Output Level:

kHz; 0.15% at
100 Hz; 0.2% at 6 kHz.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, ± 1 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 100
Hz; 43 dB at 1 kHz; 40 dB at 10 kHz.
AM Rejection: 72 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.

REVOX
B261 TUNER

r

at

Alternate Channel Selectivity:
78 dB.

Image Rejection: 106 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 110 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 106 dB.

Power Requirements:

115 V, 50/
60 Hz, 30 watts.
Dimensions: 17.72 in. (45 cm) W x

6.02 in. (15.3 cm) H x 13.07 in.
(33.2 cm) D.
Weight: 18.7 lbs. (8.5 kg).
Price: $1,500.00.
Company Address: 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No. 90
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My first encounter with the Revox B261 FM tuner was
during a visit to the Studer-Revox facilities near Zurich,
Switzerland. was extremely impressed with the unit then,
even though had a very short time to put it through its
paces during that multi -city whirlwind tour of what Dr. Willi
Studer had wrought since the founding of his world-renowned company. ran into the B261 again, briefly. during
the Summer Consumer Electronics Show last June, in Chicago. During that encounter, learned a bit more about its
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amazing capabilities and convenience features, and about
the long research and development program that preceded
its realization. And now, at last, have been able to check it
out at my leisure, in my own lab. With superb tuners available at a fraction of the cost of the Revox B261, my chief
concern was whether or not the $1,500.00 price of this
Swiss -crafted tuner is justified. In two short words: It is!
Like the matching integrated amplifier developed by Re vox as a companion piece to this tuner, the B261 is meant to
be customized by the dealer (or by yourself, if you are
willing to spend a few moments with the owner's manual,
pushing the appropriate buttons on the front panel). By
"customizing," I don't just mean entering the station frequencies in the tuner's 20 -station memory (which can be in
increments of as little as 12.5 kHz, necessary for some
cable FM transmissions). You can also enter each station's
call letters (up to four alphanumeric characters) so that next
time you call up the station it will be identified in this manner
(if you so choose) rather than by frequency.
You (or your dealer) can also program into the tuner's
memory each of four operating modes to be associated with
each of the memorized stations. These include stereo, high
blend (to reduce noise when listening to weak stereo signals), mono and muting. If you have the optional second
really
antenna input (a most impressive feature which
regret was not included in my test sample), you can store
the antenna input selection with each station's frequency in
memory, so switching will be automatic. This can be useful if
the stations in your area require two antenna orientations, or
if you're getting some stations off the air and some from
cable. All these programmed settings are protected from
loss due to power failure or inadvertent disconnection, because they are stored in EAROM (Electrically Alterable
Read Only Memory), which is non-volatile and requires no
battery backup. The 20 memorized stations can be scanned
from the front panel or from the optional, infrared remote
control, with the tuner sampling each station for a few
seconds till you halt it.
There's also a 400 -Hz calibration oscillator, whose output
level is set at 6 dB below 100% modulation. This can be
used to set tape recorder levels before the start of a program you want to tape.

MONO S/N

-

85 dB

I

I

Control Layout
The front -panel controls of the B261 are arranged in two
distinct groups. The most frequently used controls are located in the upper half of the panel. Less frequently used
controls (such as programming buttons, manual tuning buttons, etc.) are located in the lower section of the front panel,
which can be covered with a clear, acrylic plastic panel to
prevent tampering with preferred settings.
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1-Mono and stereo
quieting and
distortion characteristics.
Fig.
FM

Signal -strength and center -of -channel tuning meters are
upper left of the front panel. Why a center -of channel tuning meter for a frequency -synthesized tuner?
Because if you are tuning to a cable FM signal, for example,
and its frequency is not exactly what you thought it was,
displacement of the center -tune meter needle from its center position will tell you to tune ín smaller, 12.5 -kHz increments for best reception.
A three -function cisplay area near the meters shows either the selected station's frequency, its memory -key number or its call letters, selected by a knob immediately below.
Twenty memory buttons occupy the rest of the panel's
upper section. They can be used not only to recall stations
but to input either station frequencies or call letters, according to the way the "Keyboard" switch below is set. With that
switch in "Character' mode, buttons 1 through 10 input the
letters "A" through "J," while buttons 11 through 18 input
either the letters "K' through "R" or, using button 20 as a
shift key, the letters "S" through "Z." With the "Character"
function turned off, buttons through 10 are used to input
the digits 1 through 0. Two other, unnumbered buttons
handle back- and forward-space/Clear. Pressing a station
button when the tuner is off will turn it on and bring that
station up immediately; touching the large "Power" button at
the upper right of the panel will turn the tuner on and recall
the last station listened to.
Controls along the lower section of the front panel include
an output level control, stereo and muting threshold controls, a display mode selector (station number, frequency or
call letters), a stereo headphone jack and its associated
output level control, up and down auto -tuning bars for station search, and, at the extreme right, a bank of 14 more
small touch buttons, arranged in two rows of seven each. In
the upper row, a "Recall" button activates the last station
tuned w th auto tuning. Two buttons provide incremental
tuning in 12.5-kHz steps, while two more offer manual tuning
in 50 -kHz steps, up or down. Another button recalls the
most recent manually tuned station. Still another button is
used to change from character to number function for the
upper keyboard.
The lower row of touch buttons includes a 400-Hz calibration tone switch, muting on/off switch, "Stereo Only" switch,
at the extreme

1
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Why a center -of-channel
tuning meter for a
synthesized tuner? Because
cable FM signals may use

non-standard frequencies.
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"Separation/High Blend" switch, a "Mono On" selector, "Antenna" selector (active only if the dual -antenna option has
been purchased), and a "Store" button which enters frequencies or call letters into the tuner's memory.
The rear panel of the B261 houses fixed and variable
output jack pairs and a coaxial antenna input, for which a
mating unwired plug was supplied in our sample. When
pointed out to the people at Revox in Nashville that most U.S
consumers don't like to have to do any wiring to start using
an audio component (apparently Europeans revel in this
sort of "do -the -final -hookup -yourself" routine),
was assured that production units reaching dealers would have a
suitable type of adaptor/transformer included, which would
eliminate this nuisance. A European -style DIN connector
(which would be handy for hookup to a tape deck) is
provided in addition to the single -jack outputs. The rear
panel also has a socket for connection of a remote power on cable from Revox's Model B710 cassette recorder. The
optional remote -control unit will operate the tuner individually, as well as Revox's turntables, B251 amplifier, casssette
recorder and even their B77 reel-to-reel tape recorder
(which can be retrofitted for such remote operation).
According to Revox, the wider utilization of microcomputer control in this tuner has made possible considerably
simplified wiring. Serial buss connections result in fewer
wires, contacts and solder connections, which should improve reliability.
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Fig. 2-Harmonic
distortion vs. frequency.
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Measurements

#

When read the specifications in the owner's manual,
saw that specifications were quoted in accordance with
European FM broadcasting techniques and standards. Realizing that American readers would not be able to compare
these specs with my measured results,
quickly phoned
Revox in Nashville to try to obtain equivalent U.S. performance specs.
was informed that none were presently
available, but that they would telex Switzerland that day.
With typical Swiss efficiency, the Revox factory telexed the
answers back within 12 hours, and the manufacturer's
specs appearing at the beginning of this report are per EIA/
I

I

I

Fig.

3-FM frequency

response (upper trace)
and stereo separation vs.
frequency with "High
Blend" control on (middle
trace) and cff (lower
trace).

I

IHF U.S standards.

Usable sensitivity measured 11.0 dBf in mono and 35 dBf
determined largely by the stereo switching threshold. It was necessary for me to use a transformer to get from
my 50 -ohm generator output impedance to the 75-ohm
inpút impedance of the Revox B261.
suspect that this
transformer introduced some losses, but the usable sensitivity figure obtained is certainly good enough. In any event,
of far greater importance than usable sensitivity is the 50 -dB
quieting sensitivity, which Revox does not include in their
published specifications.
measured 13.0 dBf for mono
(that's equivalent to a very low 1.23 µV across 75 ohms) and
35 dBf (15.5 µV across 75 ohms) in stereo. Mono signal-tonoise measured a very high 85 dB, while in stereo the best
S/N obtainable for a 65-dBf input signal was 80 dB. Harmonic distortion for strong signals measured a low 0.065%
in mono and 0.1% in stereo. Noise and distortion at
kHz
are plotted against input signal strength in Fig. 1, while Fig.
2 is a plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency for mono
and stereo operation of the tuner, with a 65-dBf input signal.
in stereo,

I

I

1
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f
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Fig.
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4-Analysis of 5 -kHz

distortion and crosstalk.
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According to Revox,
microcomputer control has
made possible simplified
wiring, for improved

reliability.

Figure 3 is a spectrum analysis 'scope photo of a frequency response sweep (upper trace) and sweeps of unmodulated stereo channel outputs (separation) with the high
blend turned on (middle trace) and with the high -blend
circuitry disabled (lower trace). Mid -frequency separation
measured 42 dB, which is not unusually high for a modern
stereo tuner, but, more remarkably, separation was maintained virtually at this high level across the entire frequency
spectrum. measured 40 dB of stereo separation at 100 Hz
and 41 dB at 10 kHz.
Figure 4 is a linear sweep -frequency presentation, in
which a 5 -kHz signal modulated the left channel (represented by the tall spike at left). This was followed by a sweep of
the output at the unmodulated channel, which shows dynamic 5 -kHz separation (the shorter spike nested inside the
taller one) of around 40 dB (each vertical division in the
'scope photo is worth 10 dB) and higher frequency crosstalk and subcarrier output products. Horizontal calibration is
5 kHz per linear division, and the 19- and 38 -kHz "blips"
representing subcarrier product output were about the lowest have seen for any tuner ever tested-around 70 dB
below 100% modulation. Using this tuner to record FM
programs on tape, you are never likely to have to turn on a
multiplex filter on your tape deck!
was able to measure a far better capture ratio for this
tuner than was claimed by typically conservative Revox. The
best figure obtained was 1.0 dB; it is possible that our
measurement methods differed. Selectivity measured better
than the 78 dB claimed. was able to obtain a reading of 83
dB for alternate channel selectivity. As fór the various rejection ratios (spurious, i.f. and image), they all measured
better than 100 dB, the limits of my test equipment. Muting
level, for suppression of interstation noise and elimination of
weak signals, was adjustable over a range from 27 to 51
dBf, while stereo threshold was adjustable over a range
from 35 to 70 dBf. SCA rejection, like subcarrier product
rejection, was better than 70 dB. A point -by -point check of
frequency response, using more sensitive instrumentation
than was used for Fig. 3, revealed that deviation from
perfectly flat response (based upon 75-p.S pre -emphasis
and de -emphasis) never exceeded 0.5 dB from 30 Hz to 15
I

I

I

I

I

Controls for those tuner
operating parameters
which are usually seldom
adjusted, have been placed
beneath a transparent
acrylic plastic cover to
protect them from casual or
inadvertent changes.
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kHz. When limited the frequency range to 100 Hz to 10
kHz, deviation was never more than 0.1 dB from flat.
I

Use and Listening Tests
Whether the Revox B261 is suitable for you or not depends a great deal upon how you listen to FM radio and how
you feel about the luxurious features which this tuner provides. There's the matter of long-term reliability to consider
too. If you are at all familiar with Revox tape recorder
products, you know they are as close to being indestructible
as any electromechanical product can be. A Revox tuner,
built with the same precision and the same margin of safety
and conservatism, has the additional advantage of not having any moving parts. One could therefore expect it to
operate perfectly for an even longer period of time than is
the case with Studer and Revox tape equipment.
Clearly, the performance capabilities of the B261 were
beyond those of any FM station that can receive in my
listening area, and that's likely to be true wherever you
happen to be. But then again, that there are few roads in the
United States on which you can extract the full performance
of a Rolls-Royce or a BMW or a Mercedes automobile,
doesn't stop thousands of lovers of fine cars from buying
and driving them. I'll admit that happen to have a particular
fondness for good FM tuner products. Perhaps it dates back
to the days when
worked with one of the greatest FM
design engineers who ever lived, Murray Crosby. In any
event, I confess that am turned on by a tuner such as this
Revox B261-by the thoughtfulness that went into its design, its layout, and the way it obeys my every wish. would
guess that two types of FM listeners will flock to this remarkable tuner: Those who are affluent enough not to have to
worry about its price, and those who appreciate the superb
blending of computer and r.f. technology that went into its
design: The former group may well allow the dealer to
"program" the tuner for them, as Revox suggests, and will
leave the clear acrylic cover on the bottom half of the panel.
The latter group (and that includes this reviewer) won't leave
that cover on for five seconds, as they explore the remarkable versatility and adjustment capabilities of this extraordinary product.
Leonard Feldman
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WHY BUPBUDIIET" LOUDSPEAKERS
,;

WHENFOR TIE SAME PRICE YOU ,A 1L'iNKEF?
Today many speaker

companies are offering budget loudspeakers, l'ut which of them has eel
produced products of the calibre of KEF's world-accla_
-Re erence Series
Which of them can draw from :his Reference technology to pr
rodcc_s thait'do
not compromise sound quality?
Only KEF, manufacturers of the world's most thoroughly engineered loudspeakers.
The new "Standard Series" Tepresents one of KEF's most significant
accomplishments-solid and attractively built loudspeakers that deliver
true KEF performancé, yet have a sLggested retail price per pair of $30C
(Coda). $500 (Carina) and $750 (Carlton).
The SpeakerErgineers
The new KEF "Standard Series? Fcr people with -nigher standards.
.

-

Inlralec. BU. Bin 17.114. Dulles International
Airport, \Vadtingto D.C. 3(0111

Enter No. 16 on Reader

Serviw Card
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Effective Mass:

Manufacturer's Specifications
Turntable
Drive System: Belt.
Motor Type: 16 -pole synchronous.

6.5 grams without
cartridge; 7.3 grams with accessory
counterweight.

Headshell Offset Angle:
Tracking Force Range:

Speeds: 33'/3 and 45 rpm.
Speed Accuracy: 0.2%.
Wow & Flutter: 0.06% DIN wtd.

grams; to 3.6 grams with accessory
counterweight.

Allowable Cartridge Weight:

3 to
10.5 grams; to 14 grams with accessory counterweight.

peak.

Rumble: -77 dB, DIN B weighted.
Dimensions: 18.8 in. (47.8 cm) W x

MAS Mk.

TURNTABLE/

MAS-282TONEARM

25.5°.
0 to 2.5

Price: $195.00; accessory counter-

14.5 in. (36.8 cm) D x 5.9 in. (15
cm) H.
Price: $289.00 without arm, $459.00
with MAS -282 tonearm.

weight, $18.00.

Company Address: Music

& Sound
Imports, 30 Snowflake Rd., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006.
For literature, circle No. 91

Tonearm
Type: Low -mass, straight, statically
balanced.

J..

win

world full of turntables made of aluminum anc plastic,,
pleasure to encounter one made of good old-fashioned wood. I'm not just talking about the wooden top plate,
with its attractive oiled finish; the MAS Mk. turntable is
manufactured almost entirely of wood and wood derivatives.
The only metal parts in the system are the motor, bearing
assembly, springs, and a few odd screws. This is one
turntable, you can be sure, in which the sound will not be
colored by metallic ringing.
The base is made of thick, high -density particleboard, as
is the spring -suspended subchassis on which the platter
In a

it is a

I
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and tonearm are mounted. The heavy, inert 4.4 -pound platter is machined from a disc of Tufnol, a dense resin -bonded
paper matrix similar to Bakelite. In the words of the turntable's designer, Colin Walker, "Tapping this platter in an
attemp: to induce ringing will result in (a) failure and (b) a
sore knuckle."
turntable is manufactured for Music &
The MAS Mk.
Sound Imports by the firm of C & J Walker in England, using
essentially the same drive and platter system as the highly
regarded Walker CJ55. Its design is traditional: The platter
and tonearm are suspenced together on a `boating subchasI
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The arm exhibited very low
friction and no detectable
play, consistent with the
claimed bearing tolerance.

sis, which is suspended from the top plate via three compliant coil springs that isolate the record -playing system from
external vibrations. The low -speed synchronous motor is
fastened to the base, its rotation transmitted to the platter
via a pulley and a thin rubber belt. Compared to many of
today's more exotic designs, the interior of the Mk. looks
simple, even crude; but what matters is its performance,
which in most respects is very good indeed.
The Mk.
is available in two versions; one has a blank
tonearm board, while the version reviewed here is pre-cut to
accept the MAS-282 tonearm. The MAS arm requires only a
single mounting hole; a drilling template and fastening
wrench are included in the package. It is a straight arm with
desirably low mass and an ADC -type detachable headshell.
Mounting and aligning a cartridge in this headshell is relatively easy, and an alignment protractor is included to assist
in optimizing the lateral tracking. Anti-skating bias is provided by a small weight hanging from a thread which passes
over a pulley to five fastening points, to match bias and
vertical tracking force in 0.5 -gram increments. The captive
signal cable, emerging from the bottom of the tonearm
pillar, is 1 meter (39 inches) in length, and terminates in
gold-plated RCA plugs plus a ground wire.
A chart provided with the arm shows how the frequency of
the infrasonic arm/cartridge resonance is related to the
cartridge compliance and the total effective mass (cartridge
plus arm). The instructions recommend that the resonance
should fall between 8 and 13 Hz. If it's above 13 Hz, brass
weights (weighing 2.2 and 4.4 grams) are available to be
mounted between the cartridge and headshell; this will raise
the effective mass and lower the resonant frequency.
The instructions supplied for setting up the turntable, and
installing and adjusting the tonearm, are skimpy to the point
of inadequacy. Audiophiles with experience in setting up
other manual turntables will manage without difficulty, but if
your experience is limited to turntables that come out of the
box ready to run, you may need to depend on the skills of
your dealer. The procedures are straightforward: Remove
the fiberboard bottom panel, locate and drill the mounting
hole for the tonearm, mount the arm, remove the transit
screw to free up the spring suspension, put oil into the main
bearing, install the drive belt, and put on the platter and mat.
The final step involves adjusting the compression of the
three coil springs until the platter is level and floating at the
correct height.
Since the Tufnol platter is acoustically "dead," there is no
need for a thick rubber platter mat to suppress metallic
ringing; a thin felt mat is supplied with the turntable to
cushion an LP disc and damp its microphonic vibration.
The MAS Mk. is a "manual" turntable, pure and simple; it
doesn't automatically cue the beginning of a record or
switch off at the end. It has exactly one operating control-a
pushbutton to start and stop the platter rotation. To change
from 33'/3 to 45 rpm, you must lift off the platter and move
the drive belt to the larger of the two pulleys.
I

I

I

Measurements
The following measurements were made by my colleagues Alvin Foster and J. K. Pollard of the Boston Audio
Society.
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The turntable speed, which is not user -adjustable, was
0.47% fast at 33'/ rpm, and was unaffected by variations in
a.c. line voltage from 75 to 130 volts. The wow and flutter
was 0.065% unweighted and 0.04% DIN -weighted, well
below the threshold of audibility. The platter torque was
rather low, evidently because of belt slippage; the drag of a
Discwasher brush slowed it to a crawl, and it even slowed
noticeably under a 10 -gram load. So if you plan to use a
Dust Bug brush, you probably should reduce drag by taping a quarter on its rear end to serve as a counterweight.
The indicated vertical tracking force was accurate to
within 0.1 gram. Although the anti -skating is adjustable only
in 0.5 -gram steps, it proved satisfactory, since skating compensation can only be approximate anyway. The arm cueing was well damped, providing a gentle descent of the
stylus into the groove with no sideward drift. The arm exhibited very low pivot friction and no detectable play, a result
which is consistent with the claimed bearing tolerance of
only 10 microns. The capacitance of the tonearm wiring and
signal cables was measured as 100 pF in each channel.
While the overall rumble was very low, the motor's fundamental vibration frequency of 120 Hz is transmitted to the
record and was audible via headphones, especially when
playing records whose own surface noise was very low.
However, this hum -like sound was not noticed at any time
via loudspeakers, even at quite high playback levels.
The tonearm's infrasonic resonance behavior was assessed with a Shure V15 Type IV phono cartridge. Since the
MAS -282 tonearm has very low pivot friction and no provision for damping, the arm/cartridge resonance was very
pronounced, rising to a 30 -dB peak at 11 Hz with the
Shure's damping brush disengaged. Engaging the damping brush brought the resonance down to a 10 -dB peak
from 15 to 19 Hz.
One of the major byproducts of an undamped resonance
is exaggerated cantilever deflection in response to surface
irregularities and disc warps, and a consequently large
variation in the effective vertical tracking force that acts to
hold the stylus in contact with the groove. A strain -gauge
cartridge was installed in order to observe these effects
directly; on a visibly flat record, peak-to -peak variations of
0.8 gram in effective tracking force were detected, and on a
severely warped disc the effective VTF went negative as the
stylus departed the groove and went into free flight. Therefore, it is recommended that the MAS tonearm be used with
an external damping device or with phono cartridges having
internal stylus damping. (This advice, of course, applies to
all tonearms that have low pivot friction and no provision for
their own damping.)
In an informal test of a turntable's acoustical and mechanical isolation, we normally turn the preamp volume control to
maximum and then stimulate the turntable with acoustic and
mechanical excitations to measure the resulting hangover
and feedback. But the MAS system immediately went into
feedback when the volume control was advanced, even
without excitation. This shouldn't happen, of course, especially in view of this turntable's theoretically "correct" suspension system, but evidently the severity of the arm/cartridge resonance was enough to overcome the suspension
filtering.
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Even at thunderous bass
levels, textures were
clearly defined, noise was
low and details were

transparent.

The basic "bounce" frequency of the suspension is about
moderately well damped by foam cores in the
coil springs, making it less sensitive to footfalls than some
turntables of similar design. The 5 -Hz frequency is low
enough to provide a valuable degree of vibration filtering at
the usual tonearm/cartridge resonance frequencies (8 to 14
Hz). As usual with spring -suspended turntables, tapping on
the top plate produces only a slight thump in the loudspeakers, while tapping on the side or front edge produces a
severe thump or even groove -skipping. Regardless of a
designer's good intentions with respect to mechanical and
acoustic isolation, it is still important to place the turntable
on a stable support that is as vibration -free as possible.
The tonearm signal cable emerges straight down out of
the tonearm pillar, forms a short loop, and is fastened to the
turntable base. Since the cable is not particularly limp, it
may provide a significant path for conducting vibrations
from the base into the tonearm, bypassing the spring suspension. (It was even possible to produce an audible thump
in the loudspeakers by tapping the cable.) The old AR
turntable had a better arrangement 20 years ago, with very
limp, flexible wires running from the tonearm to connectors
on the base, where the main signal cables were attached.
Since both the MAS Mk. turntable and MAS -282 tonearm
are of British origin, it seemed appropriate to install a British
phono cartridge for a final extended listening test-in this
5 Hz, and it is

1

I

case a Goldring 920-IGC, which has a modified van den Hul
stylus and a significant amount of internal stylus damping.
The Ortofon and NAD test records confirmed that the arm/
cartridge vertical resonance was now centered at 13 Hz
and, while quite pronounced, was not extreme. Because of
the concerns noted earlier about motor vibration and acoustic feedback, the turntab e was installed in a wide -range
playback system containing the excellent ADS PB-1500
powered subwoofer system. Several low -bass "torture" records, featuring subterranean pipe organ pedals and the
well-known Telarc bass drum, were played at high volume
levels. Flutter and groove -skipping could be induced by
pounding on the floor or rapping on the side of the turntable,
but no feedback problems arose from the musical sound,
even with the volume control at maximum.
Most important of all, the reproduced sound was excellent. Even at thunderous bass levels the instrumental textures were clearly defined, the background noise was very
low, small details were heard with exceptional transparency,
and the stereo imaging was both deep and stable.
Peter W. Mitchell
Peter W. Mitchell is a writer specializing in the areas of
audio, video and microcomputers as well as a consultant
who provides design advice and technical writing services
to NAD and other manufacturers.
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The ne%% 4BX with Impact Restoration.
The clash of a cymbal. The blast of a sax.
The new 4BX with Impact Restoration releases these musical attacks, adding punch and clarity to sounds otherwise
dulled in the recording process. These musical transients are
an essential part of music anticipation-the pleasure of knowing, but not knowing precisely, what will happen next.
The 4BX also incorporates our most advanced multi -band
dynamic range expander, bringing out all the drama of the
loudest and softest sounds. Music takes on a new presence, a
new "lieness," like you've never heard before.
The 4BX's unique remote Logicontrol lets you adjust volume, expansion, transition levels and Impact Restoration-all
by push button-from anywhere in the room.
So if you're missing the drums in the distance, and the call
of the bugles, don't surrender. Arm yourself for surprise
attacks with the new 4BX.
For our full line brochure, call or write:
dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street,
Newton, MA 02195. (617) 964-3210.
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Music can't live without us.

CHRYSLER CREATES LASER XE. The sports car
We gave Laser XE world -class performance. In the slalom, Laser beats all
entries-from Trans Am to Mustang GT
We built Laser XE to outperform the
competition: Camaro Z28, Trans Am,
Mustang GT, Toyota Supra, Mazda RX-7.
Laser does it when you equip it with

and quick:ratio power steering. In the
slalom Laser finishes No. 1- even ahead
of the legendary Porsche 944.
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turbo, performance handling
package and nitrogen -charged shocks."
Laser does it with front -wheel drive,
new dual -path suspension system
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We turbocharged it. From 0-50, Laser XE
leaves Camaro Z28 with its shadow.
Z28 is a powerhouse- but Laser XE is the
sophisticated new wave. Its multi -point
injection system "spritzes" fuel in at
four points. Its water-cooled bearing
reduces a critical turbo temperature by
Laser beats Porsche in the slalom.
500°F. Its turbo engine
boosts h.p. 45% and
moves Laser like light.
With 5 -speed overLaser outperforms Trans Am in braking.
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drive stick your time to
50 mph is 5.8 seconds. Z28, Trans Am, Supra and RX-7
are in your remote -controlled side -view mirrors.
We gave it high-performance braking.
Laser XE stops where Trans Am doesn't.
We think total performance calls for performance braking. So we gave Laser XE
semi -metallic brake pads, power brakes
all around and optional wide 15" alloy
wheels with Goodyear Eagle

quicker than
Z28, Trans
Am,
o
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Laser is faster than Camaro

Z28 from 0-50 mph.
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GT radial tires. Result:
Laser stops
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that had to outperform the competition.
Mustang GT, Supra, RX-7. Even Porsche
you can choose. And its self -diagnostic
system is the nearest thing to an on944 can't beat our world class braking.
board mechanic.
We even gave it a brain.
This is a car that thinks with you. Laser
-"íg 'sr
XE's 22 feature electrónic rrioritor is ike
your sixth sense of the road. It even talks
your language. And Laser XE's navigator
computes nine things you'need to know
while its color graphic displays help
make you a calculating driver. 3ut per \.forming better isn't your only 'pleasure.
Laser XE"s AM/FM stereo remembers what you tike to
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bar support, End you can orcer a six -way
power seat. And it's only fitting that
you can choose world -class Mark Cross
leather for yoJr seats and cockpit.
We gave it Du best a 5 year;50,000
mile Protection Plan.
Chrysler believes a performer should be
a survivor. We build for that. And back
your engine and powertrain for 5 years
or 50,000 miles, and give you outer-body
rust -through protection' Wiat competitor does that? None. See dealer for
details. Buckle up for safety.
3'a Est Hwv[22JEPA Est MPG'.
°

Base Laser SE,648'°
XE as shown

Even your performance seat performs
It cushions you with pronounced padding and holds you in position on turns
with lateral "wings." You pump up

pneumatic cushions for thigh and lum-

Laser.

Chrysler

512,235"

A product of The New Chrysler Technology.

Based on overall results of USAC Sports Car Cei tlficatron tests versus
1983 models laser XE equipped with opbona handling suspensror
5 ;ears or 50.000 miles.
Turbo package and IS' Road wheels tires
whir never comes first limited warranty Dedtstible required Escindes
leases ¡Use E PA est r pg for comparison. Actual mileage may van,
depending on speed. Jo length and weather Hwy mileage less.
foes. :it le and destmaturn changes
t tStie ken pis
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"THE COMPETITION

IS

GOOD WE HAD TO

BE BETTER."

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.3 dB.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 90 dB.
S/N: Greater than 90 dB.

Harmonic Distortion: Less than
0.004% at

1

Weight: 21.56 lbs. (9.8 kg).
Price: $1,000.00.
Company Address: 82 Totowa

Rd.,

Wayne, N.J. 07470.
For literature, circle No. 92

kHz.

Channel Separation: Greater than
90 dB at

1

kHz.

Output Voltage Level: Fixed, 2.0
V;

variable, 0 to 5.0

V.

Number of Searchable Selections: Up to 99 for both track and

TOSHIBA
XR-Z90
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

index numbers.

Access Time: One second (average).

Power Requirements:

120 V, 50/
60 Hz, 55 watts.
Dimensions: 16.54 in. (42 cm) W x
5.3 in. (13.5 cm) H x 13.4 in. (34

cm) D.
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If fast random access to selections on a Compact Disc is
what you're after, the Toshiba XR-Z90 CD player is for you.
have never worked with any CD player that could find a
given spot on a Compact Disc more rapidly. And if any
record producer should ever decide to set a new record (no
pun intended) for the greatest number of selections on CD,
the Toshiba player will be able to find any of 99 such
"tracks." The rapid access achieved by this player is attributed by Toshiba to what they have dubbed a "one -beam
time-difference detection system."
Up to eight selections may be programmed in the unit's
memory, and that many tracks can be played back in any
sequence you choose. A repeat function allows you to play
an entire disc over again or to repeat -play memorized selections, all at the press of a single button. Player operations
are controlled by light -touch pushbuttons, and discs are
loaded vertically into a disc compartment, via a door that
opens out like the doors on front -loading cassette decks.
While had very little information on hand regarding the
circuitry in the player, did learn that it employs an 11th order low-pass filter, with its cutoff frequency tuned to 20
kHz, to eliminate any noise above that frequency generated
by the D/A conversion process. Following D/A conversion,
the analog audio output stages use Lambda capacitors and
copper -foil Styrol capacitors in a low -impedance output
circuit that does not degrade the sound quality.
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Control Layout
Just to the left of the disc compartment are an eject button
(which opens the disc compartment) and the power on/off
button. The major disc transport and play buttons at the
upper right of the front panel are "Rev," "FF," "Play,"
"Pause" and "Stop." The "Next Play" and "Repeat" buttons
are located just below a multi -function display area to the
right of the disc compartment.
The display area provides a veritable wealth of information to the user. At the left are three word displays ("Eject,"
"Search" and "Error") which illuminate at the appropriate
times. Large numerals in the center of the display area show
the track number being played, plus the elapsed time in
minutes and seconds for that particular track. Adjacent to
the track numbers are smaller numerals which display the
"index" number within a given selection. Some discs, especially those containing long classical selections such as
movements of a symphony, may subdivide such selections
into "index" numbered subsections, and these may be
accessed using this track -plus -index number scheme.
Words to the right of the track and time display illuminate
to denote "Repeat," "Manual," "Auto" and "Memory," as
these functions are called into play. Small rectangles below
to 8, glow or
the track and time digits, numbered from
flash to show which track number is being stored in which
numbered memory or, during playback, which numbered
memory selection is then being played.
Because the operating buttons of this unit are of the ultra light -touch variety, it isn't always easy to tell whether you
have actually depressed a button enough to cause the
appropriate action to take place. Accordingly, Toshiba has
incorporated a little "chirp" sound which is heard whenever
you touch any of the many buttons just described. A switch
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The square -wave ringing is
typical of CD players using
sharp-cutoff filters, but
phase error seemed a bit
lower than usual.

on the rear allows you to deactivate the chirp if you wish.
Two sets of output jacks are also found on the rear panel.
The first pair provides fixed output levels of left and right

channels, while the second pair provides variable output,
controlled by an adjacent output level control.

Measurements

Fig. 4-Reproduction of
1 -kHz square wave.

R

Figure 1 is a plot of frequency response for the left and
right channels of the player, using the Philips test disc
sweep signals which extend from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Frequency response was extremely uniform on this player, varying
by only ±0.2 dB up to the 20 -kHz test point. Harmonic
distortion at mid -frequencies for maximum recording level
was exactly 0.004%, as specified by Toshiba, rising somewhat at the high -frequency end as shown in the graphs of
Fig. 2. Also plotted in Fig. 2 are curves of harmonic distortion versus frequency for lower test signal levels of -24 and
-30 dB. As you would expect for any digital system of this
kind, distortion al lower levels rises, but even at the -30 dB
level, THD was well below 0.1%.
Stereo separation hovered well above the 70 dB mark for
all of the test frequencies. A graph of stereo separation
versus frequency is reproduced in Fig. 3. Output linearity
was extremely accurate from maximum levels all the way
down to -80 dB. Intermodulation distortion measured
0.0033% at maximum recorded level output, increasing
slightly to 0.006% at a -20 dB recorded level. Signal-tonoise ratio measured a very high 95 dB, without any weighting network, increasing to nearly 100 dB when an A -weighting compensation curve was introduced.
Figure 4 is a 'scope photo of a 1 -kHz square wave as
reproduced by the Toshiba player from the appropriate
band on the Philips test disc. The apparent high -frequency
"ringing" is typical of that which have seen on all CD
players that employ post-D/A, sharp -cutoff, low-pass filters.
The same holds true for the single -pulse signal reproduced
by the XR-Z90, shown in Fig. 5.
The phase -check signal, consisting of a 2 -kHz sine wave
on one channel and a 20 -kHz tone on the other, was used to
ascertain phase delay. Phase error between mid- and high
frequencies caused by the multi -pole, sharp -cutoff filter
seemed a bit lower than usual, as can be seen in the 'scope
photo of Fig. 6. In a system with no phase error, the low frequency signal's positive crossing of the zero axis is
supposed to coincide with the high -frequency signal's positive crossing of the zero axis. In the Toshiba player, an error
of about 25° (for the higher frequency, 20 -kHz signal) seems
to be present. This corresponds to a time -delay error of
approximately 3.5 µS.
In connection with all three of these tests, Clyde E. Wade,
Jr., a reader from Little Rock, Arkansas, has written to me
asking whether the Philips test disc that have been using
was made with or without anti-aliasing filters in the recording
channels. He points out that if anti-aliasing filters were not
used, "then some of the tests that you have conducted were
not really valid. Real audio encounters both sets of filters. It
is not only CD players that are under test, but the whole
.digital recording and playback system."
To answer Mr. Wade (and also to clear up some lingering
misconceptions concerning the Philips test disc), let me
I

Fig.

5-Pulse test.

I

Fig.

6-Phase-linearity

test, 2- and 20 -kHz
signals.
68
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The XR-Z90 is easy to use
and program. For its price,
it offers outstanding
performance and
convenience features.

state, again, that all of the signals on this disc are computer generated (with the exception of the pink -noise band, which
do not use). That is to say, they are generated from the
start as a series of binary number signals, rather than as
waveforms which are then sampled and converted to digital
format by an A/D converter. Accordingly, no anti-aliasing
filters are involved in the creation of this test disc. Mr.
Wade's second point is valid, in that indeed, in the real
world of audio, signals would not have been encoded onto a
Compact Disc in this manner. However, as the title of this
test report suggests, am testing only the CD player.
Since the digital tape masters used to make a CD master
may have been created using any one of a number of
professional digital recording techniques (some not even
operating at the CD sampling frequency), there is no "standard" way to interpose what happens at the recording end.
Each studio's output may introduce varying degrees of
phase error, time delay, etc. My purpose has been, and
must remain, evaluation of the performance of the player,
since fully expect that future discs may well solve some of
the problems now being noticed by some listeners with
today's CDs.
Getting back to the subject at hand, next used my error correction test disc to see what levels of defects in a CD the
Toshiba player could handle without audible problems. Error -correction capabilities were not as good as those found
on some other machines. With the wedge which simulates
scratches in a disc, some sound muting was heard when
the width of the wedge reached 600 microns; however, the
error -correction circuitry worked very well when tracking
black dots on the test disc, which simulate specks of dust.
In that instance, even the widest dots (900 microns) caused
no noticeable interruption in reproduced sound. The laser
was able to "read" and play right through the fingerprint
smudge simulation on the test disc as well.
I

I

I

I

7

Use and Listening Tests
The Toshiba XR-Z90 CD player is extremely easy to use
and to program fo automatic memory play. In terms of
suggested retail price ($1,000.00), it offers outstanding performance and a surprising number of convenience features
found in more expensive players. Reproduced sound is, as
you might expect, beyond reproach.
particularly appreciated the variable output jacks which
are controlled from the back panel. Many CD players without level controls tend to deliver rather large output levels.
While these are usually not high enough to cause first -stage
problems in most amplifiers, they do make it necessary to
operate amplifier volume controls very near their counterclockwise settings, where fine control of volume levels is
difficult. By adjusting the level control on the Toshiba player
so that the output levels from the unit more nearly approximated those from other hi-fi program sources (such as my
tuner or tape deck), was able to keep the volume control at
or near its more desirable mid -setting. This not only gave
me better control of overall volume levels, but helped to
avoid the extra -loud levels that would encounter when
switching to CD if forgot to turn down the master volume
control on my reference amplifier before switching. A minor
point perhaps, but an important one in the day-to-day use of
a CD player.
Further evidence of the high quality built into the XR-Z90
is the fact that Toshiba is a prime manufacturer of its own
player (many companies are simply buying the players from
other prime manufacturers) and is supplying versions of
their machine to other highly regarded companies to sell
with their own names affixed to them. Targeted to sell at just
about the same retail price as most othe' players have
been testing of late, the Toshiba XR-Z90 is a very worthy
example of how a well -designed CD player should look and
work.
Leonard Feldman

They certainly are not inexpensive.
To use sub -woofers optimally, a pair of
them are necessary. Most loudspeakers
on the market require sub -woofers for
extended bass response.
speakers. Their one -eighth wavelength
tapered and heavily damped transmission line bass loading of the 8" polymer
cone woofer provides low frequency
response down to 23 Hz! With the
inherently low distortion of transmission line bass, coupled with ultra -rigid

construction, bass sounds are

IMF'

reproduced with exceptional clarity
and control, free of overhang and
resonant colourations.
The vital mid -range of the Studio
Monitor is reproduced by our 4"
engineered polymer cone driver, ferro,

'
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HAVE YOU CHECKED THE PRICE OF A GOOD SUB -WOOFER LATELY?

This is not the case with IMF
Electronics Studio Monitor loud -

1

I

IMF ELECTRONICS, INC. 5226 State Street
Saginaw. Michigan 48603 Tel (517) 790-2121 Telex 227461

fluid damped to provide higher power -handling and lower
distortion. This driver is mounted in its own tapered and
damped line whose non -parallel walls ensure freedom from
standing waves. Our 3/4" chemical cone tweeter is also ferro fluid damped, and affords extremely linear response from 3
kHz to 40 kHz. The design of the mid -range and tweeter
drivers permits "in -line" close mounting for improved
acoustical coupling. Exceptionally smooth, high definition
sound, with precise stereo imaging and the stunning power
and clarity of transmission -line bass characterizes the Studio
Monitor loudspeakers.
Even the most severe critics of the CD digital discs concede
that their bass response is phenomenally clean and extended.
The Studio Monitor has the "built-in" sub -woofer capability to
effortlessly reproduce these low frequency sounds. The
Studio Monitor loudspeakers are the least expensive and
smallest embodiment of IMF Electronics transmission -line
design.
For a dramatic and revealing experience, audition the
Studio Monitor at selected dealers.
IMF ELECTRONICS, LTD. Richardson Street, High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire. Englanc HP11 2SB Tel (0494) 35576 Telex 83545
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 60 watts per channel, continuous, 8 ohms (120 watts,
ohms), 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Rated THD: Less than 0.25%, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz at 8 ohms; less than 1%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz at 4 ohms.
4

Weight: 35 lbs. (16 kg).
Price: $779.00.
Company Address: All-American
Audio, 31316 Via Colinas, Westlake
Village, Cal. 91362.
For literature, circle No. 93

Distortion: Less than 0.25%,
from 0.25 to 70 watts at 8 ohms.
Damping Factor: 150 from 20 Hz to
kHz.
Rise Time: 3µS at 8 ohms and at
rated output.
Hum and Noise: 100 dB (wide
band) below rated output.
Input Sensitivity: 1.0 volt rms for 70
watts output, 8 ohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. (48 cm) W x 81/2
in. (22 cm) H x 7 in. (18 cm) D.
IM
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The Sumo Model Nine stereo amplifier is an interesting
attempt at producing a Class -A amplifier, not least because
of its suggested retail list price of $779, which is far less
than the $3,000 the firm puts on the previous Class -A model,
The Gold. The circuitry achieves some cost effectiveness by
utilizing only two active stages. James Bongiorno, a designer credited with the classic Dynaco 400 and GAS Ampzilla
amplifiers, engineered the Nine's circuitry and holds a patent on its special method of Class -A operation.
Physically, the Nine's sixteenth -inch anodized aluminum
chassis is bent into two touching U-shaped sections which
form the top, bottom, front and back of the unit. Eight -inch high heat -sinks are joined to both sections, forming the
70

sides. The U-shaped top, which holds the single -speed fan,
is attached to the heat -sinks, front plate, and bottom chassis
by 20 bolts. Opening this amplifier involves removing the
top section, not an easy or quick task. Since there are no
user adjustments inside, this should not be considered a
problem. The four internal 5 -amp fast -blow power-supply
fuses serve as last-ditch protection from abuse and prevent
accidental electrical fires should a user insert an oversized
line fuse. A rack -width, 83/4 -inch -high x 5 -mm -thick front
panel is bolted onto the front of the chassis with 12 hex socket bolts. With an additional front -to -back brace inside
and the large handles on the front, the assembly is quite
rugged.

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

The internal layout is clean and symmetrical, but the
point-to-point wiring is not particularly neat. A large toroidal
power transformer has been mounted with acceptable care
at the center of the chassis bottom. Thermal cutout switches
are installed at either side of the transformer to sense
overheating there or excessive output-stage heat -sink tem3k
peratures. The single power supply p.c. board, containing
300
3.3k =
rectifiers, four 10,000-µF capacitors, four output stage supplies, and a regulated ±20 V input circuitry supply, is
suspended in a somewhat wobbly fashion from the front -to back chassis brace.
Audio circuitry for each channel is contained on a single COM
circuit board running the full height of each heat -sink and
parallel to it. Output -transistor signal connections are kept
as short as possible by soldering their sockets to these
master p.c. boards. Mounting bolts pass through the output Fig. 1-Simplified
transistors and heat -sinks to the circuit board/socket as- schematic of one channel
sembly. All circuit boards are high -quality, sixteenth -inch of the Sumo Model Nine
epoxy -glass with single -sided traces. The soldering quality
is satisfactory but traces of flux remain. The high -current
traces are very wide, and there are no tight or clumsy areas
in the artwork. Component designator screening (helpful in
servicing) and solder masking (useful in preventing air contaminants from shorting out or causing leaks between adjacent p.c. traces) are missing. Parts quality is mixed, with
ceramic disc capacitors next to 1% metal -film resistors.
(Ceramic discs have been criticized by some for their tem_
perature sensitivity and for high dielectric absorption. [Editor's Note: The manufacturer points out, however, that these
1
capacitors are not used in the signal path.]) Certain mechanical connections, including push -on terminals, covered
but not sealed trim pots, and clip -in fuses should not pose a
reliability problem. However, faulty mechanical connections
are one of the most common causes of equipment break001
down and bad sound. Power supply and speaker output
POWER - WATT!
wiring (here, recessed banana jacks) connect to the amplifiFig. 2-Total harmonic
er boards via push -on terminals. Input signals run directly to
distortion plus noise vs.
the p.c. boards from input jacks, with no level controls, via
power into 8 ohms at
fan
has
a
twisted pairs of leads. The internally mounted
10 10- .
protective screen but no filter. Contaminants, inhaled by the 20 Hz, 1 kHz, and
the
six
tracks
of
fan, could find their way into the resistance
0.5
non -sealed, preset trim pots, possibly causing problems in
reset.
must
be
the unlikely event that these pots
0.a
Externally, the large, anodized faceplate contairs an on off switch, an LED power -on indicator, and the company
logo. The rear panel has the signal input RCA jacks and a
0.3
pair of recessed banana -jack speaker terminals. While more
+
cost effective than five -way binding posts, banana plugs
0
0.2
must be added to use this amplifier.
The Nine's output terminals are balanced (both "hot11).
Unlike conventional bridged amplifiers in which the "hots"
are both referenced to common, the Nine's outputs are
INSTRUMENT
referenced to common through a high -impedance network
RES DUAL
rt
o
which determines bias. It is especially important to avoid
100
l0
the
of
side
voltage
to
either
from
ground
or
a
any leakage
FREQUENCY
output terminals, as the bias point may change. This means
that conventional speakers are acceptable but power me- Fig. 3-Total harmonic
distortion plus noise vE.
ters, speaker switchers, or other devices that attach to the
output must be inspected to be certain that they are floating, frequency for 60 watts
into 8 ohms.
i.e., not referenced to ground.
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The Sumo Model Nine is
an interesting design,
achieving some cost
effectiveness with only two
active stages.

Fig.

4-

Large-signal rise
time measures
3.4 S. Scales:
2

p.S/div.,

10 V/div.

a fully

symmetrical, balanced bridge configuration using

NPN transistors only. Each op -amp, output stage, and floating power supply acts as an independent Class -A amplifier
(two per channel); one supplies most of the current for the
positive half cycle, and the other for the negative half cycle.
Since each amplifier stays partially "on" during the other's

half cycle, the circuit qualifies as Class A. These positive
and negative push-pull amplifiers must be painstakingly
matched to reduce asymmetrical distortion products. The
power supplies for the op -amp drivers are highly regulated,
whereas the floating output stage supplies are unregulated.

Fig.

5-

Response to
10 -kHz square wave input.
Scales: 20 p.S/div.,
10 V/div.

Measurements
The Nine breezed through the FTC's one -hour, one-third
power preconditioning at 8 and 4 ohms without "thermalling
out," although the front panel and heat -sinks became fairly
hot at 52° C and 83° C, respectively. To carry out power distortion tests, it was necessary to replace the 5 -amp line
fuse with an 8 -amp fuse. The Nine then delivered 71 watts of
continuous power per channel at kHz for its rated distor1

Circuit Description
The Nine's basic circuit topology for one channel is illustrated in Fig. 1. The input jacks are connected to National
Semiconductor's LF353 op -amps by a simple r.f. filter network. This provides an unusually high, 1-megohm input
impedance at low frequencies. Although this op -amp is
rated -±18 V max., ±20 V regulated supplies are used,
which might mean a marginal life for this IC. At low frequencies, all but 20 dB of the op -amp's 100 -dB open -loop gain is
fed back, resulting in approximately 80 dB of negative
feedback. By 20 kHz, falling open -loop gain of the LF353
reduces feedback to only 26 dB, partially explaining the rise
in THD at high frequencies. As shown in Fig. 1, capacitor
CC provides stability by routing feedback only around the
op -amp itself above 500 kHz. Unity -gain banowidth of the
LF353 is 4 MHz, which is less than the bandwidth of the
output stage. The use of a regulated supply to these op
amps provides clean clipping before the output follower
stage. The op -amp's drive capability to the base of the
output transistors is only 20 mA. Since as much as 8 amps
may be required to drive a 4 -ohm load, the output transistors must have a beta of at least 400-a tall order!
The designer has utilized a large number of special super -beta, high -frequency output transistors, with an f of 30
MHz, in an attempt to achieve the unusually high current
gain (approximately 400) required. Ten TO -3 type output
transistors, in two parallel groups of five, are used per
channel. Multiple paralleled transistors tend to maintain
beta linearity (current gain) at high currents and low voltages. Since the output circuitry operates without reactive
load protection, a larger number of devices also affords the
extra safe -operating area needed to maintain reliability. Furthermore, Class -A operation is less efficient than the usual
Class AB and requires more power handling, and thus more
output devices, in the output stage.
The output stages, with their floating power supplies, form
72

tion of 0.25% into 8 -ohm resistive loads.
As shown in Fig. 2, the amplifier delivered 62 watts per
channel at 20 kHz and 69 watts at 20 Hz into an 8 -ohm load
for its rated 0.25% distortion at its rated 60 watts. With a 4 ohm load, the amplifier delivered around 126 watts per
channel at mid -frequencies, 120 watts at 20 Hz, but decreased to 76 watts at 20 kHz, for its rated 1.0% THD. Into 2 ohm loads, which the designer does not recommend, a
visible distortion of the -kHz sine wave was seen above 17 watt (8.3 volts) power levels. Probably, the op -amp driver's
current -output limits are the major performance drawback,
producing an increase in distortion at 20 kHz. In some other
audiophile amps, higher distortion results because of the
use of low feedback around the output stage. In the Nine,
output -stage feedback is used, but falls at 6 dB/octave. At
20 kHz the feedback is very low and, as a result, nonlinearities are higher. Figure 3 shows this rise in distortion at the
1

upper frequency extreme.
The amplifier proved stable with both inductive and capacitive loads, with no reduction of maximum power before

Table I-Clipping products with amp set for 10%
THD overdrive with 300 -Hz test tone.

Spectral Component
Power -line hum (60 Hz)
Power -supply ripple (120 Hz)
Ripple -modulation difference
(300 -120 = 180 Hz)
Fundamental (300 Hz)
Ripple -modulation sum
(300+120=420 Hz)

Second harmonic (600 Hz)
Third harmonic (900 Hz)
Fifth harmonic (1.5 kHz)
Seventh harmonic (2.1 kHz)
Ninth harmonic (2.7 kHz)

Level (dB)

- 70
- 46
- 62
0

Not

measurable
40

- 20
- 30
- 42
- 39

(Fourth, sixth and eighth harmonics were not measurable.)
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THE STATE OF THE AST HAS JUST SEEN ELEVATED
In 1937, Fisher introduced high fidelity. And
changed the world.
This year, Fisher has taken another step
into the future to produce perhaps the highest
fidelity ever.
The AD850 Compact Digital Disc Audio

Player.
It utilizes the latest space-age technology
to produce a degree of sonic perfection that's

almost inconceivable.
A laser beam scans the computer -encoded
surface of an encased disc to pick up audio
signals and deliver them through a digital filter.
Since nothing touches the disc, surface
noise and wear-out are things of the past. The
60 minutes of playback on each 43/4" disc is
reproduced at the original digitally recorded
specifications almost indefinitely.
And as both player and disc offer dynamic
range of more than 90 dB, the sound is almost
indistinguishable from a live performance.

As well as perfecting its reproduction, we've
also endowed the AD850 with the most

sophisticated features and virtually faultless
human engineering. Via soft -touch controls,
you have instant command of random access,
sample scanning, auto -search plus preprogrammed automatic playback.
But perhaps the AD850's most convenient
feature is synchronous recording. Used with
compatible Fisher components, it makes
recording a simple pleasure.
In spite of all this advanced technology,
the front -loading AD850 will fit most of today's
rack systems. Once there, we're confident
you'll find your entire hi-fi system taken to
levels you've never imagined.
Let alone experienced.

19.

FISHER

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE.

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Gain -matched with a
Dyna 400, the Sumo was
clearly superior to the
older but more powerful
amplifier.

visible clipping when a 2-p.F capacitor was connected
across the 8 -ohm load in each channel. The 300 -Hz clipping
test showed excellent performance, with hum and side
bands down more than 60 dB. In fact, the envelope of
harmonics fell steadily as their frequency went up, which
indicates a lack of sticking (an amplifier's tendency to continue clipping after the input signal has fallen back below
the level which would normally make it clip). Table shows
that the Nine's clipping spectrum is superior to many other
amps, and of particular note are the low levels of 60- and
120 -Hz hum, sum and difference products, and even -order
harmonics (though there is some second), with no glitches,
sticking or parasitics, as evidenced by the steadily falling
distortion -spectrum envelope. While all distortion sounds
bad, it is generally felt that small amounts of low -order odd
harmonics sound reedy or suppressed, that low -order
evens sound brassy, that high -order products of either type
sound irritating and unmusical, and that modulation products sound dissonant, as they are not harmonically related.
Twin -tone or CCIF-IM measurements (mixed 19- and 20 -kHz
signals) also showed products more than 60 dB down (i.e.,
below 0.1%), from 1 to 60 watts.
Figure 4 shows the large -signal rise -time, which was measured at 3.4 µS. The maximum slew rate is 15 volts per µS
(symmetrical). The measured IHF slew factor, when rating
the amp at 60 watts into 8 ohms, is 5.0. Figure 5 illustrates
the Nine's square -wave response for a 10 -kHz input signal
driving the amplifier to just below clipping; there's only slight
overshoot at the leading edge.
Signal-to-noise ratio, referred to -watt output, measured
91.75 dB (A weighted), somewhat poorer than claimed.
Input sensitivity for 70 -watt output was 1.19 volts. A 0.132 volt input signal was required for 1 -watt (2.28 volts) output.
Damping factor was 181 at 50 Hz, and exceeded 15 on
wideband measures, about what Sumo claims. Power bandwidth extended from 3.2 Hz to 50 kHz.
On the 20 -kHz sine -wave distortion measurement, as
shown in Fig. 6A, a major distortion notch occurs at the
positive -going zero crossing. Strangely enough, it has the
visual appearance of crosssover notch distortion, which is
illustrated in a typical Class -AB amp in Fig. 6B, but it occurs
only once per cycle. It is probably due to beta nonlinearities
in the output transistors and the restricted current output
capability in the op -amp driver.
Dynamic headroom, as specified by Sumo, showed a 0.0
dB reading at 4 and at 8 ohms. This is due to the regulated
supply of the op -amp being fixed at 20 V.
I

1

Use and Listening Tests
The Sumo Nine was installed in Greenhill's home system
and used to drive Dahlquist DO -10 and Snell Type A/11
electrodynamic loudspeakers. The amplifier was also auditioned in Clark's system, where it was inserterd into one loop
of an ABX RM-2 relay and compared to a Dyna 400 (an
earlier Bongíorno design). Both amps were driving a low impedance, highly reactive speaker, consisting of an AR 1W woofer, a JBL 5 -inch 2105 midrange, and an Electro voice EV-ST350 tweeter. Although rated at a nominal 4
ohms, the impedance dips to near 3 ohms each side of the
bass resonance. Listening to the "Jungle Song" on Mark
74

Fig.6-

A

Distortion in
Sumo Nine (A)
looks much like

crossover notch
distortion in a
Class -AB amp (B),
but at much
lower level

-

0.04% vs. 0.25%
THD. Both sine
waves are 15 W,
20 kHz. Scales:

B

Horizontal,
10 µS/div. (all
traces); vert.,
5 V/div. (both
upper traces),
approx. 5 mV'/div.
(lower trace, A) and
approx. 50 mV/div.
(lower trace, B).
Levinson Presents (dbx record RTS-1), the Sumo amp
played percussion passages smoothly and clipped unobtrusively. The gain -matched Dyna 400 clicked audibly on
the same recording as its V -I limiting was triggered. The
Sumo was clearly superior to this older, traditionally designed, but more powerful amplifier.
During listening, several operating characteristics of the
Model 9 amplifier were noted. Hum and line frequency
harmonics were audible at a low level until input leads were
rerouted. The acoustical noise output of the fan was measured at 30 dBA at 1 meter when the amp was mounted on
a shelf near a wall. Using a heavy-duty remote relay to turn
the amplifier on, in order to place the amplifier away from
the listening location, caused the Nine's 5 -amp line fuse to
occasionally blow from a turn -on surge.
This amplifier drove all three speaker systems with good
overall definition and smooth, non -irritating clipping characteristics, though its power was inadequate for certain audiophile recordings of wide dynamic range, leading to frequent
clipping.
The Sumo Model Nine amplifier is an intriguing design.
The symmetrical topology of its circuitry is appealing, and
the design of its output stage does allow for Class -A operation in a cost-effective though limited manner. While the
balanced outputs and frequently blown fuses on bench
testing made measurements a challenge, the Nine functions
smoothly when driving speakers in the listening room. Sumo's recommendation for the 5 -amp line fuse will limit the
continuous power of this amplifier to 23.3 watts into 8 ohms
and 46.7 watts continuous into 4 ohms-more of a problem
during bench testing than home listening.
Clearly, the transient behavior of ,this amplifier, its clean
clipping characteristics, its ability to drive reactive loads,
and its wide power bandwidth make the Nine a good performer irrespective of the measurements.
Laurence Greenhill and David Clark
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SUDDENLY
DOORS AND A TRUNK
TAKE ON A WHOLE
NEW MEANING.

,
3

The Mitsubishi
turbine impeller
is one of the
world's smallest.

~-

MITSUBISHI BRINGS
THE TURBO AGE DOWN TO EARTH.
The 1984 Mitsubishi Tredia Turbo is by
definition a performance car.
Because in addition to front -wheel drive, a
5 -speed transmission and 4 -wheel independent
suspension, it also offers you the added benefit of
turbo power. Lots of it. Upwards of 40% extra horsepower for effortless passing and maneuvering.
And just plain fun.
Like 0-50 mph in 6.1 seconds.
With plenty of mom for 5 passengers, a spacious
11 -cubic foot trunk and a long list of amenities, the
Tredia Turbo is quite a comfortable car as well.
But we think you'll agree, its most comforting
feature is its down-to-earth price of 58,989'
Test drive the new Tredia Turbo soon. You'll discover an entirely new meaning for the word sedan.
And fast.
Tredia also comes in 3 other models with a
new 2.0- liter MCA-Jet' engine and electronic fuel
feedback system for improved performance and
efficiency. Prices start at just 56,599*

It responds

quicker to deliver
power instantly.

1984 MITSUBISHI
MITSUBISHI
MMMORS

TREDIA TURBO
TAKES YOU WHERE YOU'VE NEVER BEEN BEFORE'

For your nearest Mitsubishi Motors Dealer call 1-800-447-4700.
C19113 Mi1sbislu Motor
Saks d Annb. inc

'Manufacturer's siggested retail prices. Actual prices set by dealers.
Taxes, license, height, options and other dealer charges extra
'Make the Connection. Buckle Up.'

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.25 dB.

Distortion:

0.02%.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 100 dB.
Rated Output: 2.5 V rms.
Maximum Output: 9 V.
Impedance: Input, 100 kilohms; output, 500 ohms.

Dimensions:

19 in. (48.3 cm) W x

3.5 in. (8.9 cm) H x 12.5 in. (31.8

cm) D.

Weight: 20 lbs.
Price: $650.00.

SAE E101

Company Address:

P.O. Box
60271, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Cal. 90060.
For literature, circle No. 94
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COMPUTER

The Model E101 parametric equalizer is one of the units in
the microprocessor -controlled "01" series from SAE, known
by some as Scientific Audio Electronics. Because equalization information is stored in the unit's memory, the E101
needs to be plugged into a live, unswitched outlet. When
this is done, a red LED on the "Standby" (power) switch
turns on. Pushing the switch turns on power for the circuitry,
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illuminates the digital displays for the two equalizer sections, and turns the "Standby" LED off.
Each display shows the memory selected, the amount of
boost or cut, the center frequency of the filter, and the filter
bandwidth in octaves. There are 10 positions in memory,
from "0" to "9." The boost/cut can be set to any of the
following: +16, +13, +10, +8, +6, +4, +2, 0, -2, -4,
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

-

-

6,
8, -10, -13, or -16 dB. The low -band center frequency choices are: 20, 30, 40, 50, 65, 80, 100, 150, 200,
300, 400, 500, 650, 800, 1,000 and 1,500 Hz. The center
frequencies for the high band are: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.65,
0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.5, 8.0, 10.0 and 15.0 kHz.
Thus, with just a few exceptions, each filter can be shifted in
close to V3 -octave steps, which gives good resolution without excessive complexity. There is a good selection of
bandwidths as well, from narrow to wide: 0.3, 0.7, 1.0, 1.3,
1.7, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 octaves. The bandwidths apply to the
filter responses at maximum (+16 dB) boost; below that
point the actual bandwidth is greater than is indicated in the
display.
"Memory Scan" and the three filter parameters ("Level,"
"Frequency," "Bandwidth") are controlled by large push bar switches, pivoted at the center. A push on the right of
the bar causes an increase in memory number, level, center
frequency or bandwidth. Similarly, a push on the left brings
a decrease. The digital readouts show the results of any
switching at all times. The E101 equalizer's memory is
different than in many other components: Whatever is
shown with a particular memory number is already in that
memory; there is no need to push some sort of "enter"
button. Changes in any parameter can be made in single
steps with one push of a button, while holding the button in
will get additional changes at a half -second rate. Any of the
filter parameters will stop at the extreme values, but "Memory Scan" will count through zero in either direction. The
whole combination is an excellent design, and the layout
helps the user to make changes without confusion.
At the right end of the front panel are three rocking -bar
switches of similar design, but with status LEDs built into the
ends of the bars. The topmost one, "Tape EQ," sets the
equalizer to "Post" (playback) or to "Pre" (record). The
"Output" rocker switches the equalizer in and out of the line
and turns the "Tape Mon" on and off; these two functions,
unlike those for "Tape Ea," work independently. The third
switch controls the "Low Filter" (useful, with low -end filter
boost) and the "Standby" power switch mentioned earlier.
The status lights are essential here, as the bar positions do
not indicate how the switches are set. All of the designations
are in white and stand out very clearly against the black of
the panel. There are small, red figures on the filter -control
bars, and they are hard to see, but that is of little import as
the user will quickly learn to push on the right for higher,
push left for lower.
On the back panel are the stereo pairs for line and tape
recorder in/out, and an in/out pair for "Standby Control"
interconnections with other SAE "01" series components.
There are also a screw -type fuseholder (not hidden inside
iike most) and an output level control with a short, slotted
shaft-obviously not for day-to-day diddling.
One of the side covers and the top cover were removed
for inspection of the interior. Immediately was struck by the
chassis -size p.c. board, with its open and orderly layout; the
quality of parts used added to the favorable impression. The
soldering was excellent, and interconnections were made
with multi -pin cabling. The transformer was quite large, and
the power supply section caught my eye with its good-sized
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Fig. 1-Center-frequency

adjustment ranges of lowand high -band filters,
both at bandwidths of
0.7 octave. Low -band filter

is set at +16 dB and high band filter at -16 dB.

Dashed lines show lower
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The range and resolution of
the levels, frequencies and
bandwidths were excellent
for making sonic
improvements.
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simulated three-way
loudspeaker response
curve. Simulated
response (top), after first
attempt at correction with
E101 (center), and
improved response after
changing levels and
bandwidths (bottom).
Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.

Measurements
The 20 Hz to 20 kHz responses with and without EQ
(levels at zero) were within 0.2 dB at all points, usually within
0.1 dB. The 3 -dB down points were at 2.3 Hz and about 180
kHz with EQ, and at 2.0 Hz and at least 1.9 MHz without EQ.
There is no practical way to show the almost 2,000 filter
combinations possible. Figures 1 to 3 indicate the kinds and
range of variation the E101 can generate. The first figure
plots the low -band filter at + 16 dB and 0.7 octave and the
high -band filter at -16 dB and 0.7 octave-with each filter
set successively from its minimum to its maximum frequency. It is quite apparent that the spacing is close to Y3 octave
a good part of the time, making for good resolution in this
adjustment. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 are hand plots of the
lower part of the 20 -Hz filter response and that for the lowcut filter, which is rather mild in its action.
Figure 2 shows responses for the low -band filter at 150 Hz
and the high -band filter at 2 kHz, each set to 1.0 octave,
with the levels stepped from -16 to + 16 dB. Particularly
worthy of note is the accuracy of the boosts and cuts,
usually within 0.5 dB-much more accurate than the calibration of the great majority of equalizers of any type. Notice
also that the ends of the responses converge on zero at the
end points-in contrast with other less satisfactory designs,
which exhibit considerable offset. Figure 3 shows the responses obtained with the 150 -Hz and 2 -kHz filters for the
entire range of bandwidths from 0.3 to 3.0 octaves, both at
maximum boost and maximum cut. There is a small anomaly
for the widest bandwidths in boost, but the curve shapes
are generally very consistent. Once again, take note of the
excellent convergence on zero, which is most obvious
above 10 kHz.
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The low -band center frequencies were 5.6% low on the
average, but since all of the errors were in the same direction, the spacing remained very good. The high -band filters
were more accurately placed, within 3.2% of specified center frequencies, on the average. With a 1 -octave bandwidth
(Q = 1.4) set, checking over a range of boost levels revealed that Q = 1 (the non -ringing limit) was reached
somewhere between + 10 and + 13 dB. With narrower
bandwidths, of course, the maximum boost for a Q = 1 limit
would be lower.
The change in gain with EQ in and out was 0.1 dB or less,
provided that the level control on the back panel was set to
its maximum. This control affected just the equalized level,
so it could be used for gain matching, but only if the
equalization increased the level. If the equalization is primarily cut in nature, it is not possible to make the equalized
level match that without EQ. The maximum input/output
voltage was at least 10.0 V over most of the band, but it
dropped to 6.9 V at 20 Hz-both figures open -circuit. With a
10-kilohm load the maximum input/output voltages were 9.5
and 6.5 V, respectively. As would be expected, boosting or
cutting levels caused at least some reduction in the maximum levels before clipping.
The output impedance was very close to the specified
500 ohms for most of the band, rising to 615 ohms at 20
kHz-an unimportant change. The input impedance, on the
other hand, was 8.0 kilohms or less, a great deal lower than
the 100-kilohm specification. An indication of the loading
effect was the fact that the output of the generator (600 -ohm
source impedance) dropped by 0.6 dB when connected to
one channel of the E101. The drop would be much greater,
of course, for source impedances of 2 to 3 kilohms (which
quite a few tape recorders have).
The harmonic distortion with a 2-V drive was 0.015% or
less between 20 Hz and 20 kHz; with hum and noise
included, the figures were 0.067% or less over the same
range. No slew -rate limiting was observed out to 100 kHz.
The signal-to-noise ratio was 96.9 dBA relative to the rated
output of 2.5 V, somewhat lower than the 100 -dB specification. With a 0.5-V reference, the ratio was 82.9 dBA, and
with the probable effects from various filter settings, a typical operating figure would be about 81 dBA, which is quite
good.
Use and Listening Tests
The instruction manual was of fair length, but it was
disappointing in its lack of pertinent detail and the inclusion
of puzzling information, such as figures showing levels,
frequencies and bandwidths which cannot be selected on
the E101. The instructions (Methods 1 and 2) on adjusting
the equalizer would be best ignored. The user should review
the listed frequency -range characteristics to be related to
SAE's Method 3: Adjust while listening, and take time to
learn what the effects are. My final carp about the manual is
that in a section to "explain" decibels, there are errors:
Decibels are abbreviated as "dB's" (dB is always singular,
period).
The use of all of the controls was very easy: The combination of the light -touch rocker -bar switches, the status lights,
and the digital displays was very convenient and informa -
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The E101 can be thought of
as a super tone control
with the capability to
modify the spectrum at any
point desired.

tive. Personally, would have liked the display just a little
brighter, but know have lower red sensitivity than many.
used the same simulated speaker response that have used
in testing other equalizers. In this case, as there was no
level readout or associated RTA, the '/3 -octave RTA display
on another component was used as the basis for adjustments. Figure 4 shows the original response (top), the
results after the first try at equalization (middle), and the final
result (bottom) after further adjustment of the parameters.
The first try used the low -band filter at 100 Hz with 10 dB of
cut and a bandwidth of 0.7 octave. The final settings were
100 Hz, -13 dB and 0.3 octave; it can be seen that the
peak was flattened better with less relative attenuation at 40
and 160 Hz. For the high -band filter, the first settings were
dB at 10.0 kHz with a 2.0-octave bandwidth. The excessive tweeter peak was lowered, but the shape was not
improved. With the final settings of
dB at 10.0 kHz and
0.3 octave, the tweeter response became much flatter. With
the exception of the 3 -kHz crossover notch, the response
was flattened within ±2 dB from 40 Hz to 16 kHz. The high end roll -off shown was purposeful.
The E101 was then connected into my reference system,
which has a much flatter response than that simulated. It
was in this listening series that the SAE unit really shone. By
the use of memory scan from one to another, alternative
equalizations could be compared immediately. brought
I

I

I

I

I

-6

-8

I

out some dull, pop -music vocals with +4 dB at 3.0 kHz and
0.7 octave, and restrained an over -bright harpsichord with
-2 dB at 6.5 kHz and 1.7 octave. also improved the low end sound, but it was the high end that really needed
attention in these two cases.
The E101 can be thought of as a super tone control with
the capability to modify the spectral balance at any point
desired. There were a few times when would have liked to
have had a third section to adjust, but the improvements
were immediate and obvious with the use of the two provided. To me, the 2 -dB level shifts were quite apparent, and
would have given up ± 16, ± 13 and ± 10 dB in exchange
for ± 5, ±3 and ±1 for more gentle changes around zero.
Outside of that preference,
found that the range and
resolution of the levels, frequencies and bandwidths were
excellent for the task of making sonic improvements in
musical reproduction (though the low input impedance may
be a limitation for some). The flexible memory system and
the easy return to exact EQ were important contributors in
this regard.
The SAE E101 has a fairly high price for a two -band
parametric equalizer, but it is a very flexible unit of high
performance, with accurate and exactly repeatable equalizations. Because of is advantages, it is worthy of consideration by audiophiles, and by professionals for some applications.
Howard A. Roberson
I

I

I

I

There's something to be said

for a truly great album:
'Ilatinum. The ultimate in

There's no fiñer
achievement
in music...
Shure'

sound reproduction can also be
expressed simply: Shure's V15
Type V-MR-with a Micro -

Ridge Tip-for die lowest
possible distortion in sound
reproduction.
No other component can
bring so much sound out of
your stereo system for so little
cost. A combination of die
revolutionary Micro -Ridge Tip
and Shure's extraordinary

V1
e
nth new

Beryllium MICROWALL/Bel"
Stylus Shank has redefined the
upper limits of high -frequency
trackability. The V15 Type
V-MR also features a Dynamic
Stabilizer, MASART"-polished
tip, leveling alignment stylus,

MR tip.

and

a

Duo -Point Alignment

Gauge.
Hear the finest in sound reproduction with the V15 Type
V-MR at your authorized Shure
dealer today.

SHURE"
You'll hear more from us.
i

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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T'=, stereo
receiver u gro
into, not out of.
e

Sony just created a receiver
with one vital feature most
other units simply aren't able to
offer you: a future.
A receiver that serves as the
foundation for a system that not
only includes all of today's components, but includes an entire generation of components to come.
Sony presents the STR-VX550.
Possessed with a unique Audio
Video Control Center, it permits

the integration of video components with audio components, al-
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lowing you to play stereo video cassettes and video discs through your
high-fidelity system.
What's more, the receiver's innovative remote -control capability
enables you to command not just
volume, but virtually every Sony
audio/video function-without getting up from your easy chair.
And listening to it is very easy
indeed. For among other virtues,
this receiver offers Sony's brilliant
Direct Access Tuning System.
Even the amplifier does more than

Corp of America Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation

Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

merely amplify. Its Audio Signal Processor provides feather -touch controls with extraordinarily low levels
of noise and distortion.
All of which results in a receiver
whose sound is so exceptional,
and whose capabilities are so expansive, there's only one element
in your stereo system you're likely
to outgrow.

Namely, your shelf space.

SONY

THE ONE AND ONLY.

ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

ROCK BEGINS AT 40?
Undercover: The Rolling Stones
Rolling Stones Records COC 90/20.
Performance: A
If you were expecting drum machines, synths, or any pandering to the
current trends from The Rolling Stones,
then perhaps the sound of Undercover
will shock you. It's a wall of unpolished
guitars, raunchy lyrics, and crude
rhythms that bear little or no resemblance to the "state of the radio
1983"-thank goodness. This being
the last album of their Atlantic distribution agreement (except for a greatest hits compilation package due mid 1984), The Stones have delivered a
recording that breaks little new ground
but certainly will do nothing to hinder
their reputation as the nasty band of
rock 'n' roll. Undercover is, like Some
Girls and It's Only Rock 'n' Roll, a winning testament to the survival of The
Rolling Stones as a band which has no
need to pay any real attention to what
anyone else is doing.
Unlike Tattoo You, the songs on this
album are all culled from the same
recent vintage, and many sound like
they were long jams which, after much
editing and lyrical consideration, were
turned into songs-particularly the title
track, "Too Much Blood," and most of
side two. The exceptions are "She Was
Hot," "Tie You Up," and Keith's song;
these all seem much more solidly conceived and coherent from the word go
and will probably hold up better over
the years than, say, "Too Tough" (formerly titled "Triple X," due to the nature of its lyrics). Mick Jagger singing
about a girl being cut up and put into a
fridge (in "Too Much Blood") isn't going to win them any more friends with
feminists. But since they've had encounters with the Women Against Pornography groups (due to S & M advertisements and early lyrics), they really
don't have much to lose.
The most important musical change
in the band is that they seem to be
listening to a great deal of StaxNolt
stuff lately, as the guitar figures are
rooted heavily in 1966 Otis Redding/
Steve Cropper horn lines and guitar
figures. The Stones haven't been so
blatantly derivative of this genre since
"I've Got the Blues" (from Sticky Fingers). It's not surprising that Mr. Richards is listening to this sort of stuff, but
Sound: A
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seemed like Mr. Jagger was so stuck
on Smokey Robinson that he'd never
get out of his updated "Just My Imagination" groove. To add some new textures to their sound, The Stones have
it

seen fit to use African and British percussionists (including the very talented
Martin Ditcham), a little bit of Sly &
Robbie, and the esteemed saxophone
of David Sanborn. But no major sonic
alterations are made to the by -now familiar Ron Wood/Keith Richards guitar din, semi -buried Jagger vocals, reliable Bill Wyman bass playing, and
never -solid -but -always -right Charlie
Watts backbeat.
Undercover isn't the greatest Stones
album ever, and certainly no one could
accuse it of being stylistically experimental. Yet it rocks hard pretty relentlessly, and sounds like them the way
no one else does. Pretty good for a
bunch of 40 -year -olds who have been
dismissed as has-beens for over a decJon & Sally Tiven
ade.
The Real Macaw: Graham Parker
Arista AL3-8023, $8.98.
Sound: A

-

Performance: A

-

Somewhere around Stick to Me, Graham Parker's recordings lost their fire,
and his artistic downfall was hastened
by his decision to record in America.

Parker's chip on the shoulder was born
and nurtured in England, and the factory-like atmosphere of U.S. studios
undercut whatever edge he presented
on Howling Wind and Heat Treatment.
Perhaps chucking Brinsley Schwarz
was the last step in this musical de evolution. Although you can't call us
fans of Brinsley's playing, the recording reunion of these two seems to work
for the betterment of Graham Parker's
sound. Whether it be this reunion, the
decision to record in England, :he
chucking of his manager, or the encouragement of producer David
(Duran Duran, Joe Jackson) Kershenbaum, the latest effort from Graham
Parker brims with a renewed sincerity.
One would have thought it impossible
after hearing his last two (or even
four) albums.
The Real Macaw will come as a relief
to fans of the old Graham Parker who
they feared might have shot his creative wad on his first three LPs. Luckily

time (and maybe marriage). have
brought our hero almost full -circle. Although the songs on this LP aren't the
vintage Parker pub -rockers, they are
generally outstanding examples of
composition and presentation. Parker
is such a strong vocal stylist that his
melodic talent is sometimes overlooked (the pomp obscuring the message, as it were). But the relaxed ap81

Parker is such a strong
vocal stylist that his
melodic talent is sometimes
overlooked (the pomp
obscuring the message, as
it were).
proach to the tunes enables us to savor their melodies-it's not another
case of Parker, the Angry Young Man,
ramming his ire down our throats. The
most salient aspect of The Real Macaw
is the understated production policy.
Just an album or two back, our boy
was still trying to comer a trend by

grafting his rock 'n' soul tunes to the
Big Dancerock Beat. This time out, the
songs show themselves in clothes that
barely nod at current production fashion. When an artist as good as Parker
is back in control of his craft, we can
only expect that more classics such as
"Heat Treatment" and "Fool's Goad"

will soon follow. It's good to have G.P.
back on track, especially since mate
Elvis Costello hit a slump on his latest
record. Two lapsed standard-bearers
of musical integrity would be too much
for one season.
Jon & Sally Tiven

First Strike: Cobra
Epic BFE 38790.
Sound: C+

Cobra is a new metal clone of Judas
Priest, complete with Tom Allom, the
producer of that band's best moments.
Not bad for what it is, but there's nothing at all new. Only the faces of these
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Wharfedale's
Latest Award Winning System
Erg and is proud to annánce
t -te launch of the,Mach
Series of nigh fidelity

loudspedkers.
The

extraordñury

bnc<grocnd to this
aevelopment lies in
tie rare combination of
pourer, high sensitivity

(94 dB

SQL

1

W/1M) and

accurate sound
reproduction in practical
©b net sizes. Requiring
nirimal amplification
.fir room filling sounds
( ust a few watts will
go) the systems are
rlsc capable of shatter,
iag but dear reproduction with greater
power.
...Extracts from the
Mach 9 first U.S. test
report are reprinted
with the kind permission
of High Fídelity(Vovember, 1983).
..."What's really impressive, though,
is tie speaker's sensitive-y, which is about
Z d3 higher than average. In other words,
c typical speaker would require about four
limes os much power to deliver the same

=

meter cn-axis"...

..."That such good
sound slould come

1

from such a sensitive loucspeaker isa
welcome surprise,,
particularh at a time
w-ren we fine ourselves
more and more of -en turning
down the volume of oar
amplifiers to avoic dipping the

1.

uncompressed peaks en the best Compact Discs. For anyone who loves
music--ond especially for those who
like to play it loud--the Wharfedale
Moch 9 deserves a serious listen"...
.

DALE®
WHARFE
famous
Britain's most
.

speakers

EST.

:

maximum loudness as the Mach 9"....
..."That this thoroughly modem
Wharfedale is truy "digitclreadv"(maybe even disco ready) is coifirmed by
its excellent powerhandling abilty. On our 300 -Hz pulse test, it
accepted the fill 66-vclt
peak output cf the IabsJ
amplifier (egjivalent -o
pore than 271/2 dBW, .or 530 wets, into 8_
ohms), for a calculated
peak soúrd pressure level of 122 dB at 1

The U.S. Office of Wharfedale,

1932

For more information on.all other Mach Systems and all available Wharfedales, please use
the Readers Response Card or write to: Wharfedale, PR Department, c/o Sasaki 8 Associates,

inc., 425 Broad Hollow Road, Melville, N.Y. 11747.
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Performance: C

bands change. They keep getting
younger. And they sound the same.
And there's always a fresh market.
Metal music is, if nothing else, surely
some rite of passage for the time when
sexuality begins to rear its head.
Michael Tearson

Next Position Please: Cheap Trick
Epic FE 38794, $8.98.
Sound: B+
Performance: B+
At their worst, Cheap Trick is the
most intelligent head -banging group in
the Universe. At their best, they're simply the logical update of The Move, the

world's most misunderstood (and
greatest) '70s band. Next Position
Please is somewhere in between-not
consistently paralyzing as they can be
live, but rather an underproduced and
delightful work. The attack is less
sledgehammerlike than Cheap Trick
has been known to use, but with chord
sequences like those Rick Nielsen (and
Robin Zander this time as well) come
up with, the songs can sell themselves.
The subtle arrangements tend to grow
on you, rather than showing everything
they've got upon first listening.
This time the group has teamed up
with producer Todd Rundgren, and
compared to many of his productions
(and most Cheap Trick albums) you
barely know he's there. It sounds the
way you expect the band should,
though not quite tailor-made for the
heavy-metal audience. Nielsen and
Rundgren-longtime members of the
great -minds -think -alike club-share a
great admiration for The Move, and if
there are production references to any
mentor, it's Roy Wood. Even though
82
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MAKE THE MLJSIC LIS I EN TO YOU.
Introducing command performance music. Introducing the R-100, the most astounding, musical -sounding receiver
ever to come from Yamaha. Or anyone.
There's 100 watts RMS per channel (both channels driven into 8 Ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.01%
Total Harmonic Distortion) combined with our unique Zero Distortion Rule circuitry to virtually eliminate power amplifier and
thermal distortion. But such wonders have been heard from Yamaha before.
The unheard-of part is the phenomenal control the R-100 gives you over your music. For the first time, a five -band
graphic equalizer is combined with a microcomputer. This unique Computer -Controlled Sound System (CCSS) allows you to
select from five different preset frequency response curves (Loudness, Bass, Presence, Treble, or High Filter), and then further
adjust each of the five curves in four different preset variations. You can then store any three of the preset variations in memory
for instant recall.
GsenWe
Smov
And íf you really want to he creative with your music listening, you can adjust
the five bands independently to form any frequency response curve you choose, then
w
d
store it in memory.
.
:
Glaund
The CCSS offers you unparalleled flexibility to tailor the music to your personal
._R
taste and listening environment.
And you can control all this (and a lot more) by just pressing the right button on
<:
the remote control unit that is a standard accessory.
There's more that comes standard with the R-100. Like Yamaha's spatial
THREE PRE-PROGRAMMED LOUDNESS
expander, dynamic noise canceller, the ability to handle low impedance loads, and the
CONTOUR CURVES.
headroom to handle "hot" source inputs.
And there are four more models to choose from, each with the same natural sound Yamaha is famous for.
Whichever one you choose, you'll hear your music like you've always wanted to hear it. Give a listen at your Yamaha
dealer. Or write Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
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FOR THE MUSIC IN YOU.
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ZZ Top may not be headed

into the vanguard of the
Neuvo Wave, but they
produce quality music with
ease, grace, and style.

the natural sound of his pipes bears an
uncanny resemblance to John Len non's, Zander doesn't really emulate
the Beatles inflection. Instead, he
starts to sound like ELO's Jeff Lynne.
Nielsen's sense of humor adds that
distinctive touch that makes Cheap

Trick quirky instead of predictably

pompous-their stance

is enough to
make them a threat. The title track of
the album is an absolute classic, and
they always manage to throw in infectious hooks that'll make you swear
you've heard the song before.
Cheap Trick may never be considered as important as bands like The

A LASER MONITOR FOR
THE PRIVILEGED FEW.
The new Celestion SL -6 is
like no other loudspeaker in
the world.
Designed with a laser, a computer and a blank sheet of
paper by a new generation of
engineering talent, it began with
something never seen before.
The microscopic vibrations of
drivers in action, frozen in time.
Scanned and plotted in exquisite three-dimensional detail by
the laser -computer system we
call ULTRA'." *
With the knowledge ULTRA
gave us, we could discard the
misconceptions and guesswork of
conventional speaker design.
The results: Two radically
sponse. A crossover
network of unique
simplicity, because
the drivers are
so perfectly
matched. And an
enclosure of incredible
rigidity.
What's more, the SL -6 is the
first compact loudspeaker of
studio monitor quality. Smaller

yet effortlessly handling up to
200 watts per channel.
There is much more to tell.
But the most eloquent way to
hear it is musically, from the
SL -6 itself.
SL -6 driver
Perfect-piston motion:
the new SL -6 tweeter.
vibrating at1SkHz.

_

*Ultra -accurate
Laser Topographic
Response Analysis.

fi

than many "bookshelf" units,
Conventional driver
ULTRA scan of
distortion -producing breakup

1

never before visible.

U

9

celestion

[

ticularly influential, being too openly
derivative to be taken that seriously,
they're certainly making music every
bit as creative, distinctive and exciting
as those "important" bands ever have.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Eliminator: ZZ Top
Warner Bros. 23774-1, $8.98.
Sound: B

But first, a word of caution:
only a limited number are
planned for production. Which
means its pleasures are limited
to a privileged few. That select
group of music lovers with the
sensory and, yes, the financial
resources to appreciate it. If the
idea of being among them intrigues you, write or call for
more information.

different transducers with
precise, perfect -piston re-

Who, The Kinks, or Fleetwood Mac,
and they'll probably never sell as many
records. Even though they aren't par-

speakers

AND PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

You'll knou... in an instant

Performance:

A-

Consistency is tough to come by in a
rock/blues band without achieving
boredom. Usually when one thinks of a
workmanlike group that's consistent, it
implies stagnation-Rainbow and Rory
Gallagher are both fairly consistent,
but their albums are good for two listenings, tops. ZZ Top doesn't sound
particularly different today than they
did when they started out (they are
somewhat better produced now), but
the millions they've made haven't
phased the music or lyrics one bit. ZZ
Top may not be headed into the vanguard of the Nuevo Wave, but these
Texans manage to produce music of
quality with ease, grace, and style.
They may never mean the same to
children of the '70s and '80s as The
Rolling Stones did to the '60s generation. However, Billy Gibbons' persona
of the cool blues hound is truer to The
Stones' roots music (Jimmy Reed,
Muddy Waters) than anything else.
They're a contemporary boogie band
along the lines of the late -'60s British
blues revival (Peter Green's Fleetwood
Mac, Eric Clapton's Bluesbreakers)
that's remained more or less oblivious
to whatever trends have come along
the way since. Although not entirely, as
several tracks on Eliminator sport synthesizer ("Legs") and drum machines
("Thug"), just in case you thought Billy
Gibbons had his ears closed the past
two years. Actually, the last two ZZ
albums have had one or two semi -

experimental tracks with weirdo
rhythms and ultra pitch-altered vocals,
but this album is pretty much straightout rock.
Gibbons' guitar attack is the focal
point, a trademark due to his substitution of a 250 piece for the usual pick,
and he plays fiercely but with economy

Celestion Industries, Inc., Kuniholm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746 (617) 429-6706, In Canada, Roceto, Toronto
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UDAR

The Perfectionist's Auto -Reverse!
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Why sacrifice performance for convenience! If you've always wanted
an auto -reverse deck but were too much a perfectionist to settle for questionable
response, Nakamichi has the answer-UDAR-Unidirectional
Auto Reverse-a revolutionary development in the true sense of the word!
Ordinary auto -reverse decks change direction at the end of the side causing tape
to track along a different path and produce "bidirectional azimuth error."
Since azimuth differs on the two sides, frequency response differs too.

Compare this with UDAR. At the end of the side, UDAR disengages the cassette,
flips it, reloads, and resumes operation in under 2 seconds!
Tape plays in the same direction on Side A and on Side B so there's no
"bidirectional azimuth error." UDAR automates the steps you perform on
a conventional deck to give you auto -reverse convenience and
unidirectional performance.
in
the Nakamichi RX-202-a perfectionist's auto-reverse
You'll find UDAR
with
recorder
some surprising features at an even more surprising price!
See it now at your Nakamichi dealer.
For more information, write Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation,
1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
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progressive technician,

Belew obviously likes
nothing better than to
tinker with studio gagetry,
getting odd sounds out of

the instruments.
as well. The rhythm section is as sturdy
as ever, and the band sounds pretty

much the way this three-man outfit
sounds live (excepting the rhythm guitar track which continues through the
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solo).
A truer blues band playing to America's youth is not to be found anywhere.
Their musical chops and funky personality go unmatched in the world of
rock, and their success should multiply
and go unbegrudged.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Twang Bar King: Adrian Belew
Island 90108-1.
Sound: B+

Performance: B

Twang Bar King kicks off with a searing version of Lennon-McCartney's
"I'm Down," and it's all downhill from
there. Not that this is a stinker of an
album, but it doesn't rock. Belew is far
from a pop songwriter, but he rather
avoids all traditional rock chord patterns and song structures in search of
something fresher and, we suppose,
more expressive of his own musicality.
As a progressive technician who obviously likes nothing better than to tinker
with studio gadgetry, Belew concentrates on getting odd sounds out of the
instruments (guitar, guitar synthesizer,
sax, piano, percussion, bass and
drums on this LP) without even attempting, it would seem, the pop artist's goal of conveying a song. In fact,
we'd venture to call him less of a songwriter than a conceptualist in the field
of music.
Some of the pieces work-notably
"Sexy Rhino," "Twang Bar King," "The
Rail Song," "She Is Not Dead," and
"The Ideal Woman"-because the music is married to an understandable
message and conveyed with humor
and/or emotion. Belew's wit is one of
his strong points: The title track, which
also proves he can rock out when he
cares to, is like a cartoon for the ears,
full of funny noises and theatrical'
stops. On "The Rail Song" a nostalgic
tale is spun out over Springsteenesque
chord changes that Belew breaks out
of before any chance of familiarity can
creep into the song. But the outstanding selection here is probably "She Is
Not Dead." Built atop an Indian beat
and percussion section, the guitar and'
guitar synthesizer play raga -like fig 86
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Adrian Belew
ures while the hypnotic vocal emulates
an Indian chant. With the reputation of
an.inventive guitar whiz, Belew lets the
gadgets do a lot of the work for himwhether it's tremolo bar or guitar synthesizer-and gives us only a few
glimpses of his technical chops, mainly on the acoustic sections and Indian
tribute. Since he makes only one small
concession to commerciality (the fail-

safe Beatles number), we don't know
why Belew wasn't more long-winded in
the guitar solo. If you're going to do an
auteur record, play all your cards, especially since the success of these
tunes depends more upon inspired
presentation and arrangement than on
the solidity of the compositions.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Flick of the Switch: AC/DC
Atlantic 80100-1, $8.98.
Sound:

A-

Performance:

A-

AC/DC is arguably the best heavymetal band on the scene today. Sure
they don't have (at least on record)
quite the instrumental flash of Eddy
Van Halen or the progressive chordal
orientation of a Ritchie Blackmore, but
what they do represent is the zenith of
simple head -banger heavy metal. Taking into account the genre this band
embodies more than adheres to, Flick
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A SEA OF COMPETITORS AND CLAIMS

IN

EXCELLENCE SURFACES.

THE INTEGRA SERIES FROM ONKYO.
Over the last few years, a gap has
developed in the audio market. That
gap is the difference between basic
components, with features tied exclusively to price points, and costly, limited
production "audiophile" gear.
At Onkyo, we believed that with the
knowledge and skill we had acquired
from a quarter century of making the
world's finest audio equipment only,
there was no reason we couldn't produce an audiophile technology line ata
very affordable price. Hence, Integra
was born.
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System (turntables).

Examine Integra for yourself at your
Onkyo dealer, or write to us for complete literature.
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nological shortcomings.
Rather, Integro sounds every bit as
good as it looks, incorporating audio
advances like the Delta Power Supply
(amps), Automatic Precision Reception
(tuners), and the Triple Stage Isolation
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Southside Johnny makes a
real effort to modernize his
traditional Jersey bar
sound, but he flounders in
search of a direction.
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of the Switch is a state-of-the-art affair,
because it effectively conveys the spirit and sound of a group that really
exists for the sake of live performance.
Many records of this type are overloaded with instrumentation and end
up sounding muddy, but the group
presents itself here as a pared -down
version of Led Zep, circa "Whole Lotta
Love." Keeping their chord patterns
simple and allowing lead guitarist Angus Young much less space than is
usually allotted to heavy-metal axe men, AC/DC conveys their songs in
tidy packages. They realize that it's the
beat, the vocal, heavy rhythm guitar,
and flashy fills/leads (in that order)
which will hook the listener.
From a commercial point of view, the
homogenous sound of this record is a
smart move: Why upset their worldwide slew of fans by deviating from the
live act that won them so much attention? But from a critical standpoint, you
could say the band is musically limited.
There seem to be no more than two
beats used on this album, almost every
song uses the same ending, and the
rhythm -guitar patterns do become predictable.
Aesthetics aside, this band is unbeatable at what it does. Flick of the
Switch, which achieves a clean sound
with laudable separation between instruments, is an authentic representation of a group that gives the dinosaur
of heavy metal a good name. Upstarts
like Def Leppard may try to duplicate
their sound, but only the originals do it
with authority.
Jon & Sally Tiven
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Trash It Up: Southside Johnny and
The Jukes
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Mirage 90113-1, $8.98.
Performance:
Sound: B+

-

On his latest LP, Southside Johnny
seems to be making a real effort, with
the help of producer Nile Rodgers, to
modernize his traditional Jersey bar band sound. From the sound of this
record, you can't call him a Springsteen clone or spin-off, and he's out of
the Spector pop of yore. What we get
is an artist floundering in search of a
musical direction and coming up, for
the most part, with a mishmash of
would-be soul singing to pop/R&B
tunes written mainly by the group's gui-
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Southside Johnny
tarist Billy Rush. Unfortunately, the guy
isn't much of a songwriter, though he
does contribute some nice guitar lines.
Most of the mid -tempo numbers seem
to be pale imitations of the kind of talky
vocal/groove tunes that were almost
throwaways on the groovemaster Rodgers' own solo album. (The rhythm
chops and attitude of the artist -as singer saved these tracks from being
boring, but Mr. Chic could hardly be
expected to make a black act out of a
very white one.)
Which brings us to the production
and contributions of Rodgers in particular. This is a good -sounding record
from a technical standpoint, and it contains what could be considered a hit
single. The tune "Trash It Up" is a
strong J. Geils-type rock number
whose arrangement, with answering
backing vocals and modern, punctuating keyboard figures, augments Johnny in the kind of song his voice is most
suited for. Trash It Up's uptempo party
tunes are only two in number, which
makes this album less than a consumer bargain. The title track could well
win this act some new supporters, but
whether the old fans will stand by their
man as he struggles for a more contemporary style is something else
again.
Jon & Sally Tiven
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

If noise, hum and distortion turr
you off, turn on Sansui's new AU-D77k*
integrated amplifier for pure, true sourd.
Only Sansui offers a trio of
exclusive noise-eliminatinginnovatior>6.
First, the unique Super Feed forward DC power amplifier systen routs
virtually all types of distortion at all
frequencies in the power amplifier.
Then, DD/DC circuitry, another
Sansui breakthrough, produces high
speed response and unmeasurable TIM
in the predriver stage of the power amp.
And finally, Sansui's latest contribution to silent performance, the new
developed Ground Free circuit that
substantially reduces Interface Hum
Distortion (IHM) in the output, dr ver
and pre-amp stages of the amplifier.
The result is clean, uncluttered
music-virtually free of noise, hum and

,1

.

F10.11.0/01.

distortion. (You also get 9-is impeccable
perforrrance with Sansui s 130 -watt* top -
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Sansui's new GF amplifiers depart from the
conventional to assure inaudible distortion even
at the highest level of sound.

THE
SILENT
TREATMENT

-«

of -the-I ne AU -D11 MK integrated amp.)
Cne outstanding performer deserves
another. The TU-S77X tuner adds a new
dimension to the state-of-the-art. Its new
FM multiplex decoder improves channel
separation and reduces distortion significantly. also available is the TU-S77AMX
tuner whizh automatically receives and
switches -o every approved AM stereo
broadcast system.
The AU-D77X and TU-S77X make
the perect tuner/amp combination for
people who appreciate great technology
as muci as they enjoy the silence in great
sound. Get the "Silent Treatment" at
your Sansui audio specialist, or write.

SANSEI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
LyndhLrst, NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan
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AU -D11 MKK-130 watts, 0.0025% THD.
Minimum RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms, from 10-20kHz.

*AU-D77X-110 watts, 0.0028% THD:
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Clearly T -Bone Burnett's
finest work yet, Proof
through the Night is fully
dosed with startling, vivid
imagery.

Living in Oz: Rick Springfield
RCA AFL1-4660, $8.98.
Sound: B+
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Performance: B +

There is a notion about pop music
stars like Rick Springfield-teen idols
and the like-that whatever music they
create is invalid, that it's simply product made to fill the marketplace.
Springfield hasn't exactly broken the
field wide open, as his bets are placed
on safe musical territories, but he has
struck a blow for integrity in the teen star music world. The reason why he is
so popular (and why he's been able to
maintain a career where Leif Garrett,
John Schneider, and David Cassidy
have ultimately failed) is because he
possesses integrity and a genuine musical sense. Regardless of how basically conservative this album is-there
isn't as much adventuresome spirit
here as one would wish-Rick Springfield is a strong musical talent; the
more this talent is allowed to shine
through, the better his records are.
Unlike his last album, Living in Oz
contains only original songs and is
self -produced. The guy has béen in
the music business for well over 10
years, with sporadic success, and still
he has to fight for artistic control! This
time he's got it, and the album rings
true in far more cases than on previous
outings. The groove on "Alyson" or the
strings on "Like Father, Like Son" display Springfield's better artistic judgment, and, although side one may be a
little light, side two rocks pretty steadily
and features some arresting guitar
work.
Even if Springfield's only achievement were to upgrade "teenybop" music, he'd have done something. But the
promise of early works is renewed on
Living in Oz, and someday he's destined to make really important records.
This ain't one, but he's back on track
and getting closer-let's hope they let
the leash out a little more.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Proof through the Night: T -Bone Burnett

Warner Bros. 23921-1, $8.98.
Sound:

B

Performance: A

Proof through the Night is an album
full to the brim of some of the most
90
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T -Bone

Burnett

literate and exciting songwriting this
side of Elvis Costello or Blonde on
Blonde -vintage Bob Dylan.
T -Bone Burnett was a prominent
member of Dylan's '77-'78 Rolling
Thunder tour and then a member of the
Alpha Band, with other Rolling Thunderers, through that group's three albums. Subsequently, he did a solo album for Takoma which Jon Tiven raved
about in these pages, and about a
year and a half ago a six -song mini album for Warners which Tiven and
both loved. Proof through the Night is
clearly his finest work yet.
Burnett's songs are fully dosed with
startling, vivid imagery, such as "The
Murder Weapon" which is "Lethal as a
stiletto and as easily concealed." And
his intense portrait that can only be
Marilyn Monroe, who he describes perfectly as "Fatally Beautiful." And those
guests of "a beautiful wealthy divorcee," namely "Hefner and Disney,"
who her mother describes as "the latest Russians to defect." And the pathetic, affluent, post -hippie whose late
rebellion was inspired by visions of
"pot parties with those suntanned girls
in halter tops with their cutoffs slit to
their belt loops." And another, more
tender portrait of someone who might
be star- and spy -crossed Jean Se berg, whose career was severely damaged by interference and who still
looks beautiful "After All These Years."
Much of the success of Proof goes
to Burnett's band, which includes Alpha alumni David Mansfield and David
Minor plus some brilliant work from Peter Gabriel's drummer Jerry Marotta.
Guest musicians include former Bowie
sidekick Mick Ronson, Tom Petty's
I
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drummer Stan Lynch on one cut, Ry
Cooder on another, Richard Thompson
on mandolin on yet another, additional
Alpha Band alum Steven Soles, and,
most notably, Pete Townshend on
three cuts. Reportedly, Townshend
liked "Fatally Beautiful" so much that
he insisted he be allowed to play on it if
Burnett got to use him at all. On that
cut, he delivers a scorching, signature
lead -guitar part.
can understand
Pete's insistence, for this is one song
he probably wishes he had written him-
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Heart

I

is a song that only improves with re-

Passionworks: Heart
Epic QE 38800.

self.
On this album's cover is a pair of film
noir cetective shots, with Burnett prop
erly attired in trenchcoat and sideways
glances. These shots set the tone for
the album's cynical, gritty sideways
points of view. Proof through the Night
is not an album of pretty songs and
cheery thoughts. It is an album of
songs with substance that will come
back and haunt you, as only the most
probing and daring do.
Michael Tearson

Sound:

Performance:

B

B

To describe the last couple of Heart
albums as disappointing is a massive
understatement. Not only was there
great upheaval in personnel, but Ann
and Nancy Wilson's gift for lacy -edged
hard rock was replaced by a very selfconscious and precious artsiness.
Passionworks happily corrects the
misdirection, as it's one of the band's
strongest albums. "How Can Refuse"
I

peated listenings, insinuating itself into
your memory. In other words, it is a
natural-born hit song. "Sleep Alone"
works similarly, while "Allies" is a
touching and lovely ballad.
Keith Olson's production has helped
the band clarify and simplify the material. Thus, his role is much the same as
it was on the breakthrough albums of
Fleetwood Mac.
Understand that still can't see Heart
as a heavyweight, important band, but
the world needs welterweights, too.
Michael Tearson
I

THE "T" SERIES TURNTABLES
STATE -OF-THE -MIND TECHNOLOGY
of-the-line T-60's platter

Thirty years ago Harman
Kardon introduced the world's
first high fidelity receiver. It
was built on the philosophy

i

weighs 3.3 pounds and
therefore, less affeited by
outside forces. Each "T" Series turntable is fitted with a

«C:Z:11>

that quality audio must
evolve from quality thinking.
Today, Harman Kardon products are so technologically
advanced that "state-of-theart" falls short of describing
them. They have become
"state -of -the -mind; the high=
est level at which the mind can
create.
The "T" Series turntables are true examples of
"state -of -the -mind" technology. All three incorporate
belt driven, massive platters. The belt drive acts as a
vibration damper which filters out the unwanted vibrations
from the motor.
Harman Kardon has discovered that the more massive the
platter, the more constant the speed. For example, the top-

_straight, low mass bnearrn
and a vibration absorbent
carbon fiber headshell. They
have an effective Hass of
only 8 grams b better track
warped records and keep
-1----- -01onant frequencies in the
¡deal 10Hz range.
One of the many performance 'eatures
Harman Kardor fifers is a unique capacitance
trim to achieve optimumcartridge perforrnar».
So, whi e other manufacturer continue to pile on unnecessary features and gimmicks, Harman Kardon coninues tc
fine tune the basics and develop fundamentally advances
audio equipment.
The "T" Series Turntables: T-20, T-40, T-60

harmanikardon

Our state-of -the -mind is tomorrow's state-of-the-art.
240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. For more information call toll -free 800-528-6050 ext. 873. In Canada, Goulc Mar<eting, Quebec
c HK 1983
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IT WILL BECOME.
stereo equipment starts
becoming outdated as soon as you lift it
out of the box.
A lot of

But not Pioneer's SX 60 Receiver.

been planned for the future, not for
obsolescence.
Because it's not just designed to
It's

a

CO

+.

into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.005% THD). Its incredible 95dB
signal-to-noise ratio can easily handle the
90dB digital range.
And when the video/audio
marriage is consummated, you'll have a
receiver that will remain compatible.
A video input in the SX 60 enables you to
listen to VCR or video disc programs
throt igh your stereo system. And a simulated stereo circuit transforms the mono
output of video (and AM) broadcasts to
create theatre-quality, stereo -like imaging.
The SX 60 features Quartz-PLL
digital synthesized tuning that locks in
stations and prevents any drift. Plus there
are 10 FM and 10 AM electronic station
pre-sets and precise digital readout.
As for ease and accuracy of operation, all of the SX 60's circuits are
completely microcomputer controlled.

THE LONGER

be a stereo receiver, but the control center
for the home entertainment system of
the future.
The SX 60 has both the performance and features necessary to interface
with the video and digital
recording hardware and
d-10

PIONEER

w+rvr coN.o oo
tt.to
ece.vn w

-r
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Finally,

a fluorescent
software you will cerpictographic
tainly be buying over the next two decades. display provides visual reference to the
To begin with, the SX 60 has the
receiver's vital operating mode.
ability to accurately reproduce the wide
While this display may give the
dynamic range of digital recordings beSX 60 a futuristic appearance today, you
cause of its revolutionary Non -Switching, can rest assured that 10 or 15 years from
low distortion amp (80 watts per channel
now, it will fit right in.

OD

L

I

PIONEER®

Because the music matters.
©1983 Pioneer EIecironics (USA) Inc..(800)447--4700. In Illinois: (800)322-4400.
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

--

SAX EDUCATION
ing, glib, easy music, beautifully
played, well constructed. All hail the
Sax family.

Richard Adler: Wilderness Suite. The
Utah Symphony Orchestra, Ketcham.
RCA ARL1-4726, $9.98.
Dedicated to the National Park Service and to wildernesses in general
(we assume before Mr. Reagan's administration), the goals of the music are
worthy and, of course, very much of
the moment. The composer is out of
big-time TV, Presidential advisorships
and much, much more. The music is
have
the most dismal classical corn
heard since the last similar sort, the
day before yesterday.
It seems we must shave down our
new and really popular classical music
to match our nationally low classical
appreciation. The average! What you
do is to compose stuff that sounds like
classical music in a moody sort of way
(and has all sorts of non -music connections, like the detailed scenery in
this piece, all described in detail on the
album's back side)-yet the stuff has
no observable musical content. Just a
bunch of slick, smooth platitudes at
27th remove, handed down from the
legendary past or something. It is what
can only call nothing music-written,
performed, sponsored and recorded
with enormous effort and at great expense. It'll sell, no doubt.
I

Glazunov: Saxophone Quartet; Dubois: Quartet; Bozza: Andante and
Scherzo. Netherlands Saxophone
Quartet.

Nonesuch 71410, $5.98.
The old Nonesuch, the first major
importer of classical European tapes
for low-cost American LPs, continues
as one of three current Nonesuch lines,
from digital LP down. The cost of the
low-priced line is even more economical, allowing for inflation, than the original releases of the early 1960s, as you
will note above.
Suddenly-why? There has been a
great spate of saxophone recordings,
strictly classical. At one point a few
months back counted something like
will
17 waiting for my attention. (No
not write about all 17. Too much.) We
seem at last to remember that the sax
was originally a classical instrument
and nothing else, used by many composers, mainly in France (Monsieur
Sax himself was French) but also
wherever French music was esteemed, as in Russia. Then, in the
1930s and earlier, the sax became the
ubiquitous and indispensable sound
for practically all pop music, from commercials to low-down jazz-do
reI

--I

I

member that eternal silvery -croon
sound, going right along with the tenor
crooners of the time! Almost nobody
knew of the classical sax.
I've really been delighted with the
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

revived sax ensembles, such as this
slightly un ikely quartet out of Dutch
country. This is one of the few instruments that can play effectively together in a whole family of sizes, minus
outside help, the outstanding such
group being the violin family. In earlier
times there were more-sackbuts
(trombones), recorders, viols, krummhorns (sounding a bit like an assemblage of black crows). Now we see
that the sax is particularly apt for thisit has extraordinary classical agility, a
sweet, almost vocal tone and at the
same time a perfect blending; the mu
sic is very easy to listen to, the sense
gets over effortlessly. To be sure, the
sound is on the fruity side-but not
nearly as much as you might expect.
The classical sax can be as pure, almost, as the classical clarinet-which
shared with its sax relatives in the big band jazz era and before. (But there
are very few clarinet -family classical

works; they mix with other instruments.)
French is the overriding word in sax
music-it is a very French instrument.
This recording is basically French,
even the Glazunov, composed in his
last years, but in a style that is pre Impressionist, with nice echoes of César Franck and D'Indy and such. Glazunov was Russian, and a Theme and
Variations here will remind you of that,
a touch o' Tchaikovsky and Arensky
and Gliére and Borodin! So-interest-

I

Charles Ketcham
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David Amos (left) and
Meir Rimon

7

1

The Hovhaness shouldn't
be good music; it isn't
modern at all. Yet it
pleases beyond
expectations.

'

r

E

continuity, contrasts, cohesion and so
on. Crystal understands. This label is
particularly good at working up a show
out of related material, which is one
good reason keep coming back to
their records.
Quiet Moods-exactly. All the music
is for French horn, with orchestra. The
music exploits the kind of horn sound
that is pensive, thoughtful, almost far
away and unfathomable, coming from
who knows where, so to speak, to visit
with the orchestra.
The major work is an unusual one by
that curious, Boston -based, American
composer out of Armenia, Alan Hovhaness-just one more of his dozens of
moodful, vaguely oriental works, languid colors and counterpoints floating
around a few simple repetitive harmonies. It shouldn't be good music; it isn't
modern at all. And yet he always
pleases beyond expectation. Like Sibelius, not as obvious as he may seem
at first. On side one, this music is followed by a fruitier, juicier bit by Saint I

Q
>
o

The originator of this sort of music
would seem to have been Ferde Grofé
in the Grand Canyon Suite, sometime
way back in the 30s. My youthful ears
didn't even like that one (I being a
college music student), but at least it
was an original that started a trend, if a
downward one. Compared to this stuff
(my poison, remember), Grofé's rambles in the big ditch are sheer Beethoven. See for yourself.

Quiet Moods. Music of Hovhaness,
Glazunov, Saint Saéns, Rooth and Zorman. Members of The Israel Philharmonic, Amos; Meir Rimon, horn.
Crystal S507, $8.98.
Some record producers seem unaware that an LP or equivalent cassette is not merely a reference filing of
pieces of music. Rather, it is basically
a show, an entertainment, with shape,

.,---

RCA Compct, Discs:
Great artistry, blending: wth new technology.
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'Jladimir Horowitz
RCD 1-4585
!iurou)irx At
The Met
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REc'rded Live

Kenny Rogers
PCD 1-4697
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In The Dark
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Aux Folles'RCD1-4824

.

ertginul :;act Recording
James Levine
"
,

Alabama PCD 14.hí5
Toe Closer )bu Get.
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RCD 1-4552

I
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Dvorak: Symphony
No. 9Chicu yo
Symphony
Orchestra
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PCDI r4(1
It's Abuut Time
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James Galway
RCD I -5061
:lnnie'.s Sorry

_

great artistry continues with 17 more releases for the months of October and November.

RCDI-4573 Miuso .1sky: Pictures
M An Exhibitior R t.ei: Le
Tambeau de Cou)er n'Eduardo
Mats. Dallas Synrhr:ny Orchestra
RCDI-4378 luían ream Plays
erarados and Xiang ('?lusic of
:

Spain. Vol. 5"1
RcD I -4413 Misart:Symphonies
N.. O &4I/ lana~ L.. -vine. Chicago
Symphony Orchestra

RCDI-4438

Ravel: Bolero.
Rapsrxf ie Espagnole. \ borado del
gractosoiEduardo Mata. Dallas
,

I

Symphony Orchestra

RCDI-44+9 Tchaikovsky:
Capriccio Hallen: Mussorgsky: A Night
On Bald Mountain: Dukas: Sorcerer's
Apprentice: Enesco: Roumanian
Rhapsody No. 1/ Eduardo Mata.
Dallas Syrr phony Orchestra
RCD I-455;1 Ord': Carmina Burana,
with Halal Hagegard. Barbara
Ilendrtcks. John Aler/Eduardo
Mata. London Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus

RCDI-4551 Gershwin: An American
In Paris. Cuban Overture. Porgy And
Bess-A Symphonic Picture/Eduardo

tatá.

RCA

Dallas Symphony Orchestra

RCD I -1.621 Moza -t- Die
7.aubertbte (hlghlig tts)!Cotrubas,
Tappy. Boesch. Talvcia. Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. Vienna
Staalsoper Chorus. "antes Levine
RCDI-4622 .nandel. Messiah
(highlights)/Richard Westenburg.
Musics Sacra: solois=ts Judith
Blegen. Katherine Gesinski. John
Aler and John Cheek

RCDI-4748

Williams: Returft of
the Jedi (music from the John
Williams score)/Charles Gerhardt.
National Philharmonic Orchestra

RCDI-4194 "I looked On Classics."
Louis Clark conducting the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra

í68l "Sweet Dreams Ire
Made Of This)." Eurythmics
PCD I -3772 "Greatest Hits.'
Ronnie Milsap
PCD I -

PCD I-4677 "Ross." Diana Ross
'PCI)1-4660 'Living In Oz."
Rick Springfield
PCD1-4818 "After Eight." Taco
RCDI-4332 "Snowflakes Ire
Dancing." Tomita

CDs-The Evolution of Excellence Continues
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card
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You can imagine in the
sound the careful French
posture, the almost -too -

upright head, the pursed

Ld

mouth....

dt141
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Saéns (who composed music as a
pear tree produces pears, he said of
himself), which makes a good companion. The three short works on side
two are somewhat more varied, perhaps on a mildly lower plane, but with
just the right amount of contrast to
keep you awake (but quiet) and never
bored by too much horn sound. The
Israeli performance-really excellent
horn-is matched by knowledgeable
recording, placing the solo where it
blends easily with the orchestra. Very
fine mood music.

L'Apothéose de la Danse á Versailles. French dances by Rameau,
Lully, Couperin, Marais, Rébel. La
Grande Ecurie et la Chambre du Roy,
Malgoire.
CBS M 37822.
Curious how French the French
manage to be! In the very sound and
organization of a recording like this
one, not to mention the terminology.

Even the "authentic" old-timey orchestra, as of mainly Louis XIV and the
court centered at Versailles, is titled
out of the period itself-The Grand Stable and the King's Chamber. They had

fancy names for everything.
Well, we've had plenty of old music
played by orchestras with assorted instruments of this period or that, but in
half a minute you'll know this is-somehow-different. It's French. A different
sound! Not to be described in words,
but interesting. It is (for a try) sharp edged, brittle, intense and precise,
stylized, not a bit relaxed, brilliant if
you wish. The opposite of German music. You can almost imagine in this
sound the careful posture, the almost
too -upright head, the slightly self-conscious look, the pursed mouth, the
neat, controlled walk, that to this day
characterize most French, of almost
any type from farmer to Parisian. It
comes straight through in the way the
music is played-and, of course, in the
music itself, just a sampling from a

..
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Jean-Claude Malgoire
considerable list of grand dramatic
court productions that were full of formal dance music. You may find all this
requires a bit of getting used to. Let it
play a good while, though, and you will
begin to adjust to the French way,
whereupon things begin to please, not
perplex.
Don't be scared by CBS's dizzily inconsistent menu for the music, about
as confusing a layout as I've ever
seen. Just listen. It's Baroque, French style.

Leave it to Dynavector
to be one step ahead, again.
With breakthroughs in cantilever
design, winding technology and new
stylus shapes, our next generation of
moving coil cartridges represent the
ultimate in accurate sound
reproduction.
Beginning with our new 13D Nova. It
has a solid diamond cantilever only
one -fifth the size of
1.3mm in length
a conventional cantilever. The result is
an ultra -wide frequency response of 20
to 100,000Hz for unparalleled musical
accuracy.
Our new 17DS features a tapered
diamond cantilever, 1.7mm in length
for reduced mass and near perfect
high frequency tracking ability.
The 17DS also features a
a
breakthrough Micro -Reach stylus

-

-

shape that prevents change in music
quality due to stylus wear. The Micro
Reach stylus is capable of a wide (20 to
90,000Hz) frequency response, low
distortion, wide dynamic range and
exceptional musical accuracy.
Last but not least, our new 19A
features a solid 1.9mm aluminum
cantilever for minimal dispersion,
accuracy and structural. integrity. Best
of all, the aluminum cantilever provides
a new standard in affordable moving
coil technology.
Hear why Dynavector is The World
Leader in Moving Coil Cartridges. Write
or call for the name of a Dynavector
audio specialist near you. Dynavector
Systems LISA, 1721 Newport Circle,
Santa Ana, CA 92705. (714) 549-7204.
-

m
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COMPACT DISCS
BERT WHYTE
JOHN M. EARGLE
C. VICTOR CAMPOS

HUNGARIAN GOULASH
Nr,

.1

perhaps a shade too much projection
in front of the orchestra. Unfortunately,
his glorious tone has been altered by
something in the microphone setup, for
his violin sounds honky and nasal and
as if it were in a somewhat different
reverberant field than the orchestra. To
add to the sonic woes, while orchestral
detail was good, there was once again
the problem of over -bright, wiry first
and second violins. DGG is going to
have to address this problem-and
soon.
Bert Whyte

Mozart: Eine Kleine- Nachtmusik
(Serenade in G Major) K.525; Grieg:
Holberg Suite, Opus 40; Prokofiev:
Symphony No. 1 in D Major "Classical" (1916-1917). The Berlin Philharmonic, Herbert von Karajan.
Deutsche Grammophon CD 400 0342, digital.

Digital Masterpiece Series, Disc
Two. The Philharmonia Hungarica,
Zoltan Rozsnyai.
RealTime RT-2003.
This is another of RealTime's Compact Discs featuring a potpourri of selections recorded by the Philharmonia
Hungarica conducted by Zoltan Rozsnyai.
Thus, there are such works as Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet," Debussy's "Fetes" and "Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun" and Rimsky-Korsakov's "Procession of the Nobles from
Mlada." The really unusual work is Al-

berto Ginastera's "Panambi Suite."
This work, by an Argentinian composer, has often been referred to as the
South American "Rite of Spring." It
does indeed employ some atonality
and dissonances in the manner of Stravinsky, especially in the second movement, scored solely for brass and percussion. (I recorded "Panambi Suite,"
with Sir Eugene Goosens conducting
the London Symphony Orchestra, in
1958.
can attest to the difficulty of
obtaining the exotic percussion instruments for the "Invocation of the Powerful Spirits" movement!)
The sound on the Compact Disc is
very clean and wide in dynamic range.
I

96

This is especially apparent in "Panambi Suite," whose exotic and colorful
scoring greatly benefits from these
qualities as well as from the noiseless

surfaces.
Here again, engineer Kenny Kreisel
used a simple spaced -array stereo
mike setup with his modified AKG C414 microphones. The acoustical perspective is the same as in the other
Philharmonia Hungarica recordings in
this series-spacious, but not over -reverberant.
Finally, must say that while the performances and the orchestral playing
leave something to be desired, the
sonic values are really excellent. At
least one can hear decent, clean string
tone in these recordings! Bert Whyte

Performance: Variable Recording: C
The first thing that strikes me is that
the Viennese character that is so wonderful in this universally loved Mozart
piece is completely supplanted by a
fundamentally Germanic flavor. Though
von Karajan seems able to do no
wrong, he dispatches this piece almost
superficially, with perhaps too much
familiarity. The orchestral playing is suItzhak Perlman

a.

I

Lalo: Symphonie Espganole; Berlioz: Reverie et Caprice. The Orchestre
de Paris, Daniel Barenboim; Itzhak

111
1,

Perlman, violin.

Deutsche Grammophon 400 032-2,
$17.95.
This CD showcases the outstanding
virtuosity of the great Itzhak Perlman.
As we have come to expect from this
consummate violinist, the performances are near definitive in their musicality and execution. Perlman has

/y
1'
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WTiyYour First Impact
Disc Player Should Be A Second

Generation Mitsubishi.
No wow. No flutter. Dynamic range over
90dB. Plus complete freedom from dust, dirt,
surface noise, rumble and speaker feedback.
The truth is, the basic technology of the
digital audio disc is so vastly superior to analog
sound, that deciding on a player becomes very
tricky indeed.
That is, until you check the record.
YOU DON'T BECOME A DIGITAL
AUDIO EXPERT OVERNIGHT
Most companies now introducing digital
audio players were just recently introduced
to digital audio themselves.
Mitsubishi has been at the leading edge
of digital audio research since the beginning.
Moreover, much of the second generation
technology found in the Mitsubishi DP-103
compact disc player you see here is a direct
result of that experience.
For example, the DP-103 employs a three beam optical pickup in place of the conventional single beam. These two insurance
beams constantly correct for imperfections in
the disc, ensuring stable, error -free tracking.

The retaining springs for the laser optics
pickup, which are susceptible to vibration,
have been replaced by Mitsubishi's exclusive
linear -sliding cylinder-in effect eliminating
a problem before you've had one.
These second -generation refinements also
allow simplified servo circuitry which results
in fewer parts, less to go wrong.
The play, fast forward, fast reverse, skip,
and repeat functions are yours all at the touch
of a button. With track number and elapsed
time visually displayed. And when you've
experienced the music that emerges in its full
power and range, every nuance etched in
magnificent relief, you'll know you've heard

the future.
Like stereo componentry that preceeded
it, the compact disc player of the future will
offer improved technology at a lower price.
Just like the Mitsubishi DP-103 does.Today.

MITSUBISHI

Even If You Cant HaveThe Best Of Everything,
You Can HaveThe Best Of Something.
Mitsubishi Electric Sales Ame ica, Inc., 3030 E. Victoria Sr.. Rancho Domingucz, CA 90221.
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Mamba Percussions uses
an incredible array of
instruments, including
many exotic varieties.

perb and the balances are excellent,
although it is such a clean recording
that the peaks in the microphones are
clearly heard, putting a sharp edge on
the strings. In turn, this is exacerbated
by close microphoning. There is also
very little energy above 10 kHz in the
recording, while the hall appears dry.

The Holberg Suite probably fares the
best in this collection. Lovely as the
music is, as presented, it bores, almost
as if von Karajan were not into playing
this music; and the second movement
is a little too rushed for my taste. Although the balances are very good,
the wonderful sense of the roundness

40 years in the audio business
taught me that exceptional
value doesn't come
cheap.

Perreaux is the definition
of exceptional value.
-Jonas Miller
began my audio dealership in 1939 and since then, one
thing hasn't changed. When you buy cheaper, lower quality
components, you pay for them dearly in the long run. This is
true of everything you purchase. On the other hand with
expensive, high quality components, you pay for them
dearly immediately. Every now and then something comes
along which is clearly of the highest quality, but the cost is
far less than the quality implies. That's the definition of exceptional value. That's the definition of Perreaux.
Perreaux's handcrafted audio components are the
essence of quality, masterful engineering and musicalityyet prices start as low as $990. To acquire a Perreaux you
may call, write or visit.
I can personally assure you, that for years to come, you
will be proud of having made this investment in quality.
I
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2336 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

213-828-5613

of a string orchestra is missing here.
The extreme top end is missing, and
there is very little hall sound.
The "Classical" Symphony is listed
as having been supervised by Michael
Glotz (von Karajan's manager) as opposed to Gunter Breest for the previous selections. And the sound is different. This is a very dry recording, with
almost no hall sound, no extreme
highs, exaggerated dynamic contrasts
(probably the result of very close mi-

crophone technique which magnifies
the differences between pianos and
fortes), and shrieking strings. The overall sound was unpleasant, particularly
over headphones.
The orchestral playing here is superb but it lacks charm, and the interpretation appears detached. The third
movement, the Gavotte, sounds musically elephantine.
A comparison with the analog disc
revealed the same sonic character.
The only things different were the slight
surface noise and pops not missed in
the CD playback. C. Victor Campos

Mamba Percussions: Jean-Claude
Kerinec, Staff Elmeddah.
disques Pierre Verany PV78291.
Available through AudioSource, 1185
Chess Dr., Foster City, Cal. 94404.
Although it is well known that there is
a shortage of CD software and that
many record companies are having
difficulties in converting their master
tapes into CDs, it is amazing to find
them issued by some small and generally offbeat record companies.
AudioSource of California, a wellknown record importer, has been
bringing in the recordings of disques
Pierre Verany, a small French audiophile label which has released three of
their recordings in the CD formatMamba Percussions, Sortileges de La
Harpe and Vivaldi: Quatre Concertos
Pour Orgue.
must say,
am quite
impressed by the sonic qualities of
these CDs.
Mamba Percussions is the sort of
recording you expect to be released
when a new playback format is introduced. That is to say, some spectacular recording which will demonstrate
the advantages and virtues of the new
system. Jean-Claude Kerinec and Staff
Elmeddah head up a percussion en I
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HITACHI
introduces
the next
generation in
sound...

s

0
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...and gives you

a choice of styles
and features.

A technological breakthrough in audio that delivers
finer sound reproduction than ever before possible.
The dream is now reality. Introducing the most perfect sound system in audio history. The Hitachi
DA -1000 and DA -800 Ccmpact Disc
Players. This revolutionary breakthrough in audiotronics shatters the
limitations of even tfe finest analog
stereo system. There is greater
dynamic range. Virtually no distortion. No wow
and flutter. No acoustic feedback. No record
wear. The result is the purest, cleanest sound,
absolutely faithful to the original recording.
As a leader in this new frontier of digital

-

sound, Hitachi gives you a choice
vertical or front load players.
With 10 key or two key programmability and visible or hidden disc
design. Both offer advanced features like forward and reverse, cue,
repeat and auto search for a unique
sound experience. Now you can
"be there" for the live performance without
ever leaving your living room.
Until you own Hitachi's Compact Disc
Player, you've yet to hear the true sound of
quality.

/

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology

Hitachi Sales Corporation of America

401 W. Artesia Blvd.,

Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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Freddie Hubbard's Back to
Birdland is a pop CD
recording of outstanding
realism which showcases
the players' talents.

semble which uses an incredible array
of instruments, including many exotic
varieties. All are used in various combinations in the 1.1 selections on this CD.
Thus, we hear drums of every type-

gongs, and others too numerous to
mention. These instruments are recorded rather close-up but in a spacious, artificial, reverberant field. The
recording is ultra -clean with very high
definition. The characteristic timbres of
the various drums, etc. are reproduced
with startling fidelity. There are num-

congas, bongos, tom-toms-along

with cymbals of every kind, various
blocks, rattles, ratchets, bells, whistles,

bers in which the drums are projected
with great power. There are other numbers where exotic bird calls, whistles,
and bells at very high frequencies are
used in very quiet and subtle ways
which would not be possible in their
proper perspective without the noise free background of this CD.
Musically, there is not much substance here, but for an exciting sound
with a veritable feast of percussion
transients, this disc is highly recommended.
Bert Whyte
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You won't find any chrome.
flashing lights, or exotic technological breakthroughs.
What you will find is simply the most intelligently designed.
elegantly executed audio amplification system in the world.
When you need a little music in your life, find it here.
It's in a Naim.

naim aucio
Fo' both., ,nlamwo coated:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS LTD.. 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DR.. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA USA 46220
AIDBURN ELECTRONICS LTD., 50 ROLARK DR.. SCARBOROUGH. ONTARIO. CANADA MIS 402

LFreddie Hubbard

Freddie Hubbard: Back to Birdland.
RealTime RT-3005.
This is a pop CD recording of outstanding realism. Freddie Hubbard is
an exceptional trumpet and íluegeihorn player who has brought together
some fine sidemen, including the redoubtable John Dentz on drums, to
form a really swingin' group.
Of the six numbers on the disc, only
"Star Eyes" and "Stella by Starlight"
are familiar to me, with the latter featuring superb, darkly sonorous double
trombone playing by Ashley Alexander. The other four numbers apparently are originals. All get hard -driving,
uptempo treatment that showcase the
talents of the players. You'll not find
any raucous "fuzz -boxes" here, but
good straightforward jazz with punchy,
clean sound instead. From the bril100
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Bernstein offers an
unabashedly romantic
performance of Franck's
Symphony in D Minor,
without oversentimentalizing it.
liance of Hubbard's trumpet to the
sharp, explosive transients of Dentz's
drum set, the sound has compelling
realism. The acoustic perspective is
close up, with just a smoothing touch
of reverberation. Enthusiastically recBert Whyte
ommended.

trumpets. Too bad, for there are some
fine sounds as wel For example, the
opening of the second movement has
the string body. along with a harp,
playing a hushed pizzicato which is
very clean and detailed and wonderfully atmospheric. Another good point is
the rich sonority of the cellos and con.

trabasses. The filler on this CD is the
rarely played "Omphale's Spinning
Wheel," which receives a neatly structured reading that inexplicably fares
better in matters of sound than the
symphony.
This was recorded during a concert
at the Theatre des Champs Élysées in

You Can Afford
.

The Incredible Sound of Polk
State-of-the-art technology, performance and value

I

r
t;

Leonard Bernstein

Franck: Symphony in

D

A

Minor;

Saint-Saéns: Le Rouet d'Omphale.
The Orchestre National de France,
Leonard Bernstein.

Deutsche Grammophon 400 070-2,
$17.95.

Franck's D minor symphony is not
performed much these days. With its
cyclical structure, a less skillful conductor will make this work seem rather
turgid and overblown.
No problems of this sort with Leonard Bernstein. He offers an unabashedly romantic performance, but avoids
oversentimentalizing the work, and
thus sustains interest. He also coaxes
some fine playing from the Orchestre
National de France, with notable quality from the low strings which are so
important in this score.
Alas, in matters of sound, Maestro
Bernstein continues to be poorly
served on CDs. The sound here is not
as bad as it was on his recordings of
the Shostakovich and Prokofiev 5th
Symphonies, but it still is not fully satisfactory. As usual, the main drawback is
the stridency and wiriness of the high
strings and, to a lesser degree, the
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983
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Monitor 1Ce:1.125

ficnly-3:
$109.95

SCA-t. $850

MMlfl1:$8a

tMrtN``':$1110

Come listen and you may win a pair of SDA-2s free!
Reviewer ad critics agree that all ?il orne pesters and 4 'olk car;peakers
offer the no6t round quality for the mxtey aval ab1 on the mart. [wry Polk
speaker s buit:o the same critical aniexacting standards of quality. You -.oust
listen to the'clcs and hear the differeice for yacrself. As a furtner incentive when
you visit your nearest Polk dealer you will get afee chance to .vñ a lee pair of
the Grand Rix Award Winning SDA2s!
Write or USE tie readers service cans br
information on all our loudspeakers and the
name of your nearest Polk Dealer. Pok
Audio, Inc., 195 Annapolis Rd., Balinore,
'MD 212313.1niCanada, Evolution Audi).

DigiEal Disc Ready

pollt-a cacho
The Speaker Spe ial'ists
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Revox

B791

The Straight Line on Precision Engineering
First, a few words about our straight line tracking system - Linatrack® Under the guidance of a sensitive infrared-interrupt servo circuit,
Linatrack® guides the ultra -short (13/4' long) low mass tonearm straight
across the radius of the disc, thus eliminating tracking error. Linatrack®
mounts most popular cartridges, and the entire tonearm module swings
aside for quick record changing.
Next, the heart of the B791: precision engineering. A quartz regulated Hall -effect direct -drive motor assures absolute speed stability with no cogging effects. Even the vari-speed is quartz -locked,
with an LED display to show the nominal speed and exact percentage
of deviation.
- -

Paris, with hardly a hack or cough from
the astonishingly quiet audience. In
sum-a fine performance marred by
sonic anomalies.
Bert Whyte

i

The Revox B791 is

solid, substantial, and
meticulously assembled. It is designed for
maximum user convenience, sonic accuracy,
and exceptional longevity. It is not inexpensive.
That's the
straight line. Hear
the full sound at
your nearest
Revox dealer.
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Carlo Maria Giulini
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Schumann: Symphony No. 3 (Rhenish); Manfred Overture. The Los An-

ott IThInlosh

geles Philharmonic Orchestra, Giulini.
Deutsche Grammophon 400 062-2.
This recording has a somewhat distant perspective which is unusual in
recent DGG recordings, but it is entirely appropriate to this music. The
strings have a lovely burnished sound,
and woodwinds and brass are aptly
balanced with them. Giulini finds himself entirely at home with the music,
and his reading clears many of the

STEREO CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In
addition you will receive an FM station directory that

covers alLnf Nnrtf>_Amerira

thickets in Schumann's orchestration.
know of no hall in the Los Angeles
area which has as long reverberation
time as is apparent in this recording. I
will infer, therefore, that some artificial
reverberation has been added quite
effectively. This was once taboo, but
today's high -quality signal processing
equipment makes it possible to an extent that might shock many audiophiles.
John M. Eargle
I
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r McIntosh Laboratory

Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
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Haydn-Boccherini: Cello Concertos.
The Netherlands Chamber Orchestra,
Michi Inoue: Mari Fujiwara, cello.
Denon 38C37-7023, $17.95.

ADDRESS
CITY

t

3904-0096

NAME

TODAY!

0

STATE

ZIP

L
If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card

A pleasant little recording of the
Haydn D major, Op. 101, and Bocche102
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Giulini finds himself
entirely at home with the
music, and his reading
clears many of the thickets
in Schumann's orchestration.

Studio For Sale

rini B flat major cello concertos. Mari
Fujiwara is the cellist, and Michi Inoue

conducts the orchestra.
This is most likely a pickup orchestra
organized for this recording, but no
matter. The accompaniment is quite
good, and they have a fine rapport with
Miss Fujiwara. The lady plays and furnishes enjoyable performances, even
if her tone is not on a par with the likes
of Rostropovich.
Laudably, the Denon engineers tried
to keep the cello sound from being
excessively forward. They went a
shade too far the other way at times,
however, and the cello was a bit
swamped by the orchestra. Otherwise
a good balance is struck in a warm,
spacious ambience. Sound is general-

crneAr+<o

VISA

>

L

ly clean, with high strings just a bit

overbright. These small -scaled works
benefit greatly from the noise -free reBert Whyte
cording.

495.00* Brand New
Here's the most compact, most affordable
4 -track studio package you can buy. The X-15
multitrack cassette recorder with built-in mixer
has every essential feature you need to get
your music on tape.
Record basic tracks, overdub, ping-pong,
punch in and out, overdub again, then mix down. In fact, you have all the basic studio
techniques without the studio prices.
Plus, you have real portability. The X-15
operates on batteries so it goes where the
music is.
Use it as a Hi -Fi cassette deck, too. The first
two tracks are standard stereo format and will
play on any home, portable or car stereo.
Discover the advantages of owning your
own studio at your local Fostex Dealer, For
less than $500.00 how can you afford not to?

Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli

Brahms: Four Ballads, Op. 10; Schubert: Sonata, A Minor (D.537). Arturo
Benedetti Michelangeli, piano.
Deutsche Grammophon 400 043-2.
Absolutely stunning! The piano has
never fared well on conventional stereo
LPs. There are always break-up problems at inner grooves, rumble through AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983
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FOSO

CONSUMER MULTITRACK
Fostex Corporation of America
15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90050

(213) 921-1112

*Suggested Retail Price, batteries included.
Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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The sprawling Alpine
Symphony abounds in
atmosphere, from ethereal
nature to terrifying

Eta-mocul

12.

,_

thunderstorms.

out, and always some residual off -center in the pressing operation, which
produces wow or once -around pitch
variation. Here, we can enjoy a real

the perfect combination...

piano sound with no distortion or

The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clar-

noise and with rock -solid time base
stability. Most listeners will have never
heard a piano recording as clean as
this one.
Michelangeli's introspective playing
is stylistically on course, and the
Brahms is ravishing. A CD triumph.
John M. Eargle

ity from a background of silence, then vanishes.
The progression of musical events seems real,

tangible, almost visual in its presentation....
Bryston believes there is a need for reference
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we

designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible
within the bounds of available technology. Write
to us and well tell you how we do it, and where
you can listen to our perfect combination.
IN THE UNITED STATES:

D

:h 9

ri

11

IN CANADA:

VERMONT

RFDD4, Bed9,, Moorpeler, Vermont

05602

[

:{Gi4 ".iti.Jt_IJL11 MARKETING LTD

57 Wesrmore

Dr., Rexdale Ont.,

Canada M9V 3Y6
(416)7460300

18021223-6159

Herbert von Karajan
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CALL TOLL FREE

Richard Strauss: An Alpine Symphony. The Berlin Philharmonic, Her-

23 PARK ROW,

800-221-8180
,ate
"

NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK 10038

bert von Karajan.

Deutsche Grammophon 400 039-2,
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built, belt -driven
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manufactured in England to the
highest Audio Standards. Five
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Distributed by
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$17.95.
The monumental Alpine Symphony
of Richard Strauss is rarely performed,
one of the major reasons being the
requirement for a huge, 135 -piece orchestra.
This sprawling work abounds in atmosphere, from ethereal depictions of
various aspects of nature, to the terrifying sonorities (including shrieking wind
machines) of a tremendous thunderstorm! The violently contrasting dynamics of the score are easily handled
by this CD recording.
The Berlin Philharmonic plays magnificently, and von Karajan's performance is inspired. Alas, however, the
sound is not satisfactory, being marred
by the excesses of close-up multi-miking. The first and second violins are so
fiercely strident they'll make your ears
bleed! simply cannot understand how
DGG'engineers and producers can listen to this kind of sound and approve
of its quality. Surely, even the poorest
monitor speakers would enable them
to hear this catastrophically bad string
sound. What a shame!
Bert Whyte
I
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Use your convenient Mastercard,
Visa, American Express, Diners Club.
Ask about details on COD orders.
Money orders accepted. Allow 4 weeks
clearance on personal checks

s

Send
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Walkman

f
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4

Cassette
Stereo

ó

i

Cassette

,

J

,

FM -1

.

f

$7795

G

$79.95
$119.95
$239.95

WM5

a?' WM7

PROWD6

ES

.

.--t

'

55495

AM/FM

ec n

RECEIVERS

Technics
109.95
-110

62.95
78.95
$ 94.95
5259.95
$

PL -4
PL -5
PL -88F

PSLX-

$149.95
$199.95
SL -10
5399.95
SL -VS
$129.95
SL-DL5
$129.95
SL-BL3
$119.95
SL-QL15
$179.95
SL -B5
$139.95
SL -D5
$169.95
SL -1200 MK II $289.95
CALL FOR
OTHER TURNTABLE
MODELS AND PRICES

55

CARTRIDGES

X -303
SHURE
SX-7
DT -15P
$ 39.95 SX-8
DT -25P
$ 59.95 SX-4C
DT -35P
$ 79.95 SX-50

TYPE
TYPE

V15
V15

$124.95

5

PICKERING

TL -2
-

$

29.95

$4995

MINIMUM ORDER

MI
KPA700
KP2500

4

K P7500

71 KE72001

F

$189.95

(1.)

Tucson
Washington
BEA155
BE -55
BPA-415

$264.95
5339.95
$439.95
5129.95
$69.95

$89.95

4,1

E-530
R E-520
R

RE -518
RE -512
E-508
R-408
R-220
R

EQA5000
A-3Samp

5100R
5150R
5300R
5550R
5700R
7500R
5500R
5900R

$309.95
$259.95
$239.95
$219.95
$179.95
$179.95
$149.95
$89.95
$49.95

$119.95
$129.95
$139.95
$139.95
$179.95
$189.95
$139.95
5209.95

CALL FOtt

'

Canon

AE I with S6mm 1.8 FD Lens
AE I PROGRAMw/S0mm
U.S FD Lens
w/SOmm 1.8 FD Lens
G:
w/Case
35M
SURE -SHOT
CASES FOR CANON
1

á

-

222 WEST
JERICHO TURNPIKE
SYSSOSSET, L.I.
NEW YORK

559.95

M5550

Call Information For
Our New Phone Number

HK -3801
HK -4601
HK -6801
R

K-22

249.95
259.95
459.95

JVC

ea.
ea.

HX-44
RX-60
RX-80

NIKKO

NR -320
NR -700

149.95
199.95

SONY
CALL

CT -4
CT -5
STRVX-550CALL CT -6R
STRVX-750 CALL CT -7R
elm 4frAurea* CT -8R
209.95 CT -70R
SR -520
269.95 CT -SOR
SR -620
409.95 CT -30
SR -8100

WS-

CONCORD
HPL-10I
HPL-118F
HPL-122
H P L-502

H P L-504
H P L-532

5149.95
$249.95
$279.95
5189.95
$219.95
$389.95

CALL FOR
NEW MODELS

XR-100
XR-85

XRM

-10

XR-75

XR-55
XR-45
XR-25
XR-15

X R-65
Call For

Best Selection,
Lowest Price
And

Availability

MITSUBISHI*
R X-735
CZ -725

RX-707
RX-726
X-723
RX-909
R X-755
CV -23
R

$209.95

$149.95.
$154.95
$129.95
599.95
5209.95
$169.95
$89.95

PANASONIC'
CQS-958
CQS-903
CQS-818
CQS-788
CQS-763
CQS-747
CQS-717
CQS-668

CY-SG100

$329.95
$289.95
$239.95
$219.95
$209.95
5189.95
$164.95
$129.95
169.95

CALL EQUALIZERS.
CALL
SS5
89.95
CALL A
159.95
CALL ADCDC-SS-115

T E AC
-400X
CALL

V-41L

Y-909RX

CALL
CALL

Sans iii

229.95
319.95
309.95
249.95

-

D-370
D-570

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

'

0-970
D -W9

189.95

229.95
274.95

ADC -SS -215
ADC -SS -315

SA NSU

PENTAX

11.7 $169.95 K 1000 w/50mm f2.. $119.95
f 1.7
5219.95 M E SUPER w / 50 m m
$159.95
f 1.7 $149.95 f2

0
El

209.95
249.95

I

y

229.95

SONY
SEH-310
SONY

CALLS

=

CALL
AUDIOPr
239.9":
SEQ-11

SOURCE EQ-1

EX-2600
EX -3000
EX -4000
EX -4500
EX -5000
EX -6000
EX -7000

-CAR

5139.95
5119.15
$149.95
$169.95
5159.95
$189.95
5119.95

KXT-3830D 5169.95 KXT-2130
KXT3802D $149.95 VA -8020
KXT-1505 $ 99.95 VA -8030
KXT-1515 $139.95
KXT-1521 $179.95
KXT-1525 $189.95 TH-1010
KXT-1530 $299.95 TH-1015
KXT-2010

5159.95
549.95
$129.95
$89.95
$199.95
$229.95
$249.95
$269.95

NIK(DN
1

1

1

2

$219.95

$129.95
$ 89.95
$159.95

TH-2000

>
p,

c

COMPACTDISCS'S'
JENSE-

'

pr. J3033 $89.95 pr.
pr. J2020 $79.95 pr.
pr. J3013 $69.95 pr.
pr. J2037 $69.95 pr.
pr. J20S4 $34.95 pr.
Pr J3003 556.95 pr.
pr. J1242 $84.95 pr.
pr. J1065 $59.95 pr.
pr. J1401 $69.95 pr.
J1405 $44.95 pr.

o SANYO
FTV-100
FTC -1
FTV-90
FTC -38
FTC -120
FTX-140
FTX-160
FTX-180

5109.95

SPEAKERS
$59.95
574.95
$89.95
$99.95
$49.95
$32.95
$74.95
$49.95
539.95

f199.95

SANYa

PIONEER
TS -1633K
TS -6905
TS -6906
TS -6907
TS -6904
TS -T3
TS -1655K
TS -167
TS -108

$159.95

Call' For Best

Selection And a
Lowest Prices
On Our
=o
Compact
DISC

p,

PLAYERS! ..

1-800-341-0783 y

$1 for your copy of
Labelle's catalog, over 200

Send

Pages of super buys.

B

Make

Address

Ciir
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.

Á
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5MM CAMERAS
MINOLTA

a.

SE -8

FAMOUS MAKER

80-200mm

FE w/50mm 8E... $239.95
XGM w/SOmm
5219 95 X700 w/50mm
FM2 w/50mm 8E. $239.95 MACRO ZOOM
5259.95
FG w/SOmm
8E... 5234.95 á
t
XG-1 w/50mm
ME F w/50mm f2... $219.95 F3 Body
5489.95 .
5119.95
CASES FOR MINOLTA $18
CASES FOR PENTAX. $18 CASES FOR NIKON.... 518
sIe
30 day return policy: All returns must be phoned in for prior authorization. All products must be returned In ariginal tactorY packaging. clean
and unscratched. Do not write, tape, or delace manufacturers original cartons. Please, include blank warranty cards Iltbere dhould be a
problem or a question upon receipt of your order. please feel free to call our customer relations dept. toll uree 1.000.529.6800 Or writ,. le us.
$179.95

O

TELEPHONES It ANS. MACHINES a
ee
UNIDEN PANASONIC KXT-22205119.95

R.C.A., J.V.C., Quazar, Sony,
Akai, Zenith, Sanyo, Sharp, Sansui, Marantz, Hitachi, Olympus
and Others.

CARS-

V

99.95
139.95
179.95

159.95
179.95
269.95
487.95

HX-2
HX3
GX-7
GXF-91
GX-R5
CALL GX-R6

NY

TCFX-404
TCFX-505R
TCFX-600
TCFX-555
TCFX-1010

PIONEER

ST R V X-450

159.95
184.95
209.95
219.95
159.95

K D D-50

109.95
134.95
149.95
174.95
209.95
289.95
229.95

RS-M227X
159.95
RS-M234X
209.95
RS-M235X
249.95
RS-M245X
359.95
RS-M253X
RS -M222

Call For Best Prices and
Availability On Panasonic,

52.39 ea.
$3.39 ea.

KDV-33
KDV-40
KDV-44
99.95 KDW-5

RS -M205
RS -M224

AKAI

J.V.C.

CASSETTE
DECKS
TBIChnICB

HARMONI
KARDON

35/VIM

IL'

a.

2.49
$ 3.19
$

TAPES

NEW MODELS

u.

á

229.95
299.95
514.95
569.95

Clarion SONY

Richmond $219.95
Manhattan $219.95

CR -3003

Z-3000
Z-5000
Z-7000
Z-9000

TDK

JENSEN

BLAUPUNKT
, Seattle

IL'

10

NEW YORK

MG -i
MG11oDT5109.45

VIDEO RECORDERS

S ETTE

C

1179.95
$99.95
$139.95
$169.95
$149.95
$179.95
5179.95
5199.95
$169.95
$229.95

KPA400
KPA600
as, KPAS00
UKE3100
KE5100
KE6100

<

ea.
ea. SA -C90
ea. SA-XC90
ea.

8.49
$10.95
$ 8.4$
$10.95
$

PIONEER

9

MG -7
-100

MAXELL

VIDEO

co..

289.95

TAPES

UD-XLIIC-90
$ 8.49 ea.
MAX T-120
MAX T-120 H.G.X.$10.95 ea. UD-XLa SC -90
L-750
L-750 H.G.

CALL

S(L(i u<

f 79.95

4

139.95
329.95
439.95

S

STANTON
f 39.95
PRO -36

BLANK

134.95
164.95
189.95
279.95
329.95
519.95

CALL
CALL
CALL PIONEER
CALL SX-202
119.95

PSFL-1
PSFL-77

SL6
SL -7M0

TDK-T-120
TDK-T-120 H. G.

SA
SA -210
SA -310
SA -410
SA -510
SA -810
SA -1010

SONY

PSLX-S00

569.95
549.95
544.95
589.95
524.95
599.95
$59.95

12

HI-FI SPECIALS

PIONEER'
PL-2

144.95

MG

Stereo Cass
MG -31A

5129.95
5109.95

HS -J02
HS -T02

10

90
15

MG3401

rComplete Set,

TURNTABLES_

SL -5 LINEAR $114.95
SL -B100
$62.95
SL -B200
$72.95
SL -B300
$82.95.
SL -Q200
$79.95
SL -Q300
$89.95
SL-QX200
$139.95
SL-QX300
$149.95

COMING SOON
TO LONG ISLAND
MG
MG
MG
MG

$109.95
KTA-SI
579.95
KT -V51
AIWA

$129.95
$99.95
549.95

1-207-283-1401

SANYiO

4fftA FM Stereo
Cassette
KT S3

'

1

Set
54995 Complete $129.95
Complete Ser FM2
$119.95
WA33

WA55
SRF 80W
SRF 30W

MAIN STREET
BIDDEFORD, MAINE

1-800-341-0783

º

LOCATIONS

MAINE

BIDDEFORD. MAINE 04005
MAIN STREET
Prices And Pro ^cts In Effect Nov. 20 -Dec. 20, 1983

SONY
FM Stereo

2

155

155

CALL TOLL FREE

SONY

OF OUR

LIIBELLE
CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE

CLOSED SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAYS
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

1:1

VISIT US AT ANY ONE

fl

For Our
Catalog

<
tV

i

$69.95
'

THE BOOKSHELF

FILLING THE VACUUM
Saga of the Vacuum Tube by Gerald F.
J. Tyne. Howard W. Sams & Co.,
$9.95.

had expected Saga of the Vacuum
Tube to be another, rather typical radio
collector's booklet, chock full of old
advertisement reprints, photos of old
tubes, and "gee whiz, weren't they funny looking" statements. No way! Gerald F. J. Tyne wrote this book as an
associate of the Smithsonian Institution. Its 494 pages consist of detailed
histories of every manufacturer of
vacuum tubes in our first three decades. Careful attention is paid to the
early development stages and physics
of the vacuum tube. Many laboratory
pages are reprinted along with their
I

sketches.
If
were to compare Saga of the
Vacuum Tube with any other work in
the technical historical field,
would
have to compare it with From Tinfoil to
Stereo by Read and Welch, first published a generation ago. That book is
probably still looked upon by phonograph collectors and historians as the
most authoritative and detailed work
ever published on the subject. Saga of
the Vacuum Tube is definitely the most
scholarly book ever written on the development of the vacuum tube. While
its style is very reminiscent of Tinfoil,
found its technical information to be
greater.
do not expect another book on this
subject published in the near or distant
I

I

I

I

future to cover the subject as well as
this one. Saga of the Vacuum Tube is
definitely the most authoritative book
to date on the subject, and one that
cannot be too highly recommended.
Michael N. Stosich
How to Make & Sell Your Own Record
by Diane Sward Rapaport. Quick Fox,
$9.95.
The Musician's Guide to Independent
Record Production by Will Connelly.
Contemporary Books, $6.95.

The phenomenon of the small, independent record company pops up every few years during a surplus of talent
and a scarcity of record -industry signings. Small entrepreneurs, who see the
possibility of big bucks or who have
friends with talent, realize that the
amount of money needed to press a
record is relatively small, and believe
the gain from a successful record can
be absolutely enormous. This, along
with bands which have a grand or so
to spare and are frustrated with current
record industry disinterest, created a
spate of records released by totally
unknown record labels. Although this
may seem like an. easy way to deal
with the situation, nobody gets rich off
these records and, at best, the indie is
a vehicle for promotion which may get
one the attention of a major label. The
record industry is simply too well-organized and run by too many big -money interests to allow serious competi-

tion from outsiders. And if you think
that you can have a hit because your
music sounds like it'll go, even if
there's no money behind you, you are
sadly mistaken. Success in the music
business requires a strong financial
base.
With this in mind, books such as
these may be useful for anyone who
wants to put out his own record. The
Rapaport book is by far the better of
the two, as it has a well -researched,
expertly organized, and realistic approach. It is relatively complete, and
even has sample forms of the paperwork involved. Ms. Rapaport is well
aware of the state of the industry and
doesn't advise the reader to expect
the world from one record. She describes the process by which one can
get the most out of an effort, how to cut
costs effectively, and what the priorities ought to be. The Connelly book,
on the other hand, is written by someone unfamiliar with the ins and outs of
record production and manufacturing
in the 1980s, and it is loaded not only
with outdated information but also with
misinformation. The author seems to
have the ludicrous notion that anyone
with good music has a decent shot at
a hit record via independent record
production. That simply isn't true. Putting out your own record is basically a
rewardless task. One should expect
the least, otherwise there's almost
bound to be disappointment.
Jon & Sally Tiven
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An Audio -Technic
Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED ADVERIIS(NG

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1984 ISSUE
BUSINESS ADS-$1.25 per word, MINIMUM charge
PER AD $30. Ali centered or spaced lines $10.00
NON BUSINESS ADS-85c per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD $15. All centered or spaced lines at
$3.00.

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at nc
extra charge. Additional words set in bold Lace at 51.5/1
extra per word. One point ruled box Is $1000.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADI,ANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or Dill for line
. vertising) ALL LINE ORDERS should be marled t0:
AUDIO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1790V
Greenwich, CT 06836

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceoing the cower date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend Of hotday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

-3

times less 5%, 6 times
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
Lass 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply b
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts lot fulfilled
will be short rated accordingly. Agency discounts xb
not apply b line advertising.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used al
$5.00 extra for handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewmten or pnnted legibly. The publisher n her so+e
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy she
c eerie inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficiert) and tele
phone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknovAedged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line aileertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that con:ract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
1
1
1

col x 1 inch
col x 2 Inches
col x 3 inches

2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 inches

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: ROBERTSON, SPICA, AMBER,
COUNTERPOINT, ORACLE, CONRAD-JOHNSON (including PREMIERS), DYNAVECTOR, NAD, OHM, RGR,
SNELL, VPI, THIEL, THRESHOLD, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE, WALKER, ETC. AUDIO FILE, 1202 S. Congress,

Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295
ABSOLUTELY UNBEATABLE VALUE reviewed November 82 'Gramophone' "indeed the combination Mayware
MKIV tonearm $125 8 MC -2V 'Vital' stylus $89 + T-24
transformer 5150 reproduced my Test records with unusual
accuracy and tonal naturalness. Worlds best loudspeaker
manufacturer says "combination performed extremely well
8 cures mistracking that occured with SME." New MC -3L/
11 High output MC $89. Paying more is futile. VISA/MC
accepted. Info $1 bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58, Edgware,

Free shipping! Fast service! READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803)
723-7276. Also Sony ES digital (and PCM-F1).

ACOUSTAT TNT200 PowerAmp. Call Terry 402-391-3842
ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

.

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

ADCOM AMP. 5270, PS AUDIO MCA $85.00, DENON
:301 560.00, ORTOFON CONCORDE -30 $75, KEF tweeters and crossovers from 105-S-II's $100. All mint, 901-3864019
ADS MODEL 10 DIGITAL TIME DELAY, $750.00 312343-8553

ADVENT RECEIVERS-Model 300, 15115W, $199;
Model 350. 50/50W deluxe, $299. Warranty. SCC, Box
551 (AMt283), Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117,
VISAiNiC COD.
ALL CLASSIC QUAD ELS OWNERS. Hard to believe
QUADS can be improved? The "KOVAL QUAD MOD" has
been unbelievably successful in satisfying the most ardent
QUAD lover No nsk 30 day trial $140/pr. For info send
SASE to John Koval, Linear Acoustics Labs, 11521 Cielo
PI., Santa Ana, CA 92705, 714-838-6555

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU GIVE THE WORLD'S FIN ESTAUDIO
ENGINEERS CARTE BLANCHE.
The team of engineers that developed Soiy Esprit was not asked to
work wthin the narrow confines of a budget.
Nor were they asked to adhere to the compromising deadlines of some
production timetable. Or to the arbitrary figures of a spec sheet.
They were asked, quite simply, to develop c3mponents that would
approach, to the closest passible degree, pert c_ sound.
There 'is no gimmickry in Esprit co-nponens; only those technological
improvements that contribute to sound quality were considered meaningful.
There are no question marks either. For thetsprit engineers fully research their equipment before production: Not afterward.
For more information write Sony Esprit, Scny
Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656.

SONY
ESPRIT
ESPRIT.

5.250.

$395.
5.565.
5.450.

$760.

One column width is 248'. Two columns ride is 41ít'.
For larger 'display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
xequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

'DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on Dr before the closing date. Ac material (fitn
ar velox) may follow by the 10th. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX PRODUCr1ON CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

oporEsPFIrr
1/V*

!p

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent

ALTERMAN AUDIO
3213 17th Street
Metairie, LA 70002

to:

(504) 834-7772
Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION contact
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

2 + 2'S REVISED ELECTROSTATICS. 8
months ofd $1800 plus shipping. Call atter 6 p.m. (201)
366-1992

ACOUSTAT

Middx. England.

ACOUSTAT SPEAKERS-SUPERBI

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Reading. PA
(215)376-4917

Wilatlre Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)820-2578
12401

PARK AVENUE AUDIO

DS AUDIO
545 Penn Avenue
West

PARIS AUCIO

19611

425 Park Avenue South
New York. NY 10016
(212)685-8101

off,
M'.

PEERLESS EL3CTRONICS
1,5493 Wes E ght Mile Road

Detroit, Michigan 48235
(313) 342-0500
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
AUDIO CENTER
4964 Fairmor I Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20014

some/

ir

nom

AJDIO
959 West Moana Lane
Reno, Nevada 89509
(702)827-4434
Q.

RECORDER CENTER

2003 North Henderson
Dallas, TX 75206
(214)826-8700

(301)657-2141
O

1982 Sony Corp.

of America. Sony and Sony Esprit are registered trademarks of

r

he Sony

Corp.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!

AEOLIAN LOUDSPEAKERS LTD offers the most advanced drive units in the world: from England, the high

Now that we have your attention, we respectfully suggest
that you may prefer Musical Concepts Hatter Modifications
to almost anything else, once you hear them. Musical
Concepts, only the sound is esoteric! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1060 FIFTH PLAZA, FLORISSANT, MO 63031,

314-831-1822.

AAAAABSOLUTELY BEST PRICES:

NAKAMICHI,

TEAC, DIGITAL Players, BETA Hi -Fi, PCM, Accuphase
AC -1 $200, AC-2 $265, Grace F9E Ruby $165, Grace
Level II Ruby $120, Talisman, ETC. VISA/MC, COD.
AudioWorkShop (206) 323-4987, (206) 323-2676.

AAAA AMAZING JAPANESE STEREO EQUIPMENT.
PCM, Digital Players and Discs, cassette decks, fantastic
amps, pre-amps. Anything on sale in Japan is available,
low direct prices. Shop from U.S. just as though in downtown Tokyo. Mid -range to absolutely the finest reference
quality audio, most unavailable overseas until now. We are
your agents In Japan. SONY CDP-101 $665. AKAI
747DBX professional reel-to-reel $995. Information free.
Catalog $3, refundable. JAPANESE STEREO MUKASHIYA, 1-14-32-210 Jingumae, Shibuya-Ku 150, Tokyo.

AAAA-PRECISION AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS.
O/LC Audio has Vandersteen, PS Audio, Hatter, Precision
Fidelity, Audire, Grace, CJ Walker and more. 0/LC Audio
1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, Ohio 45419 (513) 293-7287.

AAA AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST
lines of audio components (INCLUDING THE ESOTERICS) at DISCOUNT PRICES. If you're in the market for speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best
In separate components Including amps, pre -amps,
turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO our
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
.CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Sprang, MD 20901. We
honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience.
AAAUDIOPHILE SPEAKER BUILDER? JORDAN MOD
ULES exclusive importer. STRATHEARN midribbon, Poly
propylene Diners, EMIT Tweeters, Domes, IBM Computer
ized Designs, Capacitors, Low DC Coils, Crossovers
(Dealers inquire on letterhead) CATALOG $2.00 Sound
box, 841A -A S. American Street, Philadelphia, 19147

AAA-VSP TRANSMOS

150 AMP. Latest $600. 313-532-

1510 (MI) before 7:30 p.m.

ABARGAIN: CD Disc $15 each; Dynavector DV501,
$315.; Coral MC82 (MIT Van der Hull) $210.; Send SASE,
Box 6312. L.I.C., NY 11106, (212) 784-2939 (eves); Box
273179 Boca Raton, FL 33427 (305) 487-1048 (eves)

power, wide dispersion SHACKMAN ELECTROSTATIC,
and a high power modified JORDAN 50mm MODULE.
From France, the next step beyond Bextrene or polypropylene, the Neoflex cone, dual voice coil bass/mids from
FOCAL open totally new design areas. Plus, an incredible
concave tweeter. Available only from Aeolian Loudspeakers Ltd., Box 1005, W. Newbury, MA 01985 (617)-3635495
ACOUSTAT IN WISCONSIN!!!
AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI, 414-725-4431

FREE CATALOG-CARTRIDGES, tonearms, turntables, electronics, Denon, Grace, Supex, Dynavector,
Thorens, Michell, Ariston, Signet, Stu, lustre. All with USA
Warranty. Audio Unlimited, 17988 Technology Drive, San
Jose, CA 95110 408/279-0122 11-6M-Th.
A

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.
AIWA
For product information and the ABSOLUTE

LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

*

*

MUSIC LOVERS
LINN-SON DEKVANDERSTEENSPENDOR
AUDIO RESEARCHRGRSOUTHER
WALKER CJ55GRADO SIGNATURENAIM
ZETAHELIOSALPHASONLINN ITTOK
Welcome Steve Daniels from London to our staff!
THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 TEMPE

*

APPALLING? ISN'T IT?
esoteric audio products

How many
look and feel as If
they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the highest
level of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control.
At Sound by Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AMPLITON AUDIO DESIGN
AUDIOQUEST
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO INTERFACE BEARD BELLES BERNING
COUNTERPOINT DYNAVECTOR FRIED FUSELIER
GRACE GRADO ITC KISEIKI KLOSS KRELL
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVE WIRE MERIDIAN
MICRO SEIKI MONSTER CABLE NAD NAIM AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
PARADIGM
PIONEER VIDEO
PRECISION FIDELITY
PROTON
REGA
SNELL
ACOUSTICS
STAX
SUPEX
SYMDEX
SYRINX
TALISMAN
THRESHOLD

SOUND BY SINGER
227
Avenue
Lexington

100S achieves new heights In tonearm technology. Already
a reference standard in England, it is now being imported
exclusively by MUSIC Si SOUND IMPORTS -30 Snowflake Rd. Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 (215) 357-7858 or

(516) 585-4746. (dealer inquiries invited)
A LTEC LANSING Model 19

peaker-5800 pr. Call Terryy

402-391-3842

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN QUALITY, USED STEREO EQUIPMENT? Send for the PLAY IT AGAIN
SAM newsletter-hundreds of listings-items for
sale-items sought-published 6 times per year. $6.
1 -year subscription. Send today to PLAY IT AGAIN
SAM, 12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio
44107. (216) 228-0040. Master Charge and Visa accepted.

AMPLIWIRE, PREAMPLIWIRE (ELECTROCOMPANIET)
at Audio Connection, NJ 201-239-1799
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. IN STOCK, AT BEST
PRICES. (717) 774-2618
A

BARGAIN SUPEX SDX2000 $299 901 E Super $120,
900 E Super $130; Grace F9E $99, F9E Ruby $165, Ruby
stylus $115; Accuphase AC2 $275, AC -1 $189; Technics
EPC205CIII $130, Technics stylus gauge $49; Denon
103D $170; Dynavector 23R $175, 17 DS $365, 10X3 $89;
Koetsu Black $445; Kiseki Blue $445; Formula IV $85;
Technics EPA 100 MKII $495; Fidelity Research 64 FX
$385; Linn Ittok $445; Grace 70711 (Black) $145, 747 $170;
All Unused/Warranty (212) 784-2939 Eves.; (305) 4871048 eves.

* ANNOUNCING ARIZONA

ALPHASON HR -100S TONEARM-Utilizing a ONE
PIECE TITANIUM arm tube for maximum rigidity 8 TUNGSTEN CARBIDE bearings and races, the Alphason HR -

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGMA $247., LAMBDA $162, SRX/
MK3 $132., SRO -7 $68., ALL UNUSED/WARRANTY.
(212) 784-2939 EVES: (305) 487-1048 EVES
A

FOR SALE

BRAND NEW

WONDER CAP!!
TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's
bigger, it's far better-and it costs LESS! How much
better does it really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited users have said: SPECTACULAR!
UNBELIEVABLE! What will you say when you hear
the NEW IAR Wonder Caps" in your own electronics
and speakers? Write for FREE application notes and
A

order forms.

IAR/WCB
2449 Dwight Way, Berkeley CA 94704

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
STEREO BI -AMP
STEREO TRI-AMP

$139
$230

Level controls and sub -sonic filters,

summers, optional. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.
Free catalogand price sheet

ÚILe4u de,

Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson 131. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668

A BETTER SYSTEM? PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO

BUY THEIR SOUND DIRECT. Now you can buy the finest
in high fidelity components, including esoterics and auto sound at unheard of prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING
provides sensible expert advice, in-house service facilities,
and factory fresh components on an In stock basis. Discover America's best kept audio secret. Send for our FREE
catalogue to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING, Dept. A, 3095
Bolling Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30305 or call 404-233-9500.
MC/Visa/Amex accepted. Sales lax charged to GA. residents only.
DB SYSTEMS AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:
DBP-2JAU Switch Box with gold jacks $54.95, DBP-6 Phono Equalization Kit or DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit
$34.95, DBP-10 Phono Alignment Protractor $21.95, DBP11 Phono Capacitance Switch Box $79.95, DBP-11 MC
Resistive Loading Switch Box $79.95, DBP-12 Audio Cable, 10 meter/400 pF $65.95, DBP-CK Cramolin Audio Kit
$14.95, DBP-VSP Voltage Spike Protector $14.95. For
information write: DB SYSTEMS, Main St., Rindge Ctr., NH
03461 (603) 899-5121. Orders under $45, add $2.50 Handling.
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The Classic

ombination.

Combine the finest producis in the audio industry, an
educated and perceptive sta ff, in-house Technical Service, and 11 years of the most reputable and reliable
customer service, and you g et what you've been looking
for
a combination ensur ng satsfaction
to the most demanding and iiophile!

-

-ridge

stereop,/

Koetsu Accuphase Oracle Souther VPI Yamaha
Infinity Threshold Kyocera Bryston
Audio Research Conrad Johnson Premeir Tandberg
Apt Nakamichi Dahlqu(st Boston Acoustics

:tenter.

Snell

MO Magnepan

Amboy Avenue (Rt. 35)
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(201) 636-7777
751
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

A.R.C. EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
D-110 $1250., 0.110(B) $1395., D-90 (new) 1195., D-150
mint $2850., D-76(A) collector's condition $750 (firm),
SP3A-1-w we -1 cabinet 5430. OTHER EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE -(2) Beveridge 25W-1 amps $940., McIntosh MR -71
$340., MC2105 5625., MR66 $195., MR -77 $470., MX110
$325., Precision Fidelity C -4(A) $325., M -7(A) amp $450.,
BAO 3000 5115., Conniesseur T -T $125., Yamaha YP-450
T-T $95., Dyna Stereo 70 $65. ARC PC -3 x -over $50.,
M&K variable x -over (new) $50., Maggie Chrome feet $35,
for set, Dyna FM -5 $65., PAT -5 $60., Advent Professional
speaker switching unit $250. Call 317-283-1361, 8-4, M -F,
DAVE

AUDIO ANALYST of Madison Wis. presents e Christmas)
Inventory reducliorudemo sale that saves you 10-40% on
Bedinr, B.E.S., SOTA, Shihanian, Walker, Creek, Robertson, Pentagram' Livewire, Straightwire, Esoteric Audio Cable, ..., And More E.G., Levinson Pre-Amp $375.00. Call
608-241-8889 evenings and weekends. Service with Quality equipment shown by appointment only!

ASS OFFERS HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers
and auto speaker systems from the world's finest manufacturers. Meeting the needs of beginners and audiophiles, we
carry Audax, Dynaudio, Dalesford/Cambridge, Jordan,
Peerless, JVC, SEAS, Jordan -Watts, Morel, Pyle, Volt,
Siare. Featuring the new "Jack Caldwell" Compact Monitor
and Dynaudio's "Authentic Fidelity" kits. Free price list.
A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207. (303)
399-8609.

AS -1 MC AMPLIFIER
Conventional wisdom has it that preamps with Integral
moving -coil phono stages sound better because they omit
an extra stage of amplification. Is it that simple? Send a
self-addressed, stamped, business sized envelope to Symmetry WP #2, PO BOX 210465, SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
94127, for the second Symmetry White Paper.

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS
We build new circuits into most Dyna and Haller units.
We transform Dyna ST -80, ST -120, ST -150, ST -300,
ST-400, ST-416, SCA-50, and SCA-800 amplifiers
into modern POWER MOS-FET amps with new PC
cards, precision parts, and low inductance power supplies. We install five new PC cards in Haller DH -200
and DH -220 amplifiers with ground plane output networks for much improved transient performance. We
install new circuits in DH -101, PAT -5, PAT -4, and
PAS -3X preamplifiers with exact RIAA equalization,
matched precision parts, precision controls, and complete freedom from transient and digital overload.
Audiogram said we make the world's best tuner In the
FM -5 chassis. Sensible Sound has reviewed several
of our amplifiers. Our 599 phono cartridge has a satisfaction guarantee br your money back. Call or write for

Oualltg Tapes
BELOW WHOLESALE SPECIALS!
MAR C-90
SAX C-90

SAX C-60
SA C-90

AUDIO CONCEPTS has the finest esoteric speaker
kits. Dynaudio, Morel, Stratheam, Wonder Cap, Peerless, Shadow. Electronic crossovers, audio grade capacitors, coil% etc. cabinets. Best products, service for
speaker builders. Catalog $2.00 refundable 1631 Caledonia St. LaCrosse, Wi. 54601 (608) 7812110

AUDIO ELITE HAS ACOUSTAT!!!
AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI, 414-725-4431

SA C-60
MA C 90

AD C 90
AD C-60

ROGERS

SOTA

CONRAD JOHNSON

ROBERTSON AUDIO

NEC VIDEO

ONKYO

REVOX

AUDIO PRO

SYSTEMDEK

ALPHA -1

BELLES

SPECTRUM

GONZA Speaker wire 12 gauge 100 h. $49. 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, Mich 48473, 313-655-8639 by appointment

2.15
1.85
4.29
1.85
1.45

LX

:590

015CWASHER
7.65

DISC K17

1.15

D-4 SYSTEM

.99
5.15

IX 35-908
35.90
1.120
I-12DHG

SA

5.85
9.49
8.45
10.95

33.49
9.49
16.49
1607 ELMO 9.99

DISC5E7

FR II

FUJI
C-90

METAL

C./0

r.í20
1.120HG

MAXELL
UDXL II C 90 2.49
UDXL II C 60 2.25
3.29
xi II SC 90
4.69
MX C-90

UD 35.90
XII 35-908
XI li 35.90

2.15

HGX T120

UD C-90

AUDIO HOUSE -FLINT MICHIGAN

TOR
ADX C-90
6.39
D C90
3.09
2.39
D C-60

1120

SOW
9.

5.25
6 45

11.49
8.45
10.95

UCILS C

2.75
4.45
8.45
10.95

2.45

LNXC90

1.10

1.750

8.45
9.95

L750 HG

70 ORDER Br PHONE CALL 7I Z-434-3417 OR ORDER Sr MAIL
ON ORDERS 18' TO 170 ADD 53 SO SHIPPING OVER 170 ADD 5

OF TOTAL ORDER Ours/DE UPS ZONES DOIiBI F ABOVE Our
SIDE USA :YR/rE FOR SHIPPING CHARGES MASTERCARD VISA
ORDERS ADD 3% EXTRA FOR HANDLING PRICES SUBJECT TO

CHANCE

864 East

QUALITY TAPES

7'

Street. Dept

Al2, Brooklyn,

NY 11230

AUDIONICS CC-2 AMPLIFIER, 70 Watts, $300. (713)
644-2067.

LEGENDS 1:`'()I.`'1? AND IMPROVE.

Chestnut Hill Audio is at the leading edge of mus cal technology Hear our new Sony CDP-1o1
Compact Digital Disc Player as wel as legendary products 4on Accuphase. Acoustat. Acoustic
Electroncs. Adcom. Amber Apature. BK Components, Berning. Cabasse. Cotter, Denon. Dynavector, EM Euphonics, Fourier. Fried. Grace. Haller, Infinity, Janis, Kenwood Purist. Koetsu, Kiseki,
Krell LOST, Leach. Linn Sondek. J A Michell, Monster Cable, Music Reference. NAO. Oracle.
Origin PS Audio Pioneer Video. Proton, Pyramid. Quad. RGR, Rogers. Signet. Sony. Spectral,
Spendo Syrinx. Tandberg, Thorens, Threshold, 3D Acoust cs. VPI, VSP Labs and Vandersteen
31 t Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa 19106 (215) 923.3035

CHESTNUT IIII.I. AI11)I() I:IU

Mors Audio Performance per Dollar.

free catalog and sample copy of our monthly newsletter, Audio Basics. We ship worldwide and have new
120 and 240 volt equipment available.

JENSENS STEREO SHOP
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517

ATTENTION HAFLER OWNERS
Musical Concepts mods are available for all Haller amps
and preamps. Send for brochure. Musical Concepts, 1060
Fifth Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031 314-831-1822.
ATTENTION WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, WESTERN ELECTRIC, ARC, BERNING TUBE EQUIPMENT.
713-728-4343. MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON TX 77096

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: ACCUPHASE, DYNAVECTOR,
DENON, GRACE, LINN, FULTON, STAX, KOETSU, GOLDAERO, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, BERNING, SOTA, WALKER, FR, LAST, BRB. 713-728-4343. MAURY CORB 11122
ATWELL, HOUSTON TEXAS 77096

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS STAX GRADO MONSTER
ACCUPHASE AUDIOQUEST ENTEC ESOTERIC
AUDIO RESEARCH GOLDBUG KOETSU ZETA
STRATHEARN V.P.I. WONDER -CAPS SIEMENS

Your sound system can only sound as good ás the cables
used to connect it.
Monster Cable will bring cast the best in any táystem. Improved 1ranslerts,
cleaner deeper bass, and superb imag-_ng that accurately reproduces the_
original musical event with stunning crarity and realism.
Beware the imitators ... for they offer pr-ice,'not quality.
There 13 only one Monster Cable built to the most rigid quality control
stancards using only the finest in materials. I; has to say "Monster Cable"
to be Monster Cable.
Try ft out-It's on us.
Call us for your nearest Minster Cabls dealer to arrange
for a demonstration in your own home_Our 30 day
"Bear the Difference" money back guarantee
demasstrates our conñder_ce that you will not
be able to play your system again without
the Moister.

-

r

Cable back to Monster Caole, freight
prepaid with invoice copy within 50 days of
purchi.ae

Return

-it

will be worth your while.
Write for tree info or phone
TWO JEFFREY'S AUDIO, 527 W. Butler Dr., Phoenix, AZ
85021. Weekends/evenings, 602-943-6877 or 998-0903

AUDIO DIMENSIONS HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 315A, Prelude
794 North Woodward
Birmingham, Michigan (313) 482-4801

SONY CDQ.a1

New England's headquarters for
Compact Disc players, software,
and associated components.

92K

U3 Music
Sound
Northampton MA 413-584-9547
St

Monster Cable 101 Townsend St. San Francisco CA.94107 (415) 777-1355

.
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DISCOUNT WORLD

FOR SALE

CAR STEREO SPECIALS
SONY XR-75 Black
CONCORD HPL 122
SONY XM-45
SONY XM 45
SONY xCM-1 20
COMPLETE

3319

AUDIO ONE
Since 1974, our commitment has been
to musical accuracy and you,
the audiophile and music lover,
Components offered, are selected without
commercial and political influences.
You'll find our unique approach, a
refreshing change. Currency we recommend:

PKG. PRICES5COMPLETEZ9

Pioneer Car Stereo KP5500 ....$129.
Pioneer Car Stereo KPA400... 139.
Pioneer Car Stereo KE5100 ... 179.
Pioneer Car Stereo UKE7100.. 229.
Sony Car Stereo XR15
129.
Sony Car Stereo XR25
149.
Concord Car Stereo HPL122 .. 289.
Superfox Remote Radar Detector 189.

Pioneer Car Speaker TS108
Pioneer Car Speaker TS6905
Pioneer Car Speaker TS6906
Pioneer Car Speaker TS6907
Sony Car Speaker XS102
Sony Car Speaker XS301
Jensen Car Speaker J1069
Altec Car Speaker 6X94C

$39.
69.

ARMSTRONG
AUDIONICS AUDIOSTATIC
BEDINI BERNING
BEVERIDGE
CONRAD JOHNSON
COUNTERPOINT
DAYTON WRIGHT
DECCA DENNESEN
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH
FRIED GNP
AR

89.

99.
49.
59.

45.
89.

GRADOHAFLER

DISCOUNT WORLD, P.O. BOX 191, MINEOLA, N.Y. 11501 516-294-6136

HILL PLASMA
LIVEWIRE LUXMAN
MAVRICK AUDIO NEC
NAKAMICHI NITTY GRITTY
PERREAUX PS AUDIO
PROMETHEAN
RANDALL RESEARCH
SHAHINIAN SHERWOOD
SONOGRAPH SOTA
SPATIAL SPICA
STAX SUMIKO
SUMO SYRINX
TECHNICS WIN LABS 8 MORE

Shipping charges are $4.00 per order to continental U.S.A. We accept money orders, cashiers or certified checks.
Personal checks -

3

weeks delay. N.Y.S. Residents add sales tax. Write for FREE catalog.

FOR SALE

FOReSALE

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
TURNTABLES: Denon. Heybrook, Linn, VPI
TONEARMS:
Helius, Linn, Souther SLA-3I, Zeta
CARTRIDGES:
Argent. Grado, Linn Promethean
Win
ELECTRONICS: Beard, Bedini, Belles, Electrocompaniet, FM Acoustics, Magnum,
Naim, PS Audio
TUNERS:
Denon, Electrocompaniet. Magnum, Rogers
SPEAKERS:
Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Linn,
Spica Melos Audio PT1 (Ribbon speaker), Rauna Spectrum, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: Last. VPI, N.G., PS Interconnect,
GAB Clamp, Klmber Cable, Audiophile Discs
201-239-1799
We offer single -speaker demonstration and
request that you schedule an appointment.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP -10 PREAMP new in box, $2750
b.o. (415) 527-5736 eves.
AUDIO RESEARCH D76-$550, SP3A-$395 Call Terry
402-391-3842

AUDIOPHILE START
UP SYSTEM
(5700)
Turntable:

Receiver:
Speakers:

NAD 5025
NAD 7150
PARADIGM 5's

8788 Sunset Boulevard
West Hollywood, CA 90069

(213) 855-0500

New York, NY 10016

(212)683-0925

MCNISA'FINANCING FREE SHIPPING (USA)

BEST PRICES-RAM BRITISH SPEAKERS, Speaker craft Soundlink, Dynavector
John at 412-327-1179.

Cartridges.

Free Shipping.

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A. El Monte, CA 91731. (213)
446-5346.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-160. Just retubed and updated by
ARC. Best high power tube amp. ever made. List $6,000,
sell for $3,500 o.n.o. 301-358-8206.

could tell you were pretty smart by the way you walked in and asked to
audition a pair of those Pyramid MET 7's.
I

SHE: REALLY? I'd heard so much about how those compact speakers sounded even
better than systems much larger and costing a lot more...

HE: The great thing is that they come in so many different designer finishes to satisfy
virtually any taste. I love that gold pair you have in the kitchen.
SHE: Has O Audio shipped our MET T-9 Ribbon Tweeters?

I can't wax to hear now
much they improve the stereo imaging and high frequencies in our system.
I

AUDIO ONE

BY SINGER
SOUND
227 Lexington Avenue

WE MET AT Q AUDIO!
HE:

[

HE: No. but I just nstaxed the MET 8W Subwoofer. WOW! What an incredible
punch to that bottom endl I can't wait to have your mother over now...

BANG & OLUFSEN PLUS-Finally, audiophile sound
quality coupled with elegant styling. Made in Denmark, you
can have European craftsmanship at very affordable
prices. Now available--BBO's newest products in stock!
PLUS quality control to assure optimum performance.
Shipping anywhere in the continental U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES INC., 260 Old Country Road,
Hicksville. NY 11801. (5161 822-5277.

BARGAIN SPECIALS! Advent, AR, Audio Control,
Celestion, Dual, Dynaco, Harman-Kardon, Jensen,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, MXR, Scott, etc. FREE
"specials" list. SCC, Box 551 (AMI183), Dublin, OH
43017.

BERLANT CONCERTONE 20-20 TAPE RECORDER
four track stereo conversion, both amplifiers need to be
recapped, transport is perfect, heads show little wear. Car
rying cases in perfect condition. Make offer. George Her
zog, 1331 NE 213 Terr., Miami, Flonda 33179.
AUTO SOUND-SOUTHERN CALIF. For the best in
truley audiophile quality-Precision tuned to your
car-Call John at THE AUTO CONCERT, 714.7309011

BEARD TUBE ELECTRONICS at Audio Connection. Verona, NJ 201-239-1799

SHE: She's still hearing bells from that last set of speakers you bought Oh yes...O
Audio will let you audition the Pyramids in your own home for little more than the cost

EctrifiFd

of shippingl'

e

.

HE: You know, I'm glad I do all my shopping at Of. Otherwise
met Such a smart cookie Ake you.
SHE:

You're such

a lucky

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING
NEW 8 USED
BUY
SELL
TRADE

CONSIGN
BROKER
VISA

617-547-2727
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NEW CATALOG 5300
95 Vassar St.

Cambridge, MA 02139

man.

I

would have never

203-937-0106

Get your feet off my subwoofer.

MID

LOUDSPEAKERS

Lowest Possible Prices !!
AUDIO
COMPUTERS

-

VIDEO

VIDEO GAMES

Audio

Your HeadQuarters For Pyramid.

CAR PRODUCT

)HARDWARE - SOFTWARE)
MORE

TELEPHONES

-

FAST DELIVERY
FULL WARRANTY
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG!!

996

ORANGE AVE.

11

WEST HAVEN, CT. 06516
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FOR SALE
BERNING 230 AMPS; Monster Alpha Cartridge $375; NAKAMICHI 582Z, Remote; Thorens 160 wth Magnapan Arm.
(214) 380-1318

No one even comes close.

BERNING, MUSIC REFERENCE IN TEXAS. Used equipment: Bemin TF-10 $985.00 C -J PV2AR 5495.00, Music
Reference RM-4A 5475.00. All units- absolutely mint. Esoteric Audio Components (512) 837-9629 evenings.

+^

^°

4
N'

11

6, (a

S

BEST SOUND PER
SYSTEM
DOLLAR
(UNDER $2100)
Turntable:
Cartridge:
Receiver:
Speakers:

',.;,

;`,'

..

Just ask any PS owner, then add up our features, sonics and low price. Unbeatable.
Moving coils are used straight in, with no head amp required. MC performance is
phenomenal.
Star grounds
Passive RIAA

Rega Planar 3
Dynavector 10X3
NAD 7150
Snell Type E's

High -current remote supply, standard
control
Cartridge loading
Line amp by-pass switch
High impedance moving coil input
Relay controlled outputs
remote supply), no other preamp even
At
$656
(including
alone.
PS
IV
stands
Sonically, the
comes close. It you love music, you owe it to yoursell to audition a PS preamp.
Write us for our new 20 -page brochure and free technical series, or see your local PS dealer.
32 -position Noble volume

BY SINGER
SOUND
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Free newsletter. Dealer for:
Acoustat, Audio Research, Goetz Systems, Haller, ESB,
David Berning, Classe, Nakamichi, Pro -Ac, Perreaux,

Quicksilver, Pentagram, Rogers, Spendors, Futterman,
Koetsu, Spica, Souther, Syrinx, Snell, VPI, Sota, Oracle,
Rega, Rauna, PS, Kiseki, Dynavector, Counterpoint, Sumiko, Premier, AR turntables, Grado, Nitty Gritty, Audioquest,
Livewire, Monster Cable, Belles, Bedini, Accuphase, Precision Fidelity, Spendor and more. Audio Doctor, PO Box
390, 1518 West Commercial, Buffalo, MO 65622, 417-3457245.
BEST USED EQUIPMENT. Free shipping Acoustat II
$695., Acoustat III S895., Acoustat IV $1095., Quad ESL
63's/stands $2250., Bose 901 -Iv (new) $850., McIntosh
2505 $450., McIntosh MR -65B 5150., Carver M-500 $395.,
Carver C-1 5375. Carver TX -11 5395. Linn LP -12 $400.,
(improved) $450., CounYamaha T-2 $350., Magnepan
terpoint SA -3 5575., Music Reference RM-5 $550., SAE X10 5450., Acoustat Monitor transformers $250., Hatter 200
$225., Hager 101 5115., Janis subwoofers with interpahse
$795. RH LAB subwoofer $195., Spendor SA -3 $995.,
Revox B-795 $350., Audio Research SP -8r $1095., Advent
500 delay $350., Snell A crossover 5195., and more. Free
list. Audio Doctor, PO Box 390, Buffalo, MO 65622, 417
345-7245
I

PS Audio, Inc., 3130

Skyway Drive #301, Santa Maria, California 93455
FOR SALE

FOR SALÉ
BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS-PITTSBURGH, PA
now at our NEW LOCATION:
400 South Craig St., OAKLAND
ACOUSTAT, Conrad -Johnson, COUNTERPOINT, Logic,
VSP, PS Audio, VANDERSTEEN, Snell, SOTA, Amber,
NAD, AR, Fried, Accuphase, SOUTHER, Talisman, Walker, Hellus, BEARD and more. BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS, 400 S. Craig, Oakland, Pgh., PA 15213, (412)
687-3737

BIG TEN SYSTEM
(UNDER $10,000)

'

BOZAK CONCERT GRANDS, CLASSIC. Highly modified.
Sonlcally and aesthetically excellent. Jim - (215) 687-3609.
BRYSTON AMPLIFIERS -4B, 5900.
467-0319 Eves./Weekends

-

3B. $500. (203)

B8 W
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.
B&W-801F's. MATCHED PAIR, WALNUT, with covers,
Mint concption, $2500. Call Bill at (307) 789-9425 after 4
p.m. M.T,

-COMPARE

I

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00.
C&D Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 For Acoustat, Dahlquilt, NAO, Carver, Hatter, B&W, Tandberg, Denon, Astatic, Amber, Oracle, Perreaux, Proton, Snell, 3D, Grace,
VSP, Belles, Pyramid, Sota, Audioquest, MBK, Bedini, dbx,
Thorens, Stax, Nitty Gritty, Dynavector, CWD, Grado. The
Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI. 54143 (715)
735-9002.

Sidereal

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Syrinx PU -3
Kiseiki Blue
Adcom GFT-1 A
Krell PAM 1-A
Krell KSA-100
Snell Type A's

Turntable:
Tonearm:

Cartridge:
Tuner:

Preamp:
Amp:
Speakers:

SINGER
BY Avenue
SOUNDLexington
227
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS-Dollar for dollar, one of the
most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years.
Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at
very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 Old Country Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5277.

rkUStICt.
believe the Sidereal AkuSttC Model Four
Loudspeaker System is a standard or excellence for
its overall quality of construction and attention to
detail
All connections in the Model Four are "hard -wired''
(no noted circuit boards)with fine audio qualify
cable. Connections throughout are joined using silver
solder There are no adjustable controls switches or
fuses in the signal path
The Sidereal Akustic Model Four Loudspeaker
System is a technologically advanced audio
reproducer capable of creating a convincing illusion of
the original sound field encountered on the highest
quality program sources
We

Dealer inquiries invited

Akustic,.
Sidereal
Systems
4035

i--.

Inc.

Oceanside Blvd. Unit

G-57

Oceanside, CA 92054 (6191 726-3150
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electronics
BRYSTON
LUXMAN
DENON
PLEXUS
SAE II

loudspeakers
ALLISON
DESIGN ACOUSTICS
M&K
SNELL
I.T.C.
3D "CUBE"

THIEL

turntables. cartridges,
and tape decks

ADCOM
ASTATIC
AUDIOOUEST
DENON
DYNAVECTOR
GRACE GRADO
PREMIER

THORENSORACLE

CASSETTE TAPES
PREMIER QUALITY-NORMAL BIAS
TO YOUR FAVORITE BRAND
C60 (u 514.00/10: C90 Pr $17.00/10: ADD $2.00 PiH
COMMUNICATION INNOVATIONS, P.O. BOX 11712-A
MARINA DEL REY, CA 90295

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

CELE

N

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

PRICES available call THE SOURCE. 1-800-443-HIFI
HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

VS. HIGHEST -COST HARDWARE
SUPERB MUSIC REPRODUCTION
"The music... nothing matters but the music..." If you have seen the movie The Red Shoes, you
probably remember that famous line. We believe That a true reference quality audio system can
properly have but one reason for its existence: to reproduce music so convincingly, so accurately,
that you, the listener, will completely lcrget about equipment. about amps, speakers, & turntables,
and will come to feel, truly, that only tie music matters. We also believe that such a system need
not cost $10,000 o. more. need not require servicing every few months, and need not be some thing that might look very Interesting in a hardware store, but very out of place in your home.

ht

Thehhnt

TH/EL CS3:
phase coere andtime coeren technology made so famous by the Thiel 03a
speaker (51.120/pair) has now been brought to the pinnacle of achievement In the new CS3
SNELL
type C: All of the quality and most of the performance of the famous Snell
(51.800/pair).
much easier to
type A speaker is now being offered m a more moderately priced (51,500/pair),
handsome new model. BR vs TON: Lately, several manufacturers have
very
more
drive,
compact,
begun trumpeting the Importance of high amplifier output current capability. Meanwhile,for over
seven years Bryston has been building, very quietly, without fanfare, amplifiers with much higher
current capability Ilan is being offered by the Johnny-come-lateiies. The 48 (51.450) delivers 16
amps or continuous current, with 45 amps peak -to -peak. ORACLE: The Delphi (51,150 without
tone arm) is, simply, everything a turntable should be. The new Alexandria (51,000 with auto-lift
tone arm) is a joy to use, to look at, and to listen fo. Watch for news of upcoming personal
appearances by James Thiel. Peter Snell, John Russell of Bryston, and Jacques Rlendeauol Oracle.

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY. WEST BABYLON, NEW YORK 11704
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(516) 661-3355
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SAVE YOUR BEST
FOR LAST

FOR SALE
CHESTNUT

If you could clean
your records as if the
job had been done by
16

professional record
cleaning machine f and
hear more musical detail
and less distortion...
simply by using the
right record cleaner...
wouldn't you go out
a

and buy it?
_

-

77

_

e

lAcr I
fl

POWER

I. -'
-'

Philadelphia, PA (215) 923-3035
COINCIDENT RIBBON (FIGURE 8) STEREO MICROPHONE Unbeatable separation and imaging. Send $1.00
for demo and information. Speiden 8 Associates, 1216
Denmark Rd. Plainfield, NJ 07062

°` sr

I

,-

-

Jim.

DAVID BERNING IN WAYNESBURG, PA. Abbie's Audio
offers all you Southwestern PA audiophiles exceptional
products, and In your home demonstration. For appointmen* (412) 852-1134
DCM TIME WINDOWS, under 5 hrs. use. 5485.00 pr. (215)
878-3849 Rob

FENON
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI

REMOTE CONTROL
tape monitor. Precise
positive adjust from your easy
Chair or next room.
Plugs into

Solid Oak Case

Treble (±15 db)
1

c)

t

1

Archival Sound Treatment

112

Speakers:

BY SINGER
SOUND
227
Avenue
Lexington
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

DEMO SALE: ARC 079C 3750, ARC D70 1600, ARC SP 10 2795 ARC SP -12 800, ARC D-120 used 1350, ARC SP 7 used 700, ARC MCP -2 used 900, Counterpoint SA-2
725, Counterpoint SA -P 210, KEF 105.2 2400, KEF 105.4
1600 with bonnets, KEF Carlton 600, Thiel 03a rosewood
1050, Thiel 04 rosewood 625, Thiel 02 rosewood 350, CJ
Walker 55 with MAS 282 475, Dynavector 23R new 195,
Dynavector 10X3 new 110, Acoustat 3MH black/rosewood
1295, Quad 63 2450, Threshold FET1 1900, Threshold S
300 1650. Oracle Delphi 925, Oracle Alexandria 850, Dynavector 17D 350 demo. Audio Pro'Philes, 12651 Memorial
Dr., Houston, TX. 77024- 713-973-0000. Subject to prior
sale.
DYNA VECTOR
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

A bargain not a gamble Audioquest, David Berning, Spica,
Goetz, Livewire, Groovdancer, Grado, also many used
components in our used corner. Send for free list. Ears
Only, 1742 Portland Ave., West Lawn, PA 19609, (215)

TION BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213)840-0878.
EFFECTIVELY REDUCE HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE.
New single
g -pass
pass dynamic noise -reduction system works
with any source. Greatly reduces record surface noise, hiss
from tapes, FM, TV audio, etc. Passes full audio bandwidth. Beautiful enclosure with walnut end panels. 14 day
free trail. $159 includes shipping. Write for information.
Accusonics, P.O- Box 20661, SLC, Utah 84120

*ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!*
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO-VIDEO CAR STEREO-COMPUTERS ELECTRONIC EXPERTS 1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN,
CT 06516

1/7SÁ

P.O. BOX 41 LIVERMORE CA 94550

Preamp:

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA-

ANALOG

800 -222 -LAST

Li q uid

Tuner:

670-0013

IN CALIFORNIA DIAL

liMr®

Talisman S
Linn Basik LV-X
Adcom GFT1-A
Acoustat TNP
Acoustat TNT -200
Acoustat 2+2

EARS ONLY

DYNACO OWNERS: 60 000 LBS parts accessories,
kits. Free catalog. SCC, Box 551 (AM 1183) Dublin,
Ohio 43017. (614) 889-2117

800 -223 -LAST

LAST Record Preservation
Kit, $18.95
LAST Record Preservative
Refill, $14,95
LAST Collector's Kit, $120.00
LAST Metering Dispenser, $30.00
LAST Power Cleaner Kit, $9.95
LAST Record Cleaner Kit, $5.95
LAST RCM fluid, $20.00
LAST Record Care Brushes,
Pack of 10, $9.95
STY LAST Stylus Treatment, $15.95
LAST Stylus Cleaner, $4.95

Cartridge:

CROWN D-75 AMP LOW HOURS. 5175. OR BEST OFFER. JBL Driver 2 each 375, 077, N-7000, LX -5. HL -93.
Won't separate $1000. (203) 484-4235 Eves.

CALL NOW, TOLL -FREE

COD/MO/CHECK accepted.
Minimum Order $15.00
t
Shipping/Handling extra.
California residents add 6'/2010 sales tax.
Foreign orders not accepted. In Canada, call
Perspectives Audio (514) 621.4087

Linn Sondek Lp-12

Amplifier:

LAST Power Cleaner
This remarkable scientific
formulation is now available at
and record stores everywhere
or directlyfrom the factory.
y

Turntable:

Tonearm::

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
For product information and the ABSOLUTE
PRICES available call THE SOURCE,,5800443-HIF.

CPRICES

5<As

POWER

(ABOUT $6000)

311 Cherry Street

ext. 39
.

9

SSdENDOR

DAHLOUIST DO-10'S, dbx 3bx wrremote (319) 364-6939

p.

1

DEEP SIX SYSTEM

AUDIO HAS

HC;,

CROWN 5X824-tape deck, with remote tape counter and
walnut cabinet-$995. Call Terry 402-391-3842

-

1

FOR SALE

1,

Bass (±15

db)
ESOTERIC AUDIO SPEAKERCABLE 50c H! Matches
others costing $1.50+. Gold Spades 80¢ ea. $2.50 ship ping. SOLID WALNUT cassette, VCR tape cases, Plateau
speaker stands, turntable accessories. Best prices anywhere! AAA Audiophile Accessories P.O. Box 1204A, El gin, IL. 60120

Balance
,

'

Volume
EV REGENCY & ARISTOCRAT HORNS (714) 992-2020

1

Controls feel and act as on your preamp. Receive unit has bypass and
monitor circuit. S/N 80db. THD 0.05%.
UL/CSA listed power unit. Only
$129.95 with 20 foot cable. Extra 20
foot extensions $10.00 Check, MO, or
VISA/MC,

COVOX CO.

675-D Conger
Eugene, OR 97402
Tel (503) 342-1271
Telex 706017
(dealer Inquires invited)

G

y

~

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOR

r.

A DC
------L-

worn stylus can do Damage to your pricelessrecord
collection It rs more economical to replace
your stylus periodically le.ery500-600 hours' than
to ruin your records
especrapy Jr foday'S pelves'
We are spec,absts and carry in stock FACTORY
ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT STYLI for most of the
poop m ones
For those with new Technics turntables we have
P-mounl cartridges In stock from 81e.958up.
A
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ELECTRONIC X-OVERS: 6, 12 AND 18DB/OCTAVE. Kits
from $106.50. Also Transient -Perfect Crossover model
6000-6, $175.00. Filters. Free folder w/reviews. ACE AUDIO CO. #532 -5th Street, E. Northport NY 11731-2399.
(516) 757-8990.

FRIED SPEAKERS 8 KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276. Also Haller, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Carver, Sony ES digital (and PCM-F1).

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
HEYBROOK, REGA, ARISTON, AR, THORENS, DUAL
turntables; ZETA, SYRINX, HELIUS-HEYBROOK, PREMIER, REGA tonearms; ARCAM, AUDIRE, CREEK,

FULTON MODULAR

COUNTERPOINT, KENWOOD PURIST, KYOCERA,
SHERWOOD, VSP LABS, ADCOM electronics; FRIED,
HEYBROOK, ORIGIN speakers; SUPEX, TALISMAN,
GRADO SIGNATURE, REGA, ARCAM cartridges and
many accessories. EARS, P.O. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA,
CA 91790. 213961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MCI
VISA. MONTHLY SPECIALS.

-EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO
REPRODUCTION SYSTEMSREGA, HEYBROOK, AR, ARISTON, THORENS, DUAL

turntables; ZETA, SYRINX, PREMIER, HELIUS-HEYBROOK, REGA tonearms; ADCOM, ARCAM, AUDIRE,
CREEK, COUNTERPOINT, KENWOOD BASIC, KYOCERA, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS electronics; FRIED, HEYBROOK, ORIGIN speakers; SUPEX, TALISMAN, GRADO
and SIGNATURE, REGA. ARCAM cartridges; DECCA,
NITTY-GRITTY, AUDIOOUEST and other accessories.
WE CARRY PRODUCTS THAT WE WOULD WANT TO
OWN! EARS, P.O. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA, CA 91790.

213/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, MC/VISA.
MONTHLY SPECIALS
FM ACOUSTICS FROM SWITZERLAND now available in
the metro New York area exclusively at Audio Connection.
Designed for mature and advanced audiophiles and music
lovers, as well as for professional use, FM is the final word
in state-of-the-art electronics. By appointment please. 201-

239-1799
FM ANTENNA
Indoor Circularly Polarized FM -Stereo Antenna Maximized

J'S-mint, internal crossovers personally upgraded by Bob Fulton. Very coherent throughout
wide range. Can be powered by up to 4 amps without
external crossovers. $1100. Call Dr. Block at 516-829-8067
and leave message.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES
ISOBARIKS
NAIM AUDIO
LINN SONDEK
ACOUSTAT
PS AUDIO
THORENS
THIEL
NAD
CJ WALKER
KYOCERA
LS3/5A
SPENDOR
Prepaid shipping (213) 571-1299 (Pacific Time)

GET YOURSELF A STAR FOR CHRISTMAS: Get an
Orion or Scorpio (tonearm) from Helius Designs. For
dealer list, contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunellen,
NJ 08812, or call 201-968.8771.

GIVE YOUR EARS A PRESENT THIS HOLIDAY: the
clear sound of a Pink Triangle turntable. For dealer list,
contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunellen, NJ 08812,
or call 201.968 8771.
GOETZ SYSTEMS-Finally, a full -range dynamic system
that out -images and out -class the small mini -monitors. If
you are a serious music lover, then these should be at the
top of your list. Goetz Systems, USA., PO Box 453, Buffalo,
MO 65622. Dealer Inquiries invited.
GOLD LION POWER TUBES: KT 88, KT 77, Premium 12AX7, and 6DJ8 available from IAI, 723 Bound
Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812, or cad 201-9688771.

reception with multipath rejection Patented contemporary
design ... $29.95 MAXTENNA, P.O. Box 3101, Quincy, IL,
62305.
FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE
Featuring: Neoftex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound
wire, Active or passive crossovers, Compound woofer systems, Extensive design parameters. Available in the US
from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982
Tableblufl, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608-7672673.
FOR OVERSEAS USE 8 EXPORTS We supply NTSC/
PAL/SECAM Ws, VCR's, Video Cameras 8 Acces., Stereos, SW Radios 8 Appliances 110-220V, 50/60Hz. Best
prices, Prompt delivery, Contact: Roma Entp., P.O.B.
41127, Cincinnati, OH -45241, (513) 769-5363

made

In u.s.a.

CLEAN RECORDS .. .
CLEAN SOUND!

Luxman Tuner, Snell Speakers, Poco Head amp, Onyx
turntable Oracle. Best Price for Package. 714/846-3044
720-0495.

a

The Best

Noimn.noe Dewnerv
viSA n,ove,Co12 wn..

Low prices On a huge Selection
of name brand ht -end All units
are new with lull warranty. Let
our experts guide you to the
best sounding system for your
dollar. Call for information or
write for a free catalog.

The newly refined HW-19 Record
Cleaner will wash and dry your
records so well; the sound of Analog
Recording will amaze you! The HW16 is the most important addition you
can make to your music system.
V.P.1, Ind. Inr.

(26)audio advisor, inc.
Box

6202 Grand Rapids.

MI

49505 (616) 451-3868
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Lower Loudspeaker Distortion
The exclt,sive resonance -free VMPS multi -band

bass technique with separate integral subwoofers,
lowbass and midbass drivers in each cabinet
results in dramatically lower THD fullrange. Example: the VMPS Tower II ($419 ea kit, $599 ea
asseml rs rated at no more than 0.701n THD from
22Hz - 30Khz with 1W input, about one-fourth
as much distortion found in competing systems
twice its price.

Greater Dynamic Range
VMPS loudspeakers typically exhibit 10-15dB
more usable dynamic range than competing systems now proclaiming themselves "digital -ready."
Example: The VMPS Super Tower/R ($679 ea kit,
$969 ea asseml produces 1 28dB/ lm SPL (for no
more than 5°/oTHDI. and has an outstanding high
sensitivity of 100dB/ 1 m SPL with no more than
0.5°/o THD 22Hz - 30KHz for 1W input.

Wider Bandwidth
Most high-output speaker systems sacrifice both
linearity and several octaves of bass response in
order to generate high sound pressure levels. The
larger VMPS systems, such as the Super Tower
lla/R ($999-1199 ea kit, $1499-1699 ea assem
depending on finish) truly give you all the music
(17Hz to 50KHz, -3dB), including a thunderously
clean, realistic first octave, plus response linearity
equal to the finest audiophile monitors.
Only a truly minimum -phase speaker system with
all drivers in proper polarity and a linear phase
crossove- will produce a stable and correct stereo
image, and VMPS speakers give you lust that: an
image with pinpoint accuracy of placement, wide
horizontal spread beyond the plane between the
speakers, and the important vertical image com-

ponent lost in most other systems. In addition, the
VMPS Widerange Ribbon, ($4795 kit. $5995
asseml with its four -piece, fullrange columns plus
Space Boxes configuration generates the deepest,
most tactilely three-dimensional stereo image
ever achieved in a home loudspeaker system. See
our ads in April/May 83 Audio.

New Products

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG! 17 proven designs. Also,
42 pages on 400 components. (JBL, crossover parts, polypropylene woofers), $2. GOLD SOUND. Box 141A. Englewood, CO 80151. (303) 789-5310.

Doesn't Mean the
Most Expensive.

The design philosophy behind each VMPS Speaker
system is simple and straightforward: offer more
and better sound per dollar than any other manufacturer. Our five and six -way floor -standing systems utilize only the finest quality components.
including large -magnet polypropylene cone woofers
(made in our own factory), mylar and polypropylene
crossover networks, Monster Cable as internal
wiring, zero group delay crossover networks and
dnver configurations for true minimum phase
response, solid hand -finished veneer cabinets,
and more:

Better Imaging

FOR SALE MODEL D120 AMP, SP6B pre amp, 1450

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS IN NJ: AUDIO NEXUS has
them all. (201) 464-8238, (201) 474-2910.

VMPS AND VALUE

P.O. Box 159, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
(212) 738.3269

VMPS new offers the VMPS Subwoofer ($225 ea
kit. $375 ea assem), with flat response from 19Hz
to 600Hz 1-3dB), high input sensitivity (94dB/
1W/1m). and high undistorted output (126dB/
1 /ml; and two Electronic Crossovers,
the 6dB/
oct Model 1 ($250) and the 12dB/oct. transient perfect Model 2 ($395) both designed by John Curl.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio
1016 Contra Costa Dr., El Cerrito, CA
94530 (415) 526-7084
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston:
Mike Hilliard Audio, Shreveport La; Audio
Labs, Des Moines lo; Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca: M. Ellwood Meyers, Johnstown Pa:
Woodland Stereo, Woodland Hills Ca; The
Long Ear, Big Bear Lake Ca; Sounds Unique,
San Jose Ca; The Listening Post, San Franc sco; (tone Audio, El Cerrito Ca: A-Vidd
Electronics, Long Beach Ca.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GOLDMUND STUDIO/T3 52995. Koetsu Onyx Gold $750.
Electrocompanlet Ampliwire lls (mono) $1750/pr. Keith
Monks record cleaning machine $995. (405) 341-7980.
GRACE
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.
'GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. McIntosh C32, $1100; KEF 10511, $1500/pr; McIntosh MR 75.
$950; Threshold FET 1, $1600; Music Reference RM 5,
$600; Tandberg 10XD, $900; Magnepan MG 2, $650;
Quad ESL, $1000/pr; Audionics BA 150, $1000; B&W DM
802, $1400/pr; Crown EQ 2. $650; Crown DL 2, $1100;
Thiel 03a, 5800/pr; IMF Mark IV, 52000/pr; Tandberg 3004
deck, 51000; Nakamichl 1000ZXL, 51600; Nakamichi
1000, 5550; Yamaha B 6, $450; Yamaha PX 3, $370. All
used equipment guaranteed 90 days parts and labor. Audio
Consultants Inc, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, II. 60201.
(312) 864-9565.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and

equalizer. Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Fried, Carver,
Acoustat, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Audire, PS, Vandersteen,
Klipsch, Sony ES digital (and PCM-F1). READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276.

HAFLER IN THE WEST! ALWAYS IN STOCK! REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS: (213) 398-4205.

FOR SALE

HAFLER PLUS MUSICAL CONCEPTS
NEW GENERATION MODS: M -200C (DH-200), M
500B (DH-500), and Super Mod Ill (DH -101)! OPS-2
and OPS-4 outboard toroid power supplies! Simply
accurate Super Connect II interconnect, $39/1m pair.
Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza, Florissant, MO

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.
HI -C STEREO HAS SPENDOR

SP -1, BC -1, LS 3/5A, Prelude

63031,314-831-1822
HAFLER PLUS-The new Haller DH220 power amplifierreplacing the DH 200, reinforces David Haller's commitment to quality in every product he designs. We carry the
full Hailer line, available in either kit or factory assembled.
Own some of the finest audio equipment! Now at extra
savings! PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the continental
U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

HAFLER-3 YEAR WARRANTY
Assembled units are now warrantied for three years. We
should have the following in stock: DH -100K $149.95, DH 100A $199.95, (NEW PREAMPS); DH -110K $299.95, DH 110A $399.95, DH -112 $74.95, DH -160K $299.95, DH 160A $399.95, DH -220K $349.95, DH-220KE $359.95,
DH -200A $449.95, DH-220AE $459.95, DH -330K $299.95,
DH -330A $399.95 (NEW TUNERS), DH -500K $599.95,
DH-500KE 5619.95, DH -500A $749.95, DH-500AE
$769.95. Accessories for above units. FREE SHIPPING IN
US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box
145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

116 E. Market Street
Leesburg, VA (703) 777-7799

INTERCONNECT CABLES. Superb cables are a must for
superb sound, but which ones are right for your system?
Call today for a free consultation and specific recommen
dations. THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena Street, Leucadia
CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

INTERSONICS-YOU'VE HEARD OF US: direct-export specialists: Japanese high-end/esoteric audio
components, accessories, parts, Japanese pressings,
OEM sourcing, more. Serving audiophiles and dealer/
distributors with exceptional volume pricing, prompt
delivery, responsible backup. An AMERICAN enterprise: INTERSONICS, PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440,
JAPAN.
INVENTORY REDUCTION-Devon DL -1000A $499.00,
Denon HA -1000 $275.00, Denon DP-75NPI Base/Denon
DA -401 $845.00, Crown SL -2 5349.00, B & W 801F
$2199.00, Ural 813A Studio Monitors $2200.00. UHOR
"Dark Side of the Moon" $150.00. 512-366-3691.

HARMAN KARDON

We specialize in Phonograph Needles & Cartridges.
Toll Free: 800-368-3506

Featuring the cartridges of

For product Information and the ABSOLUTE

LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.
HARTLEY SPEAKERS now on Long Island. Featuring the
Reference, SPL-1, and the "H" series. Hear them in a
home environment. Call (516) 751-5190 for appointment.
Esoteric Sound Systems, Stony Brook, N.Y.

Boston Acoustics

Needle in a Haystack, Inc.

JBL HARTSFIELDS, EV PATRICIANS, W'DALES. 408379-7965; 408-371-3512 PO Box 1211 Campbell CA

P.O. Box 17435

Washington, DL- 21HW1
"We're Needling the World"' Send for a tree catalog.

loin Our Exclusive
Buying Group for
$15 per

year

JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP
The Janis bass systems are the finest universal subwooler
systems available. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Visa
and MC. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

HEYBROOK at Audio Connection 201-239-1799

95009

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. .EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.
INFINITY RS -4.5 SPKRS. Mint $1800 pr. 617-266-2110

J.B.L. SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
bought, sold and traded. 1-313-229-5191 or 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116.
LEVINSON ML-9, MINT, $1,875, 215-622-6587 p.m.

Includes: THE SOURCE Newsletter $15 Credit Coupon Industry News
New Products
Excluswe Deals
Extended Warranties and Much More

RECEIVERS/AMPS
Yamaha R700
Denon ORA-600

Lumen Rx-IO2
Harman Kardon 570,
Sansu, AU -09

SUBSCRIBER
RETAIL
COST.
1450
1327.
1396.
1540
$446.
1599
1258.
5430
5650
$323.

Houston and the Gulf Coast

Mark Levinson/Spectral/Bryston/Lino/Acoustat/Magnepan/Dahlquist/Nakamichi
Klipsch/Apt-Holman/Pyramid/Stax /Boston/ DCM /Hafler/ NAD/Rega/Amber
NAIM Audio/Meridian/Adcom/Fioelity Research/Thorens/Grace/Chapman

AudíoConcepts

TURNTABLES
Denon DP60L
Sony PSx-600

Techn,c10200
Tho,ens Tó11511
Duct 505-52
(end cartridge'
Dual 50B-55

lint nartndpel

5585
5850
$140
5435
$200

5389.
5427.
$79.
$299.
197.

5270

1117.

PROMO CARTRIDGES
Ortolon OM 10/20/30
138 /166./166.
Dyn rector 0910x111
982.
5150
Super, S0x2000
$216.
5600
Grace F9E or stylus replace
ment for F9E Ruby
5112.
5200
Cap for owes on ACCUPHASE 660. DENON.
GRADO. KOETSU. MONSTER
CASSETTE DECKS/TAPE
Aiwa ADF-660
$274.
$395
Harman Kerdon CO. 91
1246.
5330
Naiunsch, 4802
$338.
1495
Iddby B/C)
Denon DR.FB
$428.
5575
Ma.eli XL2C90 a MK SAW 51 99ea Imm 12/101
SPEAKERS
AR 2BB
52981p 'ship inn' l
98W DM110
5300/p, $218./p.,
Mission 700s
5399/eí 5292./0..
Rogers LS3/5A
5640/or 5467./P..
CAR STEREO
Alone 7327 pn dash)
$162.
5300

Alone 3502
150Wx2. amyl
Fosgele Punch 100
Panasonic COS747

Im-asnl

5350

5197.

5350
5250

5213.
$161.

VIDEO/BLANK TAPE/CO PLAYERS
RCA

VJT900-5845. Sony KV 1220-1265.
Panasonic PV.3100-5319.

s.

Sony L500-15.99
TDKVAT 120-$7.95.a.
Sorry COP -101 X793. Hewn. (M1000-1599.
Sony COP -701E5 -1S .197.
-Ax Otters sobren? to ae,iab,l,ty
S15O0/yr subscriptan lee not included
20 N
SI.. Princeton. N.J. 08542

609-925 0800

Orders Only Call
l -BOO -443-01F!
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2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston. Texas 77098 713/527-0774
Credit Cards Accepted Fre ght Prepaid in Continental USA

Looking for

Tube Quality Sound?

....at transistor prices?

NOW YOU CAN HAVE BOTH. Dramatic breakthroughs by Kinergetics
in signal processing technology have made this possible.

The new amplifier, the KBA-100, advances the technology developed
in the Kinergetics Dynamic Circuit Processor (KDP). The KBA-100
combines the low distortion of transistors with the cleanliness and transient qualities of vacuum tube amplifiers.
Suggested retail

-

8800

less than

Br

V

/ 1V" (\

LICENSE

I

6029 Reseda Blvd.

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED'
Tarzana, CA 91356

(213) 345-2851
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

KEF
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE 1-800-443-HIFI.

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

MCINTOSH BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313-2295191 or 5115 Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116.

K&J COMPONENTS - WONDER CAPE Resista resistors Siemens and Seacor caps at lowest prices. Hobbyists
and manufacturers call (602) 967-1250 279-0814
LEACH AUDIO PRODUCT KITS NOW AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER. The Leach Amp
160 watVchannel stereo amplifier and the Leach Superamp
300 wall mono amplifier. All electronic modules are completely assembled and tested. Chassis is 31/2" rack mount
in black anodized aluminum with solid walnut side panels.
Moving coil prepreamp also available. Price schedule by
request. Assembly manuals $5.00 each, refundable with
order. LSR&D, Inc., 481 Buckingham Circle, Marietta, Ga.
30066.

LEVINSON HOD SPEAKER SYSTEM 1 YEAR OLD Sony
PCM-F1, SL 2000 new (201) 746-2794.
LINN & NAIM-NEW PRODUCTS
We are pleased to annouce the NEW Linn TRAK cartridge
$225 and the NEW Naim NAIT integrated amplifier $399.
Yes, you can have a Linn Naim System on a budget. We
also offer the complete line of Linn/Nairn products. Call or
write us for details. Visa and MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US
AND PR. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box
145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

LINN PRODUCTS & NAIM AUDIO:
Simply The Best Available
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299

1221 Lexington Avenue

New York City (212) 535-5710
146 E. Post Road
White Plains, New York (914) 949-7500

LP12 OWNERS! Let Nirvana/Valhalla bring new life to your
able. Excellent workmanship. Audio Connection Verona
NJ 201-239-1799
MARANTZ, McINTOSH original tube covers, cabinets,
manuals. Reasonable (805) 646-5862

ELECT

BAW

THE

MAC C-20 MODIFIED $350 EXCELLENT! Phase Linear
200 & Dynaco 70s amps 5160 & $90 each, Fon's TT Mark I
mint $250, Grado TT & Shure I arm $90 Don. (303) 8390101.

MAGNEPLANAR MGIIB used. Call Terry 402-391-3842
MAGNEPLANAR TYMPANI I 1) only $749. PSE Studio
Two D power amp. demo only $419 Fried Beta speakers
$149 pair. Acoustic Image speakers demo $399 Pro-Ac,
Ouicksilver, SPICA, CJ Walker, Counterpoint, Jack Caldwell ribbon system, Watkins, VSP Labs, Audioquest. (303)
963-3269

MCINTOSH PLUS-McIntosh instruments are the Laboratory Reference Standard for the world. McIntosh designs
their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and
high quality performance. PLUS -FREE test report on your
new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping anywhere in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery, Credit
cards accepted. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES,
INC., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516)
822-5277

MCINTOSh XR-19 4 -WAY SPEAKERS Inc. equalizer.
Large, powerful. $2,995.00 617-428-9733
MICRO SEIKI DDX-1000 TURNTABLE. Mounts 3 arms
simultaneously. Infinity Black Widows. JH Formula 4. Sony
TAN88 class D amp. John (504) 482-3780.

MARANTZ. MCINTOSH, LEVINS, A.R.C. bought, traded.
Still your best bet for a fair price. I handle only used
components and work on a pathetically low mark up. All
makes and models of hi end and collector's equipment
wanted and available. I probably have or can locate what
you want at a gooc price. SOUND INVESTMENTS: A.R.C.

MISSION
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

D150 $2,100 O/B4O. Beveridge RMI/2, $1100. Sound
Labs: Rennaisance Rl/R2 $1,300. Meridian 1055 $500 -pr.
Stax D300 amp $1,095. Stax 12S $225., Klyne SKI $195.,
Powerlite 4E $125 Gale 2001 T.T., Rare $595. Tech EPA
5005260. FR54 $165. 3BX w/remote $325. SAE 2800 e.g.
$325, Accuphase T100 $250. Fisher 500C b/o over $175.
Ampex $445 w console $725. Sansui OSI $100. Sony ICF
2001 $200. Several pieces of Mac, and Marantz tubed
equipment Including mod. 7 preamp avail. now. Noon3p.m. only (212) 377-7282 NYC.

TRAFFIC STOPPING

DAVID

BERNING CO.
DENON
CRAMOLIN
FURNITURE
DYNAVECTOR
ELITE
ENERGY LOUDSPEAKERS
FULTON

MARCOF

record playing novelty
Just place a 33-1/3 rpm record on any flat surface. Sit
SOUND1PAGON on it and flip up the lever the record
will be played from beginning to end by a built-in pickup
and speaker. What's more, the absolute speed decreases
as it travels toward the record center, so the pitch
remains constant. Plays all 33-1/3 rpm records. Runs for
about two hours on a single 9V battery. A very good
conversation piece. An ultra portable record player.
Great for parties If you like to steal the show, this is it, 30
it you are not satisday money back guarantee. Try it
fied, return it for a refund. To order, send check or
for shipping and
for
plus
534
95
52.00
money order
each.
handling. For credit card buyer, call (313) 523-1902 (24
rtrs ). Mich. resident, add 4% sales tax. Mail Toa Evolution
Products. Dept. M400B. 45458 Fieldstone. P.O. Box
87236. Canton. Mich. 48187.
.

LINN SONDEK W/ITTOK ASAK. Call Mallon 318-9849765 eves.

TE LEGE'D
It'll blow

you away ...

MEGASONICS

MONSTER CABLE
MUSIC REFERENCE
NAD
NAKAMICHI
NITTY GRITTY
PSE
PENTAGRAM
PLATTER MATTER

POLK AUDIO
PRECISION FIDELITY
PROMETHEAN
PROTON
P.S. AUDIO
PYRAMID QUICKSILVER AUDIO SIGNET
SNELL. ACOUSTICS
ELECTRIC
SUPEX
VPI
ELECTRONICS

STAX SUMO
TANDBERG
THETA
C.J. WALKER

Hear it!

SPICA

the
listening
room
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Mon. Thurs. 10-9 PM
Tues. Wed. Fri. 10-7 PM/Sat 10-6 PM

Credit Cards Accepted
We ship FREE Anywhere in the
Continental U.S.A.

914-472-4558
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

;

The world's first

GOLDMUND
GRACE GRADO HAFLER
HILL PLASMATRONICS
JANIS
KEITH
MONKS
KINDEL
KOETSU
KYOCERA
LAST
LINN SONDEK
LIVE WIRE

LUSTRE

1

SOUNDWAGON

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
Subchassis Kit $75. Platter Coating $10. Replacement
Spindle $25. Spring Kit 58. High Torque Motor $45.
Platter Balancing Service $10. For more information
contact Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.

LYRIC HI FI HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 315A, Prelude

ACOUSTIC

LUXMAN
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

41r

(Under $400. pr.)
CALIFORNIA
M,IpNe One
CONNECTICUT

Mw. Swipe

14061946.0500

M4r7heeir, J Robert Sony 12031646-5210

Mee London SNrec LAID 1703) 44740302
Om Greenwich: A,Alpcom 12031637-3621
FLORIDA
bwemmn &.den9n Audio 030,36000
1513) T49-3468
Sluen Fox Audio 13061257-4335
GEORGIA

Amnia

Slrw

Dew

10ÁN0
Moscow Swim

re 14041 955,1513

Wst

1703)583.0530

ILLINOIS

3903'. Co nponni Sweo (3121 673-0630

INDIANA
LAMrrme Pro -Audit, 1317) 445.1547

KENTUCKY
Lexington Sound Audio )606) 239-4111

For further

LOUISIANA
New Oneene Whew, Audio (504) 566.3457
MASSAGE U3ETT5
FremupMm Nea7M Sound (517) 679-3555
North Á5e00,0 Audio Conc.ob 83,7)669-81119

Wm Ne61rd Meer. Audio

1413)

20.5659

NEBRASKA

Priebe Costa, ElMronm9 (4021

3'11.1,X1

NEVADA

Ll. Wpm Tech Stereo (7021 731-1016
NEW N*MPSNIRE
Por51.0oS9
1603) 436-0123
FEW JERSEY
Wane Audio 0050.0eon 1201) 239.1799

Sou*

NEW YORK

Bret 00,0060 AVO0 (716) w-6470
Cminree Sound

400'O.Oh 1616)499-7680
sound SOg. Á43012121 762.3270
777604 510Ir 5í,6p 1607) 272.2644
NYC Amr,un 04dloph14(272) 751.9713
Oneonn Stereo L40 6467) 433-2246
08111 SEeem Am. can 4u2.0p1.me (616) 551.7114
Fresh

~doe

PE NN5VLVAN A

memo-, mania Sound 5002.0 ní51432-2599
Femme Hine Audio Lab (215/9M-3474
9-0.1449109,4 Crwnut 0111 Audio (215) 92]-3015

TENNESSEE

MempI,. Opu9 .1501) 682-2455
TEXAS
Audio F.15171443-9245
000Fm,i
,0 Pro 00,,46 (7131 973.0000
VIRGINIA
R,c7170nd AVOW E.chri0e 1504) 2020436
VVynme Beech DL91me1 Sound 151141424-5850
VERMONT

4

Ewe, Junc1-h: Conan E4cvor4w16021976. 5884

WASHINGTON
Spokane Nee 5W«. 1500747-4268
WISCONSIN
modem Nappy Mock," (605) 253.2611
175)4-5-02
Mennen, Sound

~eí781

Home*Sot N, Ft

*1.00087 Rhode Selo, One ((7151421.5910

information contact:

3D Acoustics/652 Glenbrook Rd./Stamford, CT 06906/203-327-7199
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MOD SQUAD PLAYS SANTA CLAUS
Send the music lovers on your gift list one of these
sure to please goodies. They always fit, never need
watering. Give good music at reasonable peces with
TIPTOES (Component Platforms) $5 each; StyLAST
Stylus Treatment $15; TWEEK Contact Conditioner
$15; OPUS 3 Records $18; LAST Record Treatment
$19; ORACLE Record Brush 525; PLANAX Record
Clamp $30; GROOVE ISOLATOR Record Mat $50.
We pay shipping. Gift wrap Si extra. THE MOD
SQUAD, 144 Athena Street, Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7666.

.r riSINGER'S_DRÍAM!

a

VP
-t

1

REMOVES VOCAL F OM MOST STEREO DISCS

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or virtually all of
a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and leave most of
the badkground untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove It
works on the phone. Write or call for brochure and demo record.

YOU SHOULD

SS

ric'T>rlal?

For:

R>tllf&U

Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
`a'
WWWWWt}a
Compressor/Expanders
use
Mic Preamp/Mixers

'"'c

'

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio am
Wd reccoVlitg,
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page ,
brochure and demo record.
Write to: LT
Dept AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086,
Phone (404) 493.1258

Sound,
1 -BOO_

MISSION 770 SPEAKERS walnut with stands mint condi
tion, $875. Call Pete 716-773-7087.

MONSTER CABLE'S ALPHA 1 MC CARTRIDGE: Audio
Connection in NJ 201-239-1799

MONSTER CABLE .69c PER FOOT CUT TO ANY
LENGTH. We carry all Monster Cable accessories. Hater,
Precision Fidelity Systemdek, Alpha 1 moving coil cartridge, MAXELL UDXL11S C90 $2.99 each min. of 12.
$3.00 shipping charge. Call or write for other great prices.
VISA and MC. TROLLEY STEREO 451 Moody St. Waltham, MA. 02154 (617) 924-3336.

lime Delay/Ambience

TOLL FREE:

MERRILL TURNTABLE
Features: Beautiful hand built oak base. Lead and
foam lined for deadness and shielding. Seven layer
laminated plinth. Sophisticated suspension tuning sys
tern will accept arms weighing 7 ounces to 2 pounds.
Three point energy absorbing subchassis with 6 cycle
resonant frequency. Subchassis and arm mounting
system designed to absorb tone arm release energy.
Twenty -lour pole Synchronous motor. Two piece platter with lead damping ring. Comes with 10 guage soft
vinyl dust cover. Price: $435: FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125
Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275

-_241-3005

- Ext. 13

NAD IN PITTSBURGH-BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS.
NEW LOCATION. 400 S. Craig, OAKLAND, 412-6873737

FOR SALE
MCINTOSH Ml-200AB'S 200 WATTS TUBED S550,
MR71 w/cabinet mint $400, receivers 1900 perfect
$800,
1700 w/cabinet $425, C24 preamp w/new glass $225, MA 230 integrated $270. Teac AL700 ELCASET list $1,100
factory sealed $349. Elcasets are t/a", 3.75 ips. lower wow,
flutter, more dynamic range than casette, S/N almost 100
dB w/RX10, 3 head, diecast frame. RX10 matching DBX
factory sealed $250. Sony EL4 $139 elcaset list $500.
ELCASET tape. Sansui OSD-1 mint 5400, T-5 $90. Pioneer TS11U transport only HTHS demo $600. Acoustat
RP2 preamp 5450. Celestion 66's $500. DEX 124
$175,122 $125. Harman Kardon Citations: 1 tubed preamp
$150, 3X tubed tuner $225, 11 preamp equalizer $175.
Phase Linear 4000MK2 preamp w/autocorrelator, winew
walnut panels 5200, 3000MK2 w/beadamp $200. Levinson
JC-2 $1,250. Aiwa 6700 Cassette $275, minis: A60 amp
$80, tuners ST-RBOH $110, MX -100H $100, ST-RSOH
$150, GE8OH qualizer $100, cassettes: ST-L8OH $150,
FX100H $200 SD-L5OH $150, SA-C30Upreamp 575, RB10
battery pack $85. Nakamichi 700 $425, 550 $425, 680ZX
mint $800. Crown SX-824 just factory serviced $1,100.
ReVox A77MK3 $550, HTHS $700, w/Kent mod. $800,
B77's OILS Mint $1,000, HTLS $1,000, A700 ',5 track
$2,000, G-36 $500, B790 table demo $500. Dyna FM3 $60.

Onofon STM72 $35. RCA 77DX ribbon microphones mu-

seum quality pair $950. Stax SR44 phones new $55.
Panasonic SH3433 quad scope $300. Mullard 12ax7's
$5.95, 5,000 onginal factory service manuals. 300 prerecorder r/Vr tapes $6.00. Everything money back guaranteed. many other items call, write for list now. Trades
welcome. Trade new computer equipment for your surplus
audio equipment. Martin Gasman 779 Worcester St.
Wellesley MA 02181 617 -CELTICS.

NAKAMICHI

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM
(UNDER

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI

NAKAMICHI: SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES. New And
Used. BX-2, LX -3, LX -5, ZX-7, ZX-9, Dragon. AudioWorkshop (206) 323-4987
NEW 83 RAW LOUDSPEAKER CATALOG, 25c. Meniscus Systems, Dept A, 3275 Gladiola, Wyo., MI 49509

54300)

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Linn Basik LV-X
Audioquest 404
Adcom GFT1-A
Counterpoint SA -7
Robertson 2140
Fuselier 3.3

Turntable:
Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Tuner:

Preamp:

THE
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

Tr,

Amplifier:
Speakers:

SOUND
BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

y

Pianist James Gala has established a
unique and extraordinary audio salon in
Rochester, New York
GALA SOUND sells correctly
engineered and musically accurate
audio components. We are involved in
the recording
both analog and digital
of philharmonic orchestras, have a
continuing dialogue with the worlds
preeminent audio engineers, and Mr.
Gala performs In concert regularly.
We fly our customers round trip at
our expense from anywhere in the
continental U.S. to our store for the
selection of an audio system of $5,000.

-

s

-

or more.

The staff at GALA SOUND
understand what criteria need to be met
in each link of the audio chain, and will
help you select the audio system that is
definative for your needs.
Phone (716) 461.3000 today and ask
for Mr. Gala. If music is significant in
your life, then you deserve a stereo
system from GALA SOUND.

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. IN STOCK, AT BEST
PRICES. (717) 774-2618

Music

116

Lovers& Audiophiles
Take

Jim Gala (left) discusses wave
propagation and polar characteristics
of the KEF 105

11,

Notice!

We are proud to announce the

MAGNEPLANAR

MGII B, and B & W 801 Loudspeakers

with store manager Maitland Lawson.

MARK LEVINSON KEF
THRESHOLD B S W
QUAD McINTOSH
MAGNEPLANAR BRYSTON
BELLES ORACLE

GALA SOUND.
(716) 461-3000

NAKAMICHI PLUS-Featuring the incredible BX-1 cassette deck. Now you can have Nakamichi performance for
under 5300. We also carry the full line of Nakamichi products. PLUS -FREE calibration and bias adjustment, on request, FREE shipping anywhere in the continental U.S.
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

GRAND OPENING of

APPLE AUDIO
featuring the finest names in audio such as
ADS Amber Audio -Pro Audio Control
Beyer Celestlan Dynavector D.C.M.
F.A.S. Grace H.K. Last Monster Cable
Ortolon Ungo Boa Pyramid Sonus
Sumlko SherwoodThorens
30 Acoustics And More
Prompt. Courteous Service Erie Shipping in the U.S.A.
Feel Free to call for information
MC/VISA 110.220 VOLTS

1appléIaudlo
74.18 37th Ave.

Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372

650 Monroe Avenue

Rochester. New York 14607

(2121 507.0561 Open 7 Days
Exit Broadway -Roosevelt on BOE
278
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NAKAMICHI-682 ZX CASSETTE DECK RM-580 wire-

PAIR OF KLH MODEL 9 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS,
Excellent condition. $700.00. Phone 2t5-635-4304 evenings.

PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES
by Electro Voice. A $1.50 (for mailing) will bring you two
catalogs, our prices and a $5.00 credit. Same day shipment! Atte+sn Horizons Co., 861 South, Plainfield, NJ 07062

less remote control and DM -10 head demagnetizer. One
year old. Excellent condition, $1,100 (615) 584-2804

NEW! ACCURATE ACOUSTICS-Stathern system & subwoofers Incredible clarity $1,100. Polypropylene sub satellite system 4 -way unbeatable at $550. Dealers call also.
Don (303) 839-0101
NEW MEXICO, WEST TEXAS, VANDERSTEEN, Fried,

Dahlquist, GRADO, GRACE, Accuphase, Thorens, Sonagraph, VPI, Conrad Johnson, Audire, NAD, HAFLER,
LAST, Etc. Expert set-up. Crosby's Hobbs, NM (505) 3933923.

PIONEER RT-1050 RECORDER -71/2/15 half truck. $445.
(404) 633-3822 evenings.

PLANS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND KIT PARTS (author
approved) for M Leach's home audio projects. Power
amps, preamps, pre-preamps, and loudspeakers. Send
SASE for information. Custom Components, Box 33193,
Decatur, GA 30033.
POLK MODEL 10'S INCLUDING STANDS $300, Magnepan Unitrack I $150. Call Steve at (803) 656-3282.

NEW YORK ACOUSTICS
High performance kits and parts including Stratheam ribbons, Modified Panasonic Leaf Tweeters, audio grade capacitors and much more. Catalog 52.00. New York Acoustics, 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, New York 10701.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT: UHER, Sony, Sennheiser,
AKG, Beyer-Dinamic, Fostex, Accessit, GLI, Send SASE,
(Specify Model), Carpenter Sound Sales, Box 1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821

NO PREAMP IS PERFECT, not even our new LUMINESCENCE-but in 1984 it will be the BEST. Silicon Valley's

premiere tube designer, Bruce Moore (father of the Paragon, Precision Fidelity, Audible Illusions preamps) has
pushed his engineering skills to its limits to create audio's
most advanced state-of-the-art design, in collaboration with

PROAC TABLETTES
$490/pr ... Free Shipping ... VisaMC
THE STEREO HOUSE (505) 672-1177

¡0

la'

ONE STEP
UP SYSTEM

Greal holiday gift ideas!
New PS AUDIO TWO C PLUS AMPLIFIER: power,
purity, and incredible detail. This amplifier must be
heard. It is awesome! Only $595.
PS MCA II headamp: ultra-performance for Monster
Alphas, Accuphases, Dynavectors, Talisman's, Koestu's, etc. only $255.
PS IV PREAMPLIFIER: one of the world's great
preamps. Takes moving -coils straight -in. Only $656.
PS AUDIO RECORD BRUSH. The best way to keep
your records clean. Destaticizes, too. Only $15.
PS AUDIO components are often found in the finest
system! costing thousands of dollars. Why? Because,
by any standard, they are simply among the finest
electronics available at any price! Made in the U.S.A.
to the highest and strictest engineering standards.

PROMETHEAN AT AUDIO CONNECTION 201-239-1799

his associate Scott Frankland (formerly of Daybreak
Acoustics). We guarantee this to be the fastest, quietest,
most reliable and highest gain tube preamp ever. To prove
it, UPDATES will be FREE for one year. Dealer and subscriber inquiries welcome. MFA Systems, 1384 Alvernaz
Drive, San Jose, CA, 95121. (408) 224-2176.

PS AUDIO AND REFERENCE AUDIO PRESENT

Write for new 1984 PS AUDIO catalogue. REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS: 18214 Dalton Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

O

0

I

C

(UNDER $1200)

Rego 2
NAD 7120
Snell Type K's

Turntable:
Receiver:
Speakers:

SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT
Send S20 for 10 issues. Stereophile, 1107c Early Street, Santa

Fe,

Call toll -free 800/821-3528

BY SINGER
SOUND
227 Lexington Avenue

Nothing does it like

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

a

ribbon

NM 87501 or

...

ORTOFON
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

AUDIO PERFECTION HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 3/5A, SA -2, Prelude
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083

PERREAUX SM-2 PREAMP and 100W/CH amplifiers. Call
Malton 318-984-9765 eves.

IMPACT AND
DEFINITION

Bass impact and
definition called

Reproduction of
"remarkable
realism"
"Obvious best buy status"

¡

-StereopNleBoa 1948

Vol 9, No 5, 1/83

You've been reading about the R
add-on in Stereo
Review, "pa,4ar Science, and a host of other magazines.
RM-Is install easily, and are fully compatible with your
current speaker system.
You can own a pair of these ribbon add-on drivers, direct
from the factory, for only $590. It's the perfect way to -tuneup- your system for digital. Satisfaction is Guaranteed.

umetite

LABORATORIES LTD.

Yes!

The SPECTRUM 20811,

affordable, high
resolution sound.
-

For information or

I

NAME

dealer inquiries, write:

spectrum /ow
2774, TOLEDO,

the Canadian company that

943 BOBLETT ST.
BLAINE, WA 98230
want to order the RM-ls! Please rush me a pair. Enclosed is my check or money
order for $590. TO ORDER BY MAJOR CREDIT CARD CALL: (201) 343-8819. No
COD's Please.

Santa Fe, NM

PO. BOX

is

produces more kinds and models of ribbon driver -based
speaker systems than any other company in the world. This
ribbon -driver technology is now available in an add-on
super-tweeter module, the R M- I. You can have the thrilling
sound of a ribbon high -end without changing your speaker
system (2500 Hz and up).

"astonishing"

P O

Nobody does ribbons like jumetite!
Jumetite Laboratories

-

SHIPPING ADDRESS

-

CITY

PHONE:

(

)

OHIO 43606

STATE
MY SPEAKERS ARE:

ZIP
Brand, Model

O Please send more information
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PS AUDIO AT AUDIO CONNECTION 201-239-1799

PS

AUDIO-FANTASTIC!

In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403,
(803) 723-7276.

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

PS AUDIO = SUPERB VALUE

Gene Rubin Audio (213) 571-1299 (PAC.)

REVOX-A77-Used less than 2 hrs., Mint

-

QUAD 63 OWNERS. Get the best from your sound investment with our simple to Install capacitor kit. You'll hear
Improved locus and imaging, better clarity, more inner
detail. We guarantee it! THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena
Street, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

51200 - (201)

226-8850.

SEE UNDER CATEGORY "WANTED TO BUY" David Yo

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

WEST FOURTI

I

STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

N

shapinsound.
Does your music sound better in
the next room? Pro audio kills
resonances with SONEX
acoustic foam, and now you
can too. Control acoustics
and turn your room into a
studio. At midrange,SONEX
has twice the sound absorption
of good carpeting for about the
same cost. If your dealer doesn't
have SONEX, send us $40 for a
sample box of four 24"x 24"
sheets, or write for our color

FOR SALE

"PERFECTION!"
That's what we always strive for: in service ... in
advice ... In products. You can buy with confidence
because we carry only the finest for the most demanding audiophile. We stake our reputation on that.
NEW: Hailer's DH -330 state-of-the-art tuner
NAD's 7125 receiver and 6125 Dolby -C cassette deck.
Conrad -Johnson's latest masterpiece, the PV -5 preamplifier. Even better than their precedent -setting Premier Two! Only $1485.
We proudly represent:
Conrad -Johnson Krell
NAD
PS Audio
Amber
GNP
DCM
Spica
Boston AcousticsADS
Dynavector
Monster Alpha
Syrinx
Nifty Gritty
Dennessen
Sumo

Grado
Entec
J.C. Curl

Perreaux
Hafler

Tandberg
VPI

Denon
Grace
V S P Labs

Sonographe

HarmanlKardonRogers
Adcom
3D Acoustics
and much more!

OLN

Please call or write us for information. Friendly, expert

consultation. Fast same day, prepaid shipping in
U.S.A. VISAMC.

REFERENCE
AUDIO SYSTEMS
18214 Dalton Avenue
Gardena, CA 90248
(213) 398-4205

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

astr.

(i

'

)

,101

.

<-"

brochure.

illbruck/usa
techniques with foams
3800 Washington Ave. N. Minneapolis, MN 55412
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The New Pinnacle
ML-1 Cartridge
Moving -Coll Design
St pérQuick Tránsient
Response
High 2.5 mV Output Voltage
No Step -Up or Transformer
Needed
Contact your local dealer for Information
or call 1

-800-443-4434

Distributed by.
Pinnacle Products CN-834
Princeton. NJ 08542
609 921-0848

.1!

f %rein,

Manufactured exclusively for Pinnacle Products by
DYNAVELTOR SYSTEMS Ltd., Japan.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

RANDALL RESEARCH

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

....

We invite you to visit our establishment to hear a
selection of the finest State -Of -The -Art audio components. Our knowledgeable staff will be glad to assist
you In choosing the proper equipment for your specific

needs.
We have over 2 decades of experience, plus a
complete In house service department. We will be
pleased to set-up and calibrate your system without
charge.
We proudly represent:
ALPHASON

HEGEMAN

NITTY GRITTY

ANDANTE

HELAD

ONNKYOINTEGRA

AUDIOOUEST

IMF

PINK TRIANGLE

BEARD

KENWOOD PURIST

PROTON VIDEO

BEYER

KIMBER KABLE

PS AUDIO

BRYSTON

KOETSU

REGA PLANAR

BURWEN

UNN ISOBARIK

ROBERTSON

CLESTION

UNN SONDEK

ROGERS

CREEK AUDIO

LIVEWIRE

SOJNDCRAFTSMAN

CI WALKER

LUSTRE

SPECTRUM

DB SYSTEMS

MURDER

SRCA

DANAVECTOR

MARIAN

STAR

ELECTROCOMPANIET

MICRO SEIKI

SUMIKO

ELECTRO RESEARCH

MUSIC & SOUND

SUPEX

FOURIER

NAD

TALISMAN

FUSEUER

NAGAOKA

TAUNTON

GOLDRING

NAGATRON

TANGENT

NAIM AUDIO

THIEL

GRACF

"Indispensable
These cables, individually or In
tandem, evoked a great many superlatives regarding
the quantity and quality of sound
an absolute
advance in cable performance." These are statements
expressed by the editor of Audiogram, Gary Vart, after
reviewing our new Symmetrical TX Interconnect and
32 TBC Speaker Cable systems. Send or phone for
this review. Better yet, listen for yourself in one of our

....

dealer sound rooms!

I

RANDALL RESEARCH

0
`

lr

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for

ROGERS LS3/5A MODIFICATION. You can keep the
characteristic "Rogers" sound while cutting back on distortion and beaming. Want more smoothness, tighter bass,
and a cleaner high end? Contact THE MOD SQUAD, 144
Athena Street, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202,
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.

ROGERS

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS, PRE
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

,
ON

.

719 Fernleaf
Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625
(714) 760-1539

works of the Baroque. Keith Johnson has made another
beautiful recording for your delectation. This time, he has
captured Canada's original -instrument Baroque orchestra
playing favorites including Bach's "Air on the G String," the
Pachelbel canon and dances and suites by Handel, Purcell
and Telemann. Recorded in Toronto in a vaulted ceiling
stone church, the acoustics are perfect for music of this
elegant era. Only 516.98 postpaid. Order RR-13 directly
from Reference Recording, PO Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107. Visa'MC welcome. (408) 745-7159. Dealer
Inquiries invited!

8010 Bustleton Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-1177-8

Morel MLP202.
-

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
INEW!
We're happy to announce TAFELMUSIK: Popular Master-

SOUND SERVICE
COMPANY

The Small
Yet Surprising

each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,

-

incorporate several notable

))flllf,

Series 140 Power Amplifier
The power amplifier combination
you have been searching for ...
excellent music reproduction
at an affordable price.
In the Series 140 Power Amplifier, B & K Components, Ltd. has
developed a simplified design concept and produced it with rigid
highly reliable unit with Class "A"
quality controls. The result
capability for under five hundred dollars.
Check these outstanding features:

technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice -coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.

-a

-3.2 db of Dynamic Headroom;
-All 1% Metal Film Resistors:
-Class "A" Complementary symmetry
up to the driver stage:
-Seventy watts per side mosfet design;
-Outstanding linearity and wide
bandwidth capability through the
use of a Cascode differential:

-A 47,000 MFD power supply guarantees peak demand performance:
-Digital Audio Disc Compatability for

optimal system flexibility:
-Matched pair transistors in front end
circuitry assures absolute D.C.
stability;
-Gold-plated connector posts.

Call toll -free or write today for information.
B & K

716-652-7650

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983
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morel

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, ness ziona
70 451 israel. tel. 054-70796, telex 31951

Components, Ltd.

P.O. Box 331
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 U.S.A.
Toll -Free: 1-800-543-5252
(New York State only) 1-800-235-5020

Please write for details:

morel acoustic usa
Telex: 466482

414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-0111
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Audio

components and systems dedicated
GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT presentation
of the an form. THE MUSIC.

FOR SALE

Audio Interlace
Beveridge
Berning
Classe Audio
Clear Audio
Counterpoint
DB Systems
D & K Imports
Dynavector
Electrocompanient
Electron Kinetics
Audio
Entec
Esoteric
Research
Haller
Grace
'SOS
Kiseki
Kimber Kahle
Klyne
Koetsu
Micro Seiki
Lustre
NEC
Orsonic
Onofon
Precision Fidelity
Profile
Sidereal Akustic
SME
Snell
Souther
Spica
Supex
Symmetry
Stan
Thorens
Triad
VPI
VSP Labs
Accuphase

Adcom

to the

Ariston

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1

Call or write for information. Complete shipping and export facilities available.

Auditions by appointment
River Forest. Illinois 60305

7805 Greenfield Street

13121

771.4660

(UNDER 52700)

Rega Planar 3
Dynavector DV -10X3
Adcom GFP-1 A
Adcom GFT1-A
Adcom GFA-2
Snell Type Es

Turntable:

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Cartridge:
Preamp:

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSUL-ATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

SANTA SAYS: GET A BEARD THIS CHRISTMAS!
Naturally, he means Beard Tube Electronics. For dealer list, contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ
08812 or call 201-968-8771.

-

-

-

MICROWAVE
SATELLITE
VIDEO EquipCABLE
ment. Systems from 575.00. Send S.A.S.E. to H.M.S. 2011
W. 11th St., Upland, CA 91786
CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

SPEAKER KITS AND SPEAKER CABINETS. Constant
voltage crossovers and heavy guage air core coils. Will
manufacture custom design cabinets to your specifications.
Let us quote "free" on quantities of 10 or more. Send $3.00
for our 1984 speaker kit catalog. AUDIO DESIGN PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 2166, Knoxville, TN 37901

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
PRICES TOO LOW TO LIST
MANUFACTURER'S NAMES
m
MOST MAJOR BRANDS ,o .na..
so,,,u..ro.
-

:AUDIO
KITS

800.645-6607

w

NrE

x. L56) 665-6670

®

-

MOSFET

Ail SPEAKERS-51050/pr. Mint.

STAT, a monomolecular cationic deposition is
achieved on the record surface which completely neutralizes static charges for the life of the disc. Sufficient
supply to treat 500+ records -515. NEUTRASTAT.
$15.00. P.O. Box 724, Corpus Christi, Texas 78403

SONY ES DIGITAL (AND PCM-F1)
Newest digital models! In stock. Free shipping. READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, SoJth
Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276.

STRATHEARNS
Proven designs for Strathearns including kits capable of
unequalled performance. Send 52.00 for informative catalog. New York Acoustics 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers,
New York 10701 (914) 476-4900.

SONY ESPRIT. TAN901, TAE901, SEP900, APM8, APM6.
John (504) 482-3780.

SUPEX
For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN COMPONENTS AT A LOW,
LOW PRICE. High definition, high performance. Rugged and reliable. A great audio value. Made in the
U.S.A. 220 volts available for lowest prices call or write
HAROLD MINTO, PERFORMANCE AUDIO LIMIT-

PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.
SYRINX TONEARMS-At 5795 the PU -3 is probably
the best sounding arm ever made! At 5245 the new
LE -1 is a bargain considering near PU -3 performance.
PAIDE ELECTRONICS, 2028 Sandstone, Court, Silver Spring, MD 20904 (301) 384-2727

N.Y. 11520 (516) 378-4389. Retail, mall order, export.
financing, Visa, M C, Amex.
at Audio

TANDBERG TPA3003 POWER AMPITCD3004 cassette
deck Call Terry 402-391-3842

SPENDOR BC -1 SPEAKERS, MINT, W/STANDS $500.00
VSP Labs amp, mint, $560. PS Audio II amp, factory
updated, mint, $220. Denon DL -207, m.c. cart. low hrs.
($275.00 new) $125.00. Llync 2 -way active speakers, excellent. $325.00 w/stands. Dan (602) 966-3467 or 9612370.

TELEFUNKEN, APMPEREX, GENALEX and other top
quality audio tubes available. Contact S.J. Wallace, 1203
Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

it

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available call THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.
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ELECTRONICS, INC.

.In Canada: Gladstone Electronics, Toronto

THE BEST IN HIGH END. David Berning, Audioquest,
Heybrook, Pink Triangle, Pentagram, Livewire, The amazing new Goetz loudspeaker Abbié s Audio, Waynesburg,
PA (412) 852-1134

THORENS

Mail orders accepted. VISA, Mastercard or checks.

.1585 Kenmore Avenue Buffalo, New York

STATIC ELECTRICITY,
is the primary source of noise and wear in analog disc
sound reproduction. With one application of NEUTRA-

914.381-

TALISMAN SAPPHIRE: CROWN JEWEL OF MOVING
COILS. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201) 464.8238,(201)474-2910

GLaDSTOnE

227 Lexington
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

2436 evenings.

$199.95

design, ease of assembly, and bargain prices! Al!
models use famous ILP audio power amplifier
modules, factory pre -assembled with bonded heat -sink
and tested. Assembly is quick, easy, and assured.
Each model features an ILP toroidal power
transformer: half the weight and size of conventional
transformers, torodds are also much quieter. ILP
MOSFET power amps give no -compromise state-ofthe-art performance: frequency response 15Hz
100kHz (-3db), harmonic distortion 0.005% (1kHz),
signal-to-noise ratio 100db, slew rate 20v ps. Each kit
mounts into a precision die-cast aluminum chassis.
Like all ILP products, MOSFET power amp kits carry a
five year limited warranty. Also available: MODEL
UP60 60 watts RMS MOSFET amplifier $159.95.
Available direct and from selected dealers.
Write for details.

120

SNELL TYPE

SPICA TC-50, a giant leap forward in speaker design:
Audio Connection, NJ 201-239-1799

CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER 800-833-8400
In New York call (716) 874-5510.
,

SOUND BY SINGER
Avenue

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

Model ÚP70

ILP MOSFET power amplifiers are the logical choice
for superb performance, compact size, excellent

.

Speakers:

ED. 365 South Bayview Ave., Freeport, Long Island.

Z3

POWER AMPLIFIERS

120 WATT
RMS (Mono)

Amplifier:

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

SOUTHER SLA-3I-RIGHT ON TRACK! Hear
Connection In New Jersey 201-239-1799

-

Tuner:

,QP

.59," .sOPy

`01

P\)
o,
\F

10

PPG

177 Sound Beach Avenue,

Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Major credit cards honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat.
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

THE PROJECTION SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS BY
SPEAKER DESIGNS. WE WON'T PRESENT YOU WITH
HYPE, just the opportunity to decide for yourself. Try any of
our models in your home for 15 days, listen critically,
compare with anything you wish. If you think you can find a
better value ship them back. Prices from $458 to $793 per
pair, stands included.
Write: SPEAKER DESIGNS, 528 Demmler Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237, or phone (4t2) 367.157310 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. or (412) 367-8066 after 5:30 p.m.

Knowledge, custom service plus the
best names in stereo:

THRESHOLD AUDIO is offering Conrad Johnson, Nakamichi, VSP, Pyramid, Harmon Kardon, Carver, PS Audio,
Grado, Infinity, Stax, VPI, and more. Prepaid Shipping.
Trade-ins Welcome ! PS Audio Model Ill PreAmp $199,
Magneplanar IIIB speakers, (retail $2200), sell $999. 409
South 22nd Street, Heath, Ohio 43056, (614) 522-3762, or
3520.

THRESHOLD MODEL 800A AMPLIFIER -200 w ch class
A only $798 originally $2165 Call Terry 402-391-3842
THRESHOLD STASIS 1 POWER AMPS. Exceptional condition. Custom pair modified Marantz 8B amplifiers. Bill
Frias, 1580 Morse Ave a52, Sacramento CA 95825. 916/
485-1743.
THRESHOLD S500 NEW IN BOX 52,400, FET-1 $1,600,
NAKAMICHI ZX-9 $1,300, 213-329-5826

TIFFANY CONNECTORS, made of Gold over Nickel over
Brass or Copper, and with Hi -dielectric Teflon, have the
look and feel of quality. Other connectors are made of
aluminum or steel, with nylon or plastic insulation. Why
should your connector be the weakest "link" in your system? Call or write for dealer nearest you: SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, POB 16543 TAMPA, FL
33687 813-985.7033

TH IEL

AUDIO GUEST

NA D

AUDIO RESEARCH

PROAC

B

COUNTERPOINT

DENON

AN D MANY MORE

FOR SALE
TUBE DYNACO LOVERS! (matched pairs): Amperes
EL -34 6CA7 (u $19.50 MP; Gold Lion KT -88 (a 579.00
MP: GE 6550 (a538.00/MP. (single tubes): Mullard
EL34/6CA7 (158.00; Mullard 6550 (u $29.00; Tungsgram 12AX7/ECC83 (1$2.50. (tube preamp kit): Dyna
PAS -3X (complete), $149.00. (tube amp kit): Dyna
Mk4, 40W mono (complete), $199.00. All brand new!
Any Dyna assembly/repair manual (a $4.50 postpaid.
$2 shipping on tubes. SCC, Box 551 (ÁM1283), Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117, VISA/MC/COD.

VSP TRANSMOS AMPLIFIERS: TRANSCENDENTAL.
AUDIO NEXUS, NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201) 474-2910.

WALKER CJ55 & LINN BASIK LV-X
with the NEW Basik cartridge is an extremely effective disc
system-only 5558.00 delivered in the US or PR. Visa or
MC. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056, 513-3333, TLX427791.
WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES, SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS WANTED, MAURY 713-728-4343.

YAMAHA

VANDERSTEEN LOUDSPEAKERS lB & 2C
We are pleased to offer the new 1 B's $600, the 2C's $990,
and 2C stands $75. Prices per pair. Visa and MC. FREE
SHIPPING IN US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING.
OXFORD AUDIO CNSLTS., INC. Box 145, Oxford, OH

45056,513.523-3333,TLX427791.

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESS ONAL CONSULTATION BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS. IN STOCK, AT BEST
PRICES. (717) 774-2618

GUARANTEED SAVINGS
"Why Settle For Less When You Can Own The Best"

AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR STEREO COMPONENTS
FREE Delivery & Set
Trade-ins Accepted

Up

Relaxed
Custom

"NO RUSH" Showroom
Installation & Repairs

FEATURING OVER 60 BRANDS INCLUDING:

Blaupunkt
Bose

Gem
Grace
Grado
Harman Kardon

'Energy Loudspeaker

Hddc hi
Kyocera
Mitsubishi

Onyo
Ortotor
Phase Linear
Pyramid

SetJerra

'Sony

Sound Dynamcs
Tnorens
Vampire Wire
C J Wake'

Soundcraftsmen

and more

Signet

CALL OR WRITE HAROLD MINTO

L
-

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO
(516) 378-4389
365 S. Bayview Ave.

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1983

.AA INC., at the rollowing address for more details.
Some rep eseitaeve territories sell available.
Hhife to

ALL .AMERIC4N AUDIO, INC.
31316 Via

Cclinas. Suite

103,

Westlake Village, CA. 91362.

TM 658231 SUMOCORP WK VG

8001 Maple Street
New Orleans, LA (504) 866-3457

805 El Camino Real
Palo Alto. Calif. (415) 328-1081

AR

emptier, 3xe,vses such complete control over any loudspeaker,
that your óterang room will come alive

Phone (:13) 991.5330

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878.

Boston Acoustics
Celestion
'Concord
DBX
Denon
Dynavector

For Me pst 6 years, SUMO electronics audio components have
been engnee-ed to reproduce your music perfectly, effortlessly.
New SUA-0's continue that eadieom The ELECTRA lull -featured
preamp p-eserves every electron of mfounation passed through
a. CPARe1E, our first FM tuner, reveals fiat FM broadcasts can
represent'a a.tty high fidelity attemaeve to LPs and tapes. And
ANDROAEDA, 200 watts per channel ¡FTC) of high powered

S

THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 3/5A, SA3, BC3

ADS
Advent
AIWA
Amber

SUMO -MZE!

AUDIO HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 315A, Prelude

WILSON

For product information and the ABSOLUTE LOWEST
PRICES available CALL THE SOURCE, 1-800-443-HIFI.

Advice
Available

80

(201) 744-0600
CSA AUDIO, 193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

VANDERSTEEN 2C'S-hear them demonstrated superbly
at Audio Connect'on, NJ 210-239.1799

1128 E. Loyola Dr. (By Appt.)
Tempe, Arizona (602) 967.1250

Financing

O

LINN SONDEK

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS

LISTENING POST HAS SPENDOR
SP -1, BC -1, LS 315A, Prelude

Professional

9*Iu

ACOUSTAT

THORENS TD126SME-$795. Call Terry 402-391-3842

1l

A

We outperform th e rest

FOR SALE

Retail
Mail Order
Export
Freeport,,L.I., New York 11520

Ao
Qr
Introducing a new name to Audio
from Oregon. STAN WARREN,
formerly of PS Audio has moved.
New designs, optimized for high
volume quality circle production,
spell high value for you and big
trouble for other brands.
Our budget preamplifier will set
new standards of excellence for pre The
amps of all price brackets.
Gemini universal head amp is the
world's first optimized interface for
moving coil and magnetic cartridges,
it even comes with a custom version
of an industry favorite magnetic.
There is more to come so watch
for reviews and ads.
For more information ask your
dealer or write to:
2375 W. 21st Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97405
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FOR SALE

RARE FIDELITY

FOR SALE

from

**

RARE COMPONENTS
Accuphase
Adcom
Conrad -Johnson
Robertson
Souther

Audioquest
Beard
Pink Triangle
Perreaux
Spica
VPI

Pro Ac

and others
I

UDION

I

V

ton,

02173

lb17í8 3t

ION

I

40 Mass. Ave.

1-313-553-0508

**

B&K IMPORTS PURVEYORS
OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT!
ONLY THE FINEST IN:

TURNTABLES
TONEARMS
PHONO CARTRIDGES
HEAD AMPS
PRE-AMPS
POWER AMPS
LOUDSPEAKERS
RECORDS
INTERCONNECTS
IMPORTANT ACCESSORIES
AUDIOPHILE TOOLS
24160 TWIN VALLEY CT.
FARMINGTON, MICHIGAN 48024

VISA-MC-CHECKS-C.O.D.

The NEW

Speakerlab K.
I6'of exponential bass horn
folded into a 4' high enclosure
for awesome impact and dynamic
range, high efficiency and power
handling. We updated a timehonored design with a 15"
woofer, 7" midrange, and horn
tweeter for a digital -ready
speaker for the 80's. Learn more
in our FREE 32 -page catalog.
(Allow 4 -6 weeks for delivery.
Send Sf 25 for faster, 1st. class.)

,l«rlab

spp

y

Seattle, Washington

FREE CATALOG
BRITISH HI-FI MAGS OLD & NEW
INTICING OFFERS, ATTRACTIVE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS, BROAD SELECTION

21ST CENTURY AUDIO LTD IN PHILADELPHIA
For better selections and personel service. We recommend

some of the following brands for your listening enjoyment.
Argent, Audible Illusions, Belles, Beveridge, Conrad -Johnson, DCM, E.A.R., Oracle, Perreaux, Pyramid, RGR,
SOTA, Spica, STAX ESL, SUMO, VPI and more.
We also have the new John Iverson Eagle 7A amplifier. At
97 lbs. it is no small amp.
Also available the new Kahn -Hazeltine AM Stereo -FM Stereo Tuner. Now listen to your AM in stereo. Priced at
5198.00 + UPS.
All this and much more at 5041 Rising Sun Ave, 19120.
(215) 324-4457. Master Card and Visa Accepted.
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2 CROWN SX-824 TAPE DECKS, never out of carton.

$1700 each. Call (219) 831-4604.

1-800-245-6000
TAPE WORLD
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:

MAR-90
MA -90
SAX -90
ADX-90

6.49
4.39

SA -60

3.19
2.99
2.19
1.89

AD -90
TDK: AD -60

1.89
1.49

SA -90

TDK: D-90
1.25
TDK: D-60
1.05
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 Hi -Grade
10.49
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750
7.99
MAXELL: XLI or IIS-90
3.39
MAXELL: UDXL I or IIC-90
2.49
MAXELL: UDXL I or IIC-60
2.29
MAXELL: UD-90
2.19
MAXELL: XL I 35-90B
6.49
MAXELL: UD35-90
5.39
SONY: UCXS-90
2.49
TDK: HD -01 (Head Demag.)
13.99
WE WILL HONOR ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF
THE TOTAL ORDER. $3.75 Shipping any size order in
US. VISA, MC no extra charge. COD add $1.65. Minimum COD order $40.00. PA ad Sales Tax. Allow 2
weeks for delivery.
323 Brown Ave., Box 361, Butter, PA 16001
412-283-8621

RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS, COMPACT DISCS, DISCOUNT
PRICES! Prompt Shipping, Free Catalog: For The Record
, Box 21201zz, Columbus, Ohio 43221.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD GALLERY discounts on ultra
sound direct disc, half mastered, digital, Japanese Imports,
more! We specialize) Only the finest fidelity recordings.
Catalog $1.00 P.O. Box 1073, Vienna, VA 22180
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The knowledge, creativity
and dependability you
expect from a dealer who
represents these
manufacturers.
Acoustat
ADS

Alpha
Audio Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest
Bang & Olufsen
Boston Acoustics
Bryston
Carver
Counter Point
C.J.Walker
Dennessen
Devon
Dynavector
Energy
ESB

Grace
Hailer

Micro - acoustics
THE WORLD'S FIRST
MICROPHONICALLY TUNED & DAMPED
PHONO CARTRIDGE

Kiseki
Magnepan
Mission
N AD

Nakamichi
Niles
Nitty Gritty
Oracle
Plexus
Proton

pig

r

Pyramid

Signet
SOTA
Stair

Sumiko
Tandberg
Threshold
Vandersteen
VPI

KEF

Keith Monks

Wooden Images

THE MICRO -ACOUSTICS 830CSA

...and more

listening rooms ... New
England's largest Audiophile
record dealer... Keith Monks
record cleaning... In-store
service... All shipments pre-paid
and insured in the continental U.S.
5

4_

From the Company that brought you beryllium cantilevers, direct -coupled
electrets, microcircuits, carbon filter housings, van -balance and more, comes a significant New
breakthrough in
cartridge design; Controlling Microphonics. Microphonic resonances exist in All electro/
mechanical devices. Though difficult to measure, they are perceived by the Most
sophisticated
instruments; The Human Ear. Each 830CSA is individually tuned, damped and
calibrated to
assure you of the finest performance achievable. In addition, the 830CSA
incorporates a newly
shaped diamond stylus which is an analogue to the cutting stylus produced by the World's
largest supplier of recording styli, Micro -Point. This assures precise
stylus to groove tracing. Hear more from Micro. Audition the 830CSA.

ma

Micro-Rcoustics 99 Casteton Street, Pleasantville, NY 10570
105

914-747-1570

Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT
(203) 777-1750

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5
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RECORDS

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

RARE 0/P RECORDS: Warehouse stock reasonable
prices. Catalog $t., Melody House Records, Box 607,
Ansonia Station, New York, NY 10021.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric speakers, amps, etc. John Conrad 1178 Blackbird
St El Cajon, CA. 92020 (619) 449-9155

RECORDS
CLASS -A -UNDERGROUND
discounts audiophile discs-current stock on
Mobile Fidelity
Sheffield Labs
Nautilus Recordings
Send for FREE catalog: 35 North Greenbush Road, West
Nyack, NY 10994

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS exclusively - large inventory
and selection, in stock - catalog $1, credited to order - Ethel
Enterprises, P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A, Falls Church, VA
22043

COMPACT DISC SALE !! Hundreds
and Classical titles now on sale for
through December 31. Many others
able prices. Send $1.00 for complete

of imported Popular
515.99 with this ad
available at reasonlist.

FRESH AIRE FIVE and the special limited FRESH AIRE
COLLECTION now available at discount prices. Send
$1.00 for complete update list of Audiophile recordings.

JAPANESE IMPORT Rock and Jazz ! Dozens of new titles
in stock and hundreds more available special order, including the new BLUE NOTE re -issues. Updates $1.00 each
(specify Rock/Pop or Jazz)
Supersound Records, P.O. Box 82-A,
60130, (312) 366-1300

Forest Park, IL

MOBILE FIDELITY ASSORTED "OUT OF PRINTS" inclu
dig Sgt. Peppers UHOR unopened and opened. (805) 2517521

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. ANTI -STATIC
POLY LINED SLEEVES, REPLACEMENT CARDBOARD
JACKETS, OPERA BOXES, 78 SLEEVES. ETC. FREE
CATALOG. MC VISA PHONE ORDERS, 614-299-0476,
614-272-6715. CABCO PRODUCTS, A-7, BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201.
RECORD -TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels; no purchase obligations; discount dividend certificates; 100%
guarantees. Free details. Discount Music Club, 650 Main
St., P.O. Box 2006, Dept. 14-1283, New Rochelle, New
York 10801.

DYNACO ELECTRONICS, SPEAKERS, PARTSBOUGHT, SOLD. TRADED, REPAIRED. Free "buy/
sell" pricelist. CASH for "blown" Dyna components!
SCC, Box 551 (Am1283), Dublin, OH 43017 - (614)
889-2117.

PAY DEALER COST

SHEFFIELD LAB S-10 "MISSING LINK" sealed $395
OBO (607-256-5433) daytime

On Video & Stereo equipment. All top brands. No
deposit, same day shipping, no lemon guarantee.

SHEFFIELD LAB-THELMA HOUSTON. Dave Grusin. 555
ea. ppd. Beatles Sgt. Pepper UHOR $150. John KlemmerStraight From Heart Nautilus D.D. $35. William Wegner,
4373 Wayside, Saginaw, Mi. 48603. 517-793-4218.

INTERNATIONAL HI FI DISTRIBUTORS
BALTIMORE, MD. 21206

SHEFFIELD LAB2 THELMA HOUSTON Unopened best
over $200.00 (805) 251-7521

SEALED SHEFFIELD LAB-S-10 "MISSING LINC VOL
II," 318-984-9776, Charles or Randy
YSL RECORDS (Japanese pressings exclusively)-NEW
1983 11,000 -plus title catalog. $3.00 Postpaid. YSL STY-

LI-top quality, great selection for most popular magnetic
-

QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL, Q-8 TAPES, LP's, equipment. Some for sale also. Michael Robin, 120 Atlanta
Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15228, 412-341-1686

Full lifetime service. Call 9am to 9pm daily, til
5pm Saturday. 1.301.488.9600

_woman

iarmon <ardon
Tandberc
aoston Acoustics
.Audio Control
ihervvood
ADS
Hitachi
AIWA
Devon

7evo

cartridges. Free list. YSL RECORDS, Box 8330-U, Van
Nuys, CA 91409.

Jnkyo
Drtofon

AUK

Hatter

SME

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

Thoreni

&

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue-52.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York

AUDIO INTERNATIONAL COMPANY SINCE 1974. All
hems listed by Aberst, Corb, Yo. Highest price, Integrity.
(805) 646-5862

Threshold
series

II

STASIS power amplifiers

ego

We Deliver FREE
Anywhere In the
Continental USA'

Many More

the SOU NQJ4ppá acts
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge it...Call 516-499-7680

Important News
for ReVox Owners
r-

1

kreel-

Grace

PROTECT YOUR LPS POLY SLEEVES for jackets 130.
Poly lined paper 150. Square bottom inner sleeves 8c.
Whhe jackets 35c. Postage $2.50. House of Records,
Hillbum, NY 10931

10931.
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Threshold
model Sí300 series II
STASIS power amplifier
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Only Threshold STASIS amplifiers are so inherently accurate
that no global feedback correction is used and specifications
are achieved with the output stage operating autonomously.
Now, Threshold series II STASIS amplifiers enjoy an all FET
front-end signal path, substantially increased RMS and peak
current capability, greater loudspeaker damping, and employ
active circuits to suppress turn-on/turn-off transients and
monitor ongoing operating conditions.
Threshold

Once the audio purity and dynamic reserve of a Threshold
series II STASIS amplifier has been experienced no
alternative will satisfy. For a color brochure and a technical
paper on contemporary amplifier design write:

Threshold Corporation
1832 tribute road suite

A full -function infrared remote control i:, now available for most Revox

tape decks and turntables. Made
in Switzerland by Revox, the complete system may be retrofitted into
A77 and B77 open reel units; B710
cassette decks; and B790, B791,
and B795 turntables. For more
information, please write: Remote
Control, Dept. A, Studer Revox

America, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
e

sacramento california 95815

Nashville, TN 37210.

EUUDER REVOX
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WHAT YOU DON'T
SEE MAKES THE
ENTEC SUB WOOFER
CLEARLY THE BEST

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

SERVICES

HURRY! CONTACT ME FOR BEST RESULTS: Tube
Type Components by McIntosh, Marantz, Quad, Leak.
Thorens TD124. Garrard 301, 401. Old Tannoy Moritor
Speakers. Alter 604'S, 288-16G/H, 830A Laguna. Old
Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Amps, Mixers, Consoles,
Drivers, Tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Parts, Others) Tel:
213/576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey-pk, Ca.
91754

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES -MITSUBISHI, KENWOOO,
AUDIO PURIST, HARMAN KARDON, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, GRADO, JANSZEN, &
CUSTOM SPEAKER RECONING FOR OVER 25 YEARS.
NEAL'S SPEAKERS & STEREO 1728 FULTON AVE,
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825 (916) 486-9372.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, Thorens
TD -124, Western Electric, AltecrJBLEWTannoy Stevens
raw speakers, etc. Top cash. Scott Dowling, 9908 Daines
Dr., Temple City, CA 91780 (213) 286-9122

OPSSI

PGpti,

\r

NSN

O

TOP PAID! WESYAN ELECTRIC TUBES 300A -B, 274A B, 252A. McINTOSH C-22, MC -275. MARANTZ 2, 7C, 9,
10B. ALTEC 830A LAGUNA SYSTEM, 604 SERIES. Must
be in good shape and reasonable. SOUND INC. PO Box
34. Shimodate, JAPAN 308.

WANTED: HARMAN KARDON 430 RECEIVER-Call T.
Moore collect 702-293-2743

G

\Yse\\
\O.sog.e,

Pass.

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS

changes daily: phone orders a must.
Capitol Record Shop
7 Capitol Ave., Hartford, CT 06106
203-278-6530
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COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS!
n stock! Many titles. Fast, FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276.
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Audio Research
Counterpoint
Sequerro
DC5/ Gestolt
Amber
Hormon Kordon

Threshold
PS Audio
Tondberg
Musical Fidelity
Hoffer
Kyocera

Ouod
Vondersteen

Acoustot

KEF

Dahlqulst

Thiel

Spica

loon

Goldmund
Walker

VPI

Orocle

Synnx

I

Sumiko

von den Hul/ EMT

Hellus
Lustre
Klseki

Morovskis MIT
Dynovector
Groce
Signet
Kyocera DA-Of dlgitol Compoct Disc player

Audloquest/Live Wire - Sonex Professional
Five listening rooms on two levels
Spacious. relaxed atmosphere
Knowledgeable, experienced staff
Wide selection of audiophile recordings

I

WHAT
YOUR AUDIO
SYSTEM
NEEDS

Hear the finest music system
in the entire Southwest.

IIIENTEC

Quad ESL -63s Janis W-1 / 1 A subwoofer
Goldmund Studio 136 von den Hui/ EMT
Audio Research SP 10and D79C electronics
Sequerra FM -1
Tondberg TD20A-SE tope
Sonex Professional "L.E.D.E " listening room

DOES BEST.

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGIES I
1016 MORSE AVE., NO. 12
SUNNYVALÉ, CALIF. 94086

..

Woods, MI 48225, (313) 527-5400

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters, Catalogue
$1.00. Barclay -Crocker, 313-A Mill Street, Poughkeepsie

CD DISCS!

7.

G.A.S. REPAIRS-ALL MODELS
4 Month Limited warranty-Parts/Labor
For more information write or call between 10.00 & 6:00
E.S.T. Audio Diagnostics. Inc. 19888 Kelly Rd. Harper

COMPACT DISCS

The first compact disc dealer in North America (see
Billboard cover story 3112,83), and still the best. We
have inventory! Nearly 800 titles in stock, or readily
available. Fair prices. Same day shipping. Our stock

e

AUDIO PULSE REPAIR SPECIALISTS. Model One's
modified. Walt's Audio Service. 111 E. Rialto Ave., Rialto,
CA 92376 (714) 875-0776

COMPACT DISCS!!!!!!! Send for your free catalog of all
available titles. We specialize in great prices, fast delivery,
and fully guaranteed discs from all labels. National Music
Sales, 23115(A) Ostronic, Woodland Hills, CA 91367.

gr\
-\\%Y',\51'

AUDIO ADVICE evaluates your audio objectives, researches and provides recommendations. Audio Advice is
impartial, since we sell no equipment. No obligations. P.O.
Box 10082, Baltimore, MD 21204 Tel. 301-528-1680.

- audio

pró philef inc.-

12651 Memorial Drive, between Gessner G w, Delt
Houston, Texas 77024 (713) 973-0000
Mon.-Thurs. 10 om-E pm. Fri 10.7. Sot.10-6
MasterCord. Viso and American Express occepted

124

NY 12601.

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE
SALE High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7'
reels, used once. Case of 40, 545.00. 1092" x 3600'
and cassettes available. Master Card Visa. Valtech
Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 3224866.

SURPLUS AMPEX 671 SCOTCH 24 00' box of 62, 556.
SCOTCH 3600' box of 30, 75 COD or check. CK Ltd., P.O.
Box 527. Conondale, Florida 32431

TAPE RECORDINGS
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2 4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES (Dolby BrC, TypeX), and DIGITAL CASSETTES
from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATALOG. Direct-to -Tape,
14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

SPEAKERS
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTORS SOUGHT for small, fast growing audio manufacturerldistributor. Equity avallaole in exchange for
$125,000 working capital to fund new growth, introduce
new product. Reply in complete confidence to R.S. Cromwell, Cromwell Group, Inc. 1960 Bronson Rd., Fairfield, CT
06430

PUBLICATIONS
SOUND NEWS JOURNAL
The Audiophile review magazine that is growing fast! We
use subjective equipment evaluations and rate components not only on sound quality merit, but also its relevant
VALUE in todays audiophile marketplace. For once, find
out it a particular component fits your needs and SYSTEM!
Our July issue has: Alphason, Walker, B & K, Mission,
BRB, Celestion, Apature, more. October has: Spectrascan,
Robertson, Heybrook, Proac, Monsters ALPHA 1, RGR,
and a review "first" of the new outstanding SPENDOR SP 1 loudspeaker. 516.00, quarterly. Check, M.O. to:
SOUND
NEWS JOURNAL, P.O. BOX 657, LYNBROOK, N.Y.
11563. If you love music and sound, ignore us at your own
peril!

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE
Strong in the West, headin' East.

ASK YOUR DEALER
Manufactured by;
RKB Industrial. Inc.
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
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AD INDEX.

'the Zeta Is the best sounding arm I've tried... capable of
HIFI
bringing a whole new dimension to disc reproduction.'
ANSWERS.

-

'more dramatic in resolution, dynamic range enhanced, general
HIFI NEWS.
sharpening of instrumental positions.'

-

-

'bass was exceptionally good, deep, powerful, tight &
HIFI CHOICE.
articulate... treble was sweet & transparent.'

Firm(Reader Service No.)Page
ADS
Aiwa (5)
Akai (2)

19
13
3

...

Audiophile Systems (35)
100
B&W Loudspeakers (13)
25
Boston Acoustics (3)
5
Bryston Manufacturing (40)
104
Camels
37
Carver Corp. (14)
30
Celestion (22)
84
Chrysler/Dodge
29
Chrysler/Plymouth
64 & 65
D'Ascanio Audio (41)
104
dbx
63
Delco/Bose
10 & 11
Design Acoustics (43)
106
Dynavector r(31)
95
Fisher (18)
73

,

probably the best tonearm In the world?
'the sound overall was gratifyingly delicate... stereo Imagery frankly
thought superb... good subjective dynamic range... excellent
HIFI NEWS
trackability...the Brier Is a superb pickup.'
I

-

111

,

Fostex (39)
Franklin Mint

103
38 & 39

Harman/Kardon
Cover III, 91
Hitachi (34)
99
IMF (17)
69
104
J&R Music World (42)
Jack Daniels
27
JBL (15)
31
KEF (16)
60
LaBelle
105
McIntosh (38)
102
Magnepan (10)
22
Maxell (9)
20
Jonas Miller Sound (33)
98
Mitsubishi Motors
75
Mitsubishi (32)
97
Nakamichi (12, 23)
24, 85
NEC (1)
Cover II &
Onkyo (25)
87
Perreaux (33)
98
Pioneer (28)
92
Polk Audio (36)
101
1

Proton
RCA (29)
Revox (37)
Salems
Sansui (26)
Shure Bros. (19)
Signet (8)
Sony (6, 7, 20)

4

94
102
49
89
79
18
14, 15, 1.7, 80

Soundcrafts*nen (30)
Spica (24)
Studer-Revox (37)
Tandberg (4)

9

86, 88, 90
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REFERENCE MONITOR INT. INC. 6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO, CARLSBAD, CA 92008

The AudioQuest stable of products includes the famous AO series of
moving coil cartridges with hollow sapphire cantilevers. The AQ404,
AQ606 and AQ808 are high output models designed to feed a normal
phono input. The AQ505, AQ707 and A0909 are low output models
requiring an extra gain stage. The new AQ1.1 is a medium output
model designed for the new generation of "high gain" preamps. We
also make the remarkably inexpensive GroovDancer MC+ high
output moving coil and the GroovDancer IM+ induced magnet
cartridge. The AQ Shadow tonearm along with the AO 317/LW and
AO 407/LW all come with LiveWire headshell leads and a LiveWire
tonearm cable. Whether you are spending $325, $575 or $825 these
arms will let you hear what your cartridge is supposed to sound like
instead of the harshness and resonance -induced mistracking so
common in other arms. Don't forget the superb LiveWire interconnecting and speaker cables, the only good looking sound
paneling, AudioQuiet One and Two, the AQ record brush and AO
stylus cleaner. The latest AQ product is an extremely effective record
mat which supports and damps for the least colored sound possible.
AT AUDIOQUEST WE TALK MERIT

-

NOT MARKETING!

102
6 & 7

TDK (11)

Technics (45)
Wharfedale (21)
Yamaha

hand building sweeter MC cartridges

GOo LDUG

3857 birch street,

610

newport bench, colifornic 92660

714

/
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23
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ANNUAL
INDEX
Sony CDP-701 ES Compact Disc Player, Sept., 50.
Technics SL -P10 Digital Audio Disc
Player, Feb., 48.
Toshiba XR-Z90 Compact Disc Player,
Dec., 66.

UBJECT

INDEX

Addenda
First Look: Sony's Digital Compact
Disc Player, Leonard Feldman (Nov.
1982, 36), Jan., 64.

Build

High -Performance THD Analyzer, Robert R. Cordell (Part I, July
1981, 34; Part II, Aug. 1981, 14; Part
Ill, Sept. 1981, 52, Addenda, Nov.
a

1981, 14), Feb., 16.
Tonearm Geometry and Setup Demystified, Martin D. Kessler and B. V.
Pisha (Jan. 1980, 76; Addenda, April
1980, 26), May, 48.

Amplifiers & Preamplifiers
Build a Stereo Headphone Amplifier,
Paul D. Chapman, May, 62.
Battle of the Amps (Denon PRA -6000
Preamplifier and POA-8000 Amplifier, Sony Esprit TA -E900 Preamplifier
and TA-N900 Amplifier), Leonard
Feldman, June, 56.

Antennas & FM
Outdoor FM Antennas Measured,
Leonard Feldman, Jan., 40.
WFMT: Satellite Superstation, Rich
Warren and Daniel Queen, Feb., 42.
11

Book Reviews
21 Custom Speaker Enclosure Projects
You Can Build, May, 89.
The Complete Handbook of Magnetic
Recording, May, 89.
How to Install Your Own Stereo System, Second Edition, May, 90.
Radio Shack Catalog, Dec., 30.
Saga of the Vacuum Tube, Dec., 106.
How to Make & Sell Your Own Record,
Dec., 106.
The Musician's Guide to Independent
Record Production, Dec., 106.

Car Stereo
Car Stereo Directory, July, 10.
Drive Your Walkman 'Round the Block,
Richard Boryczewski, July, 70.

Cassettes & Cassette Decks
Noise Reduction: Side Benefits & Side
Effects, Howard A. Roberson, April,
55.
126

Mass Tape Test: 77 Cassettes Rated.
Howard A. Roberson, Sept., 34.

Computers & Audio
Computer -Aided Filter Design, Richard
Kaufman, Nov., 28.
Computer -Aided Audio Calculations,
Leonard Feldman, Nov.. 32.
TDS Computing, Gerald R. Stanley,
Nov., 38.

Construction Projects
How to Build a Low -Cost Stereo Enhancer, Richard J. Kaufman,
May, 58.
Build a Stereo Headphone Amplifier.
Paul D. Chapman, May, 62.
Build a Poor -Man's Wow & Flutter Meter, M. J. Salvati, June, 64.
Drive Your Walkman 'Round the Block,
Richard Boryczewski, July, 70.
New Lows in Home -Built Subwoofers.
Lorr Kramer and Greg Timbers.
Aug., 58.
Build a Center -Woofer Crossover, M. J.
Salvati, Aug., 65.
Computer -Aided Filter Design, Richarc
Kaufman, Nov., 28.

Digital Sound & Equipment
Japan Fair: The Art Advances, Gene
Pitts, March, 32.
Confessions of a Digital Recordist,
Richard S. Burwen, Dec.. 46.
Hitachi DA -1000 Digital Audio Disc
Player, Jan., 50; Postscript, May, 88.
Kyocera DA -01 Compact Disc Player,
Aug., 70.
Magnavox FD1000SL Compact Disc

Player, June, 86.

Mitsubishi DP -101 Compact Disc
Player, Aug., 82.
NEC CD -803E Compact Disc Player,
Nov., 50.
Phase Linear 9500 Compact Disc Player, June, 76.
Sharp DX -3 Compact Digital Audio
Disc Player, March, 44.
Sony CDP-101 Digital Audio Disc Player: Postscript, Jan., 64.
Sony PCM-701 Digital Audio Processor, April, 60.

Directories
Car Stereo Directory, July.
Amps/Equalizers, 10; Radios/Tape
Players, 15; Speakers, 21; Index of
Manufacturers, 31.
Annual Equipment Directory, Oct.
Introduction, 51; Digital Recorders/
Processors, 53; Compact Disc Players, 54; Amplifiers, 56; Preamplifiers,
62; Tuners, 70; Receivers, 72; Turntables, 81; Tonearms, 86; Phono
Cartridges, 88; Open -Reel Tape
Decks, 96; Cassette Decks, 98;
Headphones, 103; Microphones,
121; Equalizers, 126; Loudspeakers,
129; Index of Manufacturers, 218.
Son of Directory, Nov.
Blank Tape, 44; Noise -Reduction
Units, 46; Index of Manufacturers,
48.
1982 Annual Equipment Directory Addenda, Jan., 31.
1982 Car Stereo Directory Addenda.
Jan., 36.

Equipment Profiles
Acoustat Trans -Nova Twin -200 Amplifier, March, 64.
ADS C2 Cassette Deck, July, 84.
Audio Control Richter Scale Bass EQ
and Crossover, Aug., 86.
AudioSource EQ-One Equalizer and
Spectrum Analyzer, Nov., 64.
Audio-Technica AT666EX Disc Stabilizer, Jan., 54.
B & O MMC1 Phono Cartridge, Aug.,
74.

Boston Acoustics A40 Speaker, July,
78.

Crown PZM-30GP Pressure Zone Microphone, March, 48.
Crown Power Line Four Amplifier, April,
64.

Denon DRA-400 Receiver, Feb., 62.
Denon PRA -6000 Preamplifier, June,
56.
Denon POA-8000 Amplifier, June, 56.
ESB 7/06 Speaker, Nov., 72.
Genesis 210 Speaker, Sept., 67.
Grace F -9E Ruby Phono Cartridge,
July, 90.
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Hafler DH -160 Equalizer, April, 70.
Harman/Kardon T60 Turntable, Jan.,
58.

Hitachi DA -1000 Digital Audio Disc
Player, Jan., 50; Postscript, May, 88.
JVC R -X80 Receiver, Nov., 68.
Koss CM/1030 Loudspeaker, May, 74.
Kyocera R-851 Tuner -Amp, May, 82.
Kyocera DA -01 Compact Disc Player,
Aug., 70.
Linn Sondek LP12 Turntable, Nov., 56.
Luxman RX-103 Receiver, Sept., 80.
Magnavox FD1000SL Compact Disc
Player, June, 86.
MAS (Music and Sound) Mk. Turntable/MAS-282 Tonearm, Dec., 61.
Mitsubishi DP -101 Compact Disc Player, Aug., 82.
NAD 4150 Tuner, March, 56.
Nakamichi Dragon Cassette Deck,
I

May, 66.
NEC CD -803E Compact Disc Player,
Nov., 50.
Onkyo TX-61 Tuner -Amplifier, Feb., 54.
Parasound E0f210 Equalizer, Jan., 68.
Phase Linear 9500 Compact Disc Player, June, 76.
Phase Linear DRS 900 Amplifier, Sept.,
64.
Phoenix Systems P -10 -MM Preamp,
May, 71.
Realistic 33-1080 Microphone, July,
94.

Revox B710 MKII Cassette Deck,
March, 60.
Revox B261 Tuner, Dec., 56.
SAE E101 Equalizer, Dec., 76.
Scott 438A Amplifier, Aug., 80.
Sharp DX-3 Compact Digital Audio
Disc Player, March, 44.
Sherwood S-6010CP Tuner, April, 67.
SIE Publishing "Critical Listening: An
Audio Training Course," July, 88.
Sony CDP-101 Compact Disc Player:
Postscript, Jan., 64.
Sony PCM-701 Digital Audio Processor, April, 60.
Sony Esprit TA -E900 Preamplifier,
June, 56.
Sony Esprit TA -N900 Amplifier, June,
56.
Sony CDP-701 ES Compact Disc Player, Sept., 50.
SOTA Sapphire Turntable, June, 80.

Soundcraftsmen DC2214 Equalizer,
Feb., 66.

Soundcraftsmen AE2000 Analyzer Equalizer, June, 90.
Spectral DMC-10 Preamplifier, Sept.,
56.
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Sumiko MDC-800 Tonearm/Tálisman S
Cartridge, Sept., 72.
Sumo Nine Amplifier, Dec., 70.
Talisman S Cartridge/Sumiko MDC800 Tonearm, Sept., 72.
Tandberg TPT 3001A Tuner and TIA
3012 Amp, Nov., 80.
Technics SL -P10 Digital Audio Disc
Player, Feb., 48.
Technics RS-M275X Cassette Deck,
March, 68.
Telarc Omnidisc Test Record, Feb.,
60.

Toshiba XR-Z90 Compact Disc Player,
Dec., 66.
Vector Research VCX-800 Cassette
Deck, Jan., 60.

Furniture
Hi -Fi Furniture: A Cabinetmaker's
Comparison, John Basinski, April,
44.

Interviews
Jim Kogen, David Lander, Feb., 36.
Amar Bose, David Lander, July, 74.
Ray Manzarek, Paul Laurence, Dec.,
40.

Loudspeakers
The Audio Interview: Amar Bose, David
Lander, July, 74.
New Lows in Home -Built Subwoofers,

Lorr Kramer and Greg Timbers,
Aug., 58.
Build a Center -Woofer Crossover, M. J.
Salvati, Aug., 65.
TDS Computing, Gerald R. Stanley,
Nov., 38.

Measurements
Outdoor FM Antennas Analyzed,
Leonard Feldman, Jan., 40.
Phase Testing in Phono Cartridges,
Kevin Byrne, March, 38.
Battle of the Amps, Leonard Feldman,
June, 56.
Build a Poor Man's Wow & Flutter Meter, M. J. Salvati, June, 64.
Mass Tape Test: 77 Cassettes Rated,
Howard A. Roberson, Sept., 34.
Computer -Aided Audio Calculations,
Leonard Feldman, Nov., 32.
TDS Computing, Gerald R. Stanley,
Nov., 38.

'11

How

We

Hear

Direction,

Vaughan, Dec., 50.

Denis

Music & Recording
WFMT: Satellite Superstation, Rich
Warren and Daniel Queen, Feb., 42.
Home Studio: Do It the Pro Way, Jon
Tiven, Sept., 45.
The Audio Interview: Ray Manzarek,
Paul Laurence, Dec., 40.

Confessions of a Digital Recordist,
Richard S. Burwen, Dec., 46.

Noise Reduction
Noise Reduction: Side Benefits and
Side Effects, Howard A. Roberson,
April, 55.

Obituaries
George W. Tillett, Feb., 14.
C. Robert Fine, March, 72.
Etsuro Nakamichi, May, 36.

One -Brand System Reviews
Aiwa S.P.A.N. V-1000G, March, 42.
Lirpa A11-1N-1SKY, April, 40.
Quad Component System, Dec., 32.
Sanyo Pro-Ponent Audio -Video System, June, 72.
Scott Slimcom 650SL, Jan., 48.

Phono Cartridges
The Audio Interview: Jim Kogen, David
Lander, Feb., 36.
Phase Testing in Phono Cartridges,
Kevin Byrne, March, 38.

Psychoacoustics
A Sense of Loss, Joseph Giovanelli,
July, 72.

How We Hear Direction,
Vaughan, Dec., 50.

Denis

Video Sound
The RCA Videodisc Gets Stereo,
Charles Repka, Ed Freeman and
Gopi Mehrotra, Feb., 30.
Beta Hi -Fi: Better Audio for Video,
Leonard Feldman, May, 53.

X

A
B asinski,

John, Hi -Fi Furniture: A
Cabinetmaker's Comparison, April,

44.
B oryczewski, Richard, Drive Your
Walkman 'Round the Block, July, 70.
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Burwen, Richard S., Confessions
of

a

Digital Recordist, Dec., 46.

Byrne, Kevin, Phase Testing in

Pho-

no Cartridges, March, 38.

Chapman, Paul D., Build

a Stereo
Headphone Amplifier, May, 62.
Feldman, Leonard, 11 Outdoor FM
Antennas Analyzed, Jan., 40; Beta
Hi-Fi: Better Audio for Video, May,
53; Battle of the Amps, June, 56;
Computer-Aided Audio Calculations,

Nov., 32.

Freeman, Ed, Charles Repka, and
Gopi Mehrotra, The RCA Videodisc
Gets Stereo, Feb., 30.
Giovanelli, Joseph, A Sense of
Loss, July, 72.
Kaufman, Richard J., How to Build
a Low -Cost Stereo Enhancer, May,
58; Computer -Aided Filter Design,
Nov., 28.
Kramer, Lorr and Greg Timbers,
New Lows in Home -Built Sub woofers, Aug., 58.
Lander, David, The Audio Interview:
Jim Kogen, Feb., 36; The Audio Interview: Amar Bose, July, 74.
Laurence, Paul, The Audio Interview: Ray Manzarek, Dec., 40.
Mehrotra, Gopi, Charles Repka,
and Ed Freeman, The RCA Videodisc Gets Stereo, Feb., 30.
Pitts, Gene, Japan Fair: The Art Advances, March, 32.
Queen, Daniel, and Rich Warren,
WFMT: Satellite Superstation, Feb.,
42.

Repka, Charles,

Ed Freeman, and
Gopi Mehrotra, The RCA Videodisc
Gets Stereo, Feb., 30.
Roberson, Howard A., Noise Reduction: Side Benefits and Side Effects, April, 55; Mass Tape Test: 77
Cassettes Rated, Sept., 34.
Salvati, M. J., Build a Poor-Man's
Wow & Flutter Meter, June, 64; Build
a Center -Woofer Crossover, Aug.,
65.

Stanley, Gerald R.,

TDS Comput-

ing, Nov., 38.

Timbers, Greg and

Lorr Kramer,

New Lows in Home -Built Sub woofers, Aug., 58.

Tiven, Jon, Home Studio: Do It the
Pro Way, Sept., 45.

Vaughan, Denis, How

We Hear Direction, Dec., 50.
Warren, Rich and Daniel Queen,
WFMT: Satellite Superstation, Feb.,

42.
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READ THIS AD AND YOU'LL
BUY A HARMAN KARDON CASSETTE DECK
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That's a told statement, but
.-Q
Harman Kardon has been máking"
bold aLdio statements for over thirty"
years introducing the world's first.,high
fidelity receiver, the first stereo receivér and
ultrawideband frequency response. Harman Kardon
was also the firs' company to use Dolby' in a cassette deck.

Today, Harman Kardon products continue to be so

technologically advanced that "state-of-the-art" falls
short of describing them. They have become "state of -the -mind; the highest level at which the mind can
create.

-

consistently accuraté-'tape

Í .i`' J
FFF

speed. Together they enab e the
CD491 to reduce -wow -and -f uter to an
inaudible .025%. The only "wow" you'll ever
hear is the reaction of people listening to your
Harman Kardon cassette deck.
The CD491 incorporates Dolby HX Pro' for extended
frequency response, plus Dolby B and C' for maximum
noise reduction. Three precisixt heads offer improved
performance and the convenence of monitoring while
recording. Included is a'Sendt.st head to withstand high
record levels without overload and a ferrite playback
head for extended high frequency response.

The CD491 is Harman Kardon's most sophisticated
state -of -the -mind cassette deck and one of the few in
the world that can equal the full range of human hearing.
The CD491 has a remarkable 20Hz to 24kHz frequency
response using any tape formulation, not just expensive
metal tape. An audiophi e would settle for nothing less.
Even more remar'able s that in a national challenge?
Harman Kardon measured frequency response and
beat 98% of the competition, including units costing
twice as much.

The combined benefits of tre CD491's performance
features allow for the accura_e recording of more dynamic audio signals than previously possible. In fact, the
large signal response (frequency response at OVu) of
the CD491 is a virtually unrivaled 20Hz-20kHz ±3dB.
This is especially significan: as more demancing forms
of software, such as digital audio, become available.

The CD491 incorporates a dual capstan transport with
twin flywheels to insure perfect movement of the tape
across its 3 high performance heads. The dual capstan
serves to isolate the tape from the cassette shell while
the dynamically balanced flywheels help generate a

audio equipment.

So, while other manufacturers continue to pile on
unnecessary features and gimmicks, Harman Kardon
continues to develop only -Lndamentally advanced
(1) Dolby is the registered trademark o Dolby Laboratories Inc.
(2) In 1982, Harman Kardon chaltan3ed individuals to tring in their
Cassette decks to a local HK dealer. All units were cleaned and
demagnetized in order to insure fa r Last results. The Harman Kardon
unit was factory packed.

harmanikardon

Our state -of -the -mind is tomorrow's state-of-the-art.
240 Crossways Park West, Wcodbury. NY 11797 In Canada, Gould Marketing, Quebec. For more informat
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Technics introduces an awesome

Computer-Drivé Receiver.
It-stops distortion before it starts.
And that'sjust the beginning.
The new Technics SA-1010
Computer-Drive Receiver. A receiver
that combines so many technolcgical
advarces it is the most sophisticated
ever to carry the Technics name.
It starts with Technics innovatve
Computer-Drive technology: a
microcomputer with the intelligence
to sense potential causes of amplifier
distortion. And to stop that distcrtion,
before it starts. So your music comes ..
through with breathrai ng clarity.
-A second computéinot only operates
the world's most accurate tuning
system, quartz synthesis. It also scans
and mutes unwanted signals bebre
they interfere with.your music.
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'And the SA -1010's intelligence
touches other areas.
A microprocessor is also used.h
conjunction with Technics Randcm
Access Tuning with auto memory. It
allows you to pre-set and store Lp to ,
16 of your favorite stations: And to hear
any one,,in,any order, at the push
óf a button.
And (whatever music you do listén to
can be made to virtually envelop you,
surround you by engaging Techrics
Dimension Control circuitry.
Then there's the sheer power of
the.SA 1010: 120 watts per channel,
minimum continuous RMS, both
channels driven into 8 ohms, fron
-20Hz to 20kHz, with no more than
0.003% total harmonic distortion.
And of course, the SA -1010 is ready
for digital. It will be able to reproduce
the flawless sound of digital sources
soon to come.
Power. Perfectioh. And performance.
The awesome SA -1010 Compute -Drive
Retéiver. From Technics.

Technics

rl

The science of sound
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